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A computer assisted conceptual aircraft design program has been developed 

(CACAD). It has an optimisation capability, with extensive break-down in 

maintenance costs. CACAD's aim is to optimise the size, and configurations of 

turbofan-powered transport aircraft. 

A methodology was developed to enhance the reliability of current aircraft systems, 

and was applied to avionics systems. R&M models of thermal management were 

developed and linked with avionics failure rate and its maintenance cost prediction 

methods. The impact of the environmental control system, and engine-provided bleed 

flow was also modelled and incorporated into CACAD. The program showed the 

ARINC 600 & 408A flow rates to the avionics bay, and to the deck instruments may 

both profitably be increased by 50%. This keeps the direct operating cost (DOC) 

increase at bay for long-range passenger aircraft, and offers a reduction of up to 1% in 

DOC for the short to medium range passenger aircraft. 

A methodology was developed to model all aspects of future high risk technologies, 

with special consideration given to reliability, maintainability, and development cost 

(R, M&D) predictions as applied to variable camber wings (VCW). Many aspects of 

VCW were modelled. These included different types of drag saving due to chord- 

wise, as well as span-wise camber variation. Models were also derived for mass, 

maintenance cost, and extra development cost increments for wing trailing edge 

devices, flight control, and hydraulic systems. On incorporation into CACAD, a 

reduction in DOC of up to 3.5% was predicted. The VCW technology were evaluated 
for DOC improvements, against a number of existing, future, and derivative aircraft, 

under different sensitivity conditions. R, M&D predictions were shown to be decisive 

in addressing the feasibility of a new technology. 

The R&M predictions of the whole study shows that, long range, low to medium 

capacity derivative transport aircraft are most appropriate for the VCW technology, 
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and the short to medium range, low to medium capacity aircraft are most suitable for 

reliability enhancement projects of aircraft advanced systems. 
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Notation 

Due to extensive use of notations, abbreviation, and nomenclatures, they are 

presented in a form of Appendix A in the thesis. They are tabulated, and each term is 

defined, its unit is given, and if it is an input data, its value is also included. 
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1. Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 General 

Reliability, and maintainability have always been important subjects for consideration 

by aircraft designers, mostly at the detail design stage. The only consideration given 

by the conceptual designer was to avoid placing delicate components, such as 

avionics, too near to vibration and heat sources, such as the engines [1]. 

Reliability (R) means, few failures for long periods of aircraft operation. By 

quantification, reliability is the probability of a system or component that remains 

serviceable over a particular period of time. Unreliability of a system is the frequency 

at which it fails and requires corrective maintenance action [2]. It is the failure rate of 

a system. Maintainability (M) means simply the ease by which a defective aircraft can 
be repaired. Maintainability may be quantified as the number of maintenance man- 
hours (MH) required to fix a system every time it fails. Therefore R&M are bundled 

together and measured in MH per flight hour (FH). 

It seems from the published literature, that aircraft conceptual design and R&M were 
linked in mid-seventies, when there was a need for maintenance cost justification for 

either Departments of defence or airlines as selecting criteria between manufacturers. 
This need led to the new requirement to assign quantified targets for R&M of each 

aircraft system at the preliminary design stage. Both requirements meant the 

establishment of R&M prediction methods for each aircraft system. The methods 

made use of correlation analysis to develop models which relate historical 

maintenance data to the design/performance parameters of aircraft. The first of such 
work was published by the Northrop Corporation in 1975 [3]. Later Maddalon 
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correlated such historical maintenance data, not with aircraft but with system design 

parameters [4]. The Vought corporation also developed reliability prediction models 

under contract with US Naval Air System Command in 1980 [5]. Cranfield 

University under the auspices of Fielding pursued a research campaign in this field at 

two levels of the conceptual, and the detail preliminary design. They were able to 

develop separate prediction equations for reliability and maintainability for different 

systems of fighter and transport aircraft based on the latest historical R&M data, using 

more advanced methodology in the late eighties [6,7]. In the detail preliminary design 

phase, both qualitative, and quantitative techniques were rigorously applied to novel 

aircraft design projects carried out every year. Qualitative methods such as fault tree 

analysis [8], failure mode and effects and criticality analysis (FMECA), zonal 

analysis [9] were used along with quantitative methods such as aircraft 

maintainability prediction via time synthesis [10]. Reliability block diagram analysis 

based on MIL-STD-756 was used in conjunction with the methodology proposed by 

Serghides [11], and maintainability prediction procedure was based on . modified 

version of M L-HDBK-472 (procedure 3). The details of above methods are 

elaborated in [7]. 

In brief the above work established a foundation for predicting base values for R&M 

of an aircraft being initially sized at the conceptual design phase. These base values 

were then analysed against the evolutionary trends and continuous reliability 

improvement of system equipment. Along with the end user's R&M requirement in 

view, a set of ambitious but realistic targets may be produced for the R&M of every 

aircraft system. These targets may then be pursued in the detail/preliminary design of 

each system using the above mentioned qualitative, and quantitative methods. If the 

targets are not met, the proposals are made to enhance the reliability of certain 

critical pieces of equipment, or to add to the redundancy of the system. 

1.2 Back Ground To Present Research Work 

Enhancing the reliability and maintainability of aircraft systems at the conceptual 
design phase is a highly desirable characteristic in the design of any modern aircraft. 
Predicting extra maintenance and development costs associated with future 
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technologies at the conceptual phase is essential and cost effective. Previous 

conceptual design techniques, allowed an aircraft be sized and optimised, and then 

later in preliminary phase, work was done towards : 

- improving the system reliability, which may require further increase in the system 

mass, and or it may necessitate an increase in wing area or engine size 

- reducing extra maintenance cost, or development cost, of a new technology which 

may jeopardise all the benefits of it. 

This approach may be useful, but is often too late and too costly to implement, once 
the aircraft sizes are frozen, along with its budgeting. 

Historically aircraft conceptual design methods were aimed toward fulfilling 

performance-dominated mission parameters with fuel, and or, take-off mass being the 

objective function, until the cost of maintenance and aircraft market price became so 

pronounced that the objective function changed to direct operating cost (DOC). 

Therefore the first idea behind the research work in this thesis was to integrate R&M 

modelling into the aircraft sizing process at the conceptual design phase, so that an 

aircraft may be sized with inherently higher reliability. The R&M of a new technology 

should be allowed to play their role as much as other major aerodynamic and mass 

aspects in the sizing process. At the end of the day the success of a high technology 

new aircraft configuration is shaped by its R&M effects. This idea was re-enforced by 

Sobeisky from NASA Langley Research Centre [12], who envisaged that conceptual 
design of transport aircraft will have to include not only the present modules of 

geometry, aerodynamics, propulsion, mass properties, economic analysis, and 

performance, but also new modules of thermodynamics, stability and control, 

reliability, maintainability, supportability, and structure. 

1.3 Research Objectives and Thesis Outlines 

To put the above idea into action, three major tasks were envisaged and this thesis is 

the report of the computational execution of these tasks. 

Task 1: The first task was to establish a moderately state-of-the-art computer 

assisted transport aircraft design synthesis with extensive maintenance cost 
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breakdown, covering all major aircraft systems, and major sections of structure. It 

embodies an explicit optimiser, which though simple, is adequately accurate in finding 

global minimum DOC. The program was written in simple FORTRAN 77 language, 

and is run with a conventional PC. A literature survey, program description, and its 

validation are given in Chapter 2, and detailed formulation, with tables of results are 

shown in Appendix B. 

Task 2: The second task was to devise a methodology that will give guidelines 

on system reliability enhancement modelling. This methodology was developed and 

applied to avionics systems, with long history of unreliability. The reliability 
improvement of which not only proves the applicability of the methodology, but on 
integration in aircraft sizing and optimisation process, may offer an aircraft with 
inherently higher avionics reliability. This will lead to higher aircraft dispatch 

reliability, and safety. Chapter 3 describes the literature survey for this task, chain of 

modelling, and the analysis and discussions of the results that were obtained. 

Appendix C presents the detailed formulation, and graphs, and tables of results. 

Task 3: To accomplish the third task, a novel state-of-the-art air transport 

technology was studied. The variable camber wing (VCW) was chosen as suitable 

technology and was based on the latest design principles and experimental work 

pursued by MBB, and Cranfield in recent years. It was found that the latest advances 
in VCW technology have yet to be modelled into a conceptual design synthesis, let 

alone its R&M prediction modelling. Therefore efforts were devoted to model all 

aspects of VCW design including its R&M implications. Chapter 4 presents the 
historical development of VCW, and a literature survey, along with the descriptions 

of aerodynamic, mass, and R, M&D modelling, with analysis and discussions of 

results. Appendix D includes the detailed formulation, and graphs, and tables of 

results. 

Chapter 5 presents a general analysis of the whole results of the above mentioned 
ideas along with shortcomings, and Chapter 6 presents some generalised conclusions, 
and proposals for further work. 
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Computer Assisted Conceptual Aircraft Design 

(CACAD) 

2.1 Introduction 

For the implementation of R&M modelling in transport aircraft sizing and costing 

process, there was a requirement for a computer-aided design tool that not only sizes 

and optimises a jet transport aircraft but must be sufficiently comprehensive to 

accommodate detailed structural, systems, performance, and R&M design 

improvement modelling in its modular structure. Computer Assisted Conceptual 

Aircraft Design (CACAD) was thereby developed to provide the necessary tool for 

the R&M study. It designs and optimises a subsonic turbofan powered transport 

aircraft from 100 to 400 passenger capacity, for short to long range missions. 
Advancing the state-of-the-art of conceptual design may not have been the prime 

objective in the making of CACAD. It is a conventional design synthesis, by giving 

priority to simplicity of the design sequence. The majority of the design relationships 

used in CACAD are purposely taken from MVO [13,14], a computational design 

work developed by Royal Aeronautical Establishment RAE so that not to repeat their 

twenty five years of experience in aircraft conceptual design (published). However 

the program architecture, the design sequence, the algorithm of constraint solution, 

and the optimisation part of CACAD are the work of the Author. 
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2.2 Methodology in CACAD 

The design departs from the traditional wing loading versus thrust to weight ratio 

optimisation, and sizing process. The latter method was found to be not suitable for 

R&M and future technology studies, and also is not adaptable for any type of current 

optimisation techniques. Beside the fact that it cannot easily optimise an aircraft when 

more than four independent variables (IV) are involved. 

The chosen methodology involves a FORTRAN program that reads a general aircraft 

data file, and mission oriented data files. It then uses Roskam's class one design 

procedure [15] to arrive at a reasonably accurate take-off mass. It then sets the initial 

values for independent variables, and by doing so, it can go through the design 

relations with appropriately nested iterations and sizes the whole aircraft, covering 

mass, aerodynamics, and dimensions etc. The sized aircraft is then tested through 

constraints. The changes in wing area (wing loading), and engine thrust (thrust to 

weight ratio) take place to fulfil the constraint equations. The successful aircraft is 

then evaluated for DOC. The optimiser then applies appropriate changes to 

independent variables (IV) and the whole process is repeated for several successful 

aircraft, from which the lowest DOC produced aircraft shall be chosen for the output 

file. 

2.3 Historical Development 

Manual performance of the conceptual design, and initial aircraft sizing processes 

although being transparent, and flexible, does not offer the designer the speed by 

which he can relate sizing of various aircraft parameters, to geometry, performance, 

aerodynamic, and propulsion system. The iterative nature of the aircraft design 

process, and the large number of design disciplines involved, makes the process of 
defining, and sizing of aircraft a tedious task. Manual operation requires duplicating 

the calculations, and this must be repeated many times if for a particular aircraft, 

many configurations are to be evaluated. This led to methods of design and trade 

studies, performance evaluations, and sensitivity analysis which were restricted to a 

small number of options, that could be calculated by a finite number of people. As a 
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result countless numbers of hours of research were dedicated to developing 

parametric data bases that could be applied to new aircraft designs. 

From the early Seventies, when computer use became more available, they were used 

to execute stand-alone programs of different departments of aeronautics. Computer 

power, and the numerical methods advanced, together with graphical capabilities. 

Computer systems became more user-friendly, and thus the design project quality 

improved considerably. Trade-off and sensitivity analyses, with more design 

parameters can be carried out quickly, with a more optimum design being achievable. 

Accumulation of data from several transport aircraft designed, manufactured and 

operated from the mid-Fifties, led aeronautical engineers to develop reasonably 

accurate empirical equations for the prediction of geometry, performance, 

aerodynamics, propulsion, mass, and cost of aircraft. The methods have now been 

incorporated into computer systems. 

Since the early Seventies, several computer assisted conceptual design systems were 
developed into a user-friendly software using the above developments. They are for 

public use, or for use in private companies. Most of them have been under continuous 
improvement. Of such codes, a few shall be briefly described below. A more detailed 

description is found in [16]. 

Salguero developed BIZJET to design and optimise aircraft suitable for business 

operations [17], and Jenkinson developed GATEP [18] to size a twin-engined 

propeller driven aircraft for commuter operation at Loughborough University. 

CASTOR is an improved version of GATEP. The Royal Aeronautical Establishment 

(presently Defence Research Agency) developed MVO [13] from the early Seventies, 

and since then a number of derivatives were developed for military purposes. The 

latest civil version by Collingbourne, designs and optimises passenger aircraft from 

100 to 350 seats for short to long ranges [14]. 

Delft University of Technology offers ADAS [19,20] which is an extensive computer 

program system for aircraft design ranging from propeller driven to jet passenger of 

up to Boeing 747 size. CAPDA is another computer assisted aircraft design system 
developed by Berlin Technical University for experienced designers [21]. CPDS is a 
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very advanced system for complete design of subsonic and transonic commercial 

aircraft used in Boeing Commercial Aircraft [22]. 

Roskam developed AAA [23] in Kansas University, 'a software program that provides 

a powerful framework to support the iterative and non-unique process of aircraft 

preliminary design. AAA incorporates methods, statistical data bases, formulas, and 

even relevant illustrations and drawings from 8 volumes of "Aeroplane Design" [15]. 

It is commercially available for public purchase. 

ACSYNT [24] is perhaps the most sophisticated and complete computerised design 

synthesis and includes several levels of structural analytical methods in addition to the 

usual aerodynamic, flight profile, etc. This has made the code able to perform a whole 

range of preliminary design process from configuration definition to preliminary 

structural analysis. 

Together with advanced, and more capable optimisers, the present computer systems 

have profoundly enhanced the speed, and accuracy of conceptual design of aircraft. It 

is now possible to integrate some levels of the detail design stage as well as to add 

disciplines such as thermodynamics, structure, maintainability, reliability, and 

supportability. 

2.4 Aircraft Design Relations 

The design relations of CACAD synthesis are suitable for high-subsonic-speed 

transport aircraft in the preliminary stage of development, and it are integrated with 

an explicit optimiser. The relationships in the design synthesis are applicable to 

conventional transport aircraft with moderate sweep back on the wings, and wings of 

moderate to high aspect ratio. The engines are installed on the rear fuselage in two 

and/or on the wings in pairs or fours. The wing planform is assumed to be trapezoidal 

with constant span-wise thickness to chord ratio. The relationship between Mach 

number, thickness to chord ratio, sweep angle, and cruise initial CL is taken from the 

work of Corning [25] for super critical airfoils. 

The trimmed CL max is the work of Collingbourne [14] for high lift devices of 

conventional type. Most of the design relations are standard, and where a special 

method has been adapted they are justified appropriately. Appendix B presents the 
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design relations, their justifications and their sources. The cruise phase is divided into 

5 sectors so that when a new technology such as variable camber wing (VCW) is 

integrated in CACAD, its impacts on sector-wise cruise fuel consumption become 

possible for modelling. 

Fuselage is sized for the maximum number of passengers, while the payload is 

considered for the design number of passengers, and the mass of freight. The fuselage 

mass, and size is influenced by the amount of selected cabin differential pressure. It 

also caters for the effects of engines, mounted in its aft section, if that option has been 

chosen. 

The furnishing mass include passenger and crew seats, galleys, toilets, floor and wall 

coverings, insulation, flight deck furnishing, catering, water systems, and 

miscellaneous cabin items. The method is suitable for short to medium capacity 

transport aircraft. 

Wing flaps are sized for take-off or landing, whichever demands more. The gust load 

factor is based on the requirements of The Joint Airworthiness Requirements for an 

equivalent sharp-edged gust of 15.24 m/s at an altitude of 6090m for an aircraft mass 

at the end of the mission, during descent. 

The wing mass allows for load relief from wing weight, the fuel content, and the 

weight of any wing mounted engine. It offers individual predictions for the skins, 

ribs, spars, engine support structure, undercarriage attachments, wing tips, and joints. 

The fuel tank volume allows the tank to be extended up to fuselage centre line. 

Fin area is based on fuselage stability, as well as for the case of an outboard wing- 

mounted engine failure and includes spillage, as well as wind-milling drag. 

Undercarriage mass is found as function of aircraft rate of descent. The masses of 

systems are found by a single relationship with options for relationships for each 

individual system. 

Fuel mass for cruise is determined for an equivalent climb to cruise lost range along 

with stage length for constant speed, and height. There is a provision for diversion 

and hold. Diversion speed shall be decided for maximum range, with no 

compressibility drag. 
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The Mach critical drag is found with assumption that compressibility drag coefficient 
does not exceed 0.002. 

Engines are sized through the constraints described in next section. Engine sfc at 

cruise, diversion, and hold together with engine mass/thrust ratio are supplied by the 

user from engine references most suitable for the class of aircraft under consideration 

[26]. Therefore there is no magic module in CACAD to determine engine sfc, thrust 

at different altitude, and Mach number. 

2.5 General Layout of CACAD 

CACAD is laid down in a FORTRAN 77 routine and all its terms are determined in 

such a sequence as to allow each computed known item help to determine the next 

item. Figure 2-1 shows a general flow diagram of CACAD. It shows the interaction 

between the main design synthesis module, constraints module, and optimisation 

routine. Figure 2-2 shows the generalised flow chart of the sequences of the 

operations within the main design synthesis module, along with all the iterations 

involved. 

2.6 General Features of CACAD 

This is an explicit optimisation of jet transport aircraft initial sizing with an extensive 

maintenance cost module, aimed at making it suitable for the incorporation of 
Reliability and Maintainability (R&M) models for further trade off investigations. 

Most of the equations were from [13] and [14], and its predecessors [27to31 ], but 

many are taken from [15,32to34,1,25]. At present it optimises to produce minimum 
Direct Operating Cost (DOC), and includes equality and inequality constraints. It 

incorporates conventional high lift devices, and includes updated relations to include 

advances in wing design and material selection from 1970 to 1993, with the 

provision of means to specify the degree of improvement in the technology of the 

wing design. Figure 2-3 shows the main elements of CACAD which are briefly 

described as follows: 

The general data file contains more than 200 items of data ranging from geometry to 

performance, and coefficients of empirical equations, all updated to 1993 values . 
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Mission oriented data files consists of conventional items of aircraft mission data 

such as number of passengers, stage length, cruise speed and altitude, number of 

engines etc. They are so chosen to be able to produce aircraft resembling present 
flying jet transports. 

Independent Variables are those aircraft parameters, the variation of which 

independently influence aircraft sizing process. They consist of wing gross area, total 

engine mass, aspect ratio, thickness to chord ratio, sweep at 1/4 chord, taper ratio, 

flap length span ratio, rear spar chord ratio, forward spar chord ratio, flap deflection 

at take off, and landing 

Geometry consists fuselage outside diameter, length, pressurised cabin length, wing 

root chord, tip chord, mean aerodynamic chord, geometric mean chord, wing sweep 

angles, location of spars, flap sizes, location of under wing engines, ampennage areas, 

areas of all major surfaces, CG of aircraft, and other major components, fuel tank 

sizes. Control surface sizing such as aileron, elevator, and rudder are not included. 

Structural mass estimation includes airframe mass consisting of fuselage, wing 
leading edge (LE), wing trailing edge (TE), flap, wing trailing edge aileron, wing box 

( ribs, cover, spars, engine fittings, landing gear fittings horizontal tail plane, 

vertical fin, landing gears, furnishings. 

System mass estimation includes avionics, electrical power, hydraulic, fuel, flight 

controls, and air-conditioning & pressurisation systems, along with anti-ice, oxygen, 

and fire extinguishing systems, etc. 

Fuel mass estimation includes cruise, diversion, hold, allowances for taxi, initial 

climb , 
landing, and contingency fuel. The above masses together with payload, and 

crew mass make up the Take Off Mass. Almost all mass relations are painstakingly 

made functions of independent variables. 

The aerodynamics consists of a series of relationships for untrimmed and trimmed 

Cl,,,.. at approach and take-off, being the function of almost all independent variables. 
Wherever appropriate, operating lift coefficient for cruise, diversion 

, 
hold, approach 

and take off are also included. Drag coefficient estimation includes all flight 
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conditions covering compressibility in cruise, along with single engine failure 

spillage and wind milling drag etc. 

Performances include speed, and Mach number corresponding to cruise, diversion, 

single engine flight, approach, take-off, critical gust, maximum controllable, 

maximum operational, vertical descent, and stall. 

The equality & inequality design constraints include standard constraints such as 

approach speed limit, take off distance limit, climb out gradient with one engine 

inoperative, engine failed height requirement, cruise thrust height requirement, 

throttle limit at approach (miss approach), fuel tank volume limitation, aspect ratio 

sweep limit, body angle limit, and buffet boundary limit. 

The objective function was chosen to be DOC which is an acceptable engineering 

criterion for industry, as well as airlines. Its module was developed further to 

demonstrate the benefits and penalties of reliability and maintainability enhancement 

models of any conventional system or systems resulting from application of new 

technology. It considers performance, structures, and systems together with R&M 

implications when operated in the aircraft design synthesis. It covers standing costs of 

the aircraft, influenced by aircraft price, spares, maintenance material and labour, all 
broken down into engine and airframe major and minor sections [6,7]. It also includes 

cost of fuel, flight deck crew, landing fee, interest, insurance, etc. 

Optimisation routine is of the explicit type and iterates through the independent 

variables (except wing area and engine mass) to search for a successful aircraft and its 

DOC value. It then compares the DOC of the successful aircraft and finds the 

minimum DOC aircraft. It has all possible features for rejecting independent variable 

values that do not conform to present design practices. The particulars of the optimum 

aircraft are later saved in an output file. 

2.7 Maintenance Breakdown Module 

Most references in aircraft cost analysis [35to37,4,15] offer correlation equations that 

determines maintenance cost for airframe, engine, and perhaps avionics. They do not 

go further than that. It is imperative to know how much each individual system 

maintenance, and spare parts cost are influenced when a new technology is installed 
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in an aircraft, and or an existing aircraft system reliability is enhanced,. How much 

development cost affect the price of aircraft. Therefore to account for the above 

requirements, two approaches were adopted to sub-divide maintenance cost into 

labour, and material, as well as spare parts holding, in CACAD. 

In the first approach, Serghides equations [7] were used to predict the share of 

maintenance labour cost of each airframe system. The price of an individual system 

from [14] was used to predict the cost of maintenance material of, each airframe 

system. For further break down of structural maintenance labour, MIL-HDBK-472 

[93] was used to rank each major section of structure, such as wing box, wing LE, 

wing TE flap etc., so that the cost of maintenance labour contributed by each section 

be estimated. 

In the second approach Cranfield work [38] was used to break-down airframe 

maintenance labour and material cost. For a more detailed break-down of structural 

maintenance material, and labour down to their main constituents, a new set of 

criteria was developed. Surface area, price, and a set of internal, and external factors 

were used for this purpose. The detailed description of each approach, together with 

the formulation involved are included in Appendix B section B4. 

2.8 Constraints Module & Optimisation 

In this section constraints considered in CACAD and the solution methods using 

constraints are described. The explicit optimisation developed for CACAD is also 

briefly presented. 

2.8.1 Constraint module 
CACAD sizes gross wing area, and engine mass (combination of thrust mass ratio, 

and engine thrust) through constraint equations. All detailed relations associated with 

following constraints are described in section B3 of Appendix B. 

1. Approach conditions 

The first constraint is the approach condition in which stall speed should not 

exceed approach speed divided by 1.3. The stall speed is found from the 

Cb,, approach module, and highest landing mass from the take-off mass 
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module. Approach speed is specified by the user in the mission data file. A 

constraint module algorithm was developed to vary the wing area to bring 

this equality constraint to zero. The way it is programmed is given in the 

CACAD listing, Appendix E. 

2. Take-off run requirement 

A maximum take-off distance is specified in the input data and an inequality 

constraint ensures that engine thrust is sufficient to accelerate the aircraft to 

its take-off speed within this distance. 

3. Climb-out gradient with one engine cut 

The amount of gradient required for such an event is laid by the 

Airworthiness authorities. This is different for two, three, and four engine 

aircraft. The inequality constraint ensures that there is enough thrust to climb 

the aircraft for the prescribed gradient, as well as taking care of windmilling, 

and spillage drag of the failed engine. 

4. Cruise thrust requirement 

Thrust requirement for Cruise is a constraint that ensures there is sufficient 

thrust at the start of cruise and to still maintain a given climb gradient. 

5. Engine-failed height requirement 

This constraint ensures that there shall be sufficient thrust for the case when 

one engine becomes in-operative, and the aircraft remains above a certain 
height with a certain climb gradient potential. 

6. A missed-approach 

This constraint ensures that when an aircraft is approaching and the landing 

decision is reversed, the aircraft is able to climb out with one engine 

inoperative. 

CACAD evaluates the engine thrust required for all the above constraints. It then 

changes the initially chosen engine thrust to the highest among the above constraints. 
This will then automatically fulfil all the rest inequality constraints related to engine 

thrust. 
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7. Fuel Volume Limitation 

Fuel volume is found from an empirical relationship. This is then compared 

with mission fuel load found for the aircraft whose wing area and engine 

thrust has already been sized with earlier constraints. If there is shortages of 

fuel tank capacity, then CACAD increases the fuel tank by extending it 

toward fuselage centre line. When this is done and still there is shortage of 

fuel tank volume, CACAD abandons any more effort and stops and prints an 

alarm. 

8. Aspect Ratio / sweep requirement 

This constraint is for stability and control considerations. The constraint 

prescribes a limit that restricts the optimum solution to an aspect ratio/sweep 

range applicable to existing transport aircraft. CACAD ensures that an 

aircraft whose wing area, and engine thrust is sized for the above constraints 

is rejected, if it violates this requirement. 

9. Buffet Limitation 

Reference [39] is used to evaluate the buffet CL capability of a supercritical 

wing. Then the highest CL produced by CACAD at the initial cruise 

condition must be 1.3 times less than the buffet limit already computed. 
CACAD shall reject the aircraft if it exceeds this value and print an alarm. 

2.8.2 Explicit Optimisation 

There are a variety of methods to optimise a non-linear objective function such as 

DOC, and at the same time fulfilling a set of non-linear equality, and inequality 

constraints. Numerical optimisation can be a powerful tool for the design engineer. If 

applied properly, vast savings in time and analysis effort can be realised. However 

modules being integrated for design are increasing both in size, and complexity. 

Unfortunately, there is no perfect optimisation algorithm, and users are encouraged to 

try more than one method in comparative fashion [40]. Pant [41] has spent a great 
deal of time trying to prove that gradient-based techniques are not suitable for 

conceptual design optimisation. He had to investigate a number of the latest state-of- 
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the-art optimisation stochastic techniques, such as simulated annealing, Monte-carlo 

method, and generic algorithms. The question of which optimisation method would 

yields the right answer, let alone which ones are hard to use, or should not be used, is 

still the subject of active research amongst mathematicians. Those mathematicians 

who propose optimisation methods tailored to help aircraft designers but lack 

adequate aircraft design analysis, and those designers who have embarked upon 

research in mathematics of optimisation without a rich mathematical background, 

both group may develop methods being always open to challenge. Perhaps an 
independent research effort devoted solely to optimisation of conventional transport 

aircraft design synthesis by a joint group of mathematician, and aircraft designers 

working shoulder to shoulder may yield successful results, publishable eventually in 

standard text books. 

An enthusiastic aircraft design researcher who wishes to remain in the field, and 

develop a conceptual design tool for transport aircraft for the investigation of R&M 

modelling must have a realistic view of optimisation. Bypassing optimisation is not 

possible, nor spending a great deal of time and drifting away from research objectives 

and falling into the traps of different optimisation techniques is a solution. For this 

purpose an explicit optimisation technique known to mathematicians as the Global 

Search (Brute Force) [40] method was developed, that solves the constraints, and 

optimises the DOC. This may sound very primitive, but due to knwledge base 

constraint solver algorithm, it works very quickly, perhaps faster than conventional 

optimisers. The procedure with its definitive path leads to a global minimum. The 

accuracy of the method is high enough that may be used for validation, and 

calibration of available optimisation techniques for design synthesises that contain not 

more than 10 independent variables. 

2.8.2.1 Optimisation Procedure 
The module works in conjunction with the constraint solver. The independent 

variables are given a set of ranges that are reasonable. Through a set of do loops, they 

are initiated from their extreme values. Wing area, and thrust although part of 
independent variables, stay out of do loops. They are initialised through a class-one 
design module so that they acquire a value close to the final value. 
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1. The constraints are solved by varying the wing area for constraint 1, and the 

engine thrust for constraints 2 to 6. A knowledge based algorithm will decide 

which way the wing area and thrust may be changed. If other constraints are 

met, a successful aircraft is produced for which a DOC module is operated, 

and its value is computed. 

2. The do loops assign a new set of independent variables that are the same as 

the previous values, except for one of them with a step higher than its 

previous value. The wing area, and thrust of the previous aircraft is retained 

as initial value. This makes the design of the new aircraft with lowest 

number of iterations, hence taking very little time. The wing area, and thrust 

needs little variation to fulfil the constraint and another successful aircraft is 

produced whose DOC is compared with previous one. If found smaller, then 

the particulars of this aircraft are stored temporarily for the comparison with 

the next successful aircraft. 

3. The process of do loops continues, but because their variation is close to the 

previous setting, the design cycle become faster every time faster, with fewer 

iterations. 

The above procedure leaves no possibility of IVs unexamined, therefore it sweeps 

through all the possibilities, and the final minimum DOC is bound to be global. By 

working through this procedure a few times, and tuning the steps of do loops, the 

areas of local minimum are also detected for any further analysis. 

2.8.2.2 Advantages & Disadvantages 
This method is simple, easy to work with, and fast enough for up to 10 variables. Its 

accuracy is simply varied by the steps of do loops. It is most suitable for those who 

know the detail of their design sequence. 

The prime advantage of this explicit optimisation method for conceptual design of 

aircraft is its ability to yield virtually no residual value in constraint equations. This is 

a significant benefit if there is a requirement of a feasibility study for modelling 

integration that have few kilograms of mass, and few counts of drag, and few Pounds 

of cost implications. Using conventional optimisation, if successfully implemented, 

due to their inevitable residual values, such small changes in aircraft parameters are 
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not reflected in the final design, but in most cases an opposite effect is detected. For 

example increasing the mass of a certain system by a few kilograms, must yield a 

slightly heavier and costlier aircraft. But an aircraft is designed with a few kilograms 

lower mass. 

The disadvantage with this method is the way it varies the wing area, and thrust to 

solve the constraint equations. It requires considerable skill in the knowledge of 

aircraft design, and the class of aircraft under consideration. It can work with up to 20 

variables, but is fast if the number of variables are less than 10. On the other hand, it 

allows a quick sensitivity study on the role of each variable over the objective 

function. It helps the designer to exclude some IVs or reduce the range, or to reduce 

the step size of those IVs which are important factors for the objective function. 

2.9 Validation and Discussion of Results 

A variety of modem and advanced transport aircraft designed by European (Airbus), 

and American (Boeing) are flying today which are obvious choices for the validation 

of a developed conceptual design synthesis. CACAD was allowed to run for missions 

as close as possible to those of the following aircraft : 

I) Airbus family of A330, and A340 were chosen as the latest state-of-the-art in 

transport aircraft. CACAD also simulated Airbus A310, and A300-600, to 

cover the medium range, and medium capacity class. 

II) For the short range, low capacity operation, the Fokker F100 was chosen as 

an aircraft with rear fuselage mounted engines. 

III) Among the Boeing products, the B767 family of -200A, and -300Q aircraft 

was chosen not only for validation of CACAD, but for further study of 

VCW benefit for derivative aircraft, elaborated in Chapter 4. Another Boeing 

product the B757-200A was considered the least underivative aircraft 

amongst Boeing products for CACAD validation. 

IV) CACAD capability for futuristic projects was tested for UHCA, mainly to 

be further utilised in Chapter 3 for ASRE program. Tables of the results are 

presented in Appendix B. 
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2.9.1 A330 & A340 Analysis and Validation of the Results 

These two aircraft have identical common wings, but with 45000 kg difference in 

take-off mass. The latter four engined aircraft flies 5500 km longer against the former 

twin. CACAD is a conventional code that designs and optimises a single aircraft with 

definite parameters such as wing gross area against a set of mission input data. It can 

not run with multi-mission data simultaneously and produces a set of optimum 

aircraft having an optimum common wing area. Therefore when trying to design 

aircraft resembling any of the above aircraft, CACAD must produce two aircraft with 

two different wings. The one that resembles A330 may have a lower wing area than 

the actual A330, and the other one may have higher wing area than A340. 

The CACAD-designed A330 must be lighter in take-off mass, zero fuel mass, and 

empty mass than actual A330, which is an oversized wing area member of the 

family. An oversized wing member of any modern transport aircraft is always heavier 

than a similar mission aircraft with an optimum wing. The opposite is true for 

CACAD-designed A340. The following table show this in brief, and Tables B-4, and 

B-5 in Appendix B show in detail. 

rfiirg -Treu in' 342.1 363.4 +5,5 378.4 ; 63.4 - 4. 
'' lie-°fI' 'ss, 1 204768. > 212000 +3.4 254164.36 244000 -4.2 

The above table not only shows the strength of CACAD designed aircraft against the 

latest European state of the art to within 5%, but demonstrates a justitiable differences 

within the context of derivative aircraft. 

2.9.2 B767-200A & B767-300Q Analysis and Validation of Results 

These two extreme members of the Boeing B767 family of aircraft were simulated 

through CACAD, primarily for reasons elaborated in Chapter 4, section for derivative 

aircraft, but presented here for verification of the results. 

The Boeing B767-300Q is the longest range (extra 5500 km to 767-200A), stretched 

version of the family with extra 45 ton in take-off mass. Both aircraft have identical 

wings. The -')00Q is the under-sized wing, and -200A is the over-sized wing. The 

latter must have take-off , zero fuel, empty mass higher than a similar mission aircraft 
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with an optimum wing. The case is vice-versa for the former aircraft. This 

phenomena is clearly seen in the following brief table when CACAD designed two 

aircraft for the two missions. The detail results are included in Table B-6 & B-7 in 

Appendix B. 

IS INS . 
l1 t'(I I)1 248,0? 2O4 i 

lake-off Iýlcrss 127180.8 136078 6 169971,84 181437 6.4 

The above table not only show the strength of CACAD-designed aircraft against the 

two modern American transport aircraft to within 6%, but demonstrates a justifiable 

differences within the context of derivative aircraft. 

2.9.3 A300-600 Analysis and Validation of Results 

CACAD designed this class of aircraft with an error of less than 5% of Airbus A300- 

600. A class that was not originally assumed to have been designed for derivatives. 

Although the resemblance of these two aircraft may help the validation of CACAD, 

the differences deserve a brief analysis. 

CACAD's empty mass, and zero fuel mass (airframe, and engine) are heavier than the 

A300. This may be due to the system, structure etc. mass estimation relationships 

within CACAD that might be over-estimating. But why then is CACAD's take-off 

mass lower or nearly equal to A300. This is due to the fact that CACAD's aspect ratio 

is around 9.8 as compared to the A300's very low 7.7. This reduces fuel consumption 

so much that when mission fuel is added to the zero fuel mass, it results in a nearly 

equal take-off mass with the snow-ball effects of both side balancing. Then what is 

the justification of CACAD's higher wing area? In CACAD, the driver behind the 

wing area sizing is either approach speed, which is the same for both aircraft, or Cl. 
n, ax 

at approach. The latter is a complicated module that is composed of a number of 

empirical relationships as functions of flap sizes, flap angle of deflection, wing TC, 

TR, AR, Al ,, 4 . 
Therefore there is no guarantee that CACAD's flap configuration, and 

efficiency should be close to that of A300. The problem becomes more complicated 

when the cost consideration of manufacturing the flap aspects of DOC gets into the 

optimisation cycle, and perhaps an inferior CACAD flap results in higher wing area, 
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but with lower overall cost impact. The detail results are included in Table B-8 in 

Appendix B. 

2.9.4 B757-200A Analysis and Validation of Results 

B757 is a typical modern Boeing product that the Author believes to have been 

designed and optimised very close to the -200 version. The CACAD-designed 

aircraft, differs in certain parameters more than 5% with B757, but the following 

justification may prove the validity of CACAD. 

CACAD fuselage length is 11% longer than that of B757. Investigation showed that 

the minimum seat pitch for the high density arrangement in CACAD is 13% longer 

than the value that would equalise the two aircraft's fuselage lengths. This led to the 

CACAD-designed aircraft having a higher fuselage mass, but due to a lower wing 

area the overall empty mass rose only 2.6%, which is within the acceptable limit. This 

is seen in zero fuel mass, and maximum landing mass being higher than B757 only 

within 1 or 2%. 

The CACAD designed-aircraft has a much higher aspect ratio around 10 than B757's 

7.82. This again, like previous section, led to large drag reduction causing the engines 

to become smaller, with 15% lower thrust and lower fuel consumption. Consequently, 

the CACAD-designed aircraft has higher zero fuel mass but lower take-off mass of 

4.8% (still within a reasonable limit). 

CACAD's wing area is lower than that of B757 by 9%. This is due to the fact that the 

Ci 
,,, ax module within CACAD may not produce a value that must match with every 

type of high lift devices designed by Airbus, or Boeing for their individual aircraft. In 

this case B757-200's Ci,,,,;,, is 2.5, and that of CACAD is 2.85. The following table 

shows [42] the disparity of Cl,,,,,,, at landing for different transport aircraft. 

The detail results are included in Table B-9 in Appendix B. 
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2.9.5 Fokker 100 Analysis and Validation of Results 

Fokker 100 according to [43] has a redesigned transonic wing with substantial 

improved aerodynamic efficiency, especially at high speed. This aircraft has also the 

lowest empty weight per seat in its class, with extensively modernised systems, and 

considerable use of composite material. 

CACAD's designed aircraft is within 5% of that of F 100. Indeed CACAD capability 

in designing an aft fuselage mounted engine type aircraft is validated with adequate 

trust. There were modifications to some formulations to enable such a match. The 

fuselage mass estimate relation within CACAD allows for variation in the material 

used in fuselage construction. Due to extensive use of composite material, 25% 

reduction in Jr�,, (specific mass of fuselage), 10% reduction in mass of the wing, 

systems, and furnishing were applied to appropriate design relations. Presence of 

short leg undercarriage due to absence of engines underneath wings justifies a 10% 

reduction in landing gear mass applied to CACAD related relation. 

The only significant difference in the CACAD-designed aircraft with that F 100 is the 

sweep angle. Apparently the F100 wing section is 10 to 15% thinner than that of 

CACAD, this allows the F100 wing to have lower sweep angle of 17 against 

CACAD's 23. The optimiser part of CACAD must have found thicker, but more 

swept wing results in lower DOC than vice-versa. The thicker wing results in lighter 

wing, hence a great deal of cost saving in making the wing. In CACAD the highest 

cost density amongst structural members belongs to wings. The higher sweep lowers 

CL. 
max value to be reduced hence increases the wing area, but not to the extent that 

higher thickness to chord ratio reduces the wing mass. It must be noted that the F-100 

was developed from the Fokker 28, and was constrained by earlier aircraft wing 

sweep. The detail results are included in Table B-10 in Appendix B. 

2.9.6 A310-200 Analysis and Validation of Results 

This was one of the early designs of Airbus Industries, and was an aircraft that 

CACAD has great difficulty in modelling. Although previous aircraft results proved 

that CACAD has a slightly over-estimate airframe mass relations, the A310 looks 

over-weight for CACAD. The aircraft designed by CACAD has 7.8% zero fuel mass, 

8% empty mass, 10% maximum landing mass, lower than that of A310. Due to its 
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heavy airframe mass difference, and increased aspect ratio of the CACAD-designed 

aircraft's drag is much lower, making fuel consumption lower, hence take-off mass, is 

lighter by 10%, and engine thrust is lower by 30%. On the other hand, although Ci, 
lax 

for approach in the CACAD-designed aircraft has a reasonable value of 2.75, for the 

same approach speed, and with 10% lower landing mass, CACAD's area is 

astonishingly 3.1% higher than A310. Therefore the differences between A310-200 

and CACAD is not justifiable. Although CACAD has its own weaknesses, the 

differences were wide enough to justify further investigation into the quality of 

Airbus A3 10 design. This aircraft seems to have an unusually high take-off mass, 

with an unusually low wing area i. e. very high wing loading. The following table 

show this phenomena with respect to other nearest aircraft. 

Empty mass kg/seat 367 307.4 227.9 
Wing Loading kg/m2 648 563 552 

According to Avmark quarterly report [44] Delta airline's operating cost of its fleet of 

A3 10 is so high to have decided to retire them at early age. The same reference 

compared A3 10 DOC per mile per seat to other aircraft. 

Figure 2-4 shows the DOC value of A310-200 per mile per seat. It is 5 times higher 

than the highest-value aircraft. These indications are convincing enough not to judge 

CACAD lack of conformance with this particular aircraft as a shortcoming. The detail 

results are included in Table B-1 I in Appendix B. 

2.9.7 UHCA Analysis and Validation of Results 

There are few data available for this futuristic aircraft in standard references such as 

[43], but some published articles in Aviation magazines such as [49], contain limited 

data. They were used to make the following comparison table. 

Macs in ton 
We Length to 79.2 

ge Diameter m? K. ' 
79.2 

ýl) 22-5 24 
2 77 6! 

! 6.77 8.4 7.76/, 
77.23 

9.4 
80.32 

s. 6 
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Although CACAD must be improved significantly in order to design and optimise an 

UHCA, but the configuration and mass values are reasonable enough to be used for 

ASRE in Chapter 3. The detailed results are included in Table B-12 in Appendix B 

2.9.8 DOC Values, Aircraft Pricing Analysis, and Validation 

The actual references available are mostly figures related to aircraft operated by US 

Airlines. Avmark DOC values are mostly 55 to 63% lower than the CACAD 

predictions. The following table shows this in brief. 

The following reasons may help to explain these differences. Firstly the aviation fuel 

price in America is nearly 50% lower than in Europe. The standing charge part of 

DOC in Avmark is based on average aircraft market prices than actual brand new 

price considered in CACAD. The aircraft in the Avmark report are not operated over 

their full stage lengths. The DOC methodology in CACAD is based wholly on the 

MVO [14]. This methodology was the subject of investigation and comparison with 

AEA [35] methodology by Rosa [46]. The result of this work shows that these 

methodologies produce approximately equal results. 

Therefore DOC values found for aircraft designed and optimised by CACAD though 

conservative, but may be treated with adequate trust with a suitable factor. It is 

important to note that CACAD application in ASRE modelling feasibility 

investigation, and VCW technology implications of Chapter 3, and 4, does not require 

an exact matching of DOC with actual airlines in Europe, and America. It is the 

relative values of DOC of aircraft designed by CACAD with and without such models 

that count most. 

The aircraft pricing module in CACAD predicts a value of $129 million US for the 

Airbus A340-200. According to [47] Airbus is pressing hard to sell this aircraft to Air 

India for $125 million US in a contest with Boeing B777. Avmark [48] prices this 
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aircraft for $107 million US. On the other hand, Avmark puts a value of $125 million 

US for the B777-200. Boeing is selling this aircraft with concession to Air India for 

$100 million. Therefore the topic of aircraft pricing has two categories which should 

not be confused with each other, but must be seen together. 

One is the aircraft cost, which is driven by the size, technology and the number of 

aircraft produced. This cost is the sum of the research, development, test and 

evaluation cost, and production cost divided by the number of planned production 

aircraft. The second is the airplane market price which is driven by the aircraft cost 

and number of international and national issues, competition and emergence of new 

projects in the market. With the above considerations it is concluded that CACAD 

pricing is reasonably correct against market price of successful aircraft such as Airbus 

A330, and A340, slightly higher than less successful one such as F100, and strongly 

overestimates prices of less popular aircraft such as the A310. 

2.10 Shortcomings of CACAD 

CACAD program is listed in Appendix E (in a separate booklet), and is retrievable by 

Microsoft Word for Window Version 6.0. The program can be compiled, and run in 

any standard FORTRAN 77 software, installed in a conventional PC network, and 

also VAX and SUN Work Stations. Program has not yet been made into sub-routines. 

There are areas that require improvement to reduce number of iterations while 

optimisation process takes place. It lacks a graphical output capability to show general 

configuration of designed-aircraft. 

2.11 Conclusions 

1. CACAD was shown to be reasonably capable of designing, and optimising a 
transport aircraft ranging from 100 to 400 passenger from 2500 to 14000 km, and for 

aircraft either having their engines under the wings or mounted at rear of fuselage. 

2. The optimiser module is accurate enough to be recommended for testing and 

calibrating other optimisation modules developed for aircraft design, with 
independent variable not exceeding 20. 
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3. CACAD is capable of accommodating new technologies that have aerodynamic, 

propulsion, mass, development cost, and maintainability implications. 

4. The maintenance cost module of CACAD is detailed to the extent that R&M and 
development cost implications modelling of a new technologies can be integrated to 

it. 
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START 

Independent Variables : 
AR, TC, SWP, TR, etc. 

Independent Variables : 
Wing Area, Engine Mass 

MAIN DESIGN 
Constraint SYNTHESIS Explicit 
Equations Design Relations, Optimiser 

Solver Module 
with Internal Module 

Iterations 

Constraints Equations 
Modules 

Objective Function 
DOC 

Output File 

STOP 

Fig. 2-1 : Flow diagram of major sections of CACAD 
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DOC vs. Stage Length March 1994 
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Figure 2-4 : Comparison of DOC of Airbus A310-200 with other transport aircraft 
[44]. 



CHAPTER 3 

Reliability Enhancement Modelling 

of Advanced Aircraft Systems 

Application : 

Avionics Systems 

3.1 Introduction 

Statistical prediction equations were used to establish a base value for maintenance 

costs of existing state-of-the-art aircraft systems in CACAD. A wide range of reliability 

enhancing design solutions, supported by experimental results for aircraft system such 

as the avionics system were then investigated. A design solution was selected with the 

best combination of the following features : affordable, functionally efficient, minimum 

maintenance side-effects, adequately reliable, easily producable, with least mass, 
development cost, and complexity implications, and last but not the least, the design 

solution application must have predictable influences on other aircraft systems. 

Such reliability enhancement measures(REM) were then modelled and integrated into 

the CACAD architecture. The dominant parameters of the design solutions and their 
influences on other aircraft systems were linked to the aircraft independent variables. 
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This integration was explored through optimisation and the aircraft sizing process to 

establish not only the possibility of such an REM, but also to search for the most 

appropriate combination of parameters that yielded a transport aircraft with a net 

reduction in DOC. 

3.2 Research Objectives 

Reliability Enhancement (RE) modelling of aircraft systems and incorporating them 

into CACAD is an effort to design an aircraft which is potentially capable of offering a 

greater facility to promote R&M of its systems. This will not only improve the safety of 

the aircraft, as a result of lower failure rate, but it may be possible to explore the 

conditions under which a net reduction in DOC is produced. 

In general, reliability of an aircraft is enhanced by reducing its failure rate, which is 

directly proportional to its maintenance man hours. This is because, in a typical 

situation every genuine failure sends a part or the whole of a system, or a sub-system to 

the maintenance shop. Therefore the failure rate may be assumed to be equivalent to the 

number of times a system make a visit to maintenance shop. Total maintenance man- 

hours of a system is the product of its average failure rate and average maintenance 

man-hours spent at each visit to the maintenance shop (no fault-found situations also 

take maintenance man-hours, which is reflected in the average maintenance man-hours 

mentioned earlier). 

The failure rate factor, which is the ratio of system failure rate before RE modelling to 

the system failure rate after RE modelling can be used to measure the amount of saving 
in the system maintenance man-hours. 

Although an effective REM may reduce the system failure rate, it may well increase the 

complexity of the system. This may be due to more parts or complicated equipment 

added to the system. Such solutions may also reduce the accessibility of the system. 

These contribute to the increment of average maintenance man-hours, although the 

frequency of system visits to repair stations is reduced. Therefore REMs developed for 

aircraft systems must be such that while they contribute to lower failure rates, they 

impart minimum side-effects on system weight, complexity, and accessibility. 
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3.3 REM Methodology in General 

There are common features in every major aircraft system. Major systems are defined 

as those aircraft systems that have a considerable share in the aircraft maintenance cost. 

The common features [50] are defined as Supply, Transmission, and User part of any 

system. The methodology is based on the fact that any improvement in system 

reliability may influence the operation, and/or improve the environmental condition of 

the common features of the system. Links are therefore established between the 

reliability-augmenting solution and the aircraft basic independent variables. This in turn 

opens the way to design an aircraft with an inherent potential for higher reliability. In 

Table 3-1, the major aircraft systems are divided into their common features and major 

components of each division are mentioned. The areas of aircraft conceptual design 

affected by any hypothetical reliability improvement are presented. Note that any 

improvement in system R&M must reduce the maintenance cost part of DOC. It may 

also be accompanied by penalties such as increases in wing area, engine size, and take- 

off mass. To understand how the generic Table 3-1 works, the following example is 

presented : 

Consider reliability-improvement of the supply section of the fuel system. The supply 

section is primarily composed of fuel tanks, and fuel pumps. The hypothetical design 

solutions may include :- Either fuel tank sealant material might have been replaced 

with a more efficient but costlier material. - Or, the fuel tank material is changed to a 

one that cracks less, which might be heavier, or costlier. In both case, the mass and cost 

of the wing are affected by such REM, hence affecting the aircraft configuration when 
incorporating it into CACAD. If the fuel pump is undergoing an REM, then either the 

more reliable pump is likely to be heavier, and or costlier. It may be the latest state-of- 

the-art fuel pump design, which has made it lighter in weight. This might encourage the 

system designer to use two of them as redundant items to boost dispatch reliability. 

Most engineering methods to enhance system reliability, may produce higher system 

mass, cost, or size. It may also affect the mass, cost, size, and operation of the 

neighbouring system too. 
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3.3.1 Methodology Philosophy 

R&M modelling incorporation into CACAD, according to the above methodology, shall 
in its first phase explore- the design solutions that contribute to a more reliable system, 
i. e. lower failure rate, and a more maintainable system. It then must distinguish between 

those design solutions that are related to the architecture of the system, from those that 

are related with the system housing, or the system environment. The latter has a higher 

chance of being physically linked with the aircraft sizing process. Efforts must be 

devoted to search and recognise the experimental data to substantiate REM efforts. 
These may be already available, or it may be necessary to pursue such experiments, so 

as to produce fresh data that quantifies system R&M variation with environmental 
factors. Environmental causes are usually temperature, humidity, and vibration. Other 

environmental factors are less significant in jet transport aircraft. 

It is worth mentioning that there are other remedies to boost aircraft operational 

reliability, and hence system safety. One example may be to increase system 

redundancy. This remedy may however increase system maintenance time, price, and 

system spares holding. It may also increase system mass, and space allocated. Finally 

the system's overall failure rate may not be reduced, or even increased. On the other 

hand boosting system redundancy if accomplished expertly, will reduce flight delays, 

work stoppages, and ground time. These are beneficial to DOC, by increasing the 

aircraft utilisation. Hence redundancy incorporation as an REM is also a matter of 

trade-off with both benefit and penalty consequences. 

It may also be noted that, in most cases of enhancing the R&M of a system may involve 

the participation of other related systems. This requires quantifying the interactions 

between the systems. This is usually tedious work, and requires experimental data, 

that is often scarce and commercially sensitive. 

3.4 REM Methodology Application to Avionics Systems 

An investigation in 1974 [51] showed that 25% ($163 million) of total USAF 

maintenance cost ($650 million) was due to environmental causes, of which 54% was 
attributed to temperature (Figure 3-1), i. e. 14% of the whole of the annual maintenance 
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cost. The same study showed that nearly 39% of the maintenance cost was spent on 

avionics (Figure 3-2). Repeated investigation [51,52] showed that a great deal of 

avionics failures were environmentally related. The study in [52] also indicates that 

41% of the maintenance man-hours on combat aircraft go to avionics along with 31% 

of the maintenance cost. There are more such examples and all show the gravity of 

avionics unreliability cost implications. 

It is believed that, due to overestimation on engine performance deterioration, and / or 

engine vulnerability to bleed in the 60s, and 70s, and early 80s, environmental control 

systems were designed to give minimum cooling to the avionics system. This led to a 

situation in which it was not the reliability engineer or avionics design engineer who 

established the cooling capacity requirement for avionics as would be expected, but the 

airframe ECS engineer. Thus the design performed by a person who may know less 

about the cooling needs of a particular equipment than it's designer [53] 
. 

The major environmental factors extracted from category II combat aircraft flight test 

report [51,52] resulted in following symptoms. With less severity, these may be 

generalised to cover transport aircraft as well : 

- Cooling system capacity : insufficient flow of cooling air into the cockpit when 

the engine rpm fell below 84% in a hot-weather environment, and equipment 

over-temperature during high speed flight. 

- Moisture : Emission of water into the cockpit during take off and low level 

operation in humid environments. Fog and moisture emission was so great that 

at times that it was a potential flight hazard. 

- Temperature Control : Extremely poor distribution of cockpit temperatures 

with cool air temperatures as high as 130° F in pilot compartment, and 150- 

175° F in equipment compartment. 

A detailed passenger aircraft DOC study in the College of Aeronautics at Cranfield 

University in 1976 showed that avionics constitute 11.5 % of the total maintenance cost 
[38] (see Figure 3-3). Surprisingly the same percentage was found for a Boeing 737- 

300 in a report published by an authority in Boeing [37] in 1990, (see Figure 3-4). A 
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recent confidential report on a medium-capacity jet military transport system 

maintenance man-hours showed that more than 21% of maintenance man-hours were 

devoted to avionics (Automatic Flight Control, Communication, Instruments, 

Navigation, Engine Indicating, .. 
) and 26.7% in a large capacity military jet transport 

[54]. 

Recently available data from airlines, [55to62], suggest that avionics has still among the 

highest failure rate producing systems. Figures 3-5,3-6, and 3-7 give the state of 

reliability such as delay rate, PIREPS, and unscheduled removal rate produced by 

different systems in different transport aircraft. 

The above findings were convincing enough to choose cooling of avionics as an 

effective REM, and also there appeared enough links with conceptual design scheme to 

modify CACAD to include the R&M disciplines. 

Finally in this introductory section, It should be mentioned that beside numerous 

recommendations by the experts in the field that cooling can enhance avionics 

reliability, other alternative methods were also proposed by other experts such as 

passive cooling [63]. Pessimistic views warning against excessive reliability 

enhancement measures are dealt with in [64], and other views that avionics 

maintainability is more important than it's reliability are presented in [65]. 

3.5 Avionics System-Brief Description 

Avionics (aviation electronics) in a typical modern jet passenger aircraft encompasses a 

wide variety of equipment and functions, such as radios, flight instruments, navigational 

aids, flight control computers, radar, and all electronic sensors [1]. They are usually 

cooled by air-conditioned air provided by the ECS. 

The equipment that must indicate information to the pilot and accept pilot commands is 

avionics related flight instruments, and is housed in the flight deck; see Figure 3-8. The 

rest are installed in the avionics bay, the main compartment underneath flight deck 

(outside the pressurised cabin), and in other locations for technical, maintainability, and 

cost saving reasons, see Figures 3-9, and 3-10. 
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The major function of avionics equipment [15], is to enable the pilot to interface with 

the aircraft controls through the flight management systems (FMS), (Figure 3-11), a 

system that integrates propulsion controls, flight controls, and auto-pilot functions 
. 
An 

FMS comprises flight control computers, auto-pilot/auto-throttle controls (Figure 3-12), 

thrust management computer (Figure 3-13), inertial reference system (Figure 3-14), 

flight data acquisition system (Figure 3-15), communication and advisory systems 

(Figure 3-16), maintenance control, and display unit (Figure 3-17). Further description 

of these systems is beyond the scope of this dissertation (some description is included in 

every figure). The reader may pick any appropriate equipment name from the above 

figures and search through the related literature for more information. 

3.5.1 History of Avionics Reliability Considerations 

Reliability problems in avionics have been recognised since their introduction into 

aircraft in the 1920's 
. 

Since then avionics have been required to perform the compound 

functions of automatic flight control, navigation, fire control, automatic landing, 

performance monitoring, command and control and communication, data processing, 

radar control, automatic maintenance checkout, fuel management, bombing, electronic 

warfare, and display information, etc. Reliability of avionics received a major impetus 

during the post -World War II period. One of the first Advisory groups, established for 

this purpose in United States published its first report on Reliability of Electronic 

Equipment in 1957 [66]. Later these efforts resulted to the publication of MIL-STD- 

78 IB dated 1967. Since then most of the research work has concentrated on 

- techniques of avionics systems reliability estimation to determine the 

relationship between estimated, demonstrated and actual field data 

- cost-effective avionics reliability programs. 

- avionics built-in test provisions for improving operational reliability. 

A number of such works were published in [67]. Later more research was done on 

- reliability growth. 

- realistic evaluation of the causes of avionics unreliability. 
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- service failures affecting avionics reliability. 

- reliability improvement warranty. 

- avionics reliability and life cycle cost. 

- avionics reliability modelling for fault-tolerant systems. 

- software reliability 

which are reported in [68]. 

From the mid 60's, the complexity and the amount of equipment and their power 

consumption and heat dissipation within the avionics system began to reach a 

formidable level. A lot of research was then diverted toward promoting reliability by 

highlighting environmental issues, especially the cooling system. Reference [69] 

contains a number of such works, of which the work of Groom from Boeing, and 

German from Royal Signals & Radar Establishment proved very useful for this thesis. 

3.6 Avionics System Reliability Enhancement (ASRE) Modelling 

More than 85% of the avionics system electrical power is consumed by avionics 

equipment in the equipment bay, and the rest by flight instrument on the flight deck. 

The method of cooling avionics in the flight deck may be considerably different to 

those of the bay. Also the flow requirements and failure rate variations with 

temperature are different in these two cases, therefore each was modelled 
independently. 

Avionics REM requires extra bleed from the aircraft main engines which is cooled in 

the ECS and then supplied to the avionics systems. The bleed effects on engine 

performance, sfc, and thrust are modelled and affect the aircraft sizing process in 

CACAD. The ECS may increase in size and mass to handle the extra cooling flow. This 

requires ECS mass-prediction equations as functions of its output flow. Using 

experimental work, the avionics junction temperature in the compartment, and the 

avionics case temperature in the flight deck were linked to the ECS extra cooling flow 

rate. The failure rate changes of the avionics system with temperature, and it's 
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maintenance cost are also among the chain of models necessary to integrate ASRE in 

CACAD. 

3.7 Modelling Incorporation Into the CACAD Flow Chart 

The type of ASRE chosen, was to provide extra cooling to avionics beyond the 

minimum recommended by the regulatory authorities, to the extent that CACAD's 

explicit optimisation determines the optimum value. This required modelling of the 

effects of all participant systems. The flow chart in Figure 3.18 is an effort to 

demonstrate the key role of the participating systems and their relation with each other 

and with the CACAD design modules. Figure 3-19 shows the schematic diagram of 

ASRE associated with the flow diagram. In the subsequent sections, description of each 

model follows, along with typical results obtained. Where ever appropriate, and 

possible, some validation also accompanies the sections. Detailed formulation, and 

description, along with the results are included in the Appendix C. 

3.8 Engine Bleed Modelling 

For general study of bleed effects on engine performance, References [70,71] are 

useful. There are few published works available to report the bleed effect on the sfc, 

and the thrust of turbofan engines for different flight altitude, and Mach number. Hence 

a Code to simulate engine performance, called Turbomatch [72] established by Pilidis 

from the SME at the Cranfield University, was used for the above modelling. 

3.8.1 Engine Bleed Modelling Justification 

High energy air (high pressure and high temperature) is bled from the compressor 

section for the purposes of cabin air-conditioning & pressurisation, for ice protection of 

aircraft sensitive aerodynamic leading edges and for cooling of the avionics bay and the 

avionics in the flight deck. A medium capacity twin jet aircraft (200 PAX) usually 

requires 115 kg/min of air from its engines for air-conditioning purposes. For detail 

flow requirement refer to [73]. This is nearly I kg/sec of bleed from each engine. If the 

avionics power consumption is assumed to be 8 to 10 kW [74] and also assuming a 

minimum of 5 lb. /min/kW (Arinc 600) [75] for cooling it, this will amount to 0.38 
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kg/sec i. e. 20% of the bleed from each engine go to the cooling of avionics systems. If 

enhancing the avionics cooling should require 50% extra bleed supply to the avionics 

systems, this means, extracting another 0.1 kg/sec of bleed from each engine (10% 

more bleed). Therefore the feasibility of engine bleed penalty-modelling for sfc 
increase and thrust reduction is justified. 

3.8.2 Engine Bleed Position 

Turbofan engines are bled from three ports in the compressor section. When the engine 

throttle is at the take off position, usually all bleed valves are turned off automatically. 

During the climb phase air is taken from LP compressor, during cruise from the IP 

compressor, and during descent and approach from the HP compressor. The cruise 

performance is likely to be the most adversely affected by compressor bleed, hence this 

flight phase was considered for bleed characteristics modelling. IP compressor bleed is 

normally used for bleed during cruise, hence this was used in the model. 

3.8.3 General Flight Condition 

Turbomatch was used to simulate a typical jet passenger aircraft engine resembling 

RB211 class characteristics while being bled. It was found that the rate of fuel, and the 

thrust penalty changes with altitude (in the ranges of 25000 to 35000 ft), and with Mach 

number (in ranges of 0.8 to 0.84), and in the bleed ranges up to 2 kg/sec were 

negligible, (see Figures 3-20, and 3-21). Therefore, to produce a general empirical 

equation between bleed flow rate and sfc increase / thrust reduction, an altitude of 
35000 ft, and an average flight Mach number of 0.82 were selected as the common 

engine cruise flight condition. Fortunately those classes of engines which were 

considered suitable for the classes of aeroplanes selected by CACAD, published their 

thrust and sfc specification in cruise at about the same flight conditions as above. 

It was also found that sfc/thrust penalty varies with engine configuration, i. e. engine 

major parameters such as mass flow rate, and compressor pressure ratio (CPR). They 

were less influenced by turbine entry temperature (TET), and engine by pass ratio 
(BPR). It was concluded that a generic universal empirical relation linking either sfc 
increase with bleed or thrust reduction with bleed is not achievable, and the rate of 
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variation is different within the class of transport turbofan engines. Therefore four 

possible configuration were considered; 15000 lbf 
, 30000 lbf, 52000 lbf, and 75000 lbf 

SLST class of engines resembling TAY 650, CFM56C2, CF6-80C2, and TRENT775 

respectively. The tables of the bleed effect, correlation equations fitted to bleed 

characteristics curves are given in Appendix C, section C2.1. 

3.8.4 Analysis of the Results and Validation 

Bleed effect data from current engines, during their cruise phase is not readily available. 

Fortunately the bleed effect of two engines the Tay, and the Trent were supplied to the 

College of Aeronautics from a prominent company [76]. According to this reference, 2 

lb. /s (0.91 kg/s) bleed from the IP compressor of the Trent engine at maximum cruise 

setting would cause a 1.18% sfc rise. Turbomatch result for this type of engine is 

depicted in Figure C-3. According to this figure the penalty at the same bleed for the 

same condition is 1.15 to 1.2%. This is a reasonable validation of the Turbomatch 

modelling. 

For the Tay engine at a bleed of 1 lb. /s (0.45 kg/s) at 100% cruise setting, there would 

be a 3% sfc rise . The Turbomatch result for this type of engine gives a 3.1% sfc 

penalty. This is again reasonable validation against a real engine. It may therefore be 

stated that : At maximum cruise setting, the Trent data and Turbomatch prediction line 

up very well. For Tay there is a 1% variation. These results give considerable 

confidence in the modelling for high by pass ratio fan engines. 

3.8.5 Turbomatch Bleed Prediction Validation Comment 

A major penalty, the quantity of which decisively influences the feasibility of thermal 

avionics RE implementation, is the amount of sfc increase due to bleed. This increases 

the mission fuel load and quantitatively challenges the avionics maintenance benefit. 

If the bleed effect on the engine sfc is underestimated an over-optimistic result would 
be deceptive. On the other hand, an overestimate would discourage research attempts to 

boost aircraft system reliability . 
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This part of the work may be open to review because of the controversy over the bleed- 

effect penalty variation with engine technology improvement. There is a great secrecy 

around this issue, but some actual experimental results from an older engine suggest 

that Turbomatch findings are an underestimate. Later models however, such as those in 

previous section show values nearer to the results from Turbomatch. Therefore, by 

considering the previous trend it is possible to suggest that, the advanced turbofan 

design is moving toward reduced bleed penalty effect. It might have even reached 

values lower than predicted by Turbomatch with latest GE90, and PW4000 engine or 

soon may arrive at lower values. 

To avoid any uncertainty about the Turbomatch-predicted values of sfc penalty due to 

bleed, from any real modern engine, a 25% and a 50% rise in sfc penalty, was 

considered for sensitivity analysis. The details of this are presented later in this chapter. 

3.9 ECS Mass Modelling 

Current empirical equations for the prediction of ECS mass are not affected by output 

flow [1,15]. An extra supply of cooling flow to the avionics system may not influence 

ECS mass if any of these relations are used in CACAD. It was therefore necessary to 

establish a prediction equation for ECS mass as a function of its output flow rate. The 

procedure and the results are detailed in Appendix C. The relation is self-validating, as 

it is correlated with real transport aircraft ECS mass via the GD method [15]. 

3.10 Ram Drag Penalty 

ECS consumes ram air for its heat exchangers and therefore any increase in its bleed 

output and mass will be accompanied by higher ram-air consumption, and hence produce 

an increase in the ram drag. Incorporation of the new technology elaborated in [77], may 

prevent such increase in ram drag. The use of air bearings in the cold air unit of ECS 

would enhance its life and reliability. This unit can continue producing cold air at cruise 

altitude where previously ram air temperature was adequate to by-pass the cold air unit. 

Using this new technology, bleed air is directly guided into the cold air unit, by-passing 

the secondary heat exchangers, hence avoiding the ram drag penalty attributed to them. 
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attributed to them. Surprisingly there should be some gain in engine performance, but 

this was not accounted for in the design synthesis due to lack of validated data. 

3.11 Avionics Compartment 

This section presents published data on state-of-the-art for packaging and cooling of 

those avionics within the bays, and compartments. There will be a justification for 

modelling the selected type. The procedure, and mathematical modelling, is 

described in Appendix C. 

3.11.1 Arrangement and Packaging 

Modular, avionics packaging was an effort to standardise avionics modules and 

packaging. Arinc 600 establishes [75], the form factor, external design such as the size, 

the shape, and the environmental interfaces with aircraft for line replacement units 

(LRU), installed in civil aircraft, see Figure 3-22. 

Arinc 600 also introduces the modular concept unit (MCU) as the basic unit of width 

for an LRU. Several attempts have been made to incorporate heat exchangers either 

within LRUs, Figure 3-23 i. e. conduction flow through and heat pipe [78], or within 

LRUs enclosures [53], Figure 3-24. This is done for the highest heat exchange rate for 

the lowest possible junction temperature and lowest pressure drop. These efforts may be 

very useful for a fighter aircraft where every little space saving is very helpful. For a 

transport aircraft, a simple conduction-cooled module LRU, within a simple MCU-size 

enclosure like the one in Figure 3-25 is an appropriate design. This offers the lowest 

cost of producibility, and maintainability, with the least limitation on the particle size of 

the cooling air. 

Arrangement of modules within the enclosures may be such that the units with the 

lowest MTBF i. e. its failure-rate rises rapidly with temperature, be placed at highest 

cooled section of the enclosure. This is called thermal management priority within an 

MCU. The priority may be given to reliability-critical components, rather than 

temperature-critical components [79], avoiding the arrangement in the Figure 3-26 . 
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3.11.2 Methods of Cooling 

Avionics LRUs within MCUs are arranged on avionics racks in every avionics 

compartment i. e. black boxes in the racks. There are several cooling techniques in 

which ECS cooling air is guided into the avionics racks to keep the LRU's junction 

temperatures within accepted limits. It is to be noted that, the performance of each 

method has been experimentally tested for military application, for a typical 5W 

module. The results are quite reasonably applicable to the transport aircraft, especially 

when the main objective would be to model the rate at which junction temperature 

varies with flow rate increment [79]. 

(a) Conduction Cooling Air Rail : The MCU and the rack arrangement are shown 
in Figures 3-27, and 3-28 . 

In this configuration, the modules are serially 

mounted in an integrated rack tier. Since these modules are serially-cooled, the 

coolant temperature at the inlet to the rail heat exchanger is lower than the exit. 

If all the LRUs in the MCU have the same heat dissipation, then the maximum 

junction temperature occurs on the centre component of the last LRU. The 

performance of such an arrangement in the terms of ECS supply flow rate, 

supply temperature and avionics junction temperature are shown, for an 

average basis in Figure 3-29. 

(b) Conduction Cooling Air Over Component : The arrangement for the MCU and 
the rack are shown in Figures 3-30, and 3-31. In this arrangement the LRUs 

are in parallel and the secondary air is passed between the modules. This air 

travels in a closed loop cycle the end of which is cooled through an interface 

heat exchanger supplied by ECS cool air. Since the modules are cooled in 

parallel the cooling air supply temperature is the same for all the modules in 

the tier. The thermal performance of this arrangement, on an average basis, is 

shown in Figure 3-32. 

(c) Conduction Cooling Liquid Rail : In this arrangement a liquid coolant replaces 

the air in an exactly the same manner as in air rail method, to cool the MCU in 
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the avionics racks . 
The thermal performance of this arrangement, on an 

average basis, is shown in Figure 3-33. 

The following two methods are more innovative, and look more unconventional than 

the previous three : 

(d) Hollow Board : In this method the secondary air is guided through the hollow 

board of the LRUs, boosting the performance of the cooling of the electronic 

components, but adding complexity to the LRUs. The markedly improved 

thermal performance is shown in Figure 3-34. 

(e) Heat Pipe Modules : Due to extensive research in this new cooling technique, 

[80] the method was also experimentally examined for its thermal performance 

included in [79]. The application of heat pipes in LRUs is shown in Figure 3- 

35. A heat pipe is a passive device typically consisting of a sealed container 

lined with a wicking material, and filled with just enough fluid to fully saturate 

the wick [81]. It operates with a closed vaporisation and condensation cycle. 

Heat dissipated from the components of the LRU is added to the evaporator 

section of the pipe, and vaporises the working fluid 
. 

The high temperature, 

and corresponding high pressure in this region causes the vapour to flow to the 

cooler end of the pipe, where the vapour condenses. The capillary forces in the 

wicking structure generate a positive pumping pressure that forces the working 

fluid back to the evaporator end. Because heat pipes use a phase change of the 

working fluid to transport heat, their effective thermal conductivity is much 

higher than the best solid conductors, together with rapid response time make 

them very promising in cooling the electronic systems Figure 3-36. 

The following table shows the junction temperatures realised by say 3 lb/min/kW of 

ECS supply at 80 degree F for typical 5 watt modules for all above methods. 
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3.11.3 Discussion and Selection of Cooling Method 

It is necessary to make a selection among the methods described above. The one that is 

most feasible for the jet transport aircraft shall be used for avionics cooling modelling 

to be incorporated in CACAD . 
Among the first three methods, the conduction air rail is not only functionally superior, 

but manufacturing costs are cheaper, with lower mass, and the least complexity. This 

method uses the smallest number of equipment, hence lowest failure rate, and leads to 

high reliability and maintainability. The last two methods, the hollow board, and the 

heat pipe, although offering a great deal of thermal superiority to the first three 

methods, their mechanical design still may be a challenge. Air leakage i. e. unreliability 

of operation, and difficult card removal i. e. poor maintainability, as well as the high 

cost of production make them unsuitable for this type of modelling. Even though their 

benefits are quantifiable, their penalties seems formidable and are hard to quantify. 

The conduction cooling air rail method, which was eventually selected for modelling, 
had three variable parameters, ECS flow rate, ECS flow temperature, and LRU junction 

temperature. It required fitting a surface to known points to be able to establish a 

correlation equation . This was done, and the details are presented in Appendix C. The 

resulting equation was incorporated into CACAD. 

3.12 Avionics In The Flight Deck 

In this section the published data are presented for the state-of-the-art for packaging and 

cooling of avionics within the flight deck. Justification is given for the type selected for 

the modelling. The procedure of modelling and the derived equations are described in 

Appendix C. 

3.12.1 Problem Description 

The design trend in aircraft avionics equipment in the flight deck station is towards the 

use of light-weight high power density units. This may result in reduction in reliability 

and crew performance. If the temperature level in these units is controlled and made 
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uniform, the resulting improvement in reliability and crew performance will improve 

life cycle cost and ensures mission completion and increase the operational safety. 

According to [82], a review of 5 different instruments indicated an MTBUR of 230 to 

1600 hours, while their specification called for 4500 to 6000 hr. A high percentage of 

verified failures were thermally related such as capacitor and motor bearing failures. 

Current standards such as MIL-E-38453A [83], and ARINC 408A, Air Transport 

Indicator Cases and Mounting, 1975 [140], established minimum cooling limitations. 

The former allows a 40.6 °C touch temperature (case temperature) with 26.7 °C ground 

ambient ( ECS supply temperature ), and the latter puts the limit for ECS supply to a 

minimum of 8 lb/min/kW, with temperature at 37.8 °C so that the instrument's front 

face should be at 54.4 °C and its case at 65.6 °C. 

3.12.2 Arrangement and Packaging 

Although there is not a definite and universally accepted, or regulatory enforced 

configuration for the layout of instruments and navigation panels in a transport aircraft 

flight deck, a great deal of commonality exists between them. The trend shows that 

soon there shall be similar flight deck in every transport aircraft, for basic reasons such 

as ease of operation, ergonomic criteria, and pilot common-type rating. The Airbus 

A319, A320, and A321 have common flight decks instrumentation, but they in turn 

resemble the flight deck configuration of A330, and A340, which have identical flight 

deck systems. 

Figure 3-37 presents the near-common flight deck instrumentation among A319, A320, 

A321, A330, and A340 aircraft, and Figure 3-38 shows another common flight deck 

between A300, and A310 aircraft. In all these aircraft there are 6 cathode-ray tubes 

(CRT), the first two, Figure 3-39, are placed in front of the pilot and the last two are in 

front the co-pilot. The flight deck in the Boeing 777 also look the same as in Figure 3- 

39. They are called electronic flight instrument systems (EFIS). One is deployed for 

primary flight display (PFD), and the other for navigation display (ND), see Figure 3- 

40. The last middle two CRTs are called electronic centralised aircraft monitors 
(ECAM). One is allocated for engine/warning display, and the other one for systems 
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information/reminder and warning display, see Figure 3-41. Among other major 

instruments are three multi-purpose control and display units (MCDU) enabling the 

pilots to have access to flight management system (FMS), and many other functions 

such as system maintenance data, coupled to a printer, called central maintenance 

system (CMS) see Figure 3-42. There are still many analogue instruments as backup, 

Figure 3-43. 

3.12.3 Methods Of Avionics Flight Deck Cooling 

Cooling air is guided through the flight deck by ECS ducting directly into the deck 

instrument compartment. Fresh air supply to flight crew is also exhausted to the back of 

instrument panel, through panel openings. 

Three design schemes were studied by Boeing [82]. The first one considered a base 

configuration, apparently used as a conventional approach. In this, air enters the 

instrument bay, while cooling the instruments, and it is exhausted through an opening to 

the ambient temperature section of the nose fuselage, see Figure 3-44a. 

The second proposal was called the suction type, in which air entered the avionics flight 

deck bay through holes around the instruments. It then expands as a jet into the space 
between the sides of the units and continues in the horizontal direction until it is 

evacuated by a general exhaust, see Figure 3.44b. The diameter of the expansion holes 

and the distance between the adjacent instrument walls are decisive in creating a fast 

non-uniform velocity profile of turbulent flow. 

The third concept, called the pressurised panel, utilises the suction concept, assembled 

with a baseline panel but spaced apart to form a plenium Figure 3-44c. The supply air is 

from ECS duct is guided into the plenium, passes vertically up the plenium, turning 90 

degrees into the jet holes. This method also facilitates the instrument-retaining method, 

and perhaps helps to reduce vibration, see Figure 3-45. 

3.12.4 Discussion and Selection of Cooling Method 

The thermal performance of each concept was experimentally tested for a typical heat 

release of 0.34 W/in2. Results are presented in Figures 3-46, and 3-47. The last two 
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concept are apparently superior to the base-line, and the pressurised panel concept 

functions slightly better than the suction concept, but is heavier. Its performance is less 

susceptible to leakage 
, and the existence of double panel help keeps the instruments in 

place especially the big and heavy CRTs of modern decks. It was thought therefore to 

be superior to other types of cooling. Hence the pressurised panel thermal performance 

was used to formulate the empirical equation modelling purposes. The pressurised panel 

offers the highest thermal performance and its use in flight deck instrument cooling has 

been adapted by at least one major manufacturer; see Figure 3-48. The shortest possible 

back-spacing (the distance between the rear face of the instruments and flight deck 

instrument bay i. e. front pressure bulkhead) offers least disparity between units' 

individual temperatures and even offers slightly lower case temperature rise for the 

same airflow. Therefore the pressurised panel method with shortest back spacing was 

chosen. An empirical relation was developed to model the avionics case-temperature 

rise as a function of cooling flow rate. The formulation and the procedure for deriving 

it is given in Appendix C, section C4.2. 

3.13 Avionics Systems Reliability Modelling 

This section presents models of the reliability of the avionics system. It will describe 

how the avionics failure rate varies with system temperature. This will quantify the link 

between avionics reliability improvement, and the cooling modelling developed in 

previous sections . 

3.13.1 Avionics Compartment Reliability Model 

The precise relationship between operating temperature and failure rate for a particular 

system is revealed by part stress analysis, which calculates failure rates from the known 

system variables. Those include temperature, part quality, severity of the part operating 

environment, circuit complexity, and the experience of the manufacturer in making the 

device. Avionics reliability dependence on temperature is supported by MIL-HDBK- 

217 [132], according to which there exists a direct relationship between the reliability 

of temperature-sensitive electronic parts, and the part operating junction temperature. 

There might be other environmental stress factors, but temperature is one of the major 
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and better defined stress factors. Temperature and failure rate are exponentially related, 

with failure rate increasing dramatically with increasing part junction temperature . 

Care must be taken while arranging electronic parts on LRUs, and locating LRUs in 

MCUs, that identical power dissipation parts may have different junction temperature 

and hence different reliability, emphasising the importance of part placement. 

The temperature/failure rate characteristics of Figure 3-49 [83], consists of two curves 

one of which belongs to those components whose failure rate is much more sensitive to 

temperature, and the other one the least temperature-sensitive parts. The formulation 

and modelling procedure is given in Appendix C section C5.1, which is primarily based 

on Figure 3-49. 

3.13.2 Avionics in Flight Deck Reliability Model 

In the flight deck, the arrangement of equipment was chosen so that the case 

temperature of the avionics instruments can be controlled through pressurised panel 

cooling. A curve produced by the reliability group in one of the UK defence 

Establishment [84], is shown in Figure 3-50, which indicates the change in relative 

failure rate of military electronic equipment with its case temperature. There is no 

reason why this characteristics should be any different to that of civil avionics 

equipment. It has been derived from published failure rate data for the component parts, 

and is representative of component populations typical of many avionics equipment. 
Experiments and service experience has largely substantiated this characteristic pattern 
[84]. The shape of the curve below -30 degree C and above +80 degree C shown dotted 

is less certain, since it has been extrapolated from available information. The 

formulation and modelling procedure is given in Appendix C, which is primarily based 

on Figure 3.50. 

3.14 Maintenance Cost Modelling 

There are two areas in direct operating cost of an aircraft that are affected by avionics 

system reliability improvement. The first obvious one is the maintenance cost which is 

composed of maintenance labour, and maintenance material cost. Both are supposed to 
be reduced by ASRE. The other area is the standing charge, part of the aircraft DOC, 
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which in some literature, is called the depreciation cost. Two sections of this cost are 

affected by ASRE. The first is the depreciation cost of the avionics, in which the life 

duration element of it is i, ncreastddue to enhanced avionics cooling and reduced failure 

rate. The other section is the spare parts holding cost, which is obviously reduced by 

reliability improvement. 

3.14.1 Maintenance Man-hours (MHR) 

As previously explained, the average MHR of any system is the product of failure rate 
(equivalent to number of visits a system makes to repair station) and MFA per visit. 
Any improvement in reliability must be accompanied by a reduction in failure rate 
factor (FRF). In section 3.13 failure rate (consequently FRF) associated with avionics 

system was linked with avionics temperature. This helped to determine the FRF change 

as a result of ASRE. Assuming that the amount of MHR per visit has not changed, then 

the total MHIR change is directly proportional to FRF change. In CACAD, the base 

MIR allocated to avionics system corresponds to : 

-5 lb/min/kW bleed from engine to cool avionics bay (Arinc 600 ) 

-8 lb/min/kW bleed from engine to cool avionics deck (Arinc 408A ) 

Therefore every extra amount of cooling flow over and above the given figures will 

reduce system temperature, and hence cause a reduction in FRF. This will result in 
lower maintenance cost. A further discussion and formulation are presented in 

Appendix C. 

3.14.2 Maintenance Material and Reliability Improvements 

In CACAD, the maintenance material cost of any system is predicted as in standard text 

[14,32,34,1] is some function of the system price. Another approach is based on 
detailed research carried out in College of Aeronautics [38], which demonstrated that 

avionics make up 11.5% of the airframe maintenance, which was verified by [37], and 
in it, 67% goes to labour cost, and 33% toward the material. The latter approach was 

assumed for maintenance material of the base aeroplane before applying ASRE. 
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On the other hand, the total maintenance cost of avionics (labour and material) is a 
direct function of mean time between maintenance failure rate (MTBMF), which is 

directly proportional to average system failure rate [85]. The MHR cost element of it 

was proved to be directly proportional to system failure rate in the last section, hence 

the material cost element is also directly proportional to FRF. Any reduction in FRF 

was used to predict extra maintenance material cost in the avionics systems. 

3.14.3 Avionics Spare Parts Holding Cost 

Based on a spares provisioning equation derived by SABENA, presented in [85], the 

cost of avionics spare parts is the product of an average price of an avionics unit, and its 

inventory. The number of inventory items used, is decided mainly by the number of 

units being repaired per day, plus less importantly by the number of units sent to remote 

stations for emergency reasons. 

The number of units being repaired per day is in turn proportional to the number of 

units failed per day, and the average repair time in days, for a unit. The number of units 

failed per day is directly proportional to flying hours per day, and inversely 

proportional to MTBUR. The latter is directly proportional to FRF. These chain of 

relationships were established in CACAD to determine the effect of change in FRF due 

to ASRE on spares holding. The complete description and formulation are presented in 

Appendix C. 

3.14.4 Avionics Depreciation Cost 

Depreciation of avionics equipment costs as part of aircraft DOC standing charges per 
flight is inversely proportional to the life of the system (refer to Equation B. 225 to 

B230). The life of the avionics system can be defined as the product of the number of 
time the system undergoes overhaul, and system typical TBO. On the other hand TBO, 

is not chosen to exceed the average MTBMF of the system. MTBMF is inversely 

proportional to system maintenance failure rate. The latter is the product of average 

number of units in an avionics system, and typical unit failure rate. Typical unit failure 

rate improvement is shown by reduction in FRF due to ASRE. The above chain of 
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relations was established in CACAD and the detail formulations are described in 

Chapter C, section C6.3. 

3.15 Special Application of ASRE to Ultra High Capacity Aircraft 

(UHCA) 

It was apparent from the results of the work in the previous sections, that the higher the 

range and the capacity of a transport aircraft, the more vulnerable they are to engine 

bleed penalties, making ASRE futile. This is obvious that, due to increase in capacity 

and range, the amount of mission fuel increases so much that any contemplation of 

engine sfc is bound to inflict heavy losses on DOC, outweighing any benefits from 

maintenance cost reductions. Therefore, it was decided later that, an annexation to this 

chapter is necessary, in which new design solution is explored, and modelled, for future 

long range high capacity aircraft such as UHCA (or new large aircraft NLA). 

In this section, in addition to the application of previous method, a new design solution 

is presented to boost avionics systems reliability of long range UHCA. The objective is 

to design an UHCA with a higher reliability potential, with reduced avionics failure 

rate, and enhanced overall safety, with the possibility of reduced engine penalty for a 

net reduction in DOC. 

3.15.1 Introduction 

Two alternative approaches were examined for UHCA, in one the avionics cooling was 

enhanced by using engine extra bleed air via the air-conditioning system. The second 

approach, which shall be dealt with in detail, uses an independent air-conditioning 

system for extra avionics system cooling, alongside the present conventional avionics 

cooling systems. The task was extended to determine the optimum cooling for 

maximum reduction in DOC. 

3.15.2 Design Proposal I 

The extra cooling air is provided by the engine bleed system, in addition to what is bled 

for environmental control system (ECS). This method follows the exact methodology, 

and modelling of previous sections, hence does not require any further description. 
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3.15.3 Design Proposal 2 

In this proposal, an auxiliary cold air unit (ACAU) was modelled, similar to 

electrically-operated off-the-shelf vapour cycle systems ( air mass flow ranges from 15 

to 25 lb. /min, or 0.1 to 0.18 kg/sec) or an alternative future small boot-strap type in 

accordance with [86], that is modified to run with an electro-motor. The details of such 

equipment are presented in the mentioned reference. 

The extra cooling flow rate provided by the ACAU shall be directed to the avionics 

equipment in the compartments and the instruments in the flight deck, joining the main 

stream of cooling flow provided by the standard ECS, see Figure 3-51, and 3-52 [85]. 

The type of cooling, cooling characteristics with respect to failure rate, maintenance 

cost variation with failure rate for both places of avionics systems, were elaborated in 

previous sections of this chapter. Figure 3-53 shows the schematic diagram of the 

design proposal 2. 

3.15.4 ACAU Mass Estimation, Power Consumption, and Power-off Take 

Effects 

- Mass Modelling : 

The mass estimation relationship for the ECS which correlates with the ECS output flow 

rate, elaborated in 3.9 was modified to predict the mass of the ACAU. The formula, and 
its description is included in Appendix C, section C7. 

In [85] a cold air unit that provides 37 lb/min of cooling flow was targeted at 72 kg, 

where as the developed equation C36 predicts 160 kg. If an electro-motor be included 

(used in typical ACAUs, and not in ECSs) and extra weight attributed to engine 

generator as a result of supplying higher power is also considered, then the above 

prediction may be treated reasonably conservative. 

- Power Consumption Prediction : 

It was assumed that the system is of the boot-strap type, and requires an electric motor 

to provide the net power requirement. The simple first law of thermodynamics was the 

basis to develop an equation to predict the power consumption of ACAU. This is 
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included in Appendix C. For a unit to provide 35 lb/min of cooling flow, equation C37 

resulted in 15 kW net power requirement, and [30] shows 17 kW for 37 lb/min cooling 

flow, which gives confidence to the validity of the said equation. 

- Power-off Take Effects on Engine Performance : 

Engine generators are the main source of extra electric power supply to the ACAU. 

Typical high-bypass ratio turbofan engines are affected by extra power-off take in that 

fuel consumption increases, and thrust falls, which must be considered during the cruise 

phase of the flight. Apart from a few publications that give some insight into the effects 

of power off take in engine performance, to date there is no published literature to 

quantify such penalties during different phases of flight for a typical modem turbofan 

engine. Therefore, the TURBOMATCH code was again used to simulate engine 

performance while being power off-taken at various flight conditions. The empirical 

equation thus obtained from the data is presented in Appendix C, section C7. It was 

validated fairly well with actual data supplied from a prominent manufacturer [76]. 

3.15.5 Cold Air Unit Maintenance Cost Considerations 

The design synthesis treats the ACAU as a small ECS on board, and for the optimum 

sizing, resulted in a value of £648.71 maintenance cost per 1000 flying hours for 15 

hours flight duration. Reference [85] estimated maintenance cost of an auxiliary 

refrigeration system for the DC-10 as $900 per 1000 flying hours for 12 hours work per 

day (proposed for cooling avionics system while aircraft is on the ground) which 

matches with the above prediction. Although it may be claimed that cost escalation 

factor might have increased the above value, but since 1975 a lot of hard work has gone 

into increasing the reliability of such equipment [88]. 

3.15.6 Ram Drag Penalty 

Considering design proposal 1, this penalty was dealt with in section 3.10. For design 

proposal 2, the vapour cycle system cold air unit consumes ambient air for its heat 

exchangers and therefore there is no need for ram air, and hence increase in ram drag. If 

cabin dump-air is guided to go through the cold air unit heat exchanger, condensation of 
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the refrigerant is made possible. For boot-strap type units, this method is also 

applicable. 

3.16 Avionics Reliability Integration in CACAD 

In this section the procedure of integrating ASRE in CACAD and its area of influence 

on the design cycle is briefly presented. Basically there are 11 items of modelling that 

are incorporated into different modules. They are divided into penalty, and benefit 

categories, see Figure 3-54. 

3.16.1 The Integration Of Penalty Functions Into CACAD 

a- Engine thrust Penalty Function : This influences the constraint package of 

CACAD, where the engine sizing for cruise is dealt with The mass thrust ratio 

of the engine at cruise is increased when the thrust reduction due to bleed 

increment model is operated. Aircraft designed and optimised with a new 

engine specific mass will have higher engine mass to meet the same mission 

targets when supplying a higher cooling flow to the avionics systems . 

b- SFC Increase Penalty Modelling : This shall influence fuel mass estimate 

module of CACAD, in which it simply replaces the sfc base value of the 

engine at cruise with a new sfc, where : 

SfC )with 
extra bleed = (SfC )base +[A SfC =f (meca)] 

the item in the bracket is the fuel penalty function (explained in C2.1). It also 

influences the values of sfc of the engine during diversion, and sfc during hold. 

Due to the above modelling integration in CACAD, the mission fuel 

consumption will increase when the optimiser searches for the most optimum 

extra bleed flow to the avionics system. Hence the aircraft designed and 

optimised at each bleed increment will carry a higher mission fuel load to meet 

the same mission targets . 

c- System Mass Module : The new relation for ECS mass as a function of its out 

put flow is integrated into the CACAD system mass estimation module. This 

relation allows CACAD to allow for a heavier ECS at every bleed step, 
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1- consequently producing aircraft with a higher system mass and hence higher 

zero fuel mass . 

When the above penalties are implemented into CACAD, they collectively push the 

final design of optimised aircraft to be progressively larger and heavier at every bleed 

increment step. 

Higher take-off mass contribute to higher aircraft prices that in turn push the 

depreciation cost part of DOCs to higher values. Higher mission fuel flow not only 

indirectly increases the take-off mass, but directly increases the fuel cost part of the 

DOC. Finally, the increase in system mass not only increases system price, but it also 

contribute to higher airframe and engine mass. This leads to higher maintenance 

material and labour cost elements of DOC, excluding avionics. 

3.16.2 The Integration Of Benefit Functions Into CACAD 

The following models together establish the benefit functions. 

1- Avionics equipment bay junction temperature versus bleed flow rate. 

2- Flight deck avionics deck case temperature versus bleed flow rate. 

3- Avionics equipment bay failure rate versus its junction temperature. 

4- Flight deck avionics deck failure rate versus its case temperature. 

5- Avionics maintenance labour, material, spares holding, and standing charges 

versus avionics failure rate factor in the flight deck, and equipment bay. 

They are integrated into objective function i. e. DOC . At every bleed increment, 

relations 1&2 determine the temperature drop, in avionics bay and flight deck. The 

calculated temperature drop is used in models 3&4 to establish the reduction in failure 

rate factors, which in turn are substituted in the models outlined in 5. They have been 

integrated into different sections of the DOC to determine the reduction in labour, and 

material cost of avionics together with the reduction of spares, and depreciation charges 
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3.17 CACAD Operation With ASRE Incorporated 

In the design process, both penalty and benefit functions impart their influences on 

DOC simultaneously. CACAD takes each value of bleed increment separately and 

designs and optimises an aircraft for the minimum DOC and prints out the results. 

Thereafter it selects another incremental value of bleed, and repeats the whole process. 

This is then repeated for all types of aircraft defined in the mission input file. In this 

way, the user is provided, in one operation a series of aeroplanes whose various details 

such as geometry, masses, aerodynamic coefficients, prices, and DOC breakdown are 

stored in different output files. These output files are formatted so that they are 

retrievable by spread-sheet packages to facilitate tabulation and graphical representation 

of results. 

CACAD with avionics reliability improvement modelling incorporated into it offers the 

user the following services : 

- An optimised aircraft configuration with user-defined missions that has 

optimum potential for avionics reliability. 

-A wide range of sensitivity analyses can be executed, such as aircraft range and 

capacity variation, fuel price and labour rate variation, and sfc improvement. 

- Any other system reliability modelling once established can be incorporated 

into CACAD for the similar feasibility studies. 

- Any type of fixed geometry, resembling either existing or future aircraft can be 

dictated to CACAD for avionics or any other system reliability enhancement 

study. 

3.17.1 CACAD Operation with ACAU For UHCA 

CACAD was modified to design and optimise a double deck fuselage passenger aircraft 

of long range, high capacity known as New Large Aircraft (NLA ), or UHCA, whose 

specifications are elaborated in Chapter 2, and Appendix B. 

ASRE modelling of the Design Proposal 2 consisted of installing an ACAU in the 

UHCA, in addition to its conventional cooling system. The above modelling were 
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incorporated into CACAD to simulate the presence of the ACAU. CACAD takes each 

value of extra cooling flow separately and with this, it designs and sizes an appropriate 

ACAU, estimates engine thrust and sfc penalties, and like previous sections, computes 

the amount of maintenance benefits. Finally it designs and optimises an UHCA for the 

minimum possible DOC, and prints out the results, thereafter incrementing the value of 

cooling flow and repeats the whole process. 

3.18 Discussion of ASRE Simulations, and Validation 

Four classes of passenger aircraft were chosen as follows : 

(a) Low-capacity/short range, aft fuselage mounted of a class of aircraft similar to 

the Focker F 100, with a class of engine similar to the Tay 650. 

(b) Low to medium capacity, short to medium range, a twin aircraft of a class, 

similar to the Airbus A3 10, with a class of engine similar to the CF6-80C2. 

(c) A medium-capacity, medium-range, a twin aircraft, of a class, similar to the 

Airbus A330, with a class of engine similar to the TRENT 775. 

(d) A medium-capacity, long range, quadro aircraft, of a class similar to the 

Airbus A340, with a class of engine similar to the CFM56C2. 

A separate mission file was established for each. Above missions cover nearly all 

present passenger aircraft flying today. The Airbus family class were preferred to 

Boeing family solely because the design formulation within CACAD matches closely to 

the European aircraft. The details about each class of aircraft is dealt with in Chapter 2. 

For each mission there are built-in thrust and sfc penalty functions, related to the engine 

class used, that is chosen by CACAD appropriately (see section C2.1). 

3.18.1 Presentation of Results 

CACAD was run for each mission, and the results of all four missions are treated 

together. Figure C. 13 shows the DOC major breakdown for each mission . 
Note the 

percentage of fuel cost in every mission. Figure C. 14 shows the mission fuel and mass 

take-off increase for each mission, at every bleed increment. Figure C. 15 shows fuel 

mission increase for all missions together. Note that every point, in every curve 
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represents an optimised aircraft for the chosen value of bleed. The growth in engine size 

and wing area for every bleed increment step is depicted in Figure C-16 for each 

mission. Due to benefit functions operating inside CACAD, the percentage of standing 

charges, spares holding costs, and maintenance labour & material costs are 

progressively reduced with each bleed increment. The results are shown in Figure C-17. 

The net effect on DOC, and hence the resultant percentage saving on DOC, is shown in 

Figure C-18 for all missions. 

A sensitivity analysis based on maintenance labour rate cost variation, down to 25.0 

£/hr, and up to 30 ; Uhr from a base value of 27.3 1/hr [14], was launched, and the 

resultant DOC variation for all steps of bleed flow increment is illustrated in Figure C- 

19 for all missions. 

Another similar study, based on fuel price variation, down to 0.17 £/kg, and up to 0.21 

£/kg from base value of 0.19 £/kg was done, and the resultant DOC variation for all 

steps of bleed increment is shown in Figure C-20 for all missions. 

To model the most conservative DOC effect, and to remove any doubt on the validation 

of the bleed penalty effect on various engine sfc, the Author raised the sfc penalty by 

25%, and the resultant DOC saving is shown in Figure C-21 (this excludes the Tay class 

which has already shown high rise in sfc). 

3.18.2 Analysis of Results : 

1. Short range low capacity aircraft such as those in F 100 class have maintenance 

costs which account for a large portion of the DOC. This is because, they have 

a low mass, leading to a low initial cost, and therefore low depreciation 

charges. They also have mission low fuel mass, and hence costs, see Figure C- 

13a. This type of aircraft shows less penalty on mission fuel, and take-off mass 

due to higher bleed from the engines, as shown by the slope of the curves in 

Figure C-14a as compared with Figure C-14b, c, d. The F100 class also show 

least penalty in wing area enlargement and increase in engine size. This is also 

verified by the slope of the curves in Figure C-16a, b, c, and d. 
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Note : There is a sudden out-of-trend rise in the take-off mass slope, and a slight 

reduction in mission fuel mass slope at 1 lb/min/kW of extra bleed for the F100 class in 

Figure C-14a. The same pattern is observed in Figure C-16a. This is because every 

point in the diagram shows an aircraft designed and optimised at that bleed condition. 

At this particular bleed, a higher aspect ratio was selected by the optimiser resulting in 

higher wing mass hence take-off mass, and lower drag hence lower fuel consumption. 

2. Long range medium-capacity aircraft, such as Airbus A340 class, being at the 

other extreme among the four selected classes of aircraft behaves in the 

opposite way. Aircraft price and hence standing charges, as well as mission 

fuel cost both make up higher percentages within the total DOC, pushing 

maintenance cost to a lower proportionate value, see Figure C-13b. It also 

shows a higher penalty on mission fuel, and take-off mass, due to higher bleed 

from the engines, as shown by the slope of the curves in Figure C-14b. This is 

further verified by the mission fuel mass penalty of all four aircraft together in 

Figure C-15 
. 

The same trend is observed for wing area and engine thrust in 

Figure C-16b. 

3. Due to the nature of avionics reliability enhancement measures, which 

consume fuel and require higher system and engine masses for reducing the 

maintenance cost, the DOC savings of a short-range low-capacity jet transport 

of the F100 class enjoy more savings from such ASRE than the long-range 

A340 class . This is verified by Figure C-18. 

Note : The other two aircraft namely the A310, and A330 always stay in- 

between. 

3.18.3 Sensitivity Analysis 

Labour rate and fuel price may vary among the airlines, and even countries of the world 

. 
In an extreme case, an airline may enjoy very low labour wages, but has to import fuel 

from abroad and has hard-currency difficulties. They will not welcome an aircraft 

which may consume more fuel to give lower avionics maintenance cost. In this type of 

study, the global economy is considered . 
Countries which are major users of transport 
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aircraft usually exhibit a predictable and uniform economic condition in which fuel 

price, and labour rate may vary within ±10% 
. 

Having said that, the main objective of sensitivity analysis is different from that 

outlined above. It is conducted to consider future economic trend and its impact on the 

feasibility of undertaking such project work. 

1. Labour rate variation is based on the quality of life. The Author has the 

opinion that in the next 25 years, this must increase, with growth in skill 

requirements, and higher sophistication in repair procedure of the future 

advance aircraft in the South Pacific, Western Europe, and North America. 

There are other arguments that suggest that China, and other countries where 

labour rates are low will get the chance to participate in highly skilled 

maintenance work, lowering the labour rate. Therefore a sensitivity analysis 

against labour rate of ±10% was conducted in CACAD. 

The results show that this has little impact on outcome of DOC saving in the 

different classes of aircraft; see Figure C-19. 

2. Fuel prices may drop further, as more fuel resources are discovered in 

countries whose growth in population and their need of hard currency may 

force to flood the market with cheap oil. Internal conflicts, other regional 

conflicts among these countries, and world resources shortages, on the 

contrary, may result in lower fuel supply. Therefore a sensitivity analysis 

against fuel price increase of ±10% was conducted in CACAD. The results 

show that the impact of reduction in fuel price on long range aircraft is not so 

strong to increase DOC saving to the threshold of 1%, to make such ASRE 

modelling worthwhile, see Figure C-20. 

3. Another benefit of sensitivity analysis is the ability to exaggerate the impact of 

a certain model on the sizing and costing process within CACAD. In ASRE, 

the main source of penalties is the effect of bleed on engine sfc. Although care 
was taken to establish a realistic prediction equations, it is always useful to 

exaggerate this in order to evaluate firmly the success of such modelling. A 
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25% under-estimation factor was incorporated into the cruise fuel estimation 

module (except for F100 class, as the bleed effect equation seems already an 

over-estimation). The results indicate that although DOC saving is reduced, the 

reduction is not so significant as to abandon this project for short to medium 

classes of jet transport aircraft, see Figure C-21 

3.18.4 Discussion Of Results For UHCA 

Results of design proposal 1 is shown in Figure C-22. The results were obtained for two 

options. The graph No. 1 corresponds to the case when extra bleed is equally taken from 

each engine and the graph No. 2 corresponds to letting all engines share the bleed 

requirements. Graph 3 in Figure C-22 shows the results of the application of design 

proposal 2 to UHCA. The saving in DOC is slightly higher than design proposal 1, but 

for following reasons the latter REM is superior to the former : 

(a) The system requires electric power that in turn requires further shaft power-off 

take from the engines . 
This has less impact on fuel consumption than bleed, 

and engines are usually less sensitive to it . 

(b) The system is fail-safe, due to conventional running of the avionics cooling 

system as an integral part of the ECS . 
(c) The system is non dispatch-critical i. e. it does not prevent the flight in the case 

of system malfunction. 

(d) The system is operational while the aircraft is on the ground using ground 

support equipment. This addresses the problems reported in [85] that so many 

passenger aircraft spend considerable hours a day parked on the ground while 

compelled to run their avionics systems. 

(e) The mass estimation of the ACAU is conservative, power estimation is realistic 

and fuel penalty due to power off take is also realistic enough to strongly 

recommend such a scheme for UHCA. 
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3.18.5 Validation of Results 

The validation of the results obtained from this chain of modelling integration in 

CACAD differs from usual validation procedures. This may be treated implicitly 

through the validation of each model used. The engine bleed model causes the size, the 

mass, and the fuel consumption to grow. The rate of growth was validated in section 

3.8.5 with real engines namely the Tay, and the Trent. The growth of ECS mass with 

the rise in its output flow was validated with real transport aircraft whose ECS mass are 

tabulated within volume 4 of [15]. Flow supply to avionics compartment and flight 

deck and the associated temperatures of equipment in these areas are based on 

experiments conducted in Grumman, and Boeing reported in [79], and [82]. 

The avionics equipment temperature, and avionics reliability was also based on real life 

data reported in [84], [83], and [138] is widely accepted by Industry ( quoted in those 

reports). The share of avionics in total maintenance cost is also important in validation 

of the economic feasibility of the results. A number of reports put the share of this 

system highest, after furnishing, and landing gear [55to62]. An independent report 

carried out by Cranfield University [38] was chosen to allocate the share of avionics in 

total maintenance cost. Recent references such as [47] allocate higher shares, and that of 
Boeing [37] give closer values to the one selected in ASRE. 

The above validated models were integrated in CACAD whose ability to produce 

reasonable baseline transport aircraft was validated in Chapter 2. However final aircraft 

which is heavier, costlier to buy, but with lower DOC, higher dispatch reliability, and 

safety cannot be validated directly. Unless an airline or a manufacturer applies the 

instructions of this research work for a period of two years. 

The latest report for defence of this work is about the F-15 fighter [87]. It underwent 

an avionics cooling enhancement program. Although no quantity was included (for 

obvious reasons), the field experience has shown the overall maintenance cost has 

dropped and fighter readiness has risen, which is equivalent to transport aircraft 
dispatch reliability. Apache Longbow high performance attack helicopters possess high 

output low weight military avionics. Two independent ACAUs operated with an 
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electro-motor replaces the conventional boot-strap air cycle machine to avoid engine 

bleeding, that adversely affected engine performance [88]. This has produced 20% 

higher cooling efficiency, with lower impact on engine performance due to power-off 

take effect. 

3.19 CONCLUSIONS 

1. The bleed penalty was only applied to a single engine, which is a gross over- 

estimation, as in real-life engines are going to share the extra cooling flow to 

the avionics systems (only in emergency cases is one engine bleed considered). 

Considering this sfc penalty exaggeration, high labour rate, and high fuel 

prices, it is concluded that there exists a definite minimum of 1% DOC saving 

for all classes of aircraft from low to medium range, low to medium capacity if 

designed for higher avionics reliability through higher cooling techniques. 

There will be higher saving with more realistic assumptions. 

2. Due to the high percentage of fuel cost in the DOC of long-range aircraft, the 

bleed penalty effect on mission fuel mass, outweighs the benefits in avionics 

maintenance cost. Hence, due to high percentage of fuel cost in DOC, the rise 

in its saving is lower, or negligible for the long-range A340 aircraft class. 

3. For UHCA, and for the same reason for an A340 class of aircraft, using an 

ACAU, to provide extra cooling to avionics equipment, proved an assured 

DOC saving. 

4. Optimum aircraft are heavier than the non-optimum ones, when DOC is taken 

as the objective function for all missions, hence justifying the cost selection 
being superior to the classical take-off mass, or mission fuel mass objective 

functions. 

5. Maintenance labour rate variation's impact on avionics RE is negligible . The 

reason lies within the fact that the labour cost contribution to total of 

maintenance material, depreciation, and spare parts holding cost is very small, 

hence it is possible to conclude that any maintainability improvement, which is 

directed toward improving either removal and replacement time, and or repair 
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time, if accompanied with any penalty side effects is bound to result in a cost 

penalty. 

6. Fuel price reductions will make reliability improvements on any system 

including avionics, a more feasible project . The reason lies with the fact that, 

the majority of enhancement techniques require power either in the electric or 

pneumatic forms, that must be provided one way or another by the aircraft 

power plant . 
Even those systems that use ambient ram air will produce ram 

drags that must be coped-with by extra engine thrust, and fuel. 

7. The sfc penalty sensitivity analysis shows that its impact on overall behaviour 

of the avionics RE feasibility for all missions is negligible, releasing the 

Author from the burden of finding such sensitive data from industry 
. 

This 

leads to the fact that only the base value of sfc of the engine is crucial in 

avionics RE modelling, not so much its behaviour while being bled. 
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Table 3-1 

A generic presentation of REM and its areas of influence in CACAD 

V 1.1 Il. l CllV l! LAY"' (1N11\. 

Pumps 

Trans- Pipe lines, valves, sensors System mass increase, and system 
mission and switches cost 
User Actuators System mass increase, and system 

cost 

ECS' Supply Bleed System, Air- System mass, and cost increase, rise 
conditioning Unit, Control in aircraft drag 
Units 

Transmis Air Ducting, Valves, System mass, and cost increase 
sion Sensors, and Switches 

Users Passenger, Avionics Passenger comfort factor 
Equipment 

Avio- Supply Electric Generators, Higher power consumption ' SFC 

nies Converters, Batteries rise fuel mass increase, system mass 
and cost increase 

Transmis Wires, Busbars no relation with CACAD 
sion 

Users Avionics Black Boxes, Subject of this Chapter. 
Flight Deck Instruments 
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Environmentally Induced Failures 
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Figure 3-1 : The high share of temperature on environmentally induced 
failures among avionics equipment developed from [51] 
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Figure 3-2 : Aircraft system maintenance cost distribution among USAF combat 
aircrafts [521 
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Division of Direct Maintenance Cost 
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Figure 3-3 : Civil passenger Maintenance cost major break-down [38] 
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Figure 3.4 : Boeing 737-300 airframe maintenance cost break-down developed from 
[37] 
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Figure 3-5 : BAE146, removal rate per ATA chapter break-down developed 
from [62] 

70 

Figure 3-6 : B757, delay rate per ATA chapters developed from [57,58] 
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Figure 3-7 : B767, Rates of PIREPS per ATA chapters developed from [55] 
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Figure 3-8 :A modern flight deck (flat panel cockpit display), [15] 
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Figure 3-9 : Location of avionics bays in a typical jet passenger aircraft [15] 
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Figure 3-14 : Initial reference System schematic 
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Figure 3.20: SFC rise due to bleed variation with flight altitude, and Mach No. 
developed for a typical RB211 class engine [72] 
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Figure 3-22 LRU sizies according to ARINC 600 [83] 
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Figure 3-25 Typical MCU size enclosure for conduction cooling method [78] 
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figure 3-)7 "I'vhical tlilght (icrk rescmhling Airhus A3I9), 32U_ 32 I, and A330, A340 1891 

Figure 3-38 Another flight deck configuration resembling Airbus A300, and A310 [90] 
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Figure 3-39 Front face of a typical flight deck, highlighting CRTs [89,90,911 
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Primary flight display Navigation display 

The PFD provides clear and accurate information on a range of parameters 
including speed, attitude, attitude and heading of the aircraft. 

Typical PFD climb configuration 
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The PFD replaces the six electro-mechanical instruments used in older 
generation aircraft. 

Moreover, by employing the power available from digital avionics, the 

conventional flight director is switched to the flight path vector for display 

on the PFD, making it possible to fly a non-precision approach to a higher 
level of accuracy than has hitherto been possible. 

The NDs are located inboard of each PFD and provide the pilot with essential 
data on the aircraft's position and course. 

The ND has three selectable modes: 

" ROSE mode (ILS. VOR, or NAV): heading up, aircraft symbol In screen 
centre, with weather radar available. 

" ARC mode: heading up, horizon limited to a 90° forward sector, with weather 
radar available. 

" PLAN mode : north up, display centred on selected waypoint. 

Additional data from the flight management system is available in any mode. 
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Figure 3-40 A typical EFIS in PFD, and ND mode demonstrator [91 ] 

Electronic centralised aircraft monitor 
Systems information is presented on two screens on the centre console by 
the Electronic Centralised Aircraft Monitor system. Sensors throughout the 
aircraft continuously monitor the systems and, if a parameter moves out of 
the normal range, automatically warn the pilot. 
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During normal flight the ECAM presents displays according to the phase of flight, showing the systems in which the pilot is interested, e. g. some 
secondary engine data, pressurisation and cabin temperatures. The pilot can, by manual selection, interrogate any system at any time. Should another 
system require attention, the ECAM will automatically present it to the flight 
crew for action. 

Figure 3-41 ECAM showing both possible modes [911 
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Centralised maintenance system (CMS) 
The CMS incorporates the Central Maintenance Computer (CMC), which is 
the interface between the aircraft systems, Built-in Test Equipment (BITE) 
and the MCDU located on the centre pedestal. 

The MCDU is the interactive interface between the maintenance crew and the 
systems. 
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Figure 3-42 MCDU with peripheral description (91) 
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Insuun ent Cooling 

" Positive cooing for flight deck 
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" Improved ground cooling 

" Closed loop in-flight coolmp 

" Reduced equipment contam. 
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" Reduces system impact on 
main cabin air distribution 

" Permits control of cooling air 
temperature 

" Skin heat exchanger 
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Figure 3-48 Cooling of flight deck instrument of Boeing B767, [15] 
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Figure 3.52 Typical vapour cycle ACAU schematic [85] 
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ASRE MODELLING INTEGRATION IN CADAD 

94 

Figure 3-54 : ASRE Modelling integration in CACAD 
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Reliability, Maintainability, and Development Cost 

Predictions of Future Technology 

Application : 

Variable Camber Wing 

4.1 Introduction 

Conceptual aircraft design tools are essential apparatus for the study of high risk 

future technologies, before any significant investment is made. Modelling of a new 

technology for integration into a design synthesis tool requires experimentally-backed 

data that quantifies all aspects of the new technology. Aviation sectors, from 

manufacturer to the airline users, maintenance industries, regulatory authorities, and 

even politicians, put a strong emphasis on reliability, and maintainability, and 

development cost (R&M&D) implications of new technologies. They wish to see that 

such aspects be accurately predicted, and to be reflected in DOC estimates. 

In this chapter a brief description is given of a methodology for the study and 

evaluation of a high risk future technology together with its R&M&D implications. 

Due to investment made in aerodynamics, and structural aspects of Variable Camber 

Wing Technology (VCW) in Cranfield University, UK, and in MBB, Germany in 

recent years, and also reserving views expressed by the British Aerospace [135], 
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VCW was chosen as a typical high risk future technology. The historical development 

of VCW is reviewed, and the influences of VCW on all aspects of aircraft design are 
described, leaving the detail procedure, and formulations to be shown in Appendix D. 

The last sections of the chapter are devoted to the discussion and conclusions of 

results of VCW integration in CACAD. 

4.2 Research Objectives 

It is intended to develop a methodology that predicts R&M&D implications of 

introducing a high risk future technology into the design of jet transport aircraft. This 

shall be in addition to the usual modelling of aerodynamic, structural, propulsion, 

mass, and system changes associated with such a futuristic program. The 

methodology makes use of CACAD described in Chapter 2 to size and optimise a 

transport aircraft . 
Experimental results, and detail design studies that have already 

been carried out to defend such technologies were investigated and made into suitable 

models and incorporated in related modules of CACAD. The work was then extended 

to model maintenance cost prediction by investigating and quantifying the reliability, 

and maintainability aspects of new technology, using Airbus method [92], MIL- 

HDBK-472 [93], and already established maintainability prediction equations, and 

possibly actual failure rate analysis techniques. The methodology also predicts the 

extra development cost implication of a new technology by breaking such a cost into 

detailed sections, and sub-sections. It then investigates the cost effects of new 

technology on each element. 

4.3 Methodology in General 

Methods used to predict R&M&D should be such that they can be applied to any type 

of future technology. Every new technology be it a laminar flow wing, or use of new 

material in major structural parts of aircraft, and or perhaps new type of power-plant 

should result either in lower drag, lower take-off mass, or lower sfc respectively. At 

the same time, it may have mass penalty side effect, make extra use of system 

equipment, or extra use of engine bleed or power off-take, which may cause higher 

fuel consumption. The modelling of their experimentally-achieved benefits, and 

penalties and incorporating them into a design synthesis is considered to be a novel 
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research activity. It should advance the state of the art of feasibility studies, and 

sensitivity analysis of new technology application in aircraft design, before a 

significant investment is made. 

On the other hand, new technologies may be associated with a combination of added 

equipment, added complexity, and added difficulty in accessibility. These must be 

investigated to the extent that the extra maintenance cost associated with the new 

technologies are quantified and incorporated into the DOC module of the design 

synthesis. 

A new technology may also incur extra development cost on top of usual 

development costs. The usual development cost of an aircraft with a new technology 

on board may possibly decrease, compared to an equivalent conventional aircraft if 

the present prediction equations of [15], and [36] are used . 
This is due to the fact that 

the new aircraft will be more efficient and has a lower empty mass, lower fuel mass. 

A methodology was developed to allocate merit rise factor for every element of the 

sub-sections of the development costs so that, depending upon the nature of the new 

technology, the user is able to judge with reasonable degree of accuracy the extent to 

which extra development cost has occurred. 

4.4 Methodology Application to VCW Technology 

Among the most recently publicised new technology for use on future transport 

aircraft is VCW, laminar flow wing, and extensive use of carbon fibre composite 

material. VCW has been the subject of extensive research in both aerodynamic, as 

well as structural aspects in the College of Aeronautics at Cranfield University. Due 

to the availability of experimental results, the Author chose VCW as a suitable 

application bed for the above methodology. Modelling and incorporation of R&M&D 

aspects of VCW may also throw more light on this controversial topic, that has 

attracted opposing views of research scholars on both sides of the English Channel. 

4.5 Introduction to VCW 

In this introduction, a definition to VCW together with its design philosophy, and a 
historical overview of the subject is presented. The work performed at Cranfield, and 
MBB (presently Daimler-Benz Aerospace Airbus), will be assessed, with comparison 
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made of the R&M aspects, in addition to their obvious advantages and disadvantages. 

Finally, the type of technology and the assumptions that have been chosen for 

modelling - will be discussed. 

4.5.1 Definition and Design Philosophy of VCW 
The application of VCW on jet transport aircraft is an attempt to produce a significant 

advance in aircraft efficiency during cruise, and thus offers considerable reduction in 

DOC. The fixed camber wing (FCW) geometry of present transport aircraft can be 

designed to give only one optimum lift coefficient, for which drag is minimum (L/D 

is maximum). This is allocated for the cruise phase of flight, where a large portion of 

the fuel is expended. During cruise, as fuel is consumed, aircraft mass is reduced 

considerably, implying a varying optimum lift coefficient throughout the cruise 

sector. To counteract this, a FCW aircraft should either increases the altitude of flight 

(cruise climb), with air traffic control limitations, and range, and time lost 

implications, or resolve to reducing the aircraft angle of attack with inevitable drag 

penalty. VCW, by way of varying the ordinates defining the airfoil section, offers 

different optimum lift coefficients appropriate to every stage of cruise, and even for 

other phases of flight; see Figure 4-1. This is achieved by extending and deflecting 

leading edge and trailing edge sections, keeping the wing box centre section between 

the wing spars unchanged. Traditionally leading and trailing edge sections were 

extended during take-off and landing phases of flight to vary the camber for high lift 

coefficient, and this is retained in VCW aircraft. Chordwise camber variation offers 
lower profile drag. Span-wise camber variation can lower the induced drag as well as 

wave drag, and prevents the increase of induced drag factor by maintaining lift 

distribution closer to an elliptic form, throughout the cruise range. 

4.5.2 Historical development of VCW 

Bats, birds, and insects made use of adaptive wings ( variable camber included) for 

many thousands years. Before, and during 2nd World War, aircraft such as Albatross, 

Bristol, and Mustang used variable camber to enhance field ( high lift devices) and 

manoeuvre performance . Famous post World War aircraft such as F-5, F-18, F-20, 

and X-29A, have all used camber variation for mainly manoeuvre enhancing device 
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[94to96]. For structural reasons camber changes were confined to LE, and TE 

portions of the wing. 

Sail planes B-5, and B-6 [97], and fighter interdictor F-111(MAW) [98] are the 

typical examples of flexible surface deformation for camber variation. For transport 

aircraft applications, wind tunnel work reported in [99] showed optimistic drag 

saving, along with the Boeing investigation reported in [100]. They are typical late 

70s design proposals for camber variation by flexible LE, and TE sections . Up to the 

mid 80s, VCW application using LE & TE sections was successful in military aircraft 

as manoeuvre enhancing devices., 

4.5.3 Comparison of Cranfield and MBB Work 

From the early 80s, MBB, and Cranfield University have conducted serious research 

work on different aspects of VCW. The aerodynamics, structural and system aspects, 

of VCW were the main areas of investigation. Intensive 2-D computational work, and 

3-D wind tunnel works were carried out with airfoils specially designed for VCW. 

Actual prototype with flexible skins and non-flexible types, along with system 

incorporation, were developed and tested for strength and functional operation in both 

centres. The results of their work were published in references [101tol 18]. 

4.5.3.1 The Cranfield VCW Work 
Cranfield pursued the aerodynamic philosophy of Professor Spillman who proposed a 

system whereby the leading edge and trailing edge segments of a wing are deployed 

in circular arcs resulting in both rotational, and chord extension incorporating some 

form of flexible material to take care of chordwise as well as span-wise variation of 

camber. Figure 4-2 shows the concept. The structural, as well as aerodynamic aspects 

of this concept was experimentally investigated under the auspices of Professor 

Fielding by Rao [109], Mackinnon [110], and Macci [103], and later through 

preliminary design projects by large number of students [103,104,119to124] which 

altogether created a treasury of information on VCW. The major considerations are as 

follows : 

(a) The circular arc deployment of variable camber devices (VCD) ensures 

gradual, and smooth change of curvature from LE to TE, hence causing least 

drag penalty. 
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(b) Flexible skin camber variation is shown to be practically possible as it 

facilitates span wise camber variation with less drag associated with VCD 

splitting. 

(c) Differential camber variation across the span not only offers a more elliptical 
lift distribution, it can also mean that low speed tip stall may be prevented by 

camber changes on the outer wing. These features lead to the idea that VCW 

requires less or not built-in twist with consequent drag saving benefits. 

(d) The studies of [103to106] show that incorporation of high lift devices within 

the Cranfield VCD requires further practical design and development work. 

(e) It is vital that the drag polar crossover point, for varying camber takes place 

at usual cruise lift coefficient, to produce an overall cruise drag saving. The 

Cranfield VCW offers the crossover point at higher lift coefficient, which 

requires further experimental work, see Figure D-14(c). 

(f) There is further design work required to show practically, how the Cranfield 

VCD, along with high lift devices operate inside it, can be deployed on a 

swept, tapered, slightly twisted, and kinked wing of present transport 

aircraft. 

(g) Cranfield VCW trailing edge system is composed of VCD as well as high lift 

devices in two different assemblies but the former is nested in the latter. The 

High lift devices in the Cranfield VCW however do not need to deflect as 

much as the equivalent system in FCW aircraft, with consequently lower 

weight. However the conceptual design mass estimation prediction equations 

treat it as a set of double moving surfaces at the TE of the wing. This makes 
the system to have higher mass penalty than that of the MBB design, because 

of all the elements involved. 

(h) The Cranfield VCW requires a set of hydraulic actuators and their piping, in 

addition to hydraulic actuators necessary for usual high lift devices. 

(i) In order to extend and deflect the camber varying surfaces on a circular arc 
basis (no matter how small ), the Cranfield design philosophy requires a 

greater chordwise portion of the wing trailing edge section (more than usual 
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value of 30%), hence reducing the distance between the spars from the 

optimum value. This produces higher mass within the wing box in order to 

withstand the same flight loads. 

(j) Due to the extra control surfaces, track mechanism, and actuators together 

with a potentially higher rate of failure associated with the flexible skin of 
VCD, the failure rate of the trailing edge system increases considerably. This 

will increase the cost of maintenance man-hours, and material to values 
higher than the trailing edge system of the present FCW. 

(k) Cranfield VCD consists of moving camber varying surfaces, inside which 
high lift devices are nested, and out of which they extend, together with 
flexible skins made of fibre reinforced plastic, making it a novel design. This 

requires higher development costs, to guarantee a reliable service operation, 

along with higher certification cost. 

4.5.3.2 The MBB VCW Work 
Flexible skin camber variation allows a gentle change in curvature ensuring drag 

saving and seems most suitable for transport application, but perhaps due to reasons 

such as higher development cost, complexity, higher mass penalty, and tougher 

reliability standards of civil aircraft they were not pursued by MBB group, who were 
determined to apply VCW on the Airbus A330, and A340 aircraft. 

MBB research scholars, who operated within Industry, were perhaps cost conscious, 

and pursued a design philosophy that was less innovative. They chose to vary the 

camber using the traditional high lift devices [109], Figure 4-3 shows the concept. 
Major considerations are as follows : 

(a) Although chord-wise camber operation looks clear from given figures in the 

published literature, the differential camber variation across the span might 

need more justification, and illustration so that its complexity becomes 

measurable. 

(b) BB-designed VCW, when incorporated with an appropriate airfoil, 
demonstrated a suitable cross over point at usual transport aircraft cruise lift 
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coefficient, see Figure D-15 [114, fig4]. This ensures drag saving during 

cruise, when the Cu, extreme values lies on either side of crossover point. 

(c) In the MBB design philosophy, the Fowler motion for camber changes is 

established by the flap body, sliding underneath the spoiler trailing edge i. e. 

rubbing against it, see Figure 4-4 [112]. The rubbing action will need to be 

carefully designed so that it provides minimum friction and is not degraded 

by contamination such as dirt, and ice. The rubbing material is a potential 

maintenance cost hazard. 

(d) The theoretical as well as experimental results indicate that flap chord 

lengths of more than 13% gradually degrade the drag saving of VCW. This 

may produce flap sizes smaller than what is optimum for take-off and 

landing. Hence implying a higher wing area or more complicated high lift 

devices in order to achieve the required approach velocity. 

(e) The proposed system has undoubtedly superior qualities in maintainability, 

reliability, and lower development cost. It has features that offers no extra 

production cost factors to the existing trailing edge systems. 

(f) The airfoil, specially designed for MBB variable camber wing apparently 

requires a small Fowler motion by the TE flap to change its camber, hence 

offering all the claimed benefits. If due to any reason camber operation 

ceases to commence, the consequences must be carefully studied, because 

two different operation by one system are lost. 

4.5.4 Design Assumptions, and Aims 

Assumptions under which the variable camber wing modelling was carried out for 

incorporation into CACAD are based on the design philosophy that has produced the 

most realistic experimental results. A design scheme was chosen that is 

technologically possible with the least extra cost of production, and having good 

R&M features. It is hoped that the feasibility study and the results of such an 

operation will become useful, and perhaps form a basis for any future consideration 

for the application of VCW technology in transport aircraft. These results together 

with a sensitivity analysis may offer a clearer picture to the leaders of future 
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programmes of transport aircraft., Listed below are the features of technology, and the 

assumptions that were chosen, for VCW modelling with, as many generic features as 

possible, incorporating features of both the MBB, and Cranfield concept : 

(a) Camber variation by using the traditional high lift devices at the TE, similar 

to MBB design philosophy. 

(b) Differential camber variation across the span, by using flexible skins at 

segment junctions. 

(c) VCD system composed of inboard, and outboard flap. It also uses the aileron 

as flappernes ; see Figure 4-5. 

(d) There will be independent actuators for the variation of camber across the 

span; see Figure 4-6. 

(e) There shall be an allowance for the flap chord to rise to the maximum of 

40% of the wing chord. 

The aim of modelling of aerodynamics, mass, R, M&D for generic VCW 

configurations within CACAD is to establish : 

-A transport aircraft configuration sized and optimised with VCW technology 

onboard, along with the effects of R&M&D implications. 

- The quantitative contribution that each model offers to aircraft DOC, fuel, 

and drag module. 

- VCW effects on overall configuration and cost of aircraft with different 

capacity, and range. 

- Applying sensitivity analysis by variations of those parameters that are open 

to engineering judgement interpretations and possible experimental errors. 

4.6 VCW Modelling Flow Chart 

Before a detail variable camber wing modelling description is presented, it is useful to 

see these models in one picture and their relations with respect to CACAD. Figure 4-7 

shows the models and differentiates them into penalty and benefit categories. It also 
demonstrates the link between these models with respective CACAD module. 
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4.7 Variable Camber Wing Modelling 

VCW modelling sections of CACAD are composed of aerodynamic, mass, and 

R&M&D modules. Often the modelling produces reductions, or increments on parts 

of the aircraft that quantify the influences of VCW. Therefore a FCW aircraft design 

was chosen as a pre-requisite to the VCW design as a necessity, other than just for 

comparison purposes. For example there are certain disadvantages with FCW aircraft 

itself which are absent in VCW aircraft. These disadvantages are modelled and 

integrated into VCW aircraft synthesis in a positive manner. Under above heading, 

aerodynamic, and mass modelling are presented below, leaving the R&M&D 

modelling to a separate section. 

4.7.1 Chord-wise Drag Saving In VCW 

The main asset of variable camber wing technology is to employ chordwise camber 

change to arrive at a desirable CL to match the requirement of cruise phase for 

optimum operation of aircraft, against existing methods which is either by changing 

angle of attack or flight altitude. This will save some cruise drag, if an appropriate 

airfoil section is used for wing design, and also the location of crossover point in the 

drag polar be at the usual cruise lift coefficient, see Figure D-15, in Appendix D. This 

primary drag saving is achieved whether or not the wing is made to acquire other drag 

savings elaborated in next sections [When the VCW is attached to the fuselage, it 

helps save further on upsweep drag, and wing fuselage viscous interference drag. 

When the span-wise camber change is employed the drag savings in sections 4.7.3 to 

4.7.6, will be achieved]. 

The computational methods, and experimental works used to investigate the amount 

of drag saved during cruise, based on design principles of Cranfield, and MBB are 

reported in [ 105to 107], and [ 109to 114] respectively. Investigation of the theoretical 

and experimental results on 2-D, and 3-D wings with VCD for both design proposal 

shows that a drag saving of 5% may be possible during the cruise phase of the flight. 

In section D. 7 the details of such works by MBB, and Cranfield are presented 

together with the amount of drag saved. 
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4.7.2 Rear Fuselage Upsweep Drag 

This section deals with the drag saved due to the absence of angle of attack variation 

effects on rear fuselage upsweep. Rear fuselage upsweep causes an extra drag which 

is added to the fuselage's other drag components. It is defined by the cross flow 

concept [32,125], and is a function of fuselage planform areas of forebody AI and aft 

swept body All 
. 

It is also a function of fuselage angle of attack of , and upsweep 

angle ß (see Figure 4-8). It is a common practice to fly at an angle of attack at which 

the rear fuselage upsweep drag becomes minimum. The reduction in aircraft mass due 

to the fuel consumption during cruise, causes some reduction in the required CL from 

the wing. In FCW aircraft where there is restriction on flight altitude, pilots usually 

have to change flight angle of attack until the wing produced CL matches with aircraft 

required CL. This gradually puts the rear fuselage upsweep at an angle different from 

the optimum one and hence the drag associated with upsweep rises. 

In VCW aircraft, camber change can be used to reduce lift coefficient during flight, 

but maintains the fuselage at the optimum angle. This benefit has been modelled in 

CACAD for every cruise sector, the formulation and further description is given in 

Appendix D, section D. 2. The study show that for an aircraft resembling the A340, 

the drag saving is approximately 0.9 counts (0.00008 to 0.00010) per every sector of 

cruise. 

4.7.3 Wing Fuselage Viscous Interference Drag 

This is the modelling of variable camber wing/fuselage viscous interference drag 

reduction due to the reduction of wing installation angle on fillet size in the wing- 
fuselage junction of a VCW aircraft. 

Viscous interference is one of the components of the wing fuselage profile drag . 
According to [32], it occurs near the intersections of the wing and fuselage where 

there is a thickening of the boundary layers developed by the fuselage and wing. It 

also arises due to an increase in the local velocity near the intersection over the 

fuselage body. Both effects cause extra profile drag. This drag besides, other 

parameters, is approximately a function of wing/fuselage fillet circumference. In 

VCW, due to the reduction or absence of twist angle, the wing installed angle is 
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reduced, see Figure 4-9. This helps to reduce the fillet circumference value, and 

consequently the viscous interference drag. For this advantage to be modelled, the 

wing installed angle with and without twist is determined using a standard relation 

from [32]. The difference is used in conjunction with fuselage minimum drag 

incidence angle of (determined in previous section) to establish a new value for the 

circumference of the fillet. This will be lower for VCW. The formulation is given in 

section D3. For aircraft resembling the A340, this drag saving is very small, nearly 

0.0857 counts. The origin of the formulation is from Hoerner, but no reference to 

experimental data. Due to negligible VCW gain over FCW, any further literature 

survey may not be justified. 

4.7.4 Induced Drag due to Twist 

This is the modelling of induced drag saving due to the reduction or absence of twist 

in VCW aircraft. The wing tips of the tapered FCW aircraft are usually twisted 

relative to the wing roots to reduce the angle of attack at the tip portion. This prevents 

tip stalling due to lower local incidence. The aircraft wing performance is assisted by 

twist during the approach when the angle of attack is high, and the control surfaces at 

outer wing must be fully operational. 

There is a drag associated with twist which is the function of twist angle and aircraft 

lift coefficient [126]. When a VCW aircraft, approaches stall, the variable camber 

devices at the trailing edge of the outer wings are operated to produce negative 

camber, thus off-loading the tips, and preventing tip-stall. Hence the need for 

permanently twisting the wing is reduced or eliminated, and with it the associated 
induced drag. The formulation and description are given in D4. The drag saving for 

the VCW version of A340 type aircraft, varies from 3.8 to 4.5 counts. There is no 

experimental evidence recorded in standard texts for validation of the formulation 

used in section D. 4, but an alternative relation in Hoerner [137] produces 6.4 counts 

of saving. This put above calculation on the safe side, being reasonably conservative. 

4.7.5 VCW and Induced Drag Factor 

In FCW aircraft, the lift distribution during the cruise phase departs from an elliptical 
distribution and pushes the centre of pressure towards the outer part of the wing, 
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hence increasing its moment arm from wing root. This tends to gradually increase the 

induced drag factor, which is a function of the location of the centre of pressure from 

wing root [128]. 

In VCW aircraft, however, variable camber devices are deployed in such a manner 

that the lift distribution is held elliptical, hence keeping the centre of pressure location 

unaltered. In CACAD, an empirical equation B90 [14] determines the average value 

of induced drag factor which varies from 1.1655 to 1.183 (refer to Appendix B tables 

of transport aircraft results). This value is validated by the figures given in [15,32, 

34,1]. Therefore it is preserved for FCW design, and also as an average base value 

for VCW aircraft. The theory proposed by Garner [128] was used to establish the rate 

of variation of the induced drag factor with aircraft lift coefficient. This rate was used 

to determine the rise of this factor from its base average value, as the aircraft covers 

each cruise sector. The increment was used in negative form (benefit) for the VCW 

drag module. The detail formulation is given in section D5. For an aircraft like A340 

in a VCW version, the induced drag factor was found to vary from 1.18175 to 

1.16921. This variation is reasonable, because it falls within the Torenbeek given 

variation of 1.176 to 1.333. Also one of the formulae used (Equation D10) in section 

D5 is claimed to be very accurate by Torenbeek. 

4.7.6 Mach Critical Drag and VCW 

In a FCW aircraft, a typical variation of aircraft CL with Mach number at certain 

angles of attack is depicted in Figure 4-10, where CL reaches a peak value as Mach 

number approaches Mach critical lift, Mc L. On the other hand CD also increases 

rapidly with Mach number. When the increment in CD reaches 0.002 ([dCD/dM]=0.1), 

the Mach number is called Mach critical drag Mcm [25]. At higher CL this Mach 

number is reduced by vL and limits the flight speed. Aspect ratios beyond 8 have 

negligible effect on McRD [25]. Higher thickness chord ratios and lower sweep angles 

reduce Mach critical drag, and hence limit the flight speed. 

For a FCW aircraft, the lift distribution along the span is such that section lift may 
exceed aircraft CL (usually by 0.05 to 0.125, depending on range, and aircraft 

payload) in certain regions of the outer wing. The maximum section C1 will then 
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influence Mach-critical drag, therefore restricts the wing thickness to chord ratio. In 

VCW, on the contrary, the section C, may not exceed aircraft CL due to the fact that 

twist is either absent or reduced considerably and lift distribution is maintained in an 

elliptical form. The above findings were quantified using the difference between 

section Cl, and aircraft CL. This difference is then favourably treated as a benefit and 

is subtracted from aircraft CL reducing it for use in VCW Mach critical drag module. 

On the other hand, CL buffet onset is enhanced in VCW, producing higher Mach 

critical lift, see Figure 4-11 [109], hence allowing the aircraft to fly to a higher Mach 

number, and / or can have lower sweep, or higher thickness to chord ratio for the 

same flight Mach number. Both phenomena i. e. higher Mach critical drag, and Mach 

critical lift help VCW aircraft to be designed and optimised for higher thickness to 

chord ratio and/or alternatively lower sweep angle (whichever the optimiser finds 

most cost-effective with respect to DOC). A NASA report on VCW [100, page 60] 

also allows lower sweep, and higher thickness to chord ratio for VCW but with a 

slightly different argument for this subject. 

This topic is further described with appropriate formulation in section D6. For the 

A340-200 class of aircraft, a FCW version produces an optimised thickness to chord 

ratio of 0.095, and a sweep A1/4 of 27.76 degree. A VCW version is sized with an 

optimum value for thickness to chord ratio of 0.100, and sweep A1,4 of 27.73, 

contributing a 0.5 to 0.75% reduction in DOC. 

4.7.7 VCD Mass Estimation 

Variable Camber Devices (VCD) must operate in similar ways to flaps, and aileron 

systems, when considering the MBB method. They extend to more than 90% of the 

wing net semi-span, divided into a number of sections . The inner-most wing, will act 

as an inboard flap segment, the middle section as an out board flap segment and the 

out board section will be flaperon segments (Figure 4-4). 

The area of VCD / flap surfaces and hence their width and length act as independent 

variables in the aircraft design optimisation cycle, and the flaperon size is then 
determined accordingly. Therefore there is no need to establish a special module to 
size VCD. 
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The scheme of the system solution is given in Figure 4-3, where the camber variation 

is achieved by a small Fowler motion, in which the wheels of the flap carriage are 

guided by the two individual tracks in such a way that the flap body slides underneath 

the spoiler trailing edge. From the most deflected camber position the flap proceeds 

on its normal track into the high lift position. No mechanical additions beside the 

second track, nor additional drives related to VC are needed for chordwise camber 

change. For span-wise operation of VCD, there is perhaps a requirement for extra 

fittings, as well as extra actuators with further complications; see Figure 4-3. 

The empirical solution to the estimation of the specific mass of flap systems in FCW 

aircraft incorporated in CACAD was taken from [14] which originated from 

Torenbeek. It has been investigated and found suitable for use with a modification to 

predict the specific mass of VCD for flap sections, and VCD for flaperon segments. 

VCD operation during flight requires some extra mass in addition to the flap system 

to allow for extra fittings, and track and flexible skin, and higher cruise speed than 

approach speed, etc. As for outer flaperon section, the extra function of camber 

variation in addition to aileron operation, will add mass to the existing formulae for 

estimating the mass of the remaining of the trailing edge. The deflection behaviour of 

the flaperon in cruise requires the same sort of fittings and track mechanism as 

ailerons, but the Fowler motion will lead to increased mass. These extra masses seem 

mainly to be due to the VCD deflection angle. Therefore a relationship to predict the 

effect of deflection angle on flap system mass was used to predict the mass increment 

of VCD. In the similar manner, the deflection angle was used to predict the mass 

penalty of VCD flaperon over ailerons. 

Equation B77 was used for the MBB design principle for the inner, middle, and outer 

sections of the VCD. One of the variables of the flap mass density within equation 

B77 is the flap deflection angle. By tracing the sensitivity of the equation to 

deflection, and given that the flaperons are less deflected than a conventional flap, a 

range of values were found to yield a mass density higher than usual ailerons but 

lower than flaps. 

A typical value of FCW aileron mass density for a A340-200 class of aircraft is 30 

kg/m2 [14] and for a flap system covering 20% of the wing chord, 52.5% of the span, 
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at a deflection of 30 degree, on a wing with A114 of 27 degree is 47 kg/m2 (Equation 

B77). The modified mass estimation equation D27 yields 45 kg/m2 for flaperon, and 

60 kg/m2 for VCD flap. These values seem reasonable, for the following argument : 

The trailing edge surfaces of the same class of aircraft for FCW is 64.53 m2 of which 

45.92 m2 is for flaps and 18.61 m2 for the ailerons, with total mass of 2771 kg 
. 

In 

VCW for the same mission, the total trailing edge surface is 67.75 m2 , of which 

53.07 m is VCD for inner and outer flaps, and 14.80 m is flaperons, with a total 22 

mass of 3518 kg i. e. 26% higher than FCW. A mass increase of 2.3%, relative to 

wing mass. 

The percentage of FCW trailing edge system with respect to take-off mass of typical 

aircraft resembling A340 is 0.011, and that of VCW version is 0.0 144, an increment 

of 0.0034. Examining Table 2a of [129] gives some quantitative feel about mass 

increment of devices at LE, and TE of the wing as percentage of take-off mass. 

Increment due to single slotted flap 0.003 

Increment due to double slotted flap 0.006 

Increment for LE slats 0.007 

If we assume the additional mechanical complexities, and parts due to VCD to the TE 

of the wing resembles, converting single slotted flap to double slotted, and or less 

than installing a leading edge system, then the mass increment due to VCD operation 

in conjunction with flap operation when compared with above increments sounds 

reasonable, and conservative. Also Boeing in [100] used its long experience in aircraft 

design and development to predict 20% rise in the mass for a wing TE equipped with 

VCD. Their prediction is 6% lower than the above prediction. This may be due to the 

fact that, Boeing VCD, covers only 60% of the outer wing leaving the flap system un- 

modified, see Figure 4-11. It may also be due to Boeing's wing does not undergo 

span-wise camber change (at least they have not claimed so in [100]). MBB predicted 

that a TE system with only chordwise camber change capability, based on their design 

principle, may cause an extra mass of 0.5% relative to wing mass. This is a very 

optimistic value, compared to 2.3% due to our methodology, and Boeing's 

predictions. It may be concluded that the methodology developed in this Chapter, in 
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predicting the mass of VCD system is conservative, but can be trusted against 

probable risks. 

4.7.8 VCW System Mass Prediction 

The introduction of VCW in jet passenger aircraft is bound to expand the functions of 

aircraft systems, of which hydraulics, and flight control systems seem to be the most 

affected. The MBB method superimposes the secondary variable camber function 

with a primary function of the flap system. This is the most controversial part of the 

MBB design philosophy. 

No matter which alternative design method, is used, when the question of mass is 

concerned, it is advisable to choose a reasonable but more conservative-oriented 

approach when the feasibility of new technology is under investigation. Most of the 

design proposals require enhanced hydraulic systems i. e. more actuators and hence 

more piping in the wing, though the design philosophy proposing no differential 

camber across the span claimed that no extra equipment is required. To reflect the 

addition of actuators, hydraulic pipe lines, and extra switches and relays in a highly 

empirical and statistical hydraulic mass estimation equation of the present texts is 

probably difficult. There is also no definite consensus about the number of such items 

and how they may vary with aircraft seats, and range. 

A mass estimate equation for hydraulic systems is required that includes the number 

of system functions besides the usual parameters such as aircraft size and mass. 
Among standard texts, the Raymer relation, B175 was found most suitable. The 

validity investigation showed that this equation underestimated the transport aircraft 
hydraulic system mass by 4.7 times. Section D. 9 was devoted to this investigation, 

together with a modification to the formulation. 

Flight control systems by-&-large do not undergo mass increments as a result of 

VCW operation [109,112,118]. The main effect is the possible expansion of flight 

management software, and increased complexity in the electronic flight control 

system (EFCS). It is perhaps right to envisage, with a reasonable degree of 

confidence, that there is no additional mass for flight control system for conceptual 
design estimates. It is true that a flight control system's functions will increase as a 
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result of VCW, and according to Reymer this must be accompanied with some form 

of extra mass added to the system. The nature of the functions added to the system i. e. 

modifying the flap control computer program such that in addition to the conventional 

discrete high lift settings it will be flexibly start/stop the flaps in VC-regime. This 

does not entitle the system to a mass increment. 

4.7.9 VCW Wing Box Mass Estimation 

VCD, when installed at the TE of the wing usually occupies a higher percentage of 

chord (30 to 40%) than the conventional TE lift boosting devices (20 to 30%). This 

places a burden to the usual spar spacing which is usually 50% of chord for optimum 

wing skin mass. Normally, when wing spars are brought closer (less than 50%), the 

skin-stringer chord is less, and their bending-moment handling deteriorates and the 

skin must become thicker than optimum to compensate for. There is also the 

possibility of a reduction in fuel tank capacity. 

Most available wing mass prediction equations do not take spar spacing into account, 

and few even reduce wing mass when the distance between the spars are reduced. 

Reference [14], from which wing mass estimate relations are taken from deals with 

the wing mass in relatively more detail, than any published literature. It consists of 

separate mass prediction equations for spars, ribs, skin, trailing edge flaps, trailing 

edge aileron, LE devices, undercarriage fittings, engine pylon fittings. When the spar 

spacing is reduced the mass of the skin is reduced; see equation B 127. This is true 

when this distance is reduced from 0.75 down to 0.55. In VCW it is necessary to 

allow the distance to be further reduced. This makes this equation and most of the 

other open literature ones inapplicable for VCW. Boeing in [100, section 6.6.1] also 

elaborated the above problem but did not include a methodology to quantify it. Howe 

[129], recently developed the prediction equation B136 that takes into account the 

above short comings. This equation was used when VCW modelling was integrated 

into CACAD for estimation of the mass of wing skins. The detail formulation and 

description is given in section B2.14. 
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4.8 VCW R&M&D Cost Modelling 

Although VCW technology offers a number of aerodynamic benefits, it also 

influences the TE of the wing, and perhaps hydraulic, and flight control system in a 

variety of ways. The obvious one is the extra mass, which was discussed in previous 

sections. Among other influences are perhaps, complexity increase, accessibility 

deterioration, increase in the number of parts, and pieces of equipment. It may also 

increase the number of functions of a few systems. These all add up to increase the 

maintenance cost. It may also impart some extra development cost. In the following 

sections the methodology by which these extra costs were predicted will be presented. 

4.8.1 Maintenance Cost of VCD System 

VCD are subjected to dual functions, low speed lift boosting operation and high speed 

camber change. This may be a major modification to the operation of the trailing edge 

system. It will take great skill by the designers to accomplish this with minimum 

increase in failure rate, ensure that the reliability of operation will remain as good as a 

conventional TE, with minimum maintenance characteristic deterioration. It is 

assumed that the camber variation takes place in chord as well as in the span-wise 

direction, based on MBB principle [109]. 

In CACAD, two major approaches were made to predict proportioning factors so that 

the known maintenance cost of airframes can be divided into its constituent parts i. e. 

different systems, and major sections of structure . 
The details of both approaches 

were discussed in section B3.1. In the first approach Sergheidis prediction equations 

[7] were used as proportioning agents, with a newly defined difficulty factor for 

distinguishing the VCW trailing edge system's extra maintenance cost over FCW one. 

The Airbus comparison method [92] was used to predict such a factor, the details, and 

formulation are given in Appendix D section D10. The second methodology 

discussed in section B3.2 contains such criteria that can be modified to include the 

influences of VCW, together with difficulty factors found by an Airbus comparison 

method. This involves surface area, mass, price, internal, and external conditions as 

proportioning agents to divide the known value of airframe structural maintenance 

cost into fuselage, horizontal tail & elevator, vertical fm & and rudder, wing box, 
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wing LE devices, and wing TE flaps & ailerons . 
The methodology then recognises 

the VCD extra maintenance cost over conventional TE flaps. The details are given in 

section D 10. 

The second approach, which is more reliable, was applied to an aircraft resembling 

the Airbus A340-200. The detail results are tabulated in Table D-10. The following; 

extracts may be treated for validation of above methodology. 

Aircraft Maintenance Cost £ per. /Iight I SU5 I. 4_ß 14774 71 
Engines 6943.52 6680.55 

/l irralte 8107,91 8094.16 
Structure 1079.54 1175.19 

Wing 438.51 483.65 
Wing Box 201.66 185.68 
Wing LE Devices 90.39 84.79 
Wing TE Devices 146.82 2 13.18 

Horizonte! Tail 1 15.1 1 106.8 
Vertical Tail 102.81 96.5 

References [14], and [15] was used to predict maintenance cost of FCW aircraft, 

airframe, and engine. Approach two, discussed in Chapter 2 (2.7) and elaborated in 

Appendix B (B22), was used to arrive at the maintenance cost for an individual 

airframe systems, and structure as a whole. Structure is shown in the above table. A 

methodology was developed to predict sub-sections of structure maintenance cost 

(discussed in the same mentioned sections), some items of which are shown in the 

above table. It is clear that the VCW aircraft, being smaller, has lower overall 

maintenance cost. Moreover, had the extra maintenance cost of sections of aircraft 

affected by VCW technology not been predicted, this difference would have been 

much higher, and unrealistically boosting the benefits of the VCW technology. One 

of the major purpose of this section of the thesis was to quantify the maintainability 

of a high risk future technology. Maintenance cost of VCD has risen by 43% 

(146/213 ). It is interesting to repeat an argument once was used by Boeing in [ 100, 

section 7.5.2.2]. It seems certain that a conventional flap integrated with variable 

camber operation must have higher maintenance cost than its previous state. The 
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results show the same (43% rise). Now it is also probable that the extra complexity 

and equipment due to VC operation resembles less than or equal to operating leading 

edge devices, therefore the extra maintenance cost must be of the order of the latter 

system. This is verified by the figures in the above table (£68 extra maintenance cost 

of VCD, compares well with £85 for the LE devices). 

4.8.2 Maintenance Cost of VCW System 

If the hydraulic, and flight control systems of the FCW aircraft are assumed to have 

been replaced by systems that fulfil the same functions for VCW too, then the Airbus 

scheme for prediction of extra maintenance cost of both systems can be applied. 

There are no obvious influences of VCW on other systems of aircraft, and there is no 

report as such so far. For camber variation span-wise there are at least two actuators 

added to inboard devices, two to outboard devices, and a minimum of two flaperon 

devices on each of the wings. They are accompanied with number of switches, 

probes, filters, relays, piping, and wiring. These would add some difficulty in 

reachability, accessibility, and increase overhaul and repair time, along with higher 

inspection, and removal rate. All were considered when applying the Airbus 

comparison method, the details of which are given section D1 1. 

The quantity of extra hydraulic, and flight control system maintenance cost for typical 

A340 aircraft for both versions extracted from Table D-10 are shown in following 

table along with four more typical systems : 

Flight control system 575.23 059.02 34.39 
Air-conditioning sy'cteni 237.67 232.82 - 
Fuel sy, ste, n 126.55 124.33 - 
Witter waste system 102.84 100.77 - 
o xy'gen system 54.86 53.52 

- 

It is needless to repeat the same argument in the previous section, as it is clear that 

VCW version, being a smaller aircraft, has a generally lower system maintenance cost 

except for those systems that are affected by VCW technology. However the rise in 

the maintenance cost of these systems is either lower or of the order of adding a small 

system to the aircraft like water waste, or oxygen system. 
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4.9 Development Cost of VCW Technology 

References [15], and [36] are two sources for prediction of the development cost of a 

jet transport aircraft at conceptual design level. The latter claims to produce more 

realistic results, but it was found to be more useful in fighter aircraft application. The 

former source might be rather optimistic in development cost estimation, but is more 

applicable to passenger aircraft having advance technology on board 
. 

In the Wayne Burns [36] approach, fad is a factor related to military advanced 

technology features such as stealth, and vectored thrust ranging from 1 to 2, but for 

commercial transport, it is 0.9 ! On the other hand, Roskam uses fdias a judgement 

factor for consideration of advanced technology, being 1.0 for conventional passenger 

aircraft and 2.0 for the aggressive incorporation of advanced technology, such as 

laminar flow transport aircraft. 

The objective of this study is to predict the extra development cost of VCW against 

FCW aircraft, and therefore the actual development cost is not a dominant factor. The 

Roskam relationships were selected as a basis to build a methodology to predict the 

extra development cost of VCW technology. In Roskam approach the f diff coefficient 
is a very useful but it is a rather imprecise approach to inclusion of future technology. 

In order to be able to develop the methodology to predict extra development cost 

associated with the application of high risk future technology, all areas of 
development cost may be sub-divided. It is important that all items that are influenced 

by VCW technology be recognised and their quantitative impact on (fd1r)vcw be 

realistically predicted. 

Development cost consists of airframe engineering and design cost, development 

support and testing cost, prototype cost of flight test aeroplanes, test and simulation 
facilities cost, profit, and finance. The last three are assumed to be common whether 

or not VCW technology is introduced. The first three were investigated for possible 

areas of extra cost due to VCW. The details of the study are described and formulated 

in section D12. 
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4.10 VCW Technology for Derivative Aircraft 

There are numerous combination of derivative aircraft, the most famous ones are as 
follows : 

1. A common wing, but different payload & engines, with common fuselage 

diameter, but different length. Example : Boeing B767-200, and B767-300. 

Airbus A319, A320, A321. Airbus A340-200, and A340-300 

2. A common wing, a common payload, an identical fuselage diameter and 
length. Different number of engines, and range. Example : Airbus A330-300, 

and A340-300. 

A conceptual approach to aircraft design for an optimum configuration for the 

members of family is perhaps possible when trying the following procedure. 

1. Range, payload and number of aircraft for each family member is decided. 

This is done by past experience i. e. replacing some ageing aircraft, ' and by 

studying the present market requirement, and finally by predicting the trend 

of air traffic in the next 25 years. Care must be taken for the variation of 

payload range so that they stay within a reasonable bound to be able to call 

them a family. 

2. CACAD is prepared and run for each mission, keeping the fuselage diameter 

the same as the first step toward commonality. The DOC module shall be 

expanded to include the number of aircraft to vary for each mission.. 

3. A number of aircraft with different fuselage length, each with their own 

optimum wing area, are obtained to set the maximum and minimum 
boundary for the compromise wing area. 

4. An integrated program is developed to include the saving in manufacturing 

cost of wing and fuselage, design and development of wing, and some saving 
in flight testing. 

5. The integrated program varies the wing area for each member of the family 

to search for the minimum DOC for the highest produced aircraft member of 
the family. 
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6. The constraints must then be allowed to let each configuration :., acquire a 

feasible take-off length, and approach speed, and possibly single engine 

height failure, etc. 

4.10.1 VCW Benefit for Derivative Aircraft 

The under-sized wing member of the family has the problem of low altitude initial 

cruising, therefore it must cruise at lower altitude and spend a higher mass of fuel. 

VCW not only offers the aerodynamic benefits elaborated in previous sections to this 

undersized member of the family but it also offers an extra benefit. It allows the 

aircraft to climb to higher altitude for initial cruise by deploying camber to boost 

wing produced CL to match aircraft required CL. This shall save cruise fuel which 

saves DOC. 

4.11 VCW Integration in CACAD 

In this section the procedure of integrating the VCW modelling in CACAD is 

presented. Basically there are two series of models that are incorporated into different 

modules, and sub-modules of CACAD. There are the models that improve aircraft 

DOC i. e. aerodynamic benefit models. The other models are associated with VCW 

mass, and R&M&D implications which penalise DOC. 

4.11.1 The Integration of the DOC Improvement Models of VCW in 

CACAD 

There are basically three sets of improvement models. The first set is attributed to the 

chordwise camber deflection. These are drag saving during cruise, and aft body 

upsweep drag reduction due to elimination of the need to change aircraft angle of 

attack during the cruise. The second set are attributed to the camber variation span- 

wise that reduces the need for twist, or ideally eliminates it. The twist elimination 

saves some drag due to twist, and some drag due to the induced drag factor being 

prevented from rising during cruise sectors, and some drag due to wing-body viscous 

interference drag. The former and the latter sets of models are integrated into the drag 

estimation module of CACAD, causing reduction in cruise fuel consumption, as well 

as reducing thrust and engine mass requirement. There are related snow-ball effect on 

the entire aircraft sizing process. The third set concerns Mach-critical drag, which is 
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increased due to buffet improvement, as well as the wing local lift coefficient being 

prevented from exceeding aircraft lift coefficient in VCW aircraft. The latter model is 

integrated into the constraint module, and the former in the Mach-critical drag 

module. 

4.11.2 The VCW Penalty Model Integration Into CACAD 

The penalty functions are of two categories. The first ones are the effects of the mass 

penalty in wing trailing edge due to VCDs, and the hydraulic system mass penalty 

required to operate VCD chordwise as well as span-wise. When they are operated 

within the wing and system mass module of CACAD, they result in increases in the 

take-off mass, hence increasing DOC. The second category is the extra maintenance 

cost and development costs of VCW. These penalties are inserted in the DOC sub- 

modules for depreciation, as well as for maintenance cost. They result in further rises 

in DOC. 

4.11.3 CACAD Operation With VCW 

In the design process, CACAD designs and optimises a FCW aircraft for minimum 

DOC and produces the result as the base aircraft. Thereafter, all models of VCW are 

called into operation within CACAD, to design and optimises another aircraft with 

exactly the same mission, and generates the results for a comparison study. The 

program is such that it operates again opening another mission file to make the study 

possible for different classes of aircraft. The results are retrievable in EXCEL so that 

all necessary graphs and tables are produced. Sensitivity studies are possible so as to 

vary the controversial parameters such fuel price, labour rate, maintenance factors, 

development cost factors, even twist, as the measure of aerodynamic maturity of the 

VCW technology, all at different ranges. 

4.11.4 Derivative Design Integration with CACAD 

A short-cut was made to avoid a great modification to CACAD. A class of aircraft 

similar to Boeing 767 family was selected as an appropriate derivative mission to 

evaluate, and quantify extra VCW derivative benefits. The following tasks were 

performed to arrive at the results. 
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1. CACAD was prepared to design and optimise an aircraft similar to the 

shorter range B767-200. It was also run to design and optimise aircraft for 

longer-range B767-300 flights. The results are tabulated in Table D-11 
. 

2. A common wing area equal to that of the B767 family was substituted in 

CACAD. 

3. CACAD was run to simulate the undersized wing member of the family i. e. 

resembling B767-300Q. In this run the aircraft with FCW was designed to 

cruise at initial altitude corresponding to initial cruise lift coefficient 

determined from B767-300Q data [43]. When CACAD was operated for the 

VCW version of the B767-300Q, this restriction was removed, and an 

altitude appropriate to the best SFC cruise of the engine was selected. The 

results were tabulated in Table D-11. 

4.12 Discussion of VCW Results 

VCW models were integrated in CACAD, and the program was allowed to run for 

different Classes of transport aircraft. These included low, medium, and high capacity 

to ultra high capacity, short, medium to long range. The configurations included twin 

aft body engine, twin, and quadro under wing-engine aircraft. 

4.12.1 Presentation of Results 

1. A typical quadro A340 class aircraft was selected for the study of the effect 

of each VCW model on DOC. This aircraft, as will be shown later, is the 

most suitable existing transport aircraft for this technology. Figure D-17 

shows a bar chart in which every bar shows its cumulative effect on DOC. 

The value on each bar indicate the share of each model in the DOC saving. 

2. The saving in DOC for the other classes of aircraft mentioned above are 

shown in Figure D-18. The aircraft are arranged according to seat kilometres. 

The saving varies from a negative value of 0.8% for F100 class to as high as 

+ 3% for UHCA. The reduction in take-off mass, and mission fuel mass are 
included in Figures D-19, D-20 for reasons of analysis. 
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3. A set of sensitivity analyses with respect to various ranges were carried out 

to cover future changing trends in the world market. Variations of range, fuel 

prices, labour rate, development cost factors, and maintenance cost factors 

were considered for quadro aircraft resembling A340 class. They are shown 

in Figures D-21 to D-24. 

Other types of sensitivity study were conducted using two classes of aircraft 

namely, A340-200 class, and UHCA. The variations of development cost, 

hydraulic mass penalty, Mach-critical drag benefit, and maintenance cost are 

carried out to examine the applicability of VCW, and the results are shown in 

Figures D-25, and D-26. 

4. Detailed results of each aircraft parameters are given in Table D-10 for a 

typical class resembling the A340, and the results of incorporating VCW in 

derivative aircraft resembling B767 are tabulated in Table D-11 . 

4.12.2 Comments On The Results 

The discussion is conducted in the order of the results, presented in last section. 

4.12.2.1 Analysis of the Impact of Each of the VCW Models 
The effect of each VCW model on the performance, cost and mass of an aircraft 

resembling the Airbus A340 will be discussed. The sequence of incorporating VCW 

models was as follows (see Figure D-17) : 

1. It was assumed that the wing TE is equipped with devices to vary the wing 

camber during cruise in chordwise as well as span-wise directions. The mass 

of the VCD was incorporated within CACAD, as the first penalty model. The 

DOC increased by 0.6%, which is a considerable value. Here any 

improvement in trailing edge design that can save mass produces at least 0.2 

to 0.4% saving in DOC. 

2. To allow chordwise and span-wise operations to be carried out successfully, 

the hydraulic system must be equipped to do so, implying an extra mass. 

Hence the mass increment prediction modelling of hydraulic system was 

made to operate within CACAD. A further rise of 0.28% was added to DOC. 

Together with VCD 
, the combined cost implication of the mass penalty 
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effect of VCW relative to FCW is 0.85% in DOC. This value can be reduced 

by reducing the number of actuators needed for span-wise operation of the 

VCDs. 

3. If the technology of chordwise camber change during cruise is assumed to 

have been successful, and a 5% reduction in drag is achieved, then the saving 

in DOC is of the order of 1% 
. 
This along with the snowball effects of above 

mass penalties will cause a net reduction in DOC of 0.1% . This is a 

negligible benefit for VCW, if implemented only for chordwise camber 

variation. The maintainability and development cost implication penalties 

have yet to be included. 

4. As a result of camber variation during cruise, the body upsweep drag shall be 

reduced, and if its drag prediction modelling is made to operate within 

CACAD then a further reduction of nearly 0.2% in DOC is achieved, 

resulting in net reduction of 0.3% . Such reduction in DOC for VCW 

technology in chordwise variation of camber is not a healthy improvement in 

terms of cost, and the risk of technology failures . It 
is believed by industry, 

that modifications that can be shown to produce to produce 1% DOC 

reduction may be considered for possible implementations. For a high risk 

technology a minimum of 5% fall in DOC is necessary [133]. 

5. Next, it was assumed that span-wise variation of camber is necessary. The 

first benefit would be to eliminate drag due to twist or reduce it, compared 

with a FCW aircraft. This model was made to operate together with the 

above models. A significant reduction in the net DOC of the order of 1.44% 

was achieved. This must be treated as a major drive in implementing span- 

wise differential camber variation. 

6. The differential camber variation helps to maintain elliptical lift distribution. 

This in turn prevents the induced drag factor (1/Oswald efficiency factor) 

from gradual rise during cruise. Such benefit modelling was operated within 

CACAD. The impact on DOC was less than 0.1%. Although this is an 

inevitable benefit of span-wise camber variation, to develop the software that 
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continuously adjusts the TE surfaces may result in a rise in flight control 

system failure rate, which certainly outweighs its benefits in terms of DOC. 

7. Another side-benefit of differential camber variation is a reduction in wing 

body viscous interference drag. The drag benefit is of the order of 0.08 

count, which is so small that the benefit effect on DOC is only 0.03%. 

8. The next major benefit as result of VCW introduction in CACAD is Mach 

critical drag benefit modelling. This has also been reported in [100]. It was 

possible to incorporate such a model to its full advantage i. e. influencing the 

sweep, and thickness to chord ratio selection module of CACAD. As a result, 

a rise in thickness to chord ratio of the order of 5%, and slight reduction in 

sweep angle was achieved, that results in a much better VCW aircraft. This 

pushed the saving in DOC up by 1.89%, to a net reduction in DOC of about 

3.74%. 

9. The introduction of development cost implication modelling in CACAD with 

reasonable prediction factors in every cost sub-section was brought into 

operation at this stage. Its penalty contribution to DOC was about 0.64% . 
This is a significant value, and may deserve a great amount of care by 

manufacturer to tackle the cost of RDT&E of VCW technology. 

10. The integration of maintainability deteriorating coefficients in CACAD, was 

put into operation at this stage. It's contribution to DOC rise is about 0.23%. 

This small amount is an indication of a good design philosophy, and it is not 

an alarming value. It also gives advance warning that any complication in 

VCD configuration may result in higher maintenance cost. The net DOC 

gain falls to 2.87%. 

4.12.2.2 Analysis of the Results of VCW for Different Classes of 
Aircraft 
In this study a set of aircraft close to existing classes of transport aircraft were 

considered. All VCW models were integrated into CACAD. The program was 

operated to simulate VCW installation in aircraft resembling Fokker F-100, B757- 

200, B767-200, A310-200, A300-600, A330, A340-200, and UHCA 
. The aircraft 

were arranged according to the product of their seat, and range. Each aircraft was 
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designed for FCW, and then redesigned, and optimised for VCW. The DOC, take-off 

mass, and fuel mass saving of each aircraft were the subject of the following analyses, 

see Figures D-18, D-19, D-20. The details of the results are included in Table D-10, 

Appendix D. The coefficients of maintenance, and development cost used in 

following results are values developed in section 4.8, and 4.9. 

1. The aircraft with short range, and low capacity such as Fokker F 100 with 

100 seat, and 2400 km range, right up to 190 seat, 5300 km range Boeing 

757-200 show losses, if they are flown with VCW. The next set of aircraft 

are medium range, medium capacity from Boeing 767-100, a 220 seater, 

6000 km range, to Airbus A330, a 336 seater, 8334 km range. They show a 

very modest benefit i. e. 0 to 0.4 % DOC saved. This is not encouraging 

enough to convince industry to take VCW technology on board such class of 

transport aircraft. 

2. VCW technology starts to show significant benefit when the range of aircraft 

exceeds 10000 km,. A distinct rise occurs from the Airbus A330 to the 

Boeing 767-300, and further rise to Airbus A340-200. The latter aircraft is 

typical of lower medium capacity, 260 seater, and very long range 14000km. 

3. Range plays a higher role in pushing the cost benefit of VCW technology, 

than capacity. The major benefit of VCW is its ability to save the drag during 

cruise. Therefore to lower the capacity of the aircraft shall result in a smaller 

body, with its smaller proportion of maintenance cost, and the reduced drag 

of the fuselage, causing a higher proportion of fuel cost in DOC. This makes 

the application of VCW most ideal for low to medium capacity, but very 

long range aircraft. The UHCA showed higher DOC benefit but the slope of 

the benefit was reduced relative to the Airbus A340-200. This proves the fact 

that capacity rise is less influential than range increase, for DOC saving. 

4. The reason the Boeing 767-200 stands away from the trend, lies with its 

cruise speed. It flies at Mach 0.85,0.03 higher than neighbouring aircraft. 

This results in a lower depreciation cost (due to higher utilisation), making 
fuel cost a higher proportion in DOC. Hence VCW technology which is a 
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fuel-consumption reducer, causes an increased in DOC saving of this aircraft 

relative to those in its neighbourhood. 

5. Figures D-19, D-20 show the trend of take-off mass, and mission fuel mass 

saving as a result of VCW technology integration in various transport 

aircraft. The DOC trend clearly show its conformance with fuel saving rather 

than take-off mass . 

6. VCW incorporated in undersized wing derivative aircraft class resembling 

B767-300Q acquired extra fuel saving due to being able to fly at a more 

ideal altitude. This offered an extra 0.5% lower DOC in addition to other 
benefits of VCW. 

4.12.2.3 Range Sensitivity Analysis 
For this part of the sensitivity analysis, the Airbus A340-200 class was chosen; as it 

offers the highest suitability for VCW technology. This was proved by the results of 

the previous section. Range was varied from 8000 km to 14000 km. The lower range 

is the limit of VCW profitability, and the higher range is the amount sufficient for 

present long range high density air traffic routes. 

%DOC variation with range is dominated with fuel consumption at cruise, which is 

the exponential function of the range. Therefore as it appears, it varies at slow slope 

and then changes rapidly to toward a steep slope in line with exponential nature of the 

equation. The reason that it starts to slightly decline from the steep slop at the extreme 

range lies with the all up mass element of the equation, whose growth is no more in 

line with the growth of mission fuel mass. Hence holding the slope from further 

increase. 

For development cost, and maintenance cost sensitivity study to become possible, a 

single Fdireplaced all the Fdps developed in section D12, and Fdf, � replaced all Fajmr 

and Fa j,,,, � 
in section D 11. 

- Fuel Price Variation 

Fuel price has influenced aviation development as well as air traffic 

prosperity for the past twenty years. The rise of the fuel prices was a great 

motive behind numerous research studies. Therefore the feasibility of VCW 
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as a fuel reducing technology must be evaluated against changing fuel prices. 

A 25% fluctuation in fuel price, keeping every other cost at current prices, 

was the assumption behind the following sensitivity analysis. Figure D-21 

shows how fuel price variation affects DOC saving for different aircraft 

ranges. At shorter ranges, it changes DOC benefit by 0.15%, and at longer 

range, its influence rises to nearly 0.3%. 

- Maintenance Labour-rate Variation 

Maintenance labour has always been a controversial subject. Efforts directed 

toward reducing maintenance cost were partially motivated by the high cost 

of labour, although maintenance materials were not ignored. The temptation 

to do maintenance work in a cheaper labour environment has dominated the 

aviation scene. In the following investigation, labour rate that can influence, 

the maintenance cost implications of VCW technology was varied from 20 

1/hr below the default value of 27.3 £/hr, to 35.0 £/hr. The results are shown 

in Figure D-22. For short to medium-range aircraft, the maintenance cost is a 

stronger player in DOC composition, while fuel cost is less dominant. 

Therefore the labour cost impact on DOC is significant in lower range 

aircraft, but quantitatively very modest. For longer-range transport aircraft 

the maintenance cost has a minor role compared with fuel cost, let alone the 

labour cost part of it. Therefore any change in labour rate shall not 

significantly affect the %DOC benefits of VCW for long range version. 

- Development Cost Variation 

The Development cost impact on DOC, shown in Figure D-23, is significant 

and its variation also heavily degrades the VCW net benefit. The effect is 

0.65% at lower ranges to 0.45% of DOC saving at higher range. The impact 

is nearly doubled when the development intensity factor is raised another 

33% to 1.6. It is clear that if a single rough value of Fd f had been assumed 

from [15] (a value between 1 and 2), it would have meant success or failure 

of a new technology just by one single coefficient. This gives support to the 

methodology described in 4.9, and elaborated in D12. 
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- Maintenance Cost Variation 

Other than labour rate, maintenance costs are affected by extra maintenance 

material cost, increase in complexity, accessibility, and more number of parts 

due to VCW. Such factors were dealt with in detailed in sections 4.8.1, and 

4.8.2. Here a factor Fd; J� is introduced to permit to carry out the sensitivity 

study, replacing those given in Tables D-3 to D-6. Maintainability cost 

implication factor Fd f, � reduces VCW benefits though not as much as 

development cost. Short-range aircraft are most affected due to a higher 

share of maintenance cost in DOC. It is as much as 0.35% DOC increase at 

low range, and 0.25% at long range for every 33% increase in the 

maintenance factor, see Figure D-24. 

4.12.2.4 Sensitivity Study for Two Classes of Aircraft 
In this type of sensitivity analysis two types of aircraft most suitable for VCW i. e. 

long-range medium capacity, resembling Airbus A340-200 class, and UHCA 

resembling A3XX were treated for further investigation. These sensitivity studies are 

a guide for aircraft design groups, to see the extent of their efforts makes a new 

technology cost effective. 

An Fd ffactor was introduced to replace the detail approach to extra development cost 

developed in section D12 
. 
Its value was made to vary from 1 for no penalty to 1.5 for 

moderately and to 2 for aggressive VCW extra development cost. In the same way an 

FdJm factor is introduced and varied from 1.25 as reasonable to 1.75 as gross 

exaggeration of VCW extra maintenance costs. OCL which is the difference between 

aircraft CL and wing maximum outer section CI 
, elaborated in sections D6. and 4.7.5 , 

is a factor to show the degree of Mach-critical drag benefit due to VCW. Its value is 

determined within CACAD, and is approximately 0.1. For this study it was reduced to 

its half value to lower the beneficial impact on VCW aircraft. Nf is a factor within 

hydraulic mass estimate defined in section D9. This is varied from 7 i. e. no extra 

mass of hydraulic system to 8 i. e. full extra mass. Having been able to vary the above 

factors for the said classes of aircraft, it was possible to establish different 

combinations to highlight the importance of each influencing factor in a feasibility 
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study of VCW technology. These are shown in Figures D-25, and D-26. The analysis 

of the results follows : 

1. An ideal situation is defined by all VCW benefits, at their highest value. The 

VCD mass penalty is not ignored but, no hydraulic mass penalty is 

considered. Extra maintenance costs are considered at only a reasonable 

value. Column one of the series Si, shows 2.4%, and 3.6% DOC savings in 

VCW aircraft version of A340-200 class, and UHCA respectively. Then 

depending upon how much the cost of VCW development can be controlled, 

the reduction of DOC saving in the latter aircraft is 0.65%, and the former 

one 0.7% per 0.5 rise in intensity factor Fad-. 

2. A less ideal situation, in which extra hydraulic mass due to VCW is 

introduced, is depicted in the S2 columns with the usual FdJ variation. A 

reduction in DOC of 0.3% takes place for both classes of aircraft. This 

reduction shows the extent of benefit that a Hydraulic design group's hard 

work can inject into VCW technology. 

3. A great deterioration in DOC saving takes place when the Mach critical drag 

benefit factor is halved. This is depicted by S3 columns in both figures. A 

fall of 0.7% for A340-200 class, and 1.1% for UHCA is achieved. This is the 

extent of achievement when the related design group is able to successfully 

vary the camber span-wise for perfect elliptic lift distribution. 

4. A further loss in DOC saving takes place when the maintenance implications 

of VCW rise from a reasonable value of Fd f 1.25 to 1.75 in both classes of 

aircraft. R&M group effort should save at least 0.3% in DOC for VCW 

technology. This is shown by S4 columns in both figures. 

5. VCW technology for the most severe case produces a loss of 0.3 % in DOC 

for the A340-200 class, and a negligible saving of 0.5% for UHCA. This is 

shown by the last column of S4. This happens when all design group work 

efforts have failed. 
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4.12.2.5 VCW for Derivative Aircraft, And Some Comments on 
Operational Flexibility of VCW 
The Boeing 767-300Q member of the B767 family designed by CACAD, when 

equipped with VCW From Table D-11 produced extra 0.48% DOC saving on the top 

of 2% saved previously (see Figure D-18). This was achieved due to the ability of this 

under-sized wing aircraft to fly to the higher cruise altitude appropriate with the pay 

load, and engine performance (see section 4.10.1, and 4.11.4) by way of deploying 

higher camber. This is one of the examples of the operational flexibility of VCW 

especially beneficial to derivative aircraft. 

Time limitation did not permit the Author to carry out an investigation into the off- 

design performance of CACAD-designed different classes of aircraft discussed in 

section 4.12.2.2. However, it is reasonably possible to predict (lessons learned from 

derivative aircraft's results) a minimum of 0.2 to 0.3% extra DOC saving, when the 

said aircraft are flown with VCW at ranges and payloads other than design condition, 

as compared with an equivalent FCW aircraft. This is especially beneficial for the 

A340-200 class, if one chooses to fly with more passenger over a shorter route. The 

mission requires to climb to lower altitude than the ideal one, where CL required is 

much lower than CL produced by the wings. Thus aircraft has to fly at angles of 

attack much away from optimum, causing extra drag and higher fuel consumption. 

An equivalent VCW aircraft is able to match CL required by decreasing its camber 

right from the beginning of the cruise phase. This may push DOC saved for the 

Airbus A340-200 class VCW aircraft up from 2.4% to 2.7%. This phenomena is 

much intensified with medium to long range executive aircraft. In this class, due to 

unschedule nature of the majority of the missions, the percentage of flights at ranges 

shorter than the design range is significant, and VCW can save a significant amount 

of fuel cost every year. 

4.13 Validation of Results 

Efforts were devoted to attribute the quantitative contribution of each model with 

either experimental results, or the results obtained by prominent experts of the field. 

For the whole VCW system integration in conceptual transport aircraft design 

modelling, there is not yet any published DOC report with a similar VCW design 
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philosophy. Out of the many publications that are referred to in this chapter only 

[100], and [109] have some figures pertaining to VCW integration in their design 

synthesises. These figures shall be explored for possible comparison with the results 

analysed in previous sections. 

Boeing installed VCD at the trailing edge of the outer wings of two types of transport 

aircraft, both medium capacity (200 PAX), one twin short range (3700km), and the 

other a quadro long range (10200km). They produced a DOC penalty for the short 

range and an approximately 2% saving for the long range aircraft. They also produced 

a 3.1 to 4.2% fuel consumption benefit in their long range version [100]. MBB has 

not revealed the DOC savings in their publications so far, but they have mentioned a 

6.8% fuel saving in their long range quadro [110,109,112]. In the following table the 

above results were put together along with the nearest results from VCW in CACAD 

Boeing - penalty Twin short range (200 PAX, 3700 kin) 
" 3. l 2 Quadro long range (200 PAX, 10200 kin) 

MBB 4.3 Twin short range ( '? PAX, 3704 kin) 
11 6.5 ,! Quadro long range (? PAX. 9250 kin) 

! 'CW in CA CAD - Penalty Twin short range (186 PAX, 5200 km) 
;. 7 0.4 Twin nncdiuin range (336 PAX. 8300 kin) 
6.0 2.0 Twin long range (21O PAX. 11230 kin) 
6.9 2.6 Quadro long range (264 PAX. 13700 kni) 

CACAD, and Boeing both reported a DOC penalty for the short range aircraft. The 

CACAD, and MBB results show that the higher the range of the aircraft the greater 

the fuel saving. The DOC savings of long range quadro aircraft for Boeing and 

CACAD are very close, taking into account that CACAD's quadro has a longer range, 

hence slightly higher DOC saving. The fuel savings of the MBB quadro, and CACAD 

are also very close. There are some major differences between Boeing and CACAD 

results on fuel saving in long range class. 

It is very hard to give any justifications for this result but the following is a possible 

explanation 

- Boeing's VCD are heavy and occupy only 60% of the wing in the outboard region, 
hence its cruise drag reduction may not be as high as 5% claimed by MBB, and 

Cranfield work. Both effects do not encourage high fuel saving. 
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- Fuel prices considered by Boeing (7.8,9.5,15.8 Pence per kg) is much lower than 

CACAD (15.0,19.0,23.0 Pence/kg), but because Boeing has not considered (or has 

not revealed in their report) any extra development cost and extra maintenance cost in 

determining the DOC of their long range quadro, their DOC saving is as high as 

CACAD for the same range, and PAX. 

4.14 VCW Conclusions 

This section discusses the conclusions drawn from the results of each type of the 

study presented in the previous analysis section. 

4.14.1 Impact of each VCW Model (A340-200 Class) 

I. The model by model analysis is a useful tool, and it directs the attention to 

those models that are key penalties and benefits to the success of VCW 

technology. 

2. The mass penalties, development, and R&M penalties have equal weight in 

DOC penalties. 

3. The major benefits of VCW are cruise drag reduction (1% benefit for DOC), 

the elimination of twist due to camber variation span-wise (1.45%), and the 

Mach-critical / buffet margin expansion (1.85%). 

4. This study shows that the introduction of camber variation during cruise only 

in the chordwise direction may not cause any net benefit for transport 

aircraft, therefore span-wise differential camber, may have to be 

implemented. A full exploitation of VCW technology may permit nearly a 

3% reduction in DOC which is the minimum value that might be appealing 

to aircraft industries for long range transport aircraft. 

4.14.2 VCW for Different Classes of Aircraft 

1. VCW technology is perhaps feasible for transport aircraft whose design 

range exceeds 10000 km. 

2. VCW technology offers more benefit to lower capacity aircraft in the long 

range category, hence the Airbus A340-200 class, and long range versions of 

the Boeing 777 class should benefit most. 
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3. Perhaps the class of aircraft that will most benefit will be long range 

executive aircraft. They not only benefit from its fuel saving advantages, but 

also have extra benefits from operational flexibility. It enables such aircraft 

if flying a short-range sector to fly at lower altitude with lower drag than if 

they were to fly with a fixed camber wing. 

4.14.3 Sensitivities of VCW 

1. The study shows that, any increase in fuel price would increase the benefits 

of VCW. However for longer-range aircraft, even a 25% reduction in fuel 

price does not render the technology unfeasible. Large increases in fuel price 
does not significantly help VCW suitability for short to medium range 

aircraft. 

2. Due to the minor role of maintenance labour cost in the overall maintenance 

cost of medium to long range aircraft, even significant changes in labour rate 
do not significantly influence the %DOC saving of VCW technology. 

3. Development cost is crucial to the profitability of VCW. The study shows 

that any negligence in development cost expenditure will critically penalise 
VCW, no matter how reliable, maintainable, and drag saving the technology 

achieves in real life. 

4. The study indicate, that the maintenance cost implication is important but 

was not decisive in the feasibility of VCW technology based on the MBB 

design philosophy. This conclusion gives advance warning that further 

complication in the VCD at TE of the wing may be uneconomical. This 

result may offer some lessons to the more complicated Cranfield design 

proposal. 

4.14.4 Sensitivity Study Between UHCA, And A340-200 Classes Of 

Aircraft 

1. The UHCA is less vulnerable to extra development cost intensity factor 

variation as compared to the A340-200 class. The reason lies with standing 

charge cost part of DOC, being more dominant than fuel cost. It does not 

vary considerably when Fdf is made to vary the depreciation cost. 
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2. The UHCA is more sensitive to the Mach-critical drag benefits of VCW, as 

compared with A340-200 class. This is due to fact that such benefits of the 

VCW affect the thickness to chord ratio which significantly reduces the wing 

weight, as well as wing area. These items significantly affect aircraft price, 

which is a dominant factor in the standing charge part of DOC for UHCA. 

3. The impact of the hydraulic mass penalty, and the extra maintenance cost 

implication of VCW technology on both aircraft was not significant, and 

must be treated less critically when investment is allocated to the application 

of this technology. 

4.14.5 VCW for Derivative Aircraft 

Designing transport aircraft for an optimum future derivative type is perhaps an 

inevitable tasks in the present conceptual design practice in industry. An UHCA will 

be designed with a few versions, and therefore a common wing shall be adapted for 

all derivatives. 

VCW offers a better performance, and further fuel saving for the vulnerable 

undersized wing member of the family. Assuming that the UHCA designed and 

elaborated in the previous sections be the derivative aircraft, the VCW can boost its 

already 3.1% DOC saving up to more than 3.6%. This makes the technology a serious 

candidate for further investigation for this class of aircraft. 
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Start of cruise: aircraft weight 226t 
Cl required 0.6 

Mid-cc Ise: aircraft weight 192t (-15%) 
Cl required 0.5 

End of cruise: aircraft weight 1581(-30%) 
Cl required 0.4 

Figure 4-1 : Decreasing lift demand during cruise 
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Figure 4-2 : Cranfield proposed variable camber system (Spillman) 
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Figure 4-4 : The Fowler motion of the flap body, sliding underneath the spoiler trailing 

edge (rubbing against it) [109]. 
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f 

Figure 4-6 : Realisable variable camber configurations with commanumg bUd«Unb. 
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Figure 4-7. VCW Modelling integration in CACAD 
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Figure 4-8 : Derivation of fuselage cross flow drag [32]. 
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Figure 4-9 : Influence of variable camber on fuselage incidence and wing root setting. 
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General Discussion of Results 

5.1 Introductory Remarks 

The whole spirit behind the present research work is to provide an appropriate place 

for R&M feasibility study and modelling, within the context of an aircraft conceptual 

design process. This is done by giving some elementary answers to the ways and 

means of R&M integration in aircraft design. It opens a field in the research area for 

those engineering features of R&M away from its statistical prediction aspects, and 

closer to the requirements of a real-life aircraft. A field that looks towards R&M from 

conceptual platform, but wishes to see R&M in the detail preliminary design stage. 

This research work has initiated a more refined engineering judgement foundation for 

R&M, and development cost prediction of future high risk technology, besides the 

usual aerodynamic, mass, and performance aspects. On the whole, three major results 

were obtained : 

- Conceptual design optimisation of transport aircraft CACAD : the results of 

which were discussed in Chapter 2. 

- Reliability and maintainability enhancement modelling applied to avionics 

system, and further integration into CACAD. Its results were analysed in 

Chapter 3. 

- The development of VCW modelling, and associated reliability and 

maintainability predictions, which were incorporated into CACAD. The 

results obtained were analysed in Chapter 4. 
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In this chapter, repeating the previous analysis of the results is avoided, instead a 

more generic analysis of the results will be presented. 

5.2 Analysis of the Methodologies 

The methodologies developed for R&M prediction encompasses two sub- 

methodologies. The first one is for R&M prediction when the aim is to enhance the 

reliability of an existing aircraft system, and to analyse the net benefit in terms of 

aircraft safety, dispatch reliability, lower maintenance cost and saving in the DOC. 

The second one is for R&M prediction when a new technology is intended to be 

employed to a transport aircraft development, so as to analyse net benefit in the entire 

cost of the risk undertaken. Both methodologies employed conceptual design 

optimisation as an appropriate apparatus for the implementation of R&M predictions. 

They also made use of the system maintenance cost prediction equations reported in 

[22], and [28], for establishing a base value for the share of each major system in the 

known airframe maintenance cost. 

In the former methodology, in order to enhance reliability of an existing system, 

exploration of the engineering solutions were considered mandatory. This meant 

understanding, in depth, the detail engineering sources of the system unreliability, and 

choosing a REM with least maintainability side effect, and then modelling such 

measures, with their impact on different aircraft design disciplines. Thus the 

methodology relies on those experimental works that provides reliable evidence for 

improving the reliability of the system. 

The latter methodology, that endeavours predictions of R&M implications of a future 

technology, also relies on the modelling of the experimental work that provide 

reasonable evidence of the benefits, and the penalties of a new technology. However 

the R&M prediction rests on engineering judgement. It is extremely expensive to base 

R&M&D implications on experimental results, especially when heavy investment is 

to be avoided. The methodology made use of the prediction equations based on the 

past actual development cost data reported in [1], and [25], for the development cost 

of a future aircraft program. It then extensively modified them to predict the impact 

of a new technology development cost. Hence it gives the engineering judgement a 
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horizon, as well as offering a methodology to apply to any high risk future 

technology. For R&M prediction, the methodology is a blend of past experience in 

maintenance cost predictions, and elaboration of the areas that might be degraded due 

to the maintainability aspects of a new technology. 

5.3 General Discussion 

There are a few general comments about the entire scope of the present work which 

may also be helpful for future research work in this area 

1. The share of the maintenance cost of the airframe in the total DOC must be 

correctly predicted, and be very close to what is occurring in the current 

transport aircraft. An over-estimation may justify the implementation of any 

REM with even heavy penalty. On the other hand, it may prevent the 

application of a new technology due to falsely showing heavy maintenance 

cost implications. In the following table CACAD has reasonably predicted 

this percentage : 

Note : There are discrepancies between CACAD, and other type of aircraft. One of 

the obvious one is the number of engines. In real life, two similar mission 

aircraft one twin, and the other quadro have tremendous maintenance cost 

difference between airframe, and engine share of the total maintenance cost, 

see the following table. However, CACAD is not equipped to take care of 

this factor. It will take this research work away from its objectives if efforts 

were made to improve CACAD. Note the maintenance cost variation 

between the similar mission aircraft such as twin engine MD-81, and 

quadro BAe-146 (burden is not included). 
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Short range, tow capacity 
MD-81 184.48 63.2 36.8 
BAe-146 551.21 43.8 56.2 

Range about 5 to 6000 nm 
B767-300 287.55 56 44 
MD-11 369.64 53 47 
B747-200 1072 40 60 

2. The share of each individual system within the total maintenance cost of 

airframe system must also be predicted close to real life values. An 

overestimation of a certain system makes it a candidate for REM. A poorly 

developed REM with heavy side effects may appear beneficial. On the other 

hand a future technology may suffer from this, by its exaggerated 

maintenance penalty. It was shown that the avionics system is at present 

constituting a minimum of 11.5% of the total airframe maintenance cost. 

This is the lowest reported, to avoid the above problem. 

3. Every model plays its important role in the net effect of a REM, or a future 

technology. However, there are usually one or two that become key to the 

success of the project. Any misjudgement or inaccuracy in the quantitative 

effect of such model may jeopardise the whole project. In case of ASRE, the 

failure rate variation with the supply temperature is an example. It may be 

possible to bleed the engine and make an accurate prediction of its penalties 

on engine performance. It is also possible to predict reasonably the benefit 

effects of failure rate on avionics maintenance cost. But the bridge between 

these two sets of models is the temperature effect on failure rate. This is the 

critical model in ASRE, and its validation is of utmost importance. 
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5.4 Short Comings 

There are areas which deserve further study in order to attract a more serious 
investment in both, ASRE, and VCW toward detail design work. 

1. The maintenance cost information in avionics system of the present all glass 

cockpit, and fly by wire aircraft of the latest Airbus, and Boeing family 

must be collected. The share of maintenance cost of each system within the 

overall maintenance cost may be reviewed. Aircraft such as A330, A340, 

A319, A320, A321, B777 have recently joined the airlines, and perhaps their 

sustained maintenance cost and system failure rate might be too ill defined to 

rely on. However, because of the heavy investment in their R&M features, a 

review of their individual maintenance costs with respect to overall airframe 

maintenance cost and also relative to their DOC, is mandatory. 

2. Cooling systems of the latest state of the art commercial aircraft must be 

checked in detail. They might have been improved to the extent that they 

have increased the cooling flow rate beyond the regulatory limits. 

3. Although ECS mass variation with its output flow has a less significant role 
in penalty analysis of ASRE compared with bleed effect, nevertheless it is 

still a subject that the Author wished to have had the actual data from the 

manufacturer. This is commercially sensitive data. 

4. There is a possibility of higher electric consumption by flight control 

systems, and hydraulic systems, when camber variation is included in their 

software operation, and when the extra actuators are installed in the wing. 
This has not been modelled. 

5. VCW effect may cause an extra drag penalty on propulsion installation drag 

[104]. This was not modelled, due to lack of available experimental data. 

However, due to the optimistic view reported in [103], and the recent 
findings at MBB, the effect is small at average cruise lifts, and can be 

alleviated through an optimised span-wise redistribution of camber 
deflection and pylon/nacelle design [136]. 
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6. It is reported that there is an extra trim drag penalty associated with 
downwash change due to wing camber variation [104]. However a recent 

report in [136] indicated that there may not be any extra trim drag penalty, 

but there may even be some drag benefit (of the order of 1%). This was not 

modelled. The reason is partly due to the fact that above findings has not 

been reported publicly, and partly due to CACAD not being equipped with 

detail tail sizing modules. 

7. There might be drag associated with differential camber variation across the 

span in variable camber device splitting . This was not modelled due to lack 

of experimental results. 

8. The dimensioning load cases, and possible wing structural weight reduction 

also has not been modelled in-spite of choosing VCW design proposal that 

enables camber change across the span. This has been recommended by 

[103], and [136]. It is claimed that 24% root bending moment reduction at 

the manoeuvre case is possible. There have been views expressed by other 

experts of the field that such root bending moment reductions are possible in 

FCW aircraft using speed dumpers, etc. 
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Conclusions and Further Work 

6.1 Conclusions 

Individual conclusion sections were presented for the operation of CACAD, ASRE in 

CACAD, and VCW in previous chapters. The following conclusions are more general 
in nature, and hopefully serve a wider scope of reliability, and maintainability 
incorporation into aircraft conceptual design. 

1. Bleed and power-off take are two main sources of applying REM that 

require power supply. The study showed that, those REM for long range 

aircraft, if supplied with power off take, have higher chances of proving 

cost-effective. The turbofan engines are less power off-take sensitive than 
bleed off-take. 

2. Bleeding long range aircraft's engines for any type of REM, applied to 'any 

aircraft system, may not result to an appreciable saving in DOC, unless 
labour cost jumps to a very high value, or fuel cost makes a drastic fall, 

3. The results of ASRE in CACAD showed that, within the maintenance cost 
benefit, the share of spare part cost is more dominant than the labour, and the 

material cost. Therefore it is possible to conclude that those systems that 
have a higher share in the aircraft price system if undergoing REM, may 
have higher chances of feasibility success than those cheaper systems. 

4. ASRE in CACAD resulted in 0.5 to 1.0% DOC improvement. If exploration 
for enhancing the reliability of other systems are carried out, it may produce 
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a total saving of the order of 2 to 3% in DOC. This, when compared with a 

high risk future technology, or engine improvement is worth pursuing. 

5. R&M implication shows that any new technology that aims for a drag 

reduction of up to or less than 5%, with influences on the maintainability of 

other airframe sections, is bound to have difficulty in gaining anything 

higher than 2% increase in DOC. 

6. In certain cases the VCW saved DOC of 3%, in which the development cost 

penalty was a dominant model. If this technology is successfully coupled 

with say laminar flow wing technology, a DOC gain of more than 5% may 

be achievable [134], because the combined development work such as 

common airfoil design, wind tunnel testing, and other computational, as well 

as experimental work saves development costs. These two technologies may 

produce intelligent wings of future transport aircraft. 

7. R&M consequences of future technology are inevitable. Their quantitative 

impact may vary with the nature of a technology, but it is neither to be 

ignored nor be given a unrealistically difficulty factor. The old notion of not 

including them in the conceptual design feasibility study is behind us. The 

methodology used for the prediction of their impact is applicable to most 

technologies that are currently pursued. 

8. Provided the labour cost for maintenance, design and manufacturing, as well 

as fuel cost vary within a reasonable bound of 10%, short to medium range 

transport aircraft are more suitable for REM. This is due to the maintenance 

cost having a relatively higher share in DOC. On the other hand new 

technologies that aim toward reducing drag, and hence fuel consumption are 

suitable to be implemented for medium to long range aircraft. This is due to 

firstly, fuel cost as a major player in DOC which would boost the benefit 

models, and secondly the maintenance cost lower share would reduce the 

R&M implications. 

9. This research work indicated that statistical R&M prediction equations 
integration with conceptual design synthesis is possible and useful. However 
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this research work indicated that, for REM purposes, experimental work that 

produces the reduction of failure rate is required appropriate to any system. 

6.2 Recommendations for Further Work 

1. The conceptual design synthesis (CACAD) is equipped with a simple 

optimiser which could be replaced with a proven sophisticated state-of-the- 

art one. The accuracy of the new optimiser can easily be validated with 

present one. This may reduce the computational time of the design, when 

more number of variables are allowed to participate in the sizing process. It 

also saves time when more classes of aircraft are desired to be designed, one 

after the other. This is also true when simultaneously sensitivity analysis is to 

be carried out. 

2. Integration of a graphical sub-routine would help to show an overall diagram 

of the optimised aircraft, and the aircraft that are equipped with REM, and or 

future technology. This is especially desirable when sensitivity analysis 

explorations are carried out, that changes the aircraft shape gradually. 

Graphics help the understanding of configuration changes. 

3. REM for propulsion system is recommended for integration in CACAD. 

Since the maintenance cost of this section of the aircraft is considerable, its 

price share in the aircraft market price is significant, and there must be 

numerous experimental works available which decrease reliability 

enhancement for ETOPS projects. 

4. Intelligent wings comprising of VCW system and laminar flow wing system 

may be modelled together for integration into CACAD, for all their aspects, 
including their R&M implications. Numerous sensitivity analyses can be 

conducted to widen the insight in their modes of applicability, and 

profitability. 

5. CACAD can be extended to design executive aircraft, tactical cargo, and 

optimum derivative transport aircraft. This enables a widening of the 

applicability study of REM and future technology. 
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6. CACAD can be extended to estimate a VCW aircraft off-design 

performance, and DOC. This, when compared with equivalent FCW off- 
design, will quantify extra DOC saving. A sensitivity analysis may suggest, 

what class of aircraft, at what off-design range, may produce the highest 

extra benefit. This will eventually quantify the benefits of operational 
flexibility of VCW. 
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Appendix A 

Nomenclature / Notation / Abbreviation 

*: Input Value, ** : Mission Input Value, IV : Independent Variable, 
DV : Dependent Variable, OB : Objective Function 

No. Abbreviation Notatioii 1 

CL,,,. Maximum Aircraft Lift Coefficient (TYimmed) - - DV 
-- 2 ------- ----- CL --------------------------- Aircraft Lift Coefficient --- - ---- = - - 3 
-- 

------- 
------- 

----- r 
---- _ 

-------- ------------ Ratio of specific heats heats 
--------------------------- 

-- 
- --- 

-- - 1.4 
---- 4 

------- 
F 

-- 
Fuselage upsweep angle deg 7.5 

------- - -- 
------- ---- 

ntwist 
-- --------- 

- 

ing fromw Wing centre of pressure root - -- ---- 
DV 

-- ------- 
Cdr, , VCW extra developemnt cost, design 

------- -------------------- -$ 
DV 

9 A, CDC, Induced drag coefficient due to twist - - DV 
-- 10 ------- ----- (Cr) A-o s) --------------------------- Drag increment due to aft body upsweep --- 

- 
---- 

- DV 
11 A, ý; o,,; p Avionics failure rate pcr 1000 FH < - DV 

-- 12 ------- ----- ACS; --------------------------- Decrease in fillet circumference length --- m ---- 
_ 

-- DV 
- 13 ------ - -- - 4 (C S) ---- ---- - ----------- -- Drag increment due towing fuselage viscous - - 

- 
-- - 

- DV 
interference 

-- 14 
-- 

------- 
------- 

----- rýicomp 
-- 

--------------------------- Isentropic efficiency of compressor of ACAU 
--------- ----------- 

--- 
- 

---- 0.7 
15 Bitur ------ - Isentropic efficiency of turbine of ACAU --- ---- 

-- 16 ------- ----- limech --------------------------- Mechanical efficiency of ACAU, and its prime --- 
- 

---- 0.95 
mover 

-- 17 
-- 

------- 
------- 

----- 
-ýsfc - 

--------------------------- sfc rise due to bleed 
- -- ----------- 

-- N/g/s ---- -- DV 
18 

- -- - 
AT --- -- - Thmst fall due to power off takefrom engines--- N DV 

19 ----- - - --- -- t: --------- --------------- Thickness to chord ratio at wing root DV 
20 - -- 

- -- T Standard ambient temperature at sea level - DV 

_21 
----- - A- -------------------------- MIL-HDBK-472 category A criteria 

------- --------------- 
--- 
--- 

---- 
---- _- 

22 A/C a/c Aircraft 
23 A03D-- C. Slope of the CL vs a of the wing 1/rad 7.7 DV 
24 AC ac --------- ----------------- Aerodynamic centre - ---- - - -- 25 ------- ACAU ----- 

- ------------- Auxiliary cool air unit ----- 
- 

------ 
- 

---- 
- 

26 
-- 

ACLIFE 
------- 

Ac 
- 

Service life of airframe, and engine 
------------- - - 

year 20 
---- 27 

-- 
ACLMD 

------- _ - --- -------- Maximum CL of basic wing and LE devices at AP --- 
- _ DV 

_2_8 _ACS_YNT 
-- -- 

- --------------------------- AirCraftSYNTliesis --- - 
-- - 

- - 
29 ÄDAS_-_ ______ Aircraft Design_&Analysis System ---- ---- --- -- - 

- - 
30 
- 

ADCLMSO 
------ 

Ä 
so - 

_ Additional lift due to LE devices during Approach 
------------- 

_ _ _ 
31 AEA _ - Association of Europian Airlines _ -- 32 -- -- A, -- 

--_ 
--------------------------- Fuselage planform areas of forebody --- m2 - 

- 
33 

-- 
All 

------ 
-- Fuselage planform areas of aft swept body m2 

34 AISLES Alam --------------------------- Number of aisles --- --- 
35 -ALFAOL_ _r 

Mo _ _ _per_degre_ _e of Change in zero-lift angle of the wing_ _ deg_ ----0-. 4-- 

-- ------- ----- 
the positive twist at the tip 
---------------------------- ----- ------ ---- 36 ALFAF of Body angle of attack de - 
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37 
- 

ALFALOR 
------- 

(a, 0 )r ---- 
Zero lift angle of the root section 
---- ------------ 

deg 
-- 

-2.0 
38 

-- 
ALFMIN 

------- 
ajm; n ----- 

----------- Body angle of attack for minimum upsweep drag 
------- --------- - 

- deg 
--- 

---- 
- ---- 

DV 
39 AMAX --------- - Maximum value of aspect ratio DV 

-- 40 ------- AMC AMC --------------------------- Aerodynamic mean chord --- - ---- 
- DV 

41 ------- AMCETA ----- AMC --------------------------- Spanwise location of AMC --- ---- DV 
-- 42 ------- AMF[JS ----- Ami -------------------------- Variable in the definition of fuslage mass --- 

- 
---- 

- DV 
-- 43 ------- AMP ----- Ate ------------------------- Airplane market price --- $ ---- 

_ DV 
44 -- AP 

---- 
- - 

---- - 
--------------- ------------ Approach 

------------------- 
- - 

- 
-- - 

- - 
45 ASRATD 

., d X -------- Area ratio parameter of datum wing and LE --- 
- 

---- 
- DV 

devices at AP 
-- 46 

- 
------- ASRE 

----- -- - 
---------------------------- Avionics System Reliability Enhancement 

-------------------- 
----- 

- 
------ 

- ---- _ 
47 

-- 
ASWPLT 
--- 

AS LT ---- A constraint for sweep and aspect ratio --- 
- 

---- 8.1 - 
48 - ATA-- -- ATA ---------- -- ----------- Air Transport Association 

--------- 
--- 

- ---- 
- - 

49 B B ----------------- MIL-HDBK-472 category B criteria --- 
- ---- 

- - 
50 

-- 
BANGLE 

------- 
Body angle on landing 

------------ ------------ 
deg - DV 

51 
-- 

BIZJET 
--- 

--- Bussiness Jet Design Synthesis 
-------------- 

--- ---- 
- _ 

52 BPR 
__ 

BPR 
_ 

------------- Bypass ratio 
__ _ 

--- - 
53 BTAA ßA _ _ n____ e offlapangle_of_deflectio_ Approach valu deg _j _ _IV_ 
54 BTAMX PTm, x Maximum deflection of flap ß - _40 55 - BTATO ßT Take off value of flap angle of deflection deg - 

- IV 
56 

-- 
C 

------- -C -- 
----- MII. -HDBK-472 category C criteria 

------ - _ 
57 C 

--_-- 
--------------------- Number of spares assigned to remote stations --- 

- 
---- 

- -7 
58 C c Wing chord atany location from the root - DV 
59 
- 

---Cr -- 
--- - --- 

--- -- 
-- - 

Section lift coefficient --------------- --- ---- 
- -- 

60 
-- 

( rl ) c - - -hord valu---e-at an--y s-panw--iseloc--ation--------- C --- 
- ---- - DV 

61 
---- 

C, os --------- 
--------------------------- Basic lift coefficient --- 

- 
---- 

- DV 
62 
- 

C 
------- 

------- 
-- 

----------------------------- Additional lift coefficient ---- 
- ------ - 

---- DV 
63 C01,2 ----- Co 12 

----------------------------- Coefficient in the expression for drag due to twist, ----- ----- - - 

-- - - ----- ----- 
1.2623E-05,1.070E-04 

4 6 4 CABIN C, ýIN 
---------------------------- Number of cabin crew (air hostesses) - 

----- 
- 

------ - D-- V 
-- 65 CACAD ---- --------------------------- Computer Assisted Conceptual Aircraft Design --- 

- 
---- 

- - -- 66 
- 

- CAD 
------- - -- --- 

--------------------------- Computer Aided Design 
--------------------------- 

--- ---- 
67 CAMMS C, ý,,, ý Coefficients in expression forairframe --- 

- 
---- 7.5E- 

maintenance material cost 06 
__ 68 CAPDA - __ ___ __ A Computer Assisted Aircraft Design System _ 

- - - 
------- ---- 

Developed by Berlin Technical University 
---------- 69 CBLOC --------------- Taxing time per flight --- hr ---- 0.3 

70 C, - Circumferential length for both wing halves of the m DV 

--- 
wing fuselage intersection 

-- Lift independent drag coe fficient DV 
72 

- 
CDOEW Cmý, _ __ __ Lift independent drag coefficient other than wing_ - - -5V- 

73 
-- 

CDOW 
- 

C2, 
- ---- 

Lift independent drag coefficient wing 
- 

DV 
74 CDA- 

- ----- 
- ------------------------- Drag coefficient at approach 
------------------------ 

--- ---- 
75 
- 

CDCLRA --- CDA/CLA --- ---- 
- 76 ------- CDCR ----- 

- 
Caa ---------------------- Drag coefficient cruise ----- ------ _ 

---- DV 
77 CDCRB - Drag coefficient at start of cruise climb due to - 

CLCRB 
78 CDCRB 1,2,3 ----- 

- Drag coefficient at the start of every cruise sector - DV 

-- , 4,5 
------- - 

due to CLCRB1,2,3,4,5 
79 

-- 
CDDIV 

------- 
Caaiv __ _________ --------- Drag coefficient at diversion - - DV 

80 CDDIV 
------- 

----- 
--- 

--------------------------- Drag coefficient at diversion phase --- 
- 

----- 
- 

-- DV 
81 

-- 
Caý,; ý-- ---- --_-- 

-- --------------------------- Cost of design of an aircraft 
--- 

--- $ - -- -- DV 
82 
- 

CDETAI 
------- 

Ae CDV 
----- 

------------------------ Increment in induced drag due to twist 
- 

_ ---- -- D V 
83 CDK2,3 - ------------------- Coefficient in expression for DOCDK 100 - 

_ 
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20 
84 CDPFA, TO 

-- - -- --- 
Profile drag coefficient due to flaps at AP_and TO 

85 CDTO Cn to 
----- ----- ---- ---- - Lift independent drag coefficient at take-off 

-- 86 -- CDUC 
_ 

_ 
___-- 

--------------------------- Drag coefficient due to undercarriage at low speed --- ---- 
87 CDVFA, TO Vortex drag coefficient due to flaps at AP, and TO DV 
88 CDWDR CDWDR Compressibility drag coefficient . 001 to 

0.002 
89 DR W _ CD L, ý 

_____ ____ __________ Compressibility drag ranging from 0.001 to 0.002 
90 _ __ CDYEFH - Yawing drag coefficient at single engine fialed - - DV 

height 
_ _ 91 

- 
CEFl Cam; _ _____________________ Cost index factor 

- ------- CEML1,5 _ - C,,,., 5 
--------------------------- Coefficients in expression for engine maintenance --- 

- 0.6-, - --0.6-, -- 

-- ------- ----- 
time time 

. 0006 
93 CEMM3 C --------------------------- Coefficient in DOCEM _ 

- ---- 4.5E- 

------- 
05 

94 
- 

CERT, A ---------------------- Wing chord ratio, TO, and AP __ 
-_ - DV 

- 95 ------- CF CF 
__ 

--------------------------- Skin friction drag coefficientof smooth flat plate --- ---- DV 
96 CFC sfc , ý,,;,, Engine specific fuel consumption for cruise (this 1/h ** 

value is fed into CACAD from an existing engine 

__ 
near to aircraft's requirement) 

97 CFDIV sfed, _ Engine specific fuel consumption for diversion 1/h - ** 
-- 98 
-- 

------- CFH 
------- 

-- - sfchold 
----- 

-- --------- ----------- Engine specific fuel consumption for hold 
--- 

--- 1/h ---- 
- DV 

99 CGIENG CGýa ----------------------- Distance of inboard wing mounted engines from --- 
- ---- 

- DV 
a/c CG / FUSL 

100 CGOENG ___ CG Distance of outboard wing mounted engines from - - DV 
a/c CG / FUSL 

-- 101 ------- CGPOSN --------------------------- CG position from nose of fuselage / FUSL --- - ---- 
- DV 

102 CGPOSN cg Aircraft centre of gravity location fron nose of a/c - - - 
/ FUSL 

-- -i-635- 03 
-- 

----- CGWING 
----- 

-- CGJ--G --------------------------- Distance of wing group from a/c CG / FUSL - - DV 
104 

__ 
CL. ----- A03D 

----- 
--------------------------- Slope of the CL vs a of the wing 
- 

--- 1/rad ----- DV 
1_0_5 CL_A_ 

_ _ - _ 
-------------------------- Lift coefficient atapproach --- --- DV 

106 A1,2,3 157001,2 ,3 C ___ ____ Coefficients in definition of GSCLOM, 1.445, - - 

- - ------- 
1.7,2.1 

i 07 CLBl 2 ---- C1612 ------------------- 0.0131, -0.025 ----- 
- 

------ ---- * 
108 __ _ CLBOA 

----- 
C_ 

- 
Lift co efficient buffet onset required ---- - - DV 

109 CLBOR CLb, ----------- ---------- Lift' coefficient buffet onset "is required from --- ---- - 
wing" 

110 
-- 

CLLR 
------- 

C Coefficient of lift at cruise 
----- _ DV 

111 CLCRB - ------------------ Lift coefficient at the start ---- of cruise climb due to --- 
- - DV 

MSSB 
112 CLCRB 1,2,3 _ CL: 1 t' 5 Lift coefficients at the start of cruise climb due to - - 4,5 MSSB1,2,3,4,5 
113 CLCRBB - Lift coefficient at the start of cruise climb due to - - DV 

-- 
MSSBB 

114 ------- 
_ 

CLDES 
_ 

CL_d« _ ------------------------- Design lift coeff icient --- 
- 

---- 
- DV 

115 CLDIV CI, d; _ Lift coefficient diversion _ DV 
116 CLF1,2,3,4 Coo, 

,4 
Coefficients in the definition of TE devices 

- ------- 
additional lift, 0.7675, -0.163, -0.0415, -6.63 ------ 117 

-- 
CLMA, TO 

------- 
------------------- Maximum available trimmed CL at AP, and TO-- 

------ 118 CLMB C ' --------------------- Basic wing Cl� (no t/c influence) - ---- 61 ---- 
119 CLMFA, TO _ ___ Increment in CI. due to flap deflection at AP - 

. _ = DV 
TO 

-- 120 ----- CLMTO ----- --------- Maximum lift coefficient trimmed at take-off --- --- 
- DV 

condition 
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121 CLS1,2 C131,2 Coefficients in the definition of LE devices 8.3, 

additional lift -15.0 
122 CLTO CLý tthe take- ____off c___________ Lift coefficient aondition 

- - 
_-- _ _ 

- ---- 
DV 

-- 123 ------- CONFLL ----- 
- 

----------------------- -- Contigency fuel mass --- hg - ---- 
DV 

124 --61F___ ----- C, -------------------------- Specific heat capacity of air at constant pressure -- J/kg/ 1.005 
kW 

-- 125 ------- CPDS ----- - 
--------------------------- A Very Advance Aircraft Design System --- - 

---- 
- - 

- - --- 
Developed by Boeing 
--------------------------- --- ---- -- 126 -- --- CPR -- CPR Compressor pressure ratio - - - 

-- 127 ------- CPR ----- 
- 

--------------------------- Compressor pressure ratio of ACAU 
- - 

--- - 
---- 2 

-- 128 ------- CR ----- - 
-- ----------------------- Average cost of avionics maintenance labour & --- 

- 
---- 

- - 

-- -- --- - ---- 
material per every removal 

------------ -- -- --- --- - --- 129 CR Cr Wing root chord m - DV 
-- 130 ------- CRT ----- - 

--------------------------- Cathod ray tube --- 
- 

---- 
- - 

-- 131 ------- CRXTA ----- C�'t, --------------------------- Required rate of climb at true start of the cruise 
-- - - 

--- m/s 
- 

---- 1.016 
-- 132 ------- CT ----- Ct -- -------------------- - Wing tip chord - - m ---- 

- DV 
-- 133 ------- DCLDA ----- dCIJd a --------------------------- Lift curve slope for critical gust case -- 1/rad --- 

- DV 
-- 134 ------- DCLDAA _ _ _ - 

--------------------------- Lift curve slope at field operation condition --- 
- 

---- 
= 

DV 
- 135 DCLDAC --------- 

- 
------- ------------------------ Lift curve slope at cruise - --- - 

-- - - DV 
-- 136 ------- DCLFA, TO ----- - 

------------------------- Increment in CL due to flaps, at constant incident, --- ---- DV 
AP & TO 

-- 137 ------- DCLMFT, A ----- Dýý,, ý 
----------------------- Additional lift due to TE flaps at Take-off, and --- - 

---- 
- DV 

-- ------ --- 
Approach 
--------------------------- --- ---- 138 - DCR -- Dý Drag cruise N - DV 

-- 139 
-- 

------- DECK 
------- 

----- DKx 
----- 

--------------------------- Number of deck crew 
--------------------------- 

--- 
- 

--- 
---- 

- ---- 
** 

140 
-- 

deg 
------- - ----- 

degree 
---------------------------- 

- 
----- 

- 
------ 

- ---- 141 DEL 
14 42 ------ DELTA ----- S Induced -----dra-gfa---ctor-----deviation--from-----unity ------ --- - 

---- 
- DV 

-- 143 
- 

------- DFLP 
------- 

----- Dn 
-- 

--------------------------- Distance from flap LE to rear spar / wing chord 
------ -- 

--- 
-- 

--- 0.05 
-- 744 DHTEN Dth Energy hieght for cruise km - DV 

-- 145 ------- DHTEND ----- Dh,, �d 
--------------------------- Energy hieght for diversion --- km ---- 

- 
-- DV 

146 ----- DIV ----- Di� --------------------------- Diversion stage length --- km ---- 
- ** 

-- 147 ------- DMAR ----- dMR --------------------------- --- ---- -- 
- 148 ------ DMAR ----- DM , 

-------------------- Correction for aspect ratio to -M-2D --- - 
---- -- DV 

-- ------- --- ------- - - - --- - -- 149 DMCCL dMccL -- ------ --- - - Increment in critical Mach number due to lift -- 
- 

-- 
- DV 

-- 150 ------- DMCCL ----- dMccL --------------------------- Increment in zero lift Mach number due to lift --- 
- 

---- 
- DV 

resulting in Mach critical drag 
151 DMCR dM( Critical increment in Mach number - DV 
152 DMCR dM, z Increment in Mch number resulting in Mach Dv 

critical drag 
_ 153 

- 
DMDES Dmda Design Mach number --------------- --- --- - DV 

- 154 ------- DMSWP ----- DM, �2 
--------------------------- Correction for sweep to MZD --- ---- DV 

-- 155 ------ DOC ---- ----- --- -- -------- Direct Operating Cost either £ or $/Flight, or --- OB 

-- ------ - - 
Block Hour, or Penc or Cent/ Seat Kilometer 

- 156 DOCAFLM - -- DOC, nn 
-- ------------------------ Airframe maintenance cost, base, approachl, --- £Jflt ---- 

- DV 
0,1,2 approach2 

157 DOCH 
- -- 

Airframe mamt. cost excludm APU OF - DV 
158 
-- 

- - DOCAFLR 
------- 

----- 
- 

----- 
--------------------------- Airframe maint. labour cost excluding APU 
----------- 

--- £Jflt ---- 
- DV 

-- 159 DOCAFLTO DOCa, ---------------- Airframe labour maintenance cost, base, approach ---- £/flt ------ - -- DV 

-- 
1,2 

------- ----- 
1, approach 2 
------- - - - 160 DOCAFMT in--AP--U ------------- cl-ud DOCAFMT ex g _ £! flt - -V D 

161 DOCAFMT DOC afmt Airframe material maintenance cost, base, _ £Jflt - DV 
0,1,2 

-- ----- 
approach 1, approach 2 

162 DOCDK - Deck cost per flight £/flt DV 
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163 DOCEL D O C., Labour maintenance cost of engines DV 
1_64 DOCEM _ _ _ _ DOC011, -----_-- Material maintenance cost of engines £Jflt - DV 
-- 165 ------- DOOF ----- DOCf --------------------- Fuel cost partof DOC ------ --- f/flt ---- 

- OF 
-- 166 ------- DOCLAPUI, 2 ----- --------------------------- Maintenance labour for APU approach 1&2 M £Iflt ---- 

- DV 
- 167 --------- DOCLELi, 2 ------- - ------------------- Maint. labour for electronics approach 1& 2 --- fins ---- 

- DV 
168 

- 
DOCLELSI, 2 -- Maint. labour for electrical system approach 1& 2 £Jflt DV 

- 169 
-- 

------- DOCLF 
- 

----- DOCýý -------------------------- Landing fee part od DOC --- £Jflt ---- 
- OF 

170 ------ DOCLFIrr1,2 ----- 
_ 

------------------------- Maintenance labour for fin approach 1&2 --- £/flt ---- 
- DV 

71 
_I 

------ DOCLFSI, 2 - 
----- 

------- ------- --------------- Maint. labour for fuel system approach 1&2 --- £/flt ---- 
- DV 

172 -- DOCLFURI, 2 --------------------------- Maintenance labour forfurnishing approach l&2 --- £/ flt ---- DV 
173 DOCLFUSI,, 2 Maintenance labour for fuselage approach 1 &2 _ £! flt DV 
17_4 DÖCLHYDI, 2 

_ __ Maint. labour forhydraulic system approach l&2 £/ flt D V 
175 DOCLIAEi. 2 --- -- Maint. labour for Instr unent, Avionics and _ £Jflt - 

_ _ DV 

- ------- ----- 
Electronics approach 1&2 
- ----- - 176 DOCLMMI, 2 - 

- - ------------------ Maint. labour for Miscellaneous items such as --- £/flt ---- 
- DV 

- - -- -- - -- - - - - - - 
oxygen, ballast etc. approach 1&2 
----------- ------- - i f7 OD CT LS R DOC H - - ------ Maintenance labour cost of structure per flight --- £/flt ---- -- 

178 DÖCLTERl, 2 --- -- ant-läbo r for wing TE rest approach 1&2 f/flt - DV 
179 
-- 

DOCLTPI, 2 
------- _ Maintenance labour for tail plane approach 1&2 £/flt DV 

180 DOCLUCI, 2 --- -------------- -- ------- Wit, labour for landing gear approach 1&2 --- LIflt ---- - DV 
181 DOCLWBXI, 2 Maintenance labour for wing box a roach TRY' £/flt - DV 
182 DOCLWLEi, 2 Maintenance labour for wing LE approach 1&2 £/flt - DV 
183 DOCLWTFI, 2 

---- - Maint. labour for wing TE flap approach 1&2 Wit DV 
184 
-- 

- DOOM 
------- 

----- DOCm --------------------------- Maintenance cost part of DOC --- ---- OF 
185 
-- 

DOCMAPUI, 2 
------ 

----- --------------------------- Maintenance material for APU approach 1&2 --- f. /fit ---- 
- DV 

186 - DOCMELI, 2 
- _ 

--------------------------- Wit, material for electronics approach I &2 --- £/flt ---- 
- DV 

187 DOCME SI, 2 - -- 
_ _ _ _ Maint. material for electrical system approach 1& _ LI __ _ - DV 

2 
188 
-- 

DOCMFIN1,2 
------- --_ 

Maintenance material for fm approach 1&2 £/flt DV 
189 DOCMFSI, 2 _- ------------------------ -- Wit, material for fuel system approach 1&-2 --- Lilt ---- 

- DV 
190 DOCMFURI, 2 Maintenance material for furnishing approach 1&2 Lilt DV 
191 DOCMFUSI, 2 _ Maintenance material for fuselage approachI &2 £Jflt DV 
192 DOCMHYD1,2 -- -- - _ Maint. material for hydraulic system approach £%flt DV 

1&2 
193 DOCMIAEI, 2 - Wit, material for Instrument, Avionics and £Jflt DV 

-- ------- - 
Electronics approach 1&2 

194 DOCMMMl, 2 ---- 
_ --------------------------- Maint. material for Miscellaneous items such as --- Lilt --_- -- DV 

__ ----- 
oxygen, ballast etc. approach 1&2 

- 1_9_5 DOCMMI, 2 Mäint material for wing TE rest approach 1201-- __ £/ flt DV 
196 DOCMTPI, 2 

_ _ Maintenance material for tail plane approach 1& _ £! flt - 
_ DV 

_ 
2 

197 
-- 

ocMUCi. 2 
------- 

--- -- ___ Main. material for landing gear approach 1&2 £! flt - DV 
198 DOCMWBXI, 2 ------------- -- -------- Maintenance material for wing box approach 1& --- £Jflt ---- 

- DV 
2 

gg 
-- 

DÖC1vIWLE1.2 

------- 
_____ ____ __ ___ Maintenance material for wing LE approach 1&2 TIT 

- DV 
200 
-- 

DOCMWTFI2 
------- _ ----- 

--------------- --- ------ Mt, material for wing TE fla papp j %ach 1 & --- LIM ---- 
201 DOCSCAFT _ __ _ _ _ _ -------------- Standing charge for airframe £Jflt DV 
202 DRTDIV 

- 
DR. d;, ' 

Coefficient for expression MRTDIV DV 
203 DTD _ DTj ______ Temperature fall in avionics in deck due to cooling deg F - DV 
204 
-- 

DTO 
- - _ Take-off distance _- ** 

205 
-- 

- ---- E 
------- 

-- -- 
___E 

--------------------------- Index of empannage mass expression 
------ 

-- 
- 

13 * 
206 
-- 

E= or EC 
- 

et 
- 

--------------------- Twist angle 
---- 

--- ---- 
207 ECS ECS ECS ------------------ Environmental control G; 117 --_- --_-- - 

_- - 208 ----- EFCS ----- -------------------- Electronic Flight Control System ------- - --_ ---- 
209 EFH Em Engine failed height requirement m ** 
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210 EFHO, 1,2,3 - Coefficient in definition of JTEFH, 1.3672, - 
1.3493,1.245, -0.4167 

211 EFHKWM - Allowance for windmilling, and spillage drag at DV 
single engine failure height 

------------ -- -- ----- ------ ---- ---- 212 -------- EFHM ------- Efhin -- -------- - - Mach number for engine-failed height case DV 
213 EFTKWM _ - Allowance for windmilling, and spillage drag - DV 

engine failed height case 
------------------ - -- --- ---- 214 ----- ELE ---- Ele --- - Ratio of wing chord ahead of spar to wing chord - - - 

IV 
-- 215 ------- ELEC ----- E1, --------------------------- Parameter defining LE chord extension at AP 

- -- -- 
--- 

- -- 
-- - 0.7 
- -- 216 ---- ELESE ----- Eeie, e 

------------------- -- - Chord extension of the wing LE at AP 
- 

- - - - DV 
-- 217 
-- 

------- ENGIND 
------- 

----- 
- 

------------------------- - Exponent in definition of ENGPOS 
-- - ---- -------- -- ---- 

--- 
-_- 

---- 0.40 
218 ENGPOS EQ, , Distance of wing mounted engine's cg from wing m - DV 

-- ------- ----- 
leading edge 
------------------------ --- ---- 219 ETA Eta Ratio of gross flap span to wing span 

- - - - - IV 
-- 220 
- 

------- ETA 
-- -- - 

----- ii 
-- - 

------------------- -- -- - Station number across the wing span 
-' 

--- 
- --- 

---- 
- ---- - 

- 221 221 - - ETAFS - - E, ef, Ratio of spanwise extend of fuselage to wing span 
-- - - - - DV 

-- 222 ------- ETE ----- Etc -- ------------------- - - Ratio of wing chord to aft of the rear spar to wing --- 
- ---- - IV 

chord 
-- ------- ---- Etef --------------------------- Effective f lap chord ratio ----- 

- 
--7--- - -- DV 

224 ETEFB Eýfb Unextended flap chord ratio - DV 
-- 225 ------- ETEFET, A ----- FtefeTA ---------------------------- Rearward translation of wing TE at TO, and AP ----- 

- 
------ - 

- DV 
-- 226 ------- ETEFRT, A -- EetefTA -------------- - ------ Extended flap chord ratio for approach and take- - - DV 

off 
-- 227 ------- ETEFT, A ----- 

- 
-TEF at TO, &A---------P ----------------- E --- 

- 
---- 

- 
-- DV 

-- 228 ------- ETOPS ----- - 
--------------------------- Extended range Twin OPerationS --- 

- 
---- - - 

-- 229 ------- FURT ----- - 
--------------------------- Electronic Unit average Repair Time --- days ---- - - 

-- 230 ------- EXCEL ----- - 
--------------------------- A computer software for spreat sheet, and --- 

- 
---- - - 

-- ------- ----- 
graphical work 
-------------------------- -- ---- 231 FAl The average allowable direct stress level assumed N/m2 352E06 

-- ------- ----- 
tobe constant everywhere in MWBCOV2 

-------------------------- --- ---- 232 
-- 

f, me ------- ----- 
? 
---= -------- - -- 233 FATF f,, r 

---------- - - A factor relating to military advance technology --- 
- -- - - 

features 
-- 234 ------- f8 ----- --------------------------- Factor to represent the effect of advance --- 

- 
---- 

- - 

------ ----- 
tecchnology fighter 
--------------------------- --- ---- 235 

-- 
FB 

------- 
Fb 

---- 
Financial Burden 
--------- ---------- - -- 

- 
- 

2 
236 FBTAA, TO Fßto, a - -- - Flap deflection parameter affecting flap additional -- 

- 
---- DV 

-- ------- ----- 
lift at AP, and TO 

- 237 FCAD fe - ------------------------- Factor to represent the effect of CAD --- 
- 

---- 0.8 
-- 238 ------- FCER ----- Fe, --------------------------- Ratio of ETEF to ETEFB when BTA is BTAMX --- 

- ---- - DV 
-- 239 ------- FCW ----- --------------------------- Fixed Camber Wings --- ---- 
240 FDO_1 FDjo Constants in definition of the fuselage diameter 1.14,. 5 
-- 241 --- - FD2 - - FD2 -- --- --------------- -- - Extra constant in definition of the fuselage -- m - - 

__ _ 
diameter, only used for UHCA 

242 
-- 

FDIF 
------ 

fd; f 
- - 

A factor relating to advance technology feature 
------- ---------- ------ - --- 

- ---- - 
243 FDIFD - [Umn)vcw Extra developement cost factor, design of VCW - - DV 

------- d- --------- 244 FDWFF Tfd )ter Extra developement cost factor, flight testing of - - DV 

-- ------- ----- 
VCW aircraft prototype 
--------- - 245 FDIFM fdi f. 

- ---------------- A factor relating to extra maintenance cost due to --- 
- 

---- 
- - 

introduction of new technology 
246 ff-RK l(Ji, O Extra developement cost factor, manufacturing of DV 

VCW aircraft prototype 
247 FDIt T fdif I 

T ---------------------- Factors relating to extra M11 due to introduction of ------ --- 
new technology 
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248 
- 

FDIFMLFC 
----- 

f 
difmtFC 

- -- 
The value of fdif for flight control system. 

_____ ------ ----------- __ 
- 
-- - 249 

-- 
FDIF'MLHYD 
------- 

fd_fi� 
- 

---- The value of fd, f, �, for hydraulic system 
------ ------- -- 

--- 
- 

250 
-- 

FDIFMLVC 
------- 

f di ivc ----- 
-- -- The value of f d; fi for VCD 

-------------------------- - 
- 

- --- 
-- - 

- - 
251 FDIFMM fd, ý,,,,, Factors relating to extra maintenance material due - ---- 

- - 

-- ------- ----- 
to introduction of new technology 
------ - 252 FD_IFMRF_C 

_f difm_mFC 
------ -------------- The value offdi&,,,,, for flight control system --- ---- 

253 FDIFMMHYD fdifmmiYD _____ The value of fdif. for hydraulic system 
- - - -- 

254 FDIF_MMM_VC_ faiýmvc The value of fd; fi,,,,, for VCD 
255 POTENT l/) _ __ _ __ _ Extra developement cost factor, material of VCW - - 

_ DV 
aircraft prototype 

256 -- -- ----- FDIFT __ ---vcwl [Uaild E- xtra ---------------, -sup--port --and----- developement cost factor --- 
- 

---- 
- D-V- 

Np° testing of VCW 
_ 257_ _ FDff I! 11/a, Extra developement cost factor, tooling of VCW - - DV 

- ------- 
) 1, u, i, 
----- 

ýýt prototype 
---- 258 FETFRT,. A F. 

.A 
----------------------- Coefficients in the definition of trimmed --- 

- 
---- 

- 
-- DV 

-- ----- 
maximum lift coefficient 

259 
-- 

-- FF 
------- 

--- ff 
----- 

-------------------------- power index in Pekham's formula for MFUS 
----- 

--- 
- --- 1.56 * 

260 FFl Fn ---------------------- Fuel fraction fo start --- 
- 

---- 0.99 
261 FF2 FO Fuel fraction for Taxi 0.99 
262 FF3 Ff3 Fuel fraction for take-off 0.995 
263 FF4 Ft4 Fuel fraction for climb ------------- -- 
264 
-- 

FF5 
------- 

Fý Cruise fuel fraction for cruise - - DV 
265 FF6 

-- 
----- 
- 

Ff6-- --------------------------- Fuel fraction during hold 
' 

--- ---- DV 
266 FF7 F 'Wo-- descent ------------ Fuel fraction for descent --- 0.99 
267 FF8 Ff Fuel fraction forland - - - - -- - - - --- - - - 0.992 
268 FF-5- 

_ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Fu el fraction fodiversion - 

- D V 
269 FFM___ _ Fft Mission fuel fraction ----------- --- --- - _ _ DV 
270 FH FH Flying hours --- - - ---- -- -- --- -- - - hrs - DV 
271 FINAC _ F;,,, _ 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Distance of ac of fm from nose of fuselage / FUSL - 0.94 
272 __ K1,2,3 JjT21 ---- 
-- 
273 

------- 
FLPC_- 

-1L- 

- 

----- -- ------- -- ----------- 
Flap complexity coefficient 

--- 

- 
---- 

1.15 
-- 

274 FLT fit Flight------------------------ _- 
-- 275 ------ FMS PU Flight --- management syste--------m------------- --- ---- -- 
276 
-- 

-- -- FPANGL 
------- - -- 

Flight path angle on approach 
- 

de 3 
27_7 FPNGLR -- - 

__Fl 
-------------------------- Flight path angle in radians rad ---- 0.0523 

278 78 FPR Fan Pressure Ratio e Ratio 
279 FR1,2,3 

, 2,3 Coefficients in the definition of trimmed < 
0.4083,5.391, -10.39 

280 FRF Failurerate factor 

- 

FRF F Failure rate factor _ 
282 FRFC F. Failure rate factor change in avionics compartment DV 

FRFD F Failure rate factor change in avionics compartment DV 
284 f 

--_-- 
- Factor to rep eresent the effect of secret project -- ---- 

285 FSWPB, S, F Fý,, Pas, ý Functions of SWP in evaluation of the effects of - 
- DV 

-- ------- 
sweep in CL,,,.,, Module 

286 FTRETA- F es- 
-l-anf--m-p-ara--meter for --------------- Por flap geometry --- 

- 
--- 

- D- V 
287 FUR1,2,3,4 FUR1,4 Coefficients in definition of MFUR, 16.75,24.1, 

-- 
50.0,18.0,86.2 

288 ------ FUSD -- FUSD --------------------------- Fuselage outside diameter -- m- ---- 
- 

-DV- 
289 FUSL Fuse Total length of fuselage i T7- --7.7 
-- 290 ------- G , ---- --------------------------- Acceleration due to gravity --- m, /s2 ---- 9. B1 
291 GAF G Gust alleviation factor - 

_ DV 
292 

__GAL 
G, u _ 

N_u_m_ber ofgallies DV 
293 GAMMÄ 

____ 
_ Value of GtsMMý2 at other number of engines - - DV 

294 GAMMA2 - Climb-out gradient requirement on TO for twin rad 0.024 
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295 GATEP - A Computer Program to Design Propeller Driven - - - 
Aircraft 

_ 296 __ - GD General Dynamics ------------------- ---- ---- 
-- 

9 2 7 GENG __ 
L Coefficient indefinition of ENGPOS 

_ _ 298 GMAEF_H Gmaat, Climb gradient requirement for engine failed rad 0.01 
height condition 

_9_9 _GMC_ 
Geometric mean chord: (Sg/Ä R)ýr D V 

300 GSCLOM G, clom 
_ _______ Planform factor in definition of trimmed and - - 

_ _ DV 

-- ---- 
untrimmed maximum lift coefficient 

301 
-- 

--- H 
------- 

----- H --------------------------- Aircraft height --- m ---- 
- DV 

02 h h --------------------------- Section camber -typical value for h/c --- 1.2 ---- 
_ 30_ 3 
-- 

HC -- 
------- 

- He_ in height -------------------- -m --- - DV 
304 
-- 

HMLDG 
------- 

----- H,, ý, Dc; ----- 
------------------------- Highest permissible landing mass 
--- 

--- - --- 
- 

-- DV 
305 HMLDGF HmldHr ------------------------ Maximum landing mass factor --- - --- 0.05 
-- 306 ------- HOC - 

- 
--------------------------- --- - --- 

307 HOLD Hold Duration of hold _- ** 
- 3_0-_8 ------- HP --- HP --------------------------- High pressure compressor --- ---- 
3 09 

_ 
H_PA_YF Hýyf Factordefining maximum ermis sible payload 1.47 

310 _ HPAYF - 
_ 

Hrjf _ _ Factor defining maximum permissible pay load - 1.47 
311 hr 

= 
Hour 

-- 312 
- 

------- HTMCR 
_ -- -- 

-- -- 
-H, a - - 

--------------------------- Altitude at cruise 
- 

--- M. --- 
-- ** 

313 HT MD IV H, ,, d1 
- ------------------------- Altitude for diversion --- km ---- 

- 
-- DV 

314 HTMTO 
--- ---- 

H 
-- - 

Hieght for TO M. 0.0 * 
315 
__ 

IP -- IF ---------P------------------ Intermediatecom ressor ----- --77-- -77- 
16 I 

- 
V 

- - _ ___________ Independent Variable _- 
317 
-- 

---- IW 1 - ---- (iw )vcw 
----- 

- ------------------------ Wing root setting angle without twist angle --- rad ---- DV 
318 
-- 

IW2 
-- 

(iw )Fcw 
----- 

---- ----------------- Wing root setting angle with twist 
-- rad DV 

3_1_9 IY_ 
- 

I7--- ------------------------- Yawingmoment o f inertia lb-112 --- DV 
320 JBXCOV Jaxý, _ ---------- Coefficient in the expression ofwing box -mass, 

- 
3"7&O7 

-- - 
cover 

321 -- JBXJNT ----- JBxP ----Wt ------------------- Coefficient he expression of wing box mass, --- 
- 

---- 95.6 * 

---- 
'oint 

322 JBXPP JBý Coefficient in the expression of wing box mass - 0.02 

-- _ _ 
powerplant supports 
------------------------ 323 JBXRB JB ibl. 23,4 --- Coefficients in the expression of wing boxmass --- 

- - < * 
"-- ribs, 15.4,88.1,4.08E-05,2.76E-06,3.6E-06 

324 JBXSP1,2,3 -- JB pl. Coefficient in the expression of wing box mass, - < * 

-- ---- 
spar. 14.7,5.2E-06,2.37E-06 

325 JBXUC JBXUO --------------------------- Coefficients in the expression of wing box mass - ---- 0.585E 
undercrriage attachments -03 326 JFLP JFIY Mass density of flap system km DV 

-- ------- ----- --- 
? 

327 JFLPO 
- 

Jo ------------------------ Coefficient in expression for JFLP - - ---- 0.005 
328 JFUS Jfi� Coefficient in the Expression of MFUS 
-- 329 - - JFUS1,2 - Jfi --------------------------- Coefficient in definition of Pekham's MFUS --- ---- 0.494, 

- 

formula 1.0 
330 JLE J10 Wing LE mass density kg/m, - DV 

------ --- __ 
2 

331 JSYS 1,2,3,4, J, r, l. , 4,5, 
------------------------- _ __ _ __ Coefficient in expression for MSYS405 0.176 _ _ - 

5,6 6 
, , 0.0 105,76,47,19 

332 
-- 

JT 
------- 

Specific mass of installed engines 
----- 

DV 
333 
-- 

JTCR 
------ 

J ---------------------- Value of JT at cruise condition --- - DV 
334 JTCRD - --------------------------- Value of JTCR for datum cruise condition --- --- DV 
335 JTCRDO - Value of JTCRD when Rating--1, vanes for - - ** 

different engines 
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336 JTEFDO Specific mass of engines at datum Mach number - - ** 

-- ------- ----- 
engine failed height case 
--------------------------- --- ---- 337 J TEFDO - Mass thrust ratio of installed engines at datum kg/N - ** 

-- ------- ----- 
Mach number at single engine failure height 
--------------------------- -- ---- 338 JTEFH - Engine mass thrust ratio at single engine failure kg/N 

-- ------- ----- 
height 
--------------------------- - - - - 339 JTSTAO J,, 0 Re rated specific mass of installed engines for - 

- 
- - 

- DV 

-- ------ ----- 
static conditions at Rating--I 
--------------------------- --- - 340 

-- 
1'STAT 

------- 
J,,,, ý ----- ---------------------- - 

--- 
341 JTTOA - - -- Mass thrust ratio at approach -- - --- 

- 
-- DV 

-- 342 ------- JTTOD, G ----- JOD --------------------------- Specific installed mass of engines at take-off run, --- 
- ---- 

- DV 
and climb 

-- 3 3 4 ------- ---- J --------------------------- Coefficient in expression of undercrriage mass --- ---- DV 
_ _ 344 JVCD 

--- 
Specific mass of VCD - 

- DV 
345 -- K ----- --------------------------- The mission file numbering, e. g. 1 corresponds to --- 

- 
---- 

- ** 
Fokker F100 

-- 346 ------- KCR ----- Ka --------------------------- Induced drag factor (Lift dependent drag --- 
- 

---- 
- DV 

coefficient) 
347 ICCR1,2,3 Kýj2y Coefficient in expression KCR DV 
348 
-- 

_ KDOOR 
----- 

_ - Wie factor for cargo door - 1.0 
349 -- KENG ----- K,,, g 

-----------------------m- - Distance of CG of rear mounted engine frothe-- --- - 
---80- 0. 

-- ------- ----- 
nose of fuselage / FUSL 
------------------- -- 350 

-- 
KFAO 

---- 
K& O 

- ----- Fuel allowance for taxing as fraction of MTO --- 
- 

---- 0.004 
351 --- KFA1 ----- K&I --------------------------- Fuel allowance at take-off and initial climb as --- ---- 0.006 - 

-- --- 
fraction of MTO 

352 ---- KFA1 -i - --------------------------- Fuel allowance for take-off and initial, climb as -_- ---- 0.006 -- 
fraction of MTO 

353 KFA2 Kfa Fuel allowance for landing as fraction of MLDG or 0.006 

__ 
MS MSSY 

354 
-- 

__ KFCL 
---- 

Kf I 
_ Coefficient for contingency fuel 0.001 

355 - KFIN -- Kr, ý 
----------- -- ---------- Distance of CG of fin from the nose of fuselage / --- - ---- 0.94 
FUSL 

356 
_ 

KFINA Kt; _ Distanceofac offmfroma/ccg/F USL 
357 KFSP Kf z 

_ _ Fuel density aviation gasoline, lb/US gallon 5-8-7-- - 
358 KFUSC _ _ Kf, �, 

_ Distance of CG of fuselage group from the nose of - 0.45 
fuselage / FUSL 

359 
-- 

KFUSW 
------- -- 

Coefficient in definition of MFUS 0.0125 
360 KNAC --- --------------------------- Coefficient in expressionSNAC --- 

- ---- 
. 00021 

361 _ KPlýY _ 
Z Fnel tankage coefficient ___ _ 0.0 - 

362 K PEL_- _ Y. Z 
_ ------------ Cost- -coe-fficientfor electronics --- Mg ---- 2700 

36_3 
_ 

KPENG__ 
-K , g- 

___________ Costcoefficient fö_r engine 
______ 

V kg 46444 

364 
-- 

KPFUR 
------- - 

Ký 
- 

__ Cost coefficient for furnishing __ 
-------- 

Ükg 972 

- 
KPFUS 

- 
Krt� 

- 
_ ------- -------- Cost coefficientforfuselage --- £1kg 411 -- 

36 T 
-- 

KPPEN 
------- -K � Cost coefficient for empennage £/kg _ _ 411 

367 KPSYS - ---------- - ---------- Cost coefficient for systems --- L/kg ---- 1188 
368 KPWBX K Cost coefficient for wing box £i 476 
-- 369 
-- 

KPWLE 
------- 

- -- 
-K ý_- 

--------------------------- Cost coefficient for wing LE 
----- 

--- £/kg ---- 810 
37 0 KPWTE --------------------- Cost coefficientforwing TE -- £/kg ---- 810 

_ 371 __ KSFEMP_ ___ Drag coefficient based on wetted area empennage _ 0.0033 

_ 
372 KSFFIJS K, f f� Drag coefficient based onwetted area fuselage 0.002 _ 
373 
-- 

KSFNAC 
------ 

K, f.,, ao - 
___ Drag coefficient based on wetted area nacelles 

- -- -_ 
_ 

. 
_00 346 

374 KTOD - ---------------------- A constant in the expression for MENG --- ---- 1.0 
375 KTA Kt, ___ Distance of CO of ampennage from nose of----- f _ 0.45 

- ------- ----- 
fuslage/FUSL 
--- 376 KTCS K, (,, 

------------- Coefficient in expression of TCS - 0.90 
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377 KTP K,, Distance of CG of tail plane from the nose of 0.96 

-- ------- ----- 
fuselage / FUSL 
------- ------------ --- ---- 378 KUC - -------- Weight factor for undercarriage in MFUS3 - 1.0 

-- : F779- 79 ------- KWS ----- --------------------------- A coefficient in the expression of MFUS3 --- 
_ 

---- 
_ DV 

-- 380 ------- L ----- ------------------ see ACLIFE - - 
- 

-- - 
- - 

381 1 ------- LDIV ---- Ld;, -----indiversion ------------------- Lost range --- km ---- 
- DV 

-- 382 
-- 

------- LDRCR 
------- 

----- (UD)c;, e ----- 
-----------------1 -W07------ Lift drag ratio at cruise for class 
--------------------------- 

--- 
--- 

--- 18 
---- 383 LDRCRI, 2, - Lift drag ratio at start of every cruise segment - - DV 

-- 
3,4,5 

------- ----- ------- --- ------- - 384 LDRCRB - - -- - ----- CLCRB/CDCRB --- 
- 

---- 
- DV 

385 ----- LDRDIV ----- (L/D)div ------------------------ Lift drag ratio at diversion for class 1 MTO --- 
- 

---- 18 
-- 386 ------- LDRHOLD ----- (L/D)h0Id --------------------------- Lift drag ratio at hold for class 1 MTO --- 

- ---- 10 
-- 387 
-- 

------- LE 
------- 

----- 
- --- 

--------------------------- Leading Edge 
--------------------------- 

-- -- - - 
-- 

- - 
388 LMF Lmf Landing mass factor -- - ---- 

- DV 
-- 389 ------- LP ----- LP --------------------------- Low pressure compressor --- 

- 
---- 

- _ 
390 LRGE - -- -------------- Lost range in design cruise ---------- - - km -- - - 

- DV 
- 391 ------- LRU ----- LRU --------------------------- Line replacable unit --- 

- 
---- 

- - -- 392 ------- LTIME ----- L,;,,,, --------------------------- It is conceptually equivalent to lost range, equal to --- hr ---- DV 
time taken to climb, and descent 

393 m - Average number of avionics units being repaired - - - 

-- ------- ----- 
per day 
----------------- - 394 

- 
MZD Mm -- ------- Two dimensional drag divergence Mach number --- ---- DV 

- 395 -- -- MAF - - Mme, --------------------------- Mass of airframe kg - DV 
396 ------- MAPI ----- MMI --------------------------- Mass of airconditioning, pressurisation, and ice -- kg --- 

- DV 

-- ----- ----- 
protection 
------------- 397 MAPI3 - -------------- seeMCAU ---- ---- 

: T978 __ MAPU M,, ru 
---------------------- Mass of auxiliary power unit ----- kg ------ 

- 
---- DV 

399 
-- 

MAUX 
-- 

MAC 
- 

Mass of ---------------------- __ -kg ___ --- __ _ DV 
400 ----- MB - ---- Mb ------------------------- Mass bled from engines --- lb/mi ---- 

- ** 

-- ------ n/kW 
401 - MBB - ------------------------- Messerschmitt-Bolkow-Blohm, presently Daimler - ---- - - 

-- ------- ----- 
Benz Aerospace Airbus 
------ 402 MBC MBC --------------------- Mass of kg ---- 

- DV 
403 MBPKAC Mý Pounds of mass bled from engine per minute per lb/mi - DV 

KW of avionics compartment power consumption n/kW 
404 MBPKAD ----- Mýk Pounds of mass bled from engine per minute per lb/mi DV 

-- __ ----- - ---- 
KW of avionics deck power consumption 
-- 

n/kW 
405 MBS ------------------------- Mass bled from engines lb/sec/kW --- lb/s/k -- DV 

w 
-- 406 Rd" -- ----- -------------------------- mbolic maintenance time merit for removal 17d7 --- min ---- DV 

------ - - - - 
replacement by application of MQHDBK472 

-------------------------- 407 MCAU M om� Mass of cold air unit kg DV 
408 MCFUS, MCF, ------------- Symbolic maintenance time merit for removal and min DV 

WBX, WLE WBXWLB replacement of fuselage, wing box, wing LE by 

----- 
application of M L-HDBK-472 

409 MCR MQ Mach number at cruise - ** 
410 
-- -MCREW 

M" 
--- - 

Mass of Crew k DV 
411 

- 
MCRITO 

- 
- Mý; ý0 

--------------------------- Mach critical drag at zero lift - 
- ___ -DV 

412 
__ __MCU _ 

---- --------------------------- Modular concept unit 
__ 

--- - 
- - 

413 MCVT, WT MC�T; Symbolic maintenance time mernt for rem oval ii DV 
EF, HT, WTE $ replacement of vertical tail, wing 1E flap, TE rest, 

R Horizontal tail by application of MIL-HDBK-472 
-- 414 ------- MDES - -- --------------------------- --- ---- -- 
415 
-- 

ME 
------- - 

lvle-- Empty mass 
----------- 

k - DV 
416 ME 

------- - 
MB 

- 
-------------- Empty mass gk DV 

417 M. --------------------------- Mass of ECS -g k --_- - DV 
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4_1_8 MECS in,,, ECS-------------- f Output flow rate o kg/min 
__-__ 

D_V_ 
419 Mss MAPI2 _ _ Mass of ECS system kg DV 
-- 420 
-- 

- -- -- MEFF 
----- 

--- - Mme, 
- 

------- ---- ---------- Effective mass of the wing for stre-ssing case 
-------------------- ---- 

- kg 
--- - ---- 

DV 
421 -- MEFH ---- - --- Mach number at single engine failure height 
-- 422 ------- MELS ----- MELS --------------------------- Mass of electric system --- kg ---- DV 
- 423 ------ MEMP ----- Mae --------------------------- Mass of empennage --- kg ---- DV 
-- 424 ------- MENG ----- Meng --------------------------- Mass of installed engine --- kg ---- 

- IV 
-- 425 ------- MENG1,2,3, ----- Mengl, ------------------------ Mass of installed engines appropriate for, take-off --- kg ---- 

- DV 
4,5 to 5 run; climb-out one engine cut, cruise, engine failed 

-- ------- ----- 
height, miss approach 
--------------------------- --- ---- 426 MFC1 MFC Mass of flight control system, from Raymer kg - DV 

427 ----- MFC2 ----- M --------------------------- Mass of flight control system, from Roskam -- kg ---- 
- DV 

428 -- ---FIN M ----- Mme,, --------------------- Mass ---- of fin -- kg ---- - DV 
42 29 ------ MFLAL 

------- 
----- - ----- 

-------------------------- Mass fuel allowance 
---------------------------- 

--- kg 
----- 

---- 
--- 

DV 
- 430 MFRES Mf,.,, 

----- 
Mass of fuel for reserve 
--------------------------- 

kg 
--- 

--- DV 
- 4331 1 

-- 
MFRT FRT 

------- 
MFT 

----- 
Mass of freight 
--------------------------- 

kg 
-- 

---- 
- - - 

DV 
- 432 MFS Ms Mass of fuel system kg - - DV 

-- 433 
-- 

------- MFUEL ----- Mfi1,1 
----- 

--------------------------- Mass of fuel load for the design mission 
------------------------ 

--- kg 
-- 

---- 
- 

-- DV 
434 
-- 

1VIFUELC 
------- 

M&,,, 
----- 

--- Mass of fuel for cruise phase 
------------------------ 

-- kg --- 
---- 

DV 
435 MFUELC1,2 - --- Mass of fuel consumed in every cruise sector --- kg DV 

-- , 3,4,5 
------ - -- 436 

-- 
- MFUELC6 

------- 
-- -- 

- 
----- 

--------------------- Sum of MFUELC1,2,3,4,5 
------------------------- 

--- kg 
- 

-- 
- 

- 
-- DV 
- 437 MFUELC7 - -- Mass of fuel for cruise without segmenting the - - kg --- DV 

-- ------- ----- 
cruise phase 
------------- ------- 438 MFUELD - - ------ Mass of fuel diversion --- kg ---- 

- DV 
-- 439 ------- MFUELH ----- 

- 
------------------------ Mass of fuel hold- -- --- kg ---- DV 

440 
-- 

------- MFUELU 
------- 

----- MFje, � ---- 
---------------------------- Mass of fuel used in a typical fuel mission 
------------------ - 

----- kg ------ -- DV 
441 MFUR MF R - ------- Mass of furnishing -- 

- 
---- 

. DV 
442 
-- 

------- MFUS 
------- 

----- MSS 
----- 

---------------------------- Mass of the fuselage 
--------------------------- 

----- kg 
-- 

------ 
- 

---- 
---- DV 

443 MFUS1,2,3 - Mass of fuselage using, Collingboutn, Pekham, - kg DV 

_ - ----- ---- 
Raymour references 

- -- Z44 MFUSC Mac ------ -------- Mass of fuselage group ----- kg ------ -- DV 
-- 445 ------- MFUSED Mfi�, d 

-------------------------- Mass of fuel consumed during mission, a term in kg - DV 
class 1 Roskam take-off mass estimate -- 446 ------- 

. __MG_ 
----- Ma ------------------r-------- Mach number for critical gust loading case --- ---- DV 

447 __ MH _ MH --------------------------- Maintenance manhours - -- 448 ------- MHPF - --------------------------- Total MH per flight -- hr __ _ - -- DV 
449 MHPFH 

- -- -- - 
Total MH per FH hr DV 

450 
-- 

M HP FH R 
- 

----- 
- 

----- MH per FH ----- excluding APU ------------ Total - hr-- - DV 
451 MHYD1- ---- Mme 

- 
--------------------------- Mass of hydraulic system fmm Raymer 
------------- 

kg _ DV 
452 MHYD2 ------ ---- Mass of hydraulic system, from Roskam kg -- - DV 
453 MIAE MM ----- Mass of aircraft instrumentation, avionics, kg - DV 

electronics 
-- 454 ------- MIENG ----- --------------------------- Mass of inboard engines _ g k __ _ 

- DV 
455 MLDG MMQ Mass of aircraft at start of diversion kg - DV 
456 MILE 

- 
M1 Mass of wing LE 

-- 457 - ----- MMO 
------- 

----- 
- -- 

------------------ --------- Maximum allowable Mach number 
- 

- ---- 
- DV 

458 MOENG --- Ivloa,, a -- 
-------------------------- Mass of outboard engines ----- 

----------- 
_ kg _ DV 

459 
-- 

MOX-- M ------- - Mass of oxygen system 
----------- 

kg -- - 
- DV 

460 MPAX Mp, X 
------------ -- Mass ofpassenegers -- kg --- DV 

-- ------- 
_________ Mass of payload, design mission 

---- 
kg _ 

= 
- - DV 

462 
-- 

MPF 
------- 

--- - ---- Reduction factor due to absence of pipes------ 
------- 

-- -- - 2 to 3 
463 

- 
MPFAF 

------- --- 
-------------------- Airframemaintenancemanhoursperflight --- hr ---- - DV 

464 MPFAFR -- 
- 

---------- --------------- Airframe maintenance manhours per flight hr ---- - DV 
excluding APU 
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465 MPFENG Krý,,, 
- 

Engine maintenance manhours per flight 
- ---------------- ------ -- -- 

hr 
---- 

DV 
66 4 MP FFIN Mý htfm MHperflig _ DV 

-- 467 ------- MPFFUS hp, - -------------- - ---------- MH per flight fuselage -- - h-- -- - - D-V 
- -68 4 -MP-----F FHA - - ------ ---ht -- --- - -- per ---- block hour - -of flig Airframe NIIý -- hr- - DV 
- 69 -Z69-- ------- MPFHAFR ----- --------------------------- Airframe MH per block hour of flight excluding --- hr ---- 

- DV 
APU 

-- 470 ------- MPFHENG ----- ------------------------- Engine MH per block hour of flight --- hr ---- -- DV 
471 ----- MPFTP ----- Mý --------------------------- MH per flight tail plane --- h ---- 

- DV 
-- 472 ------ P FWBX M - - Mi x 

--------------------------- MHper flightwingbox --- ---- DV 
473 473 - --- - MPFWLE N --------------- --- -- ------- MH per flight wing LE ----- h ------ - - DV 
-- 474 ------- MPFWTEF - Nsa -------------- ------------- MH per flight wing TE flap - -- h - DV 
-- 475 ------- MPFWTER - ------------- ------ - --- - MH per flight wing TE rest --- h -- - 

- D DV 
476 MPH - Total MH per 1000 FH _ _ hr __ - DV 
477 ------- MPHAIR 

----- 
----- - ----- 

-------------------------- - MH per 1000 FH for airconditioning system 
--------------------------- 

-- hr 
--- 

---- - --- 
DV 

478 
-- 

MPHAIR b MH per 1000 FH, airconditioning system 
----- ---------------------- 

hrs 
--- 

- 
- 

DV 
479 MPHAPI MH per 1000 FH for airconditioning, hr --- 

- DV 

-- ------- ----- 
pressurisation, ice protection system 
--------------------------- --- - - 480 MPHAV - MH per 1000 FH for avionics hr - - 

= DV 
-- 481 ------- MPHAV ----- --------------------------- MH per 1000 FH, avionics system --- hrs -- - 

_ DV 
-- 482 MPHELS --------- ------------------ MH per 1000 FH for electrical system hr -- - 

- DV 
483 ------- MPHELS ----- Mme --------------------------- MH per 1000 FH, electrical system --- hrs ---- 

_ DV 
484 - MPHFC - 

- -------- ------------------- MH per 1000 FH for flight control system hr -- - 
- DV 

-- 485 ------- NTBFC ----- Mvhc --------------------------- MH per 1000 FH, flight control system --- hrs ---- 
- DV 

-- 486 MPHFIR - ------ --------------------- MH per 1000 FH for fire system --- hr -- - 
- DV 

-- 487 ------- MPHFIR ---- lvý --------------------------- MH per 1000 FH, fire system --- hrs ---- 
_ DV 

-- 488 
-- 

MPHFS 
------- - ----------- ---------------- MH per 1000 FH for fuel system --- hr -- - 

- DV 
489 MPHFS ----- Mph --------------------------- MH per 1000 FH, fuel system --- hrs ---- DV 
490_ 
-- 

MPHFUR 
------- - 

---- 
----------- MH per 1000 FH for furnishing 

------ - 
_ hr - DV 

491 MPHFUR M - ------------------- MH per 1000 FH, Furnishing 
------ ---------------- 

--- hrs ---- 
_ DV 

492 MPHHYD - ----- MH per 1000 FH for hydraulic system hr -- - 
- DV 

-- 493 ------- MPHICE ----- --------------------------- MH per 1000 FH for ice protection system --- hr --- 
- DV 

494 
- 

- MPHICE 
------- 

Mp _____ MH per 1000 FH, ice protection system hrs - DV 
495 MPHLI -- -------- -- -- ------ MHper 1000 FH for light system 
496 

_ 
M_P_H_LI_ 

-Mý 
__ MHper 1000 FH, light system hrs DV 

497 MPHOX - __ MH per 1000 FHfor oxygen system DV 
n ys DV 

MH per 1000 FH, pneumatic system 

501 MPHSTR - -- MH per 1000 FH for structure system 

- 

hr ---- 
- DV 

502 MPHSTR Mme MH per 1000 FH, structure hrs - DV 
503 MPHUC MH per 1000 FH for undercrriage system hr - DV 
504 MPHUC Mp MH per 1000 FHndercarriage system hrs - DV 

05 HW W- 
-- 

- MH per 1000 FH for water waste system hr - DV 
506 
-- 

M, MH per 1000 FH, water waste systm 
- 

hrs - 
- DV 

507 MPT Mý ------------------------ Mass of the a/c external paint kg _ __ - DV 
508 MRATl 23 __ "_ 

- Mass ratio over equivalent design cruise segmentl, - DV 

- 
4_5 

-- 

- 

- --- 
2,3 ,4,5, no contigency allowance--------- 
----------------- ---- 5_09 MRENG Ma Massof all engines kg - DV 

510 MRTDIV MRT&V ------------------ Fuel fraction for diversion ------ --7-7- DV 
5_11 

_M_S_S_B_ 
MsS Mass of aircraft at start ofcr ise climb k - D V 

512 MSSB 1,2,3, - 
- _------ Mass of the aircraft at the start of every cruise- ruise __ kg - 

_ _ DV 
4,5 sector 

513 MSSBB - ----- 
- --------------- Mass of aircraft at the start of cruse for MTO kg 

- DV 
initialisation 

514 MSSCR Mss Mass of aircraft at the end of cruise climb k DV 
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515 MSSEC - Mass of aircraft at the end of descent no kg - DV 

-- ----- -- 
contigency fuel allowance 

------------ --- ---- 516 -- MSSY -- - MSSY -------------- Mass of aircraft at start of approach after diversion kg - DV 
& hold 

-- 517 ------- MSTR ----- --------------------------- Mass of structure --- kg ---- 
- 

-- DV 
-- 518 
-- 

------- MSYS 
------- 

----- MsYS 
----- 

--------------------------- Mass of aircraft total system 
--------------------------- 

--- kg 
--- 

---- 
---- 

DV 
519 MTBF MTBF Meantime between failure - - - 
-- 520 ------- MTBMF ----- 

- 
--------------------e ra----- Mean time between maintenance failurte --- 

- 
---- 

- - 
-- 521 ------- MTBUR ----- 

- 
--------------------------- Meantime between unscheduled removal --- 

- 
---- 

- - 
-- 522 ------- MTFO ----- Mtfo --------------------------- ? --- kg ---- 

- DV 
-- 523 ------- WO ----- K. -------------------------- Take-off Mass --- kg --- - 

- DV 
-- 524 
-- 

------- MTP 
------- 

----- Mý 
----- 

--------------------------- Mass of tail plane 
-------------------------- 

--- kg 
-- 

---- 
- DV 

525 MU MU - Aircraft mass ratio for critical gust case - 
- ---- 

- DV 
-- 526 ------- MUAV ----- M"', --------------------------- Mass of un-installed avionics system --- kg ---- 

- DV 
-- 527 ------- MUC ----- MUC --------------------------- Mass of undercarriage --- kg ---- DV 
-- 528 ------- MVO ----- 

- 
--------------------------- Multi-Variate Optimisation in Conceptual Design --- 

- ---- 
- - 

of Aircraft 
-- 529 ------- MWBCOV1 ----- Mom� ------------------------ Mass of wing box cover, Collingboum's relation --- kg ---- 

= 
- -V D- 

-- 5_3_0 ------- MWBCOV2 ----- MWý� --------------------------- Mass of wing box cover, Howe's relation --- -- - DV 
531 MWBJNT Mass of wing box joint_________ kg _ DV 
532 MWBRB Mb ___ Mass of wing box ribs kg - DV 

MWBSP 
- WTIP kg 

535 - MWBUC M, --------------- - Mass of wing box undercarriage fittings 

- 

-- kg - DV 
536 MWBX Mass of wing box kg - DV 
537 MWINGC Mass of wing group kg - DV 
538 MWTE M Mass of wing trailing edge kg _ DV 
539 MWTEF M Mass of wing TE flap kg - DV 

- 540 MWTER 
------- 

MwTER Mass of wing TE rest 
------------- ------------ 

-- kg ---- 
- - 

DV 
541 N - -- Fleet size --- 

- 
--- 

- - 
542 
-- 

NBAR N- Effective design ultimate acceleration factor 
------- - - - 543 ND N - -- ------ -------- Number of aircraft produced for RDT&E ---- 2 

544 NE Ne Number of wing mounted engines 
545 ---NEI--W-- N0 ;_ - ------------------- Number of inboard wing mounted engines ------ ----- ------ - 
546 NEOW N Number of outboard wing mounted engines 
547 NF - Nf Number of functions performed by controls (4 to --- - ---- 7 

7) 
548 
-- 

NM 
------- 

Nm 
-- 

Number of mechnical functions (typically 0-2) 
549 NN - -- N --------------------------- Aircraft normal load factor 

- 
- ---- 

- DV 
Effective design ultimate acceleration factor DV 

551 NP Ný 
- 

_ Number of people onboard, crew, deck, passenger - - DV 
552 
-- 

NT 
------- 

- NN Number of separate fuel tanks - DV 
553 
-- 

NUCR - µcr 
-- - --- 

------------------------- Kinematic viscosity of air for cruise conditions 
---- 

- s ---- DV 
554 

- 
NWAF 

- w 
----------------------- Net wing area factor - - DV 

- 555 PAB P,, B 
--------------------------- Number of seats abreast the cabin --- _ --- * 

556 PAC PAC ------ Price of aircraft --- E- ---- -- ---- DV 
-- 557 ------- PAF ----- P, 1 

--------------------------- Price of airframe £ _ --- 
- DV 

558 PAPI - price of pressurisation, airconditioning, and ice 

- 
protection 

559 
-- 

PAPU- Price auxiliary power unit 
560 - PAV PeY -Typical --------------------------- price of avionics system --- 

- 
-- - 

561 PAX FA; Number of passengers, design mission - -- 562 ------- PAX pax --------------------------- number of passengers --- ---- -- 
-- 563 ------- PAX1 --- P, X,,,, x 

--------------------------- Maximum number of passenger for a fuselage --- 
- 

--- 
- ** 

length 
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564 PAXCBR PAXCBR Ratio of passenegrs to number of cabin crew - 50 
-- 565 ------- PCH ---- Paj --------------------------- Seat pitch --- m ---- 0.815 
-- 566 ------- PCL ----- PC, ----------ri-sed---cabi-n ----------- Length of the pressu -- m- ---- - 

-DV- 
- 567 ------- PEL --F. 

1- 
- --------------------------- Price of electronics (avionics) ---- £ - --77-- -- DV 

-- 568 ------- PELS ----- 
- 

--------------------------- Price of electrical system -- ---- - 
-- 5 6 9 ------- PENG ----- Pýýý --------------------------- Price of engine --- £ ---- 

_ DV 
_ _ 570 
- 

- PFC 
------- 

- - 
- ----- 

------------------- Price of flight control system 
--------------------------- 

- - 
--- 

-- - 
---- 5771 PF1N - Price fm 

-- 572 
- 

------- PFS 
------- 

----- 
- ----- 

--------------------------- Price of fuel system 
------------------ - - --- - 

--- ---- -- 
573 PFUEL 

---- -- 
Pf,,., - - - Pric e of fuel per kg --- £/kg ---- 0.19 

-- 574 
- 

- PFUR 
------- 

- P 
----- 

--------------------------- Price of furnishing 
-------------------------- 

--- £ ---- 
- DV 

575 PFUS 
------- 

Pf, � 
- Price of fuselage --- £ ---- - DV 

576 PHYD ----- --------------------------- Price of hydraulic system --- ---- 
577 

- 
- - PIAS 

------ - -------------------------- Price of instrument, electronics, and- avionics --- £ ---- - Dv 
578 - PIREPS ----- PIREPS -------------------------- Pilot reports --- 

- 
---- 

- - -- 79 ------- PMM -------' -Price ---- of --- miscel-----laneous it-ems ------------- ----- ------ ---- 
- 8 960- ------- POFT ----- P,, 0 

------------------------ Power consumption of ACAU equivalent of off -- Watt ---- 
- DV 

take 
-- 581 
-- 

------- PPEN Price of emp emp------------------- ennage 
--------- - 

--- ---- 
582 PPEN Pý_ ---------- - Price of emmpennage ------ -- - --- - - DV- 
583 PRSDIF__ - - P�dif Cabi_n_differentialpressure- - - - - - - - -- kPa - - 5-7- 57.0 
584 
-- 

PSYS 
-- 

_____ - - -- - - -- Price of system £- --- - DV 
585 ---- PTP - 

------------------- ---- - Price tail plane - -- ---- 
586 
-- 

PTR 
----- 

Pj Number of passengers per toilet - 50 
587 PUC - P0 --------------------------- Price of undercarriage --- DV 
588 PWBX P,, b,, Price of wing box £ DV 
5_8_9 

- 
PWLE 

- 
PW1_ ----------------- Price of wing LE _ - _ DV 

590 PWTE - P�,, ------------------ Price of wing TE £ - DV 
-- 591 --- - Q 

--_-- 
- -- - -------------------- Spares inventory, as fraction of item price --- 

- 
---- 

- _- 
5_9_2 QCR Dynamic pressure, designcruise Pa DV 
593 

- 
QEFH _------- Dynamic pressure single engine failure height _ Pa ---- 

- DV 
5C4 R r Wing relief effect due to inertia - DV 
-- 595 ------- R ----- --------------------------- see RESVAL --- ---- 
--96 5 ----R&M-- ----- --------------------------- Reliability and Maintainability -- --_- - 
597 R&ME R&ME Reliability and maintainability enhancement - - 

measure 
598 RI Nr Rate of production of prototype aircraft per month 0.33 
599 RAE - Royal Aeronautical Establishment - - 
600 
-- 

------- RATING ----- 
-RetmL- 

--------------------------- Factor on datum static thrust and cruise thrust 
-------- 

--- 
- ---- - DV 

601 
-- 

RDCR 
------- 

Rd, 
----- 

------------------- Relative density of air at cruise 
----- 

--- 
- 

_ --- 
- DV 

602 
-- 

RDDIV 
------- -Rdý; _ - 

---------------------- Relative density at diversion 
------- 

--- 
- 

__ - - DV 
603 
-- 

RDIV 
------- 

Rd, 
---= 

-------- Equivalent range, diversion ------------- 
----- 

- -- km- ---- - DV- 
604 
-- - 

RDT&E 
- --_-- 

---------------------- Rsearch, Developemnt, Testing, and Evaluation 
------------ 

--- 
- 

---- 
- - 

605 
-- 

RE 
------- - 

RE 
- 

--------------- Reliability enhancement --- 
- 

---- 
- 

606 
- 

RE1 91. ----------- Design engineer salary rate ----- S/hr ------ 64 - 
607 REM - REM Reliability enhancement measure - - -- 608 

- 
------- RESVAL ----- --------------------------- Residual value factor --- ---- 0.1 

6F9- ---- 
--RGE -- 

----- Range ------------------------- Equivalent range for design missio -- --- km ---- DV 
610 RHS - Right hand side 
611 611 
-- 

RL1 
------- -- 

RL 
- 

---rate ----------------- Laboure rate 
---- 

----- ý ------ 27.3 -- - 
612 RL2 

-- 
9tm_ ------- Labour salary rated ---------------- --- $/hr - 35 35 

613 RMCS - - RoyalMihthiyColle, ShUK - 614 - - RN 
- 

Cruise Raynold's nubr - 615 ROA Value of air density at approach m3/kg DV 
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616 ROBOX pbox Mass density of the wing skin kg/m3 2550 
617 
-- 

ROCK 
------- 

pcr Value of air density at cruise altitude 
- -------- 

m3/kg 
- 

DV 
618 
-- 

RODIV 
------- 

pdiv 
----- 

----- - ------------ of air density at diversion altitude 
-Value -------------- -- -------- 

m3/kg 
--- 

- 
---- 

DV 
- 619 

-- 
ROEFH 

------- 
pefh 

----- 
- - Density at single engine failure height 

--------------------------- 
kg/m3 
--- ---- 

DV 
620 
-- 

ROTO 
------- 

pto 
----- 

Value of air density at take-off altitude 
--------- - ---- ---- 

m3/kg 
-- 

- 
---- 

DV 
621 RR - - ----- --- Removal rate - - - - -- 622 ------- RTE ----- 9th. -------------------------- Tooling engineer salary rate --- $/hr ---- 45 
-- 623 ------- S/L ----- s/1 --------------------------- Sea level --- 

- 
---- 

- - -- 624 ------- SB1,2,3 ----- Sbj. z3 
----------------------- Coefficients in expression of sweep effect in Cam, --- 

- 
---- < 

-- ------- ----- 
1.023, -0.00254, -0.000187 ---------------------- 625 SC1,2,2 Sc12 3 

----- Coefficient in standing charge --- ---- DV 
-- 

626 
---- -- 

SCPAF 
- 

Scp, F 
-- 

of 
---------- -- - -- -- - 17. lue spares holding for airframe as fraction of - 

-- -- 

0.06 
-- 

-- ------- ----- 
airframe price 
-------------------- 627 SCPAV SýAý ------- Value of spares holding for avionics as function of 

- 

--- - DV 
airframe spares holding 

628 SCPENG Sp a 
___ Value of spares holding for engine as fraction of - 

_ 0.3 

-- ------- ----- 
engine price 
---- 629 SCPFC ScpFC ----------------------- Value of spares holding for flight control system as --- 

- 
---- DV 

-- ------- ----- 
function of airframe spares holding 
------- 630 SCPM ScpM -------------------- Value of spares holding for miscellaneous sections - DV 

--- 
as function of airframe spares holding 

631 SCPPAS Scpý Value of spares holding for passenger section as DV 

----- 
function of airframe spares holding 

632 SCPPOW SCPpoW Value of spares holding for power section as DV 

-- ------ ----- 
function of airframe spares holding 
------------- 633 SCPSTR Sim ----------on---- Value of spares holding for structure secti as --- 

- 
---- - D-V 

-- ------- ----- 
function of airframe spares holding 
-------- 634 SCPUC STuc ------------------- Value of spares holding for undercarriage as --- 

- 
---- -- DV 

-- ------- - 
function of airframe spares holding 
----- 635 

-- 
SCS 

- 
Sc ---------------------- Total area of control surfaces --- m 2 ---- 

- DV 
636 ------ SDC ----- S, --------------------------- Spillage drag constant _ _7 ---- 1.0E- 

0 
637 SEM_P Sm Surface area of empennage m2 

6 
DV 

638 SF1_2_3 fl 2` __ __________ 1.0175, -0.00436, -0.000224 _ _ _ < * 
639 sfc;,, i - CFC Engine specific fuel consumption for cruise (this 1/h _ 

- DV 
value is fed into CACAD from an existing engine 
near to aircraft's requirement) 

640 SfCdi, CFDIV Engine specific fuel consumption for diversion 1/h _ ** 
-- 641 
-- 

------- sfc,, o, d ------- 
----- CFH 
- 

--------------------------- Engine specific fuel consumption for hold --- 1/h ---- 
642 SFNJT ---- Sf,; t ---- ----------------------- Specific mass of engines for critical engine failure --- - DV 

condition 
-- 643 ------- SFNKWM ----- Sffik, �� 

--------------------------- Value of KWM for engine-failed take-off - - DV 
644 
-- 

SFTE 
------- 

S- 
-- 

Surface area of flap system 
- m2 DV 

645 SFUSW Sfinw -------------------------- External fuselage surface --- m2 --- - DV 
646 

---S --- 
X(4) Wing gross area m2 IV 

647 
- - 

SIGMAEF 
------- - ----- 

Density ratio at single engine failure height 
- - Dv 

648 
-- 

SLE 
------ 

S -------------------------- Surface area of wing LE --- m2 ---- - DV 
649 SME - -------------------------- School of Mechanical Engine-ering --- ---- 
-- 650 ------- SNAC ---- SN,, c 

--------------------------- Surface area of nacelles - -m2- ---- 
- 

- D-V 
651 SOFA, T Rearward translation of flap TE at AP and _ DV 

TO/ETEF 
----- Fraction of unextended flap shieldedby shroud 0: 4 

653 SPAN Span Aircraft span _( AR x 5g in DV 
654 SPIENG Sp, p, g 

------------ Distance of inboard wing mounted engines from - 0 
a/c centre-linel(span/2) 
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655 SPOENG Spoeng Distance of outboard wing mounted engines from - 0.3 
a/c centre4ine/(span/2) 

656 SRATTA SratT A Area ratio parameter for flaps, at TO and - 
Approach 
-- --- - - --- ---- 657 SRTE SRT - ----------------- -- Surface area of aileron system m2_ DV 

658 __ SS1,2,3 _ S, 1 
____________ ", 1.015,0.0_0.000238 -_ < 

_*_ 5 9 6 _ _ SSDEFH _ S, det 
__ Speed of sound at single engine failure height_ 

- 
m 
_/s_ 

DV 
_ _ 660 __ SSPDC SV, o,,,, d 

_- Speed of sound m/s 
- 

- 
-- 

DV 
-- 661 ------- SSPDVM ----- ------------------------- Speed of sound at critical altitude HCR -- m/s 

- 
- - 

- -- 
DV 

-- 662 ------- ST ----- - 
--------------------------- Total aircraft surface area -- m - - - DV 

-- 663 ------- STODWT ----- SSD ------------------------- Static thrust to weight ratio diversion --- 
- - 

---- 
- DV 

-- 664 ------- STAGE ----- Stage --------------------------- Stage length for design mission 
- - 

-- km ---- 
- 

-- 665 ------- SWBX ----- - --------------------- ---- Surface area of wing box --- m2 ---- - DV 
-- 666 ------- SWPF ----- Af --------------------------- Average sweep back of flap structure --- deg ---- - DV 

- 667 ------- SWPH ----- A1n --------------------------- Sweep of wing at half chord --- deg ---- 
- DV 

-- 668 ------- tr ----- 
- 

--------------------------- Thickness ratio of wing root 
-- - - ----------- -- - -- 

--- 
- 

--- 
---- - ---- 

IV- 
- 669 TOl Tot - - -- - - -- Cabin total temperature entering ACAU degK 308 

670 ------- TA ----- - --------------------------- Thrust requirement at approach --- N ---- 
= 

DV 
1- 67- ------- TBLOC ----- TBLOC --------------------------- Block time for mission --- hr -- - - DV 

- -- 672 ------- TBO ----- - --------------------------- Time between overhaul --- - ---- - - - - -- 673 ------- TC ----- t/c --------------------------- Wing Thickness to Chord Ratio --- 
- 

---- 
- 

- IV 
-- 674 ------- TCl ----- 

- 
--------------------------- Ambient temperature at critical height --- deg K ---- 

- DV 
-- 675 ------- TCLMD ----- 

- 
--------------------------- Maximum CL of basic wing and LE devices at TO --- 

- 
---- 

- DV 
- 676 ------- TCMNC ----- 

- 
--------------------------- Constraint on thichness and sweep angle --- 0.1 ---- 

- 
-- 677 ------- TCR ----- T,, --------------------------- Ambient temperature at cruise altitude --- deg K ---- - DV 
-- 678 ------- TCS ----- --------------------------- Critical take-off speed --- m/s ---- 

- DV 
-- 679 ------- TDCLMSO ----- TDso --------------------------- Additional lift due to LE devices during TO --- 

- 
---- 

- DV 
-- 680 ------- TDIV__ ----- 

--__- 
--------------------------- Ambient temperature at diversion altitude 
----------------------- 

IF deg K 
--- 

---- - 
---- 

DV 
681 TE - Trailing Edge - - - 
682 ----- TEFH ----- 

- 
--------------------------- Thrust required at single engine failure height - N -- 

- 
- DV 

-- 683 ------- TELEC ----- Teiw --------------------------- Parameter defining LE chord extension at TO --- 
. 

--- 0.8 
- 684 

-- 
------- TELESE 
------- 

----- TeiO0 
----- 

____ --ext-------------------- Chordension of the wing LE at TO 
---------- ------------ -- 

__ __ - 
- 

---- 
- 

---- 
- DV 

685 
- 

TET 
--- ---- 

TET 
----- 

-- - Turbine entry temprature 
--------------------------- 

- - degK 
-- - ---- 

- 
686 TFLT Tnt Total flight duration - hr - DV 
-- 687 ------- THETADI ----- 

- 
--------------------------- Temperature ratio at diversion -- 

- 
---- - DV 

-- 688 ------- THETAEF ----- 
- 

------------------------- Temperature ratio at engine failure hieght --- 
- 

---- 
- DV 

-- 689 
-- 

------- 
_ 

TJAV_- ----- 
- 

--------------------------- Avionics average junction temperature 
-_ ------------- - ----- '- 

--- degC ---- 
690 TJMAX Týmý - - Avionics maximum junction temperature emperature --- deg C - DV 
691 TO - Take-off 

- 

- - - -- 692 ------- TPAC ----- T 80 
--------------------------- Distance of ac of tail plane from nose of fuselage/ --- - ---- DV 
FUSL 

-- ------- TPR ----- 
- Turbine pre-ssure----ratio--of --ACAU------------ --- - -- 1. -5-- - 

@C4 ------- TR ----- TR --------------------------- Taper ratio --- - 
---- - IV 

-- 695 ------- TREQ ----- 
- 

----------------------- Thrust required at the start of cruise --- N ---- - DV 
696 ------- TSRATD ----- --------------------------- Area ratio parameter of datum wing and L E --- - 

---- - 
- D V 

devices at TO 
697 

- 
------- TST 
-- --- - --------------------------- Thrust produced by each engine at standard s/1 

- 
--- lbf ---- IV 

- 698 - - TSTAT ----- TSTAT -------- ----------------- Static thrust of installed engines --- N ---- - DV 
-- 699 ------- Ti' ---- TT -------------------------- Number of toilets --- 

- 
---- 

- 
-- DV 

-- 700 ------- TTEFH ----- --------------------------- see TPEFH --- 
- 

---- - 
-- 
- 

701 ------- U - --------------------------- Aircraft utilisation per year --- hr ---- -- D V 
702 UCLMA, TO Untrimmed maximum lift coefficient at AP TO _ _ _ DV 

- 703 ----- UHCA- ----- --------------------------- Ultra High Capacity Aircraft --- ---- 
704 _ VA 

_ 
VA__ _________ A ppr oac h speed m/s 

705 VC - _ _ _ ------------------- Variable Camber - - - 
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706 
-- 

VCD - Variable Camber Device - - - 
707 
-- 

------- VCR --- V,,,,;,, --------------------------- Aircraft forward speed, cruise --- km/h ---- 
- DV 

708 
- 

------- VCREAS ----- 
_ 

--------------------------- Equivalent airspeed at cruise codition --- km/h ---- 
- DV 

- 709 ------- 
- 

VCW 
- ----- 

-- -- 
--_- - 

--------------------------- Variable Camber Wing 
------ ----------- 

--- 
- 

---- -- 
710 
-- 

VCW 
------- - ---- 

-------- - Variable Camber Wings 
------ -- 

- -- - - - 
711 
-- 

VDIV 
-- 

Vd;,, -- ----------------- Aircraft forward speed, diversion - k-- m ---- 
- DV 

712 
- 

----- 
-VDIVES _ --------------------------- Equivalent forward speed at diversion --- - ---- 

- DV 
713 - VEFH 

_ 
-- -- --------------------------- Aircraft forward speed single engine failure height --- m/s ---- DV 

714 VFIN 1 -- --- V fm, Fin volume in definition of SFIN - 0.05 * 
715 VFUEL - Total fuel volume permissible m3 - DV 
716 VG _ V Aircraft forward speed (EAS) for critical gust m/s DV 

condition 
-- 717 ------- VMC ----- --------------------------- Either of VA, orTCS whichever isthebigger --- m/s ---- 

- D-- V 
718 
-- 

VPAX 
------- 

VýIX 
-- 

Volume of passenger cabin m3 --- - DV 
719 

- 
VRD 

------- 
- 

- 
Vý ----- --- -- -- --------- Vertical rate of descent approach 

-- 
m/s ---- 

- DV 
720 VSA 

------- 
V� 

---- 
------------------------- Stall speed at approach 

-- 
--- m/s ---- 

- DV 
721 

- 
VTA 

------- -_ -- 
------------------------- Total fuel tank volume --- m3 ---- DV 

722 VTL1,2 Vý1,2 ------------------------ Inboard and outboard limits on fuel tank, 0 to +1, --- --- 
- ** 

-- ------- ----- 
and 0 to -1 respectively 
------- 723 

-- 
VTO 

------- 
Vro 

-- -- 
-------------------- Take-off speed --- m/s ----- 

- DV 
7_2_4 VTP___ - V_ --------------------------- Tail plane Volume --- ---- DV 
725 
-- 

WAMPR 
------- -- 

Aeronautical manufacturer's planning report lb DV 
726 
-- 

WB 
------- 

- WB 
--- 

---- - --- ----- Wheelbase in --- ---- 
- DV 

727 
-- 

WBANGL 
------- 

-- -------------------------- Wing setting relative to fuselage 
------- 

--- ---- -- 
728 WDC Wd, -------------------- Wnd milling drag constant --- - -- 2.6E- 

06 
729 
- - 

WMF 
------- -W- 

Empirical factor on effective loading on wing 
------------ - DV 

7_3_0 WT WT --------------- ' Wheel track --- ---- DV 
731 W_UN_EN_G -------------------- Mass of one installed engine ----- kg ------ DV 
732 
- - 

X(1) 
--- 

AR 
-- 

_ Aspect Ratio - ----------- -- --- - IV 
7 3 3 
__ 

X(3) 
-- -- 

-- 
- 

TR 
- 

Taper ---- Ratio --------------------- ------ ------- - - I-V 
734 
-- 

X4 
--- -- --8-- 

Wing gross ar-ea -------------------- --- ---- 
- IV 

735 
-- 

X(5) 
-- - 

A, /4 
--------------------------- Sweep Angle at Quarter Chord deg -- - 

- IV 
736 YR Y, The difference of year between 1959, and first ear y 

flight 
-- 737 ------- Z __ Z ------------------------ Factor allowing for wing taper, and location of --- 

- 
--- 

- DV 

-- 
root attachment 

738 ------- ZAPX ----- 
- ------------- It is an approximate term in Howe's MWBCOV - DV 

expression for wing taper, and wing fuselage 
attachment 

739 ZFM ----- Z Zero fuel mass DV 
7 ZFMMAX 

-- 
Z 

- - 
Maximum zero fuel mass _ 1 7 Ti ZM ý_ ------------------------ 11 -- - DV 

742 ZMl Zml "for aircraft with aft fusela e mounted engines DV 



Appendix B 

CACAD Formulation 

And Results 

B1. Introduction 

In this Appendix the ddtailed formulation of CACAD with a brief description for each 

formula is presented. The DOC, and its maintenance cost breakdown is dealt with in 

detail. The results of CACAD designing 9 types of passenger aircraft are also 

included. 

B2. Aircraft Design Relations in CACAD 

The following relations are presented in the same sequence as is presented in the 

CACAD flow diagram of Figure 2-3. This makes the tracking of the code more user 

friendly. All notations and abbreviations in the formulae were made to look most 

similar to what is in CACAD listing. They are defined and their values are included (if 

they are input data) in Appendix A. If the unit of an item is not mentioned, Appendix 

A gives all units. There are some constant values in the relations for converting units. 

These are 2.205 for lb. to kg, 3.281 for meter to foot, 10.765 for square meter to 

square foot, 1.852 for knot to kmph, 3.6 for kmph to m/s, 12.96 for square kmph to 

square m/s. Most of the references of the following equations are mentioned as they 

appear, but for obvious relations no reference in mentioned. 
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B2.1 Class 1 Take-off Mass Determination 
The following relations establish a module in CACAD, and are based on Volume 1 

[15]. Because a detailed take-off mass estimation will be presented later in the 

Appendix, some of the parameters in this module is treated with approximation. This 

module at the beginning of the program helps to initialise more accurate wing area and 

thrust values, so that the iteration in the downstream of the program convergequickly. 

The module itself operates through an iteration. 

Mto = Me+Mjro+Mcrew+Mpi+Mfudi B1 

10((1og10 Max2.2-0.0833)/1.0383) 

M` 
2.2 

B2 

Mcrew = 2.0X(175+30.0)/2.2 B3 

MM, = (175. +40. )xP, x/2.2+(175. +30. )x(P, /PAXCBR)12.2 B4 

Mfueli = Mfused+Mfres 

Mfused = (1-FJm)XMto 

Ffm = Ff xFnxFfpXFf4XPnxFf6xFj, xF18xFj9 

Ff 
9=( Dwxxsfcth ) 

e (UD)1,, xV 

Fj6 = 
1Holdxsfcbfl 

e (LID)&W 

1 
Ffs =( stageXsfc,. 

e 
(un)ýrxxV . 

ý. 

B5 

B6 

B7 

B8 

B9 

BIO 

Ff, , Fjp , Fp , F14, Fj7 , and Fi are assumed 0.99,0.99,0.995,0.98,0.99,0.992 

respectively. Vd;,, is assumed 250 knots, and (LID)di, 
, (LID)hold 

v (LID),, -,, j,, are 10, 

18,18 repectively. PAXCBR is an input data. Stage, Div, Hold, Vc'-, jse , sfcc, ujse, , sfcdiv , 
sfch0ld, P are special mission input data. 

B2.2 Initialisation of Independent Variables 
Using existing transport aircraft data [43,26], the following correlation equations were 
developed to give a reasonable value for the gross wing area, and the engine mass. 
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The engine mass in CACAD is converted into engine thrust through known engine 

thrust mass ratio [26]. 

Sg = 10 "9 x (1.3893XMt02 + 0.0011 xMt0 + 36.916) B11 

Meng = 55xP, x+0.0245x(P, x)Z B 12 

For other independent variables (IV), the following reasonable ranges are defined. The 

optimiser uses these ranges to search for optimum values of IV. 

Ete 0.2 to 0.3 
Eta 0.5 to 0.7 
(3«, 10 to 20 deg 
Rann 25 to 35 deg 
AR 7.5 to 10 
tt or TC 0.08 to 0.12 
Ele 0.15 to 0.20 

Sweep angle, and taper ratio are quasi-dependent variables. The cruise Mach number 

is an input value, from which CACAD determines Mach critical drag at zero lift 

(Mcr;, o). This shall be dealt with later. When optimiser chooses a value for TC, sweep 

angle at 1/4 chord is 4utomatically derived from the following equation developed 

from a three dimensional graph presented in Coming (Fig. D-7). 

A114 =- 180.345 + 211.415xMc,; to + 298.207xTC -149.599xTC2 B 13 

Mcr; t shall be derived in the later section. Taper ratio is also determined, once the 

value of sweep is derived from above relation. This is an equation fit to match the 

curve in Torenbeek for transport aircraft, see Fig. B-1. 

TR = 0.32278 + 0.004626xA114 + 0.000030357x(A114)2 B14 

B2.3- Mach Critical Drag Module 
In this module, effort is made to establish the relationships that produces Mach critical 

drag at zero lift from cruise Mach number. This then shall be used to predict wing 

sweep angle (B 13) suitable to the selected thickness to chord ratio of the supercritical 

modern wings of present transport aircraft. According to Corning, M"; ro is found from 

adding cruise Mach number to Mach number rise that causes compressibility drag, 

subtracting Mach number rise due to lift coefficient. 

Menlo = Mcr + dMcr - dMccL B15 
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For permissible compressibility drag of 0.002, dMc, is zero, see Fig. D-5 [25]. For 

dMcCL the following equation is a fit to the curve of Fig. D-6 [25]. 

dMccL =-0.005714 + 0.0321143XCfrr - 0.1 X(CL�)2 B 16 

CL, is the lift coefficient at the start of cruise. 

CLer = 12.96x Mssa xg/ (0.5 X Per SZ X (VCR)21 B 17 

Mssa = (1- Kfa1) x Mt,, B 18 

per & VcR is found from atmospheric module. Kfal is an input value, and relation B 18 

is from [14]. 

B2.4 Atmospheric Module 

Following relations establish ambient temperature and density at the required altitude 

from [16]. 

Tcruise 
or diersion or hold = Tsc (which is 288.2 deg K) - 0.0065 X Htmcr or diversion or hold 

degK B19 

Viound-a: 
-any-al: i: ude =YxRx T= 1.4 x 287 x Tý,,, 

ý_ý, r,; tu m/sec B20 

Vc, = MM, x (3.6 x Vsau�d) kmph B21 

0 
cruise or diversion or hold = Tcruise 

or diversion or hold 288.2 B22 

Rdcr 
=P cruise or diversion or hold /P 

sea level = (0 
cruise or diversion or hold 

4 . 256/ B23 

P cruise or diversion or hold = (P 
cruise or diversion or hold /P 

sea level X 1.225052 

kg/m3 B24 

Altitude for cruise and diversion is in meter. 

B2.5 Aircraft Parameters independent of IVs 
In this section the methods of determining aircraft parameters (geometry, or mass), 

which are independent of IVs are presented. They are fuselage pressurised length, 

fuselage diameters, fuselage length, outside surface area of fuselage, pay load, number 

of cabin attendant, number of crew, number of toilets, number of galleys, and mass of 

cabin furnishing. All units are in SI. 

PCL = (PCH + FL! ) X PAX /PAB +F B25 
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FUSD = FDO + FD, x ( PAB + AISLES) + FD2 B26 

Fusc = PcL + FL2 x FusD B26-1 

MPAX = JPAX X PAX B27 

MPAY = MPAX + MFRT B28 

CABIN = PAX / PAXCBR B29 

CREW = DECK + CABIN B30 

TT = PAXJ /PTR B31 

GAG = 0.5 x (PARI /PTR) B32 

MFUR = FUR! x (PcL - FL3) x FUSD + FURZ x PARI + FUR3 x DECK + FUR4 + FURS X TT 

B33 

The coefficients Fw , Fyj , FDO , Foy , FD2 , JPAX , PaxCBR , PTR , FUR] , FURZ , FUR3 , 
FUR4, FURS are general input values. PAß 

, 
AjsLEs, PAxl 

, 
MFRT, DECK 

, 
Pcy are mission 

input values. 

B2.6 Mass of Fuselage & Wing LE Devices 

From [14], empirical equation for the mass of fuselage is more detailed, and-takes into 

account the amount of cabin pressurisation, as well as allowances for material 

technology. It also accounts for the rear fuselage mounted engine extra mass if user 

chooses so. 

MFUS =Jus A20 4665 
f( bus + 0.01377((Fust x Zm ýýFusv ]'+ Kfusw X Mro 

+ 8.956M, 01'8 (Prsdij -13.789)Fuso X 10.10 1 

Amfus = 0.8287S. tusw (f Prsdi x FUSD)0.4995 + 4.8825 (S jusW -18.58) 

+ 0.64752Fusv (Prsdif - 13.789) + Fusc x PAB [2.6043 

+ 2.3924 (FusD / PAB) + 0.03738Fusö ) 

Sfusw =2 Fusn x Fuss 

Zm = 108.95(PAB [ FusL - 0.9144(5 + PAB)1 J 1.1675 

Z. =Z, +0.9Mto 

B34 

B35 

B36 

B37 

B38 
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Jfus is usually one, but can be reduced if lighter material than present state-of-the-art is 

used. Kr�, W is increased from 0.0125 to 0.015 if engines are mounted at the rear of 

fuselage. Prsdif and PAB are mission input data. 

For quicker result but rather heavier mass, an out of date, but simple relation from 

Pekham [13] is as follows : 

MFUS = Jfusl X (SFUS P Pekham [13] B39 

SFUS =nx FusD x Fusc - 4.71 Fusn2 

SFUS = 7t x FusD x Fuss. - 4.5Fusn2 

Jf�Si and ff are general input data. 

Howe [129] B40 

Collingbourn [14] B41 

Reference [14] gives the most reasonably detailed empirical equation for wing LE 

mass estimation as a function of the surface of the leading edge. The relation for LE 

surface is standard for swept tapered wings. 

MwLE = Jte x SiE + Jies x (Eles/Ele) x SIE B42 

Ele x Fusj) x GMC 
_F 

(1- TR) 
SLE = Ele x Sg -I+ TR 

[2 ýS 
Span 

B43 

Span = 4AR x Sg 

S B44 
GMC= 8 

AR 

Jae is the specific mass of LE devices, and Jies is additional specific mass if the leading 

edge devices are mounted in full span. Eles is LE device width chord ratio and is 

typically 5% less than LE spar fraction of the chord Ele. 

B2.7 CLMAX at Take-off, and Approach Module 

Collingbourne is the only source that proposes a set of empirical relations that are 

functions of wing aspect ratio, taper ratio, sweep angle, LE devices' geometry, TE 

flap's geometry, deflection angle of LE, and TE devices. Some modification to her 

module was necessary and shall be explained later in the section. The most important 

feature of this module is the influence of, the variations of each IV on C that 

influences the whole aircraft sizing, making optimisation quite an effective tool. 

According to [14] the trimmed maximum lift coefficient is given as below: 
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(CIMAX)trimmed = KaVX) 
untrimmed with flap - 

0.15 [2"(2+AR)11(C1) 
untrimmed with flap - 

(CLMAX) 
untrimmed without flap 

]-0.05 B45 

(CaVY) untrimmed wre lap = (Basic wing Clmax x effect of sweep + 

Additional lift due to LE devices x effect of sweep + 

Additional lift due to TE devices x effect of sweep x 

(geometry of flap)°'s) (effect of flap geometry & wing taper / 

Effect of wing taper) 

Note : wherever "or" appear in the relationships below, it distinguishes between the 

take-off, and the approach phase of the flight. - 
(C ) 

untrimmed with flap =t 01112 X Fawps + (TDcLkso or ADO, &so)F ps 

+ (DclmfT or DclmpL) F 
pF 

4 F=A )[ (SratT or SratA)/G, 
cfom 

I B46 

(CI 
4X) untrimmed withoutJtap =( CLMB XF,, B + (TDcucp or ADC 

O)F, w, S) X 

(Tsratd or Aaratd)/Gaclom J B47 

F, 
PB = Sb1 + Sb2 x A1,4 + Sb3 x (AI, 4)2 B48 

FF,,, 
ps = Ss1 + Ss2 x Ai14 + Ss3 x (A11)2 B49 

F,.,,, pr = Stl + St2 X A114 + St3 X (A1,4)2 B50 

GBciom = Cia1 + Cl 
a2 x TR + C« X TR2 - AR(C, bl + C1b2 X TR) B51 

SraiA or SratT =1+ (Telese or Ele5) X (EtejeT or E1elj) XF AA B52 

(2-(1-TR)Eta)Eta-(2-(1-TR)E, fS)E,, f, FTRET,, = B53 
(I+TR)-(2-(1-TR)Etaf)Et 

, 

Telexe = Eelec ( Telec x Eles) B54 

Note : Telex = Telec X Eles 

Elese = Eelec X Eles B55 

E, 
efeT or EtefeA =( Sow or SofA) x (Etejr or EtfA) B56 

Rear spar location fraction of the chord Etc B57 
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Flap chord fraction Etefb = Etc - Dfp ' B58 

DflP is usually 5%, and is an input data. 

Flap chord un-extended & unshielded Etef = Etefb(1- Soft) B59 

Soft is the shielded percentage of the flap, and is an item of the input data. 

Flap chord fully extended but not deflected Etef = Etefb x Fcer B60 

Fcer is an input data. 

Flap chord partly extended, and partly deflected ((3T for take-off, ßA for approach) , 

with maximum deflection at take-off and approach being, 3Tmax , ßa�.. respectively : 

OT iºorº'13 . Elen. "or"EtefA = Etefb{I -Say + (Fcer -1 +Sa)(Rrm. 
�or� 

A ýfdm} B61 
RAmaz 

The rearward translation of the flap at TE as fraction of the chord 

EýflT"or"E,, fa =(Fcer-1+Soj)( 
RT if 

� 
or"PA 

�A 
)fdin B62 

RT 
mar or R, lmaz 

The rise of CLuff due to LE extension TDC ro or AncLMso at take-off and approach 

respectively : 

TDCIo or ADco = C1s1 x (Vied or Eles)+ C1s2 X (Tales or Eles) 2 B63 

The rise of CLvux due to TE extension Det, �fi or DcimfA at take-off and approach : 

Dcr, 
�, fr or Dcl, �fA = Cn x (Fpro or Fpa) x (Fe frT or Fett(rA) + 

Cn [l +Cßx((3T or RA)][] +C14 (Erefr or Erefra )I B64 

The following relationships describe the terms used in above equations : 

Fß, or Fpa=Ri+02X(PT Or 1A)+133X(PT or 1A)2 B65 

Felrr or FetjrA = Fri + Fr2 x (ElefrT 
or EICJrA) + Fra x( E1efrT or EtefrA)2 B66 

Efe f, T or EtefrA =( Etejr or EtejA )I(CrT or CerA) B67 

CerT or CerA =1+lT elese or Elesd x (EtejeT or EtejeA) B68 

Tratd Or Asratd = 1+ Teºese OrElese B69 
3 

Etaf, = FusD /Span B70 
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The coefficients Sbl, Sb2, Sb3, Ssl, Ss2, Ss3, Stl, St2, St3, Cl,,,, CI22, Cla3, Cibi, Crb2" 

Teiec ,E exec , Cn, Cyz, co , Cl4 , ß1,02, ß3 , F,,, , Fr2 , and Fra are general input data. 

C1 is maximum wing lift coefficient (without high lift devices), and according to 

[14] it can be assumes as 1.61. This has caused certain problem in CACAD optimiser. 

The variation of thickness to chord ratio from 0.07 to 0.12 must have some impact on 

CLvm . Corning [25] has shown the variation of CL with thickness to chord ratio, 

and sweep angle for supercritical wing in the form of curves. These curves have been 

converted into a three dimensional equation as below: 

CLtm =[5. xTCx(0.008xA114+0.875)+0.651+0.53 B71 

B2.8 Wing TE Mass Estimate 

The coefficient of lift at take-off (CLW) is taken as 0.694 fraction of CLuff and shall 
be used in this module to estimate take-off speed of the aircraft. Flap mass density is 

function of approach speed, and its deflection at approach. It is also function of take- 

off speed and deflection at take-off. Which ever is bigger shall be selected by 

CACAD. Collingbourne offers the most IV dependent and detailed approach to mass 

estimation, although s equally applicable. Relations for surface areas of fla [; 29] iP, 

and ailerons of a tapered swept wing are standard. 

MW7E MWTEF +M B72 

MO = JF, XS B73 

MR _JRTE XSRTE B74 

S xEta xEte EtexF x GMC F (1-TR, 1 SFTS _91 
+TR 

[2-Eta(1-T1)] - I+TR 
[2- USSPan 1 

B75 

S Ete x S, []- Eta(2 - Eta(1- TR)) 
B76 RTE - 

1+TR 

JFZP =Jox Fop, (SFrE x E: 
af x Span )°'875 [ (VA or Vm) x 

sin(p,, or ßtd x cos(Af) / TC J° 75 B77 
. 

tan(Af)=1an(A,,, )-(1-TP)(3-4E,, jb) B78 
A(1+TR) 
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__ 
MioxS VTO 
xCxS 

B79 
Pý, tro g 

Etaf = Eta - FUSD / Span B80 

JFLFO is a coefficient to represent the type of flap and is 0.006 for current transport 

aircraft. Flp, is a complexity factor and is 1.2 for fowler flap. They are both general 

input data. 

B2.9 Zero Lift Drag Coefficient 

This is made of two part, zero lift drag coefficient due to wing and due to other than 

the wing (fuselage, and empennage). 

CDO = CDOW + CDOEW B81 " 

The following expression for zero lift coefficient of the wing though not unique is the 

work of Edwards in [31] : 

_ 
L15Nwaf[(1 + 3TC x cos' (A,, )] CDOW 

- aog10 )718 B82 

It is an impirical relation constructed upon a fundamental relation as below: 

CDOW =f ( skin friction effect, thickness ratio and shape factor effect, S. .t 1S 
.. j) 

Note : skin friction effect =f (some constant/Reynolds Number) 

Nwa is the ratio of net wing area to twice the gross wing area : 

N" ý =1-2FUSD 
xSpan-FU, D(1-TR) 
AxSg(1+TR) 

B83 

AA is an effective aerodynamic sweep of the wing, intermediate between 0.3 and 

chord-wise position where the roof top pressure (RTP) distribution ends. In the same 

reference a long procedure is proposed to find the above angle. The investigation 

shows that the approximate location of the RTP is 0.7 to 0.8 fraction of the chord 

This makes the intermediate location nearly at 0.5 chord. 

AA = A112 = tan l (tan (A,, 4)+ (4/AR)x[(1-TR)/(1+TR)J(1/4 -1/2) B84 

RN is the cruise Reynolds Number based on GMC 
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RN = VCR x GMC/(3.6 x µc, ) B85 

where µc, is the kinematics viscosity of air at cruise conditions, which is a mission 
input data. The following empirical expression for zero lift coefficient of the fuselage, 

the engine nacelle, and the empennage is from [14] : 

CDOEW=(Kffu: XSFus+Ksf-nacXSNAG+2Kf-, mpXSoap)/Sg 
B86 

SNAG is the wetted area of the engine nacelles and is related to engine thrust through 

the following empirical relation [14]: 

SNAC = K�oc x Meng /J : Qo B87 

Sap is the wetted area of the empennage ' and is derived by using the simple 

relationship from [ 13 ]: 

Sm, lp =V 
xGMCxSg 
K,, x Fu L 

B88 

where V is tail volume ratio and K, is tail arm as fraction of fuselage length and are 
input data. KSff,,, , Kaj-nac , and Ksjt1�p are zero lift drag coefficient factors based on 

wetted area for the fuselage, nacelle, and empennage respectively. They are specified 
in the input data. 

B2.10 Drag Coefficient at Cruise 

There are different approaches to determine CD, but [14] was chosen due to an 

empirical but very useful relation for induced drag factor. An initial value for Carr is 

assumed and through an iteration the final value is computed. 

CDcr = CDO + CDWDR + Kcr (Cicd 2 /7t AR B89 

Cicr=12.96xMsscRxg/(0.5xp, x Sgx(Vcp)2} B90 

Kir = Kcr1 + Kc,. 2 (FuSD / Span )2+ Kcr3 x AR x sec (Ali4) B91 

Msscx is found through an empirical relation that allowes fuel fraction for climb to 

cruise. 

MSSCR = M, o (1-fuel fraction for climb ) B92 

Dtite� x sfcý, 1.15 x TEAT + 6DCR 
) MSSCR = Mto(1- x B93 Vc* TSTAT 

- 
DCR 
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2 DcR= 0.5XPcrXCDcrX SgX(VA 

TSTAT = Raging x Meng / Jrstpo 

B94 

B95 

According to the same reference Dhu� is the energy height increase in climb and 
decrease in descent which are assumed to be the same. This is given by following 

standard relation. 

Dhl¢� _ (Potential energy & kinetic energy at cruise altitude - 

Potenyial energy & kinetic energy at sea level altitude) 

V2 1 

Dti<<�_{Hý, 
�ý-Himga+12.96x2g(1-Rd°))1000 

B96 

Raring and Jrsrao are both input data. 

B2.11 Cruise Fuel Mass Module 

In order to estimate the fuel used during climb, cruise, and descent, the lost range 

technique [14] is used. In this approach the range covered during climb and descent is 

found and is called lost rang Lrge, and is then added to the stage length Stage which 
is a mission input data' This is called equivalent cruise-range and is used to estimate 

the fuel consumption during cruise covering climb and descent too. A simple Breguet 

equation is used instead of a complicated relations in the same reference. 

1 Mier-w = Ms, Wx (1- Rang. xsfýA) 
B97 

e 
Vcjbx(LIn)o 

Range = Stage + Lrge B98 

CL 
Lrge = Date� T(1.15S, C , ý,, _ 0.8) B99 

Cnw S""O, - ý' 

S7HowT is the maximum static thrust of engines to aircraft take-off mass, and is given 

as below: 

STfrowT - TTTAT/ (Mio x 9) 

B2.12 Load Factor 

B 100 

The critical load factor is determined according to BCAR for a flight altitude of 
20000ft, a gust of 15.24 m/s ( Ums ), during the descent phase when cruise is already 
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covered, at the maximum operating speed of the aircraft. The relationship is standard 

and is the same in most references : 

N=1. S[I+poxG, xVaxU.,. x{d(CL)/d(a)}] g101 
2 

MLDG 
Sg 

d(CL) /d(a) = Dom,, = 
21r cos(A1�)(1+TC) B102 

2cos(A1,4)1AR+(1-Mä xcos'(A1l4)+[2cos(A1,4)/AR]3 
i111 

MWG = MSSB - Mfuel-cr (1 + Kjc1 

VG = (Mcr + dM) I vsound 
at 20000ft 

B 103 

B104 

Gam, is gust alleviation factor and MU is aircraft mass ratio. Both are given by the 

following expressions [14]. 

G _0.88xMu B105 AR 5.3+MU 

M_3.06MLDO B106 U Dc, D,, x S. x GMC 

Kfm is the coefficient for contingency fuel. 

B2.13 Diversion, Hold, Allowance, and Contingency Fuel Mass Module 

The lost range technique and the fuel fraction estimation method associated with this 

technique elaborated in [14] is used in CACAD for the fuel mass estimation in 

diversion, and hold phase of the flight. Although the fuel fraction formula might look 

quite different from famous Breguet range equation, but by some mathematical 

manipulation ( tangent and exponential series) they are exactly identical. 

During diversion some range is covered while climbing to diversion altitude, and 

some during descent. These ranges are assumed as lost ranges Ld;,, and shall be 

derived from following expressions to be added to the diversion length DI,, to produce 
total diversion length Rd;,,. This is used to compute the fuel fraction MRTdI, during 

diversion. 

MJuei-diversion 
- 

MLDG (I 
- 

MRTdiv) B 107 
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M= tan(tan (D )_ 
Rdiv x sfcd; v 

(Kc X CDO)ý, 1)/D B108 RTdiv rt-div VDIY x tlý 
nLý rt-div 

D,, 
-acv = Ctd�, [ Kcr / (7t AR x CDO) jhi2 B 109 

Rd;,, = Div + Ld;,, B 110 

LdN = Dhte, 
l-dN 

CL-a" 1.1 SS DDä -0.8) B111 
D-dfv S' 

C 

SfODWT CL-div 

SS? 
VD»'T - TSTAT / (MLDG X S) B112 

Dhren = {Htm-arv - HImto +V 
41V 

(1-Rd-did) 
1 

B113 
12.96 x 2g 1000 

MWG = MSSB - MlueZ-cruise (1 + K1, ) B114 

For the maximum diversion range, the diversion speed is equal to 3114x( minimum 
drag speed ) where the compressibility drag is ignored [14]. 

CD = CDO + Kcr x (CL)2/(ItAR) B115 

VDJV = 5.033[Mw x g. 
( 

K, 'n Jln B116 Ss X Pdfv AR X CDO 

CL-di, =12.96xMLDGxgl(0.5xpdi, x Sgx(VDN)2) B117 

CD-div = CDO + Kcr (CLdiv)2/ý1cxAR) B118 

For the hold phase it is assumed that hold speed is 1.15 times the minimum drag 

speed. [14] proposes a relation for the lift drag ratio for hold 
, this is used in Breguet 

equation. 

MfLe, 
-tim 

_ (MLDG 
- 

Mfuel-diversion (1 + K1, )) {I - exp(-L 173Hold x SfCh Kc, X CDO /AIZ 

B119 

(L/_ 
1(1.152 +1 2) =1.0393 B120 

(L I D)hold 1.15 

(D /L)hO =1.173 Kc, x CDO /AR B121 

Div, and Hold are both mission input data. 
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Some fuel shall be consumed for taxing, take-off, and initial climb. Some for landing, 

and contingency. These are computed using empirical constant. Sum of all above fuel 

consumed is Mfuel-loaded, and is found according to following relations. 

Mjuei = Mjuel-cruise + Mfuel-diversion + MJuel-hold + Mjuel-allowance + Mjuel-contingency B 122 

Mjuel-allowance = Kjao x M10 + Kjai x Mto + Kja2 x MSS. B 123 

MssY = Mssa (Mjuel-cruise + Mjuel-diversion + MJuel-hold (1 + Kjcl) B 124 

Mjue1-conringency = (Mjuel-cruise + Mjuel-diversion + Mjuel-hold) Kjcl B 125 

Kja0 , Kfa, , and Kfa2 , are empirical constant for taxi, take-off and initial climb, and 
landing respectively. 

B2.14 Wing Box Mass Module 

This section of the wing consists of wing box cover, ribs, spars, tips, joints, wing 

mounted engine support structure, undercarriage attachments. Reference [14] found to 

offer reasonably accurate empirical prediction equations for all sections of wing box. 

For wing box cover an alternative equation from Howe [129] is also included. This is 

used in Chapter 4 when VCW is integrated in CACAD. It requires an iteration i. e. an 
initial value for wing box mass must be assumed at the start of the module. 

MM = MWBup + Mwacov +M jt +M sp +M pp + Mwawe + MKT b 

- 
JWBcov xNxMme,, xgxW. xAR(1+1.44TR) M"B`°" 

TC x cos'(AI�) 

x{1+1.2(0.6-Ete)2} 1.075 

B126 

B 127 

_J,,, �txNxM xgxW�. xAR(1+L44TR) M"ýjnt 
TC X Goss (AI�) 

B 12g 

JP, xSgxGMCxTC'+JB,. p, xNxMýxgxW�q, xSpan 

M= +J p3xL�, jxM,,, xgx Span 
B129 "Sp cos(A1/4) 

MWBpp = JBXpp X Wun-eng (Neiw + Neow) B130 
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JBxbl xSg xGMCxTC(1-Ele+Ete)(1+TR+TR2) MW, %-b = 1+ TR2 

+JB»b2 
xSg xGMCxTC2(1-Ele+Ete) 

AR 
+JBXrb3 x Lmf x Mto xgx GMC(1- Ele + Ete) 

+JB b4 xNxM xgxW, 4 xGMC(1-Ele+Ete)Z 
TC x cos(A, /4) 

+JR bs xNxMxgx W�., x Span(1- Ele + Ete) tan(A�4) B131 

Mwau, = Jax,,, x Lmj x Mto xg B132 

The terms Nx Mme. xgx W�g is the effective load on the wing for the stressing case, 

after allowing for load relief from the wing mass, the fuel mass, and the weight of any 

wing mounted engines in Newton. WMF is introduced to reduce the alleviating effect 

of aerodynamic twist when sweep becomes small. 

W. = 1+0.3 x exp(- 0.006(A114 -2)I} B133 

MF F= MI, - Mjuel + MPAY (Hpayj-1) 
- 0.56 (My + MHIE + Mme) 

3.6 Wun-eng (Neow X Spoeng2 + Neiw X Spieng2) B134 

Wun-eng =Meng/Ne B135 

JBXcov 
, 

JBXjnt 
, 

JBYpp 
, 

JBXuc 
, 

JBXsp1 
, 

JBxsp2 
, 

JBXsp3 
º 

JiXrb1 
º 

JBXrb2 
º 

JRXrb3 
, 

JBXrb4 
, 

JBXrbS 
9 

and SpOe�g , Spieng , are general input data. Ne , N¢ow ,Ni,, are mission input data. 
Their value and definition are given in Appendix A. 

For the estimation of the mass of the wing box cover the following alternative 

procedure is presented from latest theoretically based work of Professor Howe [ 129] : 

MßxC = 6.4 Nx M�, xrx Span x sec Asx f`" (Z) B136 
A 

(Z) is the factor allowing for wing taper, and location of root attachment, and is given 
by the following relation: 

(Z) = 0.67+0.103(1+TR)` RxsecA14 
TC B137 
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r is the relief effect due to inertia. It is given by the following options : 

No engine under the wing : 

r=1-[0.12+(0.1+Rangex1Od)] B138 

Two engines on wing: 

r=1-[0.2+(0.1+Range x10's)] B139 

Four engines on wing: 

r=1-[0.22+(0.1+Rangexl0's)J B140 

Nis the effective design ultimate acceleration factor and is given by the either of the 

following relationships, whichever yield bigger: 

N=1.5(M1+0.1) B141 

N= L65+ 
6.45xL25x(V, /3.6) 

B142 
(Mu, /Sg)(2/AR+secA114) 

M, = 3.8 for M10<1882 kg 
41 

M, = 2.1+[10900/(4530+MM, J for 1882<M, 0<22720 kg 

Ml = 2.5 for Mta>22720 kg 

fa is the average allowable direct stress level, and Pbox is the average density of the 

structural box. They are both given in input data file (App. A). 

B2.15 CG Position Module 
Location of CG position is fairly a standard practice. CGpot� is the location of aircraft 
CG from the nose of fuselage as fraction of the fuselage length. This is the same for 

the non-dimensional distances used, in the following relations. The aerodynamic 

centre of the wing is assumed to be coincident with the aircraft CG, and the wing- 

group mass is taken as acting at a distance CWING xA,,,, aft of the wing aerodynamic 

centre and hence aircraft CG (see Fig. B-2). 

The wing aerodynamic centre is assumed to be located by the quarter chord point of 

the aerodynamic mean chord AMC. For a trapezoidal wing AMC is located at 
AMCegaxSpan/2 outboard of the centre line. 
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Note that the CG location is an iterative procedure in which mass of the tail plane and 

mass of the fin shall be assumed until CG is found. The program will then proceed 

into the next module in which the mass of these sections are accurately determined. 

They are then compared with the assumed value, until the iteration converges. 

Semnp=Vtp x GMC x Sg / (Kra x FusL ) 

E MFýyp =J mp 
X Sem/ 

B 143 

Following empirical equations were developed from real transport aircraft using [43] 

and Torenbeek. 

MTp = 0.64M , B144 

MFN = MDvp 

MF, sc xK1, s,, +M0 xKK�g+M, P xKp +MF, N xKf� CGp, 
n =M +M + MFUSC PWG FJN 

_ 
MI 

,, G x CG,,, +M0 x CGo0 +MnN x CG,,,, 
B145 

MF, SC + M0 +MFTN 
f 

MSC =Mss+MP, K+MFRT+Mcy+MPJR +M + 0.5MsYS B146 

Mwnvcc MWTE + O. 5M B147 

MG= Wun-e�g X Ner B 148 

MM VG = Wun-eng x Neiw B 149 

MOF JG = Wan-eng x Neow B ISO 

CGWJNG is the centre of gravity of the wing group and is taken to be positive if it is 

located ahead of the aircraft CG. 

CGwnvc =- Cwdvc x AMC /Fu B151 

AMC = 2S 
(1 + TR)Span 

(1- AMC.,. (1- TR)) B152 

Leta _ 
(I+TR)(3(1+TR)) B153 

CG1 01' or"CGor,, = 
AMC-2 -( e-9 

of ort to Sp. 
�g) 

x 
Span 

tan(A114) x 
ust 2 
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Sg 
x1 (1- (Spreng ºº or" Spýng) (1 + TR) + 

Eng' 
2Span x FusL 1+ TR Fusc 

En3o3 =v neng X rr 
T, ý/un-en Erygingd 

B154 

B155 

The values and definition of the empirical coefficients K,,,, E, KfuJ,, K�g, Kip, K ;�, 
CWA, G , Ge�g , and E�gind as general input data are found in Appendix A. 

B2.16 Tail Plane & Fin Mass Estimate Module 

Once CG is located in the last module, following relations which are standard in most 

references, are used to estimate the tail and fin mass. 

Ktpa = Tpac x Cgposn B156 

SW=VrpxGMCxSg/(KgpaxFuSL) B157 

M,. P=4xSp(0.5+270) B158 

Mmem = J., x SF,,,, (0.5 t 
27°�) 

B159 

For the estimation of the area of the fin Ste, two requirements for fin sizing must be 

fulfilled. Whichever requires the higher value, it will be selected. 

For fuselage stability: 

SFn, = Vf,,, x FusD x FusL /Kfr, 
ia B 160 

The fm must be also powerful enough to cope with a failed outboard wing mounted 

engine in critical condition. An outboard failed engine not only does not balance the 

moment due to the thrust of the other engine, but intensifies it with a spillage, and 

windmilling drag. 

S_ 
Vfn2 (0. SSpan xS �g)(O. 

SN, 
�,,, x W�ß. 

1)(1 + Sf 
B161 FrN- O. 5pox(V2,, r"VJ xS1 xFvsLxKf. 

Vco = K,, J x V0 / 1.1 B162 

_Pox 
(Vclro it or" Ve) x sjnie x (sac x Wae) 

B 163 sjnkwm - 2J,, wo 
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Sfn jt = Jtstat / [1-LRx (Vcwo or V1)I B 164 

The values and definition of the empirical constants Va, , Tpac , Jlp , Kfna , JU taO , Sd, , 
Wd,, and LR as general input data are found in Appendix A. 

B2.17 Undercarriage & System Mass Estimate Module 

1) Undercarriage mass is found to be influenced with the vertical rate of descent 

at approach. 

Muc = Juc x M10 B 165 

Jýý=0.03+0.0008(VJ2 B166 

j%Rp = VA X F'pngl,. B 167 

F,. & is the flight path angle in radians, which is an input data. 

System mass is presented according to each indivitual system. 

Msps= MME+M +MmD+MELS +M3+M 1+M0 +MBC+Mavx+MMPu 

B 168 

They are mainly from'Roskam [15] Raymer [1], Torenbeek [32]. Due to airframe 

mass being one of driving parameters, and shall be determined later, the whole 

process is iterative. 

Following empirical equations were developed from actual flying transport aircraft 

using references [15], [32]. 

2) Electronic, and instrument system from Roskam : 

0.5 75( 
ME 

ß0.556 x( 
Range 

M1,49 2.205 1.852 B 169 
2.205 

ME=MAF +Meng B170 

According to Collingbourn the electronic, navigation, and instrument together as 

avionics system can be taken as 1200 kg, which is a good approximation for transport 

aircraft from 150 Pax to 350 Pax. 

3) The empirical relation for the mass of flight control system from Raymor was 

checked against real values and found that with a small modification, it gives realistic 
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result. The benefits of Raymor relation is elaborated in Chapter 4 for VCW 

technology modelling. 

MM 
145.9N'-'-'4 x (Sc3 x 10.765) 0.2 x (Ip x 10'6)0.07 

B171 _2 
(I+N'")x 2.205 

t 

Scs is the sum of the area of the control surfaces. In CACAD there is no module to 

size these surfaces. This is due to the fact that R&M study did not require such 

modelling. Therefore simple but reasonably accurate relations were developed based 

on data from [43], and [32] to predict these surfaces as below: 

Srudder = 0.055 X Sg B 172 

5elevator = 0.07 x Sg B 173 

S'! ß dumpers = 0.08 X Sg B 174 

SCS = Srudder + Selevator + Sly 
dumpers + S11 + SM + STFF B175 

Iy which is the moment of inertia around Y-axis of aircraft is the sum of the product 

of the mass of each aircraft major section (wing group, fuselage group, tail plane, 

vertical fin, engine group) with the square of their respective distance from aircraft 
CG. This is given by following relation : 

IP=i MFUSC ý CSposn - Kjesc %2 + MWINGC (CGW G )2 + MFIN (Kfl - Cgpos)= 

ECG + MT? (K1 - Cgposn)2+ MJ G( + MoEvß (CGonvc)T 

+MRMVß (Ke�g - Cgpos�)2) ((FFUSL x 3.281)2) x 2.205 B176 

Nf is the number of functions the system performs, and N. is the number of 

mechanical functions. Both are input data. The alternative formula from Torenbeek is 

also included in this module. 

4) Hydraulic mass estimation is taken from Raymor due to the same reason as 
flight control system. But due to lack of accuracy, a correcting factor of 4.7 was 
found through correlation with real aircraft data. 

MHYD= 4.7 x 
0.2673 

Nf [(FUsL + Span) x 3.2810.937 B177 
205 2. 
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5) Electrical system mass is estimated using General Dynamic relation: 

M= 
1163 [2.205(MFS + MJAe 

)]O. 506 B 178 
2.205 1000 

where MFS is the mass of the fuel system as below: 

Mx2.205 
80(N1 +N, -1)+1SNo. s( 1u"ß )0.333 

K1 
M 

2.205 
B179 

Nt which is the number of separate fuel tanks is assumed to be 

Nt=Ne+3 B180 

6) Air-conditioning and pressurisation mass estimation is based on Torenbeek 

method: 

MAPI = 

6.75 

(PcL / 3.281)1.28 B181 
2.205 

7) Oxygen system Mot, baggage & cargo handling system MBc, auxiliary gear 

Manx, paint over the aircraft external body MpT , and auxiliary power unit M, pu mass 

estimation are taken from Roskam as follows: 

Mox = (7/2.205)(CxEw + PAX) ° 702 B182 

MBC = 0.0646 (P, jm��)1'4s61 / 2.205 B 183 

MAUX = 0.01 XME B184 

MAU=0.004xMto B185 

MPT = 0.0045 x Mfa B 186 

According to [14] aircraft system mass can also be represented fairly accurately by 

the following single relationship. This is used in CACAD as an option for the 

confidence of the user. 

MJ +J xM +J xM +J( xEles+S "' SYS - V. 1 ayal PAX ryas to ryaI 
`S 

e 
FTE 

+ Jass (S, )v3 + Jsys6 X Span x sec(Ali4) B 187 
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Above relation does not include the mass of avionics system. Jy, I to Jgy. 6 are 

empirical constants and are given in data file and also in Appendix A. 

B2.18 Aircraft Take-off Mass Module 

Aircraft major masses are fuselage group mass, wing group mass, airframe mass , 
empty mass, zero fuel mass, maximum zero fuel mass, landing mass, maximum 
landing mass, and take-off mass. They are formulated in CACAD as follows : 

, vvc + 112 MSS B188 Mwl, vcc = Mw 

MFUSC =MFUS + MFM +1/2MSys +MPAx MCREW +MEL B189 

MAP =MFUS+M +MEL +MyS+MpEN +MUC B 190 

ME=MAp + Meng B191 

ZJM=MAF +M4 +McREw + Meng B192 

ZFMm«z = M0 MFUEL + MPAY (Hpayf 
-1) B 193 

Miac = Msss - Mjuei-cruise (1+ Kf.: i) B194 

H a=Z +H, �ldgf X. Mto B195 

Mro =Z , rnav + MFUUc B196 

B2.19 Aircraft Pricing 
There are number of approaches to this section. The simple Roskam empirical 

relation is as follows 

-4,. p =log; '[3.3191+0.8043log, 
0(M. x 2205)] B 197 

This relation must be multiplied with price index factor between 1989, and 1995. It is 

an appropriate relation for quick determination of airplane market price. A more 
detail approach consisting of RDT&E cost and production cost is used as VCW cost 
implication modelling in Chapter 4 (and App. D). For CACAD the most useful 

approach is a pricing system that distinguishes the share of each major component of 

aircraft in final pricing. This approach exists in [14] which was used in CACAD and 

is presented below: 

Pfus=KpfusXMFUS B198 
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I 
wb. r - 

Kpwbx X {VL3,1" B 19 

Pwle = Kpwle X MWLE B200 

Pwte = Kpwte X M{V'rE 8201 

Pel = Kpe! X ME1. B202 

P., 
ys. = K, 

y,,, x Msys B203 

Ppen = Kppen x MPFN B204 

Pfur = Kpfur x MFUx B205 

Puc = Kpuc x Muc B206 

Peng = Kpeng "Meng B207 

Paf = »ue + Pfur + Ppen + P. 
%ys 

+ Pel + »wte + »wie + 1'wbx + Pfu.,. B208 

PAC 
= 

Peng + Puc +1 fur + Ppen + P. 
tys" 

+ Pei + Pw(e + Pwle + Pwbx +1 ju. v 
B209 

The cost coefficient (£/kg, 1993) used in the above relations are very useful to 

remember. They are purposely given below so that the cost implication of each 

aircraft major component become evident. They have strong interference with DOC, 

and hence an optimum aircraft. 

B3. Constraint Module of CACAD 

The following constraints are adequate to produce a reasonable aircraft, fulfilling 

safety, and regulatory enforced requirements. They will also help to include some 

implications of R&M modelling in next Appendices. 

B3.1 Approach Conditions 

This constraint ensures that the aircraft is designed to have stall speed adequately 

smaller than the prescribed approach speed (usually 70 m/s) 

V5A x1.3-VA=O ß210 
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VSA ={'4ILDGxg/[O. SXPapp XSgXCLmaxapp 1)0.5 B211 

All terms in RHS are already described in previous sections. When the constraint is 

not fulfilled, CACAD changes wing area. 

B3.2 Take-off run Limitation 

In order to take-off at a prescribed take-off distance D, 0 , 
following constraint must be 

fulfilled : 

D, o-TodZ0 B212 

Tod is take-off distance produced by aircraft. 

T 
Kro, xMr2 xgxJrroD B213 Tod - Mengl x CL1o x S. x p,, 

K, 
od 

is an empirical constant derived from a correlation of take-off data for current 

transport aircraft (typical value is 1.556) [14]. Meng! is the mass of engine sufficient 

for this constraint. When the constraint is not fulfilled, CACAD changes aircraft 

engine mass. 

B3.3 Climb-out Gradient with One Engine Cut 

The regulatory enforced gradient varies with the number of engines : 

Gamma = Gamma2 + 0.003 A -2) B214 

where G,,,,,, 2 is the required gradient for a twin engine aircraft. Its value is an input 

data. The required engine thrust required to fulfil above constraint is given below : 

Meng2 = 
Ne x Mb xgxJ, ToD {(C,,,,, + CD,. 

j%) 
/ CL,,, + Gamma) 

B215 
Ne -1- Efikwm 

Ef,, m is an allowance for the windmilling, and the spillage drag and is given by the 
following empirical expression : 

Ej m= (Pto X PTO ii X Jrrog X (Wdc + Sdci} /(2xJisra0) B216 

Drag coefficient at take-off : 

Cdto = CDO + Kcr x (CL, Q)2 / (76 x AR) + CDvfl0 + CDpf,, B217 
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CDVftO 
,, 

CDpjto 
, and CDyen, are drag coefficients associated with vortex drag due to 

flaps, incremental profile drag coefficient due to flap deflection, and yaw drag 

coefficient respectively. There are a chain of empirical expressions for deriving above 

coefficients [14, section 12.2.1]. They are included in the listing of CACAD. 

B3.4 Thrust Requirement for Cruise 

This constraint ensures, the engine sizing is sufficient to produce the required cruise 

thrust, plus a given rate of climb (climb gradient) at the beginning of cruise. 

Meng3 = Jgcr X Treq B218 

Treq = Qcr X Sg X CDcr + MSSCR xgx Cr.,,,, X 3.6 / Vcruise B219 

C, -.,,: a is the required rate of climb at the beginning of cruise, and is given as input data. 

B3.5 Engine-failed Height Requirement 

This constraint ensures that there will be adequate thrust, i. e. engine size (mass) to 

maintain a small climb gradient in the event of an engine failure at some prescribed 

height Ep, shortly after take-off. 

Meng4 = J1en, xT jh B220 

Ten' 
Ne -1 

NE, 
fhkwm 

D, 
Bejj, + G, 

�Qej, X Mlo xg B221 

EeJhlwm = (Pefh X (V 
FFH)2 X JteJh X (Wdc + Sdc) 

I/ 
(2xJtstao) B222 

Jteýr, =Judo / {Ejyo + Ejyl x Eýý� + Eft2 X (Eflzm)2 + Eýi3 X (Eý, m)3 B223 

Eflm = Vex/Ssaeh B224 

D, gef =2 (1/2 peg, x (VEH)2 x Sg X CDO) (for minimum drag case) B225 

_ 
KcrxMto2xg2 

025 } B226 VEJ = {S 
xCx it xbx 4X( ejh 

G,,, Qep, is the prescribed climb gradient, and Efl, o, 1,2�, are coefficients in the expression 

of engine mass thrust ratio. All are input values. 

B3.6 Missed-approach Requirement 
This constraint ensures that the aircraft while approaching is capable of climbing 

again, with one engine in-operative. This is equivalent to the throttle limit constraint 
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in collingboume's methodology (the amount of the throttle back of the engines, 

which is permitted on the approach, so that they are capable of being opened up again 

in the event of an aborted landing). The following expression gives the required 

thrust, and includes the spillage, as well as windmilling effect : 

Meng5 = 
Ne 

E 
Hmldg xgx Jttoa(CD"ý 

Cdya 
+ß a) 

B227 
Ne -1 fakwm M 

Ejakwm = {Pa X (VA)2 X Jttoa X (Wdc + Sdc)f /(2Xtstao) B228 

Special Note : In the constraint equation solving module of CACAD, the values of 

Meng] to S are determined using above expressions. Thereafter the highest among 

them is found. This is then compared with the engine mass assumed earlier in the 

program. An algorithm is built in the module to adjust engine mass to the highest 

value dictated by the constraints. 

B3.7 Fuel Volume Limitation 

This constraint ensures that there is enough space within the wing (and extended into 

wing / fuselage intersection) for the fuel tank to contain the mission fuel mass 

estimated in previous modules. Following geometrical relationships determine the 

fuel tank capacity within the wing, between the spars : 

Vto = 4. xK1x TC x S. x GMC x (1. -Ele-Ete)/(1 +S 2 B229 

V11 =0- V112) - (1 + Vru) x Fvsn /b B23 0 

V12 = (1- Sg) X ((1- Virg )2 - [(1 + V,, 1) x FUSD /b j2) B231 

V, j=(1-Sg)Zx((1-Vt12)3-[(1+V,, 1)xFusD /b J3}/3 B232 

VTA = V10 X (VII 
- V12 + via) (Tank Volume) B233 

MFUELT = MFUEL + Kpay X MPAY B234 

VFUEL =MFUELT/ 800. B235 

According to this constraint, VFua, must be either equal to or less than VTA . If there 

is a shortage of fuel tank capacity, CACAD allows the Vt11 , and V02 to change their 

values so that fuel tank is extended towards the tip of the wing, on one side, and 

towards the fuselage centre line on the other. 
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B3.8 Buffet Onset Limitation 

A transport aircraft would require a lift coefficient at the beginning of the cruise, 

determined pre-dominantly by its payload, and range. This is termed as CL crbl 
in 

CACAD. This must be 1.3 times away from the CL buffet [32] that the wing is capable 

of producing. 

CL buffet - 1.3XCL 
crb1 ý 0 B236 

Delta Method [39] was used to establish the value of CL b,, fet .A surface was made to 

fit with characteristic 3-D curve of Fig. 28 of the above reference with the help of 

Mathematica [127]. This produced the following correlation equation : 

CL 
buffet = CL des + (AR x [I. + 0. I (h1c)] / Cos(A, 14)) x 

(0.029522 - 0.5933 x Dmdes 5.01333 X (Dmde) 2-0.139333 x TC3 + 

0.15 x TC. L3) B237 

CL des is the design lift coefficient and is given by the following equation fit to the 

curve of Fig. 1 of [39] 

CL 
des = {Cos(AU4) X[I. '+ 0.1 C)J /(AR)° 5tx 

(0.14911 + 0.151345 x AR + 0.002114 x AR2) B238 

Dmdes - M2D +DMsweep+DMaspect 
ratio B239 

M2D, DMs,,, eep , and DU aspect ratio are found from the following equations developed by 

using Figs. 3, and 4 of [39]. 

M2D=(1. +0.241647-0.12416xCLC, bl-2.7077x7IC243+1.59765x7C°"3)05 

B240 

DMsweep = 0.00328985 - 0.0005 xA114 + 0.00005971 x (A114)2 B241 

DMaspect 
ratio =-0.00052 7+0.1432 x (1. /AR) 

B3.9 Aspect Ratio Sweep Requirement 

B242 

This constraint prescribes a limit which restricts optimum solution to an aspect ratio / 

sweep range applicable to existing transport aircraft to prevent any stability an d 

control problem. 
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1ýý 
o j78 ASWPLT >- AR x [Tan (A B243 

ASWPLT is the limiting value of aspect ratio-sweep constraint, and is an input value 

(App. A). 

B4. Objective Function DOC and Maintenance Cost Module 

The objective function in CACAD is DOC, which reflect aircraft performance, 

geometry, mass, and cost assembled together. The methodology for DOC in CACAD 

has been described in Chapter 2. Here the formulation of DOC module is presented. 

Maintenance cost breakdown, and number of approaches are also dealt with in detail 

along with standing charges cost breakdown. The coefficients of different empirical 

equations from [13], and [14] were developed from 1970 to 1993 values. 

According to MVO method [13,14], DOC of a jet transport aircraft is composed of 

cost of fuel, deck (pilot, and co-pilot), landing fee, maintenance, and standing 

charges. Following formulations are for DOC per flight. 

DOC = DOC1+ DOCp+ DOC, � + DOC,, B243 

DOC1= Mjuei� X Pf�er ' B244 

Mjuelu = Mjue! 
-cr 

+ Mjue! 
-allowance 

+ Mjue! 
-contingency 

B245 

DOCy- = 0.0028 x Mio B246 

The labour maintenance cost equations are functions of the article's maintenance man 

hours per flight, and include flight block hours. On the other hand the maintenance 
material equations are functions of article's market price. 

DOCm = DOCme + DOCQým B247 

DOCme = DOCe1 + DOCem B248 

DOCem = C.,.. x Peng x (TBLO& o's B249 

TBLOC = Tflt + Cbloc B250 

Tjlt = Stage / VCR + Lt; me B251 

Ltim. = 
Dhten ( 1.2 

+ 
Cam) 

B252 
VCR " Sth - CL, /CD,. 3CD. 
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DOC,, NexRLxFbxMpjeng B253 

Mpjeng CemLl + CemLS X Wuneng (TBLO&o5 B254 

DOCafim 
= DOCajmt + DOCafit B255 

DOCajmt = Camm X Paj x (TBLoC)° 5 B256 

DOCQfi1= RL x Fb x Mpfaf B257 

Mpfaf = CamLl + CamL5 x M, F (TBLod °5 B258 

Further airframe maintenance breakdown shall be done separately in the next section. 

Standing cost is composed of airframe, and or engine which is the sum of residual 

value at the end of their life, interest rate of their prices, residual value of their spare 

parts, interest rate of their spare parts, and insurance. All are calculated per flight. 

DOCsc = DOCS, AF + DOCs, Fw + DOCC, ovs B259 

DOCsaF = (Sfl x PAF x TBLO&/U B260 

DOCS, E,, = (S 2x PE, X TBLO&/U B261 

DOCs nvs = (SS3 x PAC x TßLO&/U B262 

Sal =I- tea' + 
X'°` 

+ Scp, 4F x 
1- R. 

+ SCP Apx 
`I'"ý B263 

Aý, f, 2 AI if. 2 

So = (1 +S, AF)(1 AR°B 
°' + 

2" 
B264 

t 

Scz = (1 +5cpMU)(1- 
R,,,,, 

+X "`) B265 
Acf, 2 

Sc3 = Xvvs B266 

Further standing charges cost breakdown shall be done separately in the next section. 

Fb is maintenance burden factor, and RL is the labour rate and Cemm , Cemci , C, mcs , 
Carom , Camcl , Carats are coefficients of equations. Sp, F, ScpF,, G are coefficient of spare 

part cost equation, and kI; fs is the life of the article, XA, S , 
XJnt are coefficient for 

insurance, and interest rate in standing charge cost. They are supplied in data file, and 
Appendix A. 
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For reasons elaborated in Chapter 2, the airframe maintenance cost and standing 

charge cost are required to be divided into different airframe subsections. Also 

structural elements of airframe must be further divided into major sub-sections. This 

shall be useful for the ASRE, and the VCW modelling integration into CACAD. 

B4.1 Airframe Maintenance Cost Breakdown, Approach I 
This cost DOCafim is composed of labour DOCafl, and material cost DOCajm:. Each 

shall be dealt with separately. The labour cost is composed of two part. In the first 

part the maintenance labour cost of airframe major sections are determined using 

Serghides predicting equations [7]. In the second part the structural labour cost is 

further divided to its sub-sections based on merits obtained by application of MIL- 

HDBK-472 [93]. 

B4.1.1 Maintenance Labour Cost Major Sections 
In this approach airframe maintenance man hours are divided proportionately based 

on Serghides equations [6,7]. This method is also supported by Professor P. G. Pugh. 

The aircraft parameters determined by CACAD are -applied to the predicting 

equations of [7] to produce maintenance man-hours of each airframe major ATA 

chapter. These values are then added, and divided by each section. These results give 

the share of each ATA chapter with respect to the sum of airframe maintenance cost. 
These ratios are then applied to CACAD total airframe maintenance man-hours 
determined by MVO method to arrive at individual section. 

For some aircraft parameters used in Sergheidis relations simple correlation equations 
were developed using the existing transport aircraft reported in [43] as follows 

WT = 0.199 Span (Wheel track) 

WB = 0.368 FUSL (Wheel base) 

Hc = 0.58 FUSD (Cabin Height) 

H= Span / 2.7 (Aircraft height) 

Y, = 1994-1959 (The base year in Sergheidis formulea) 

Auto-flight (ATA-22), Communication (ATA-23), Instrument (ATA-3 1), Navigation 

(ATA-34) are assumed together as avionics systems. 
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M hAv = (0.9254 - 0.7433E-04 x Range + 0.571E-06 x M, 
a)(0.563 + 0.5391E-01 Y) 

+ (-0.1667E-01 + 0.1459E-02 x P,,,, - 0.1185E-01 x H) (1.795 - 0.0683 1') 

-I- (-0.02723 - 0.5012E-05 x Htmcr + 0.125E-03 VcR) (0.897 + 0.01345Y) 

+ (0.09285 - 0.2451E-05 Mto - 0.4544E-02 x H) (1.167 - 0.0175 Y, ) 

Electrical system : ATA-24 

B267 

B268 

M hm = (-0.3107 + 0.146 Fis - 0.1876E-06 x T, tad (1.228 - 0.03082)) 

Lights : ATA-33 B269 

Mphu = exp(-0.4929 + 0.8752E-04 x Range + 0.0813 H) (1.522 - 0.02555Y, ) 

Furnishing : ATA-25 B270 

MphFuR = exp(-1.393 + 0.6634E-04 x Range + 0.002085 P, x�ý (1.262 - 0.0199Yd 

Flight controls system : ATA-27 B271 

Mpg = exp(-17.1 + 0.01612 VCR+ 0.001059PCL x FUSD x Hr) (1.302 + 0.02293Y,, 

Air-conditioning System : ATA-21 B272 

M, hm = (- 0.08355 + 0.5627E-06 x M0 + 0.3966E-02 x Fu& (1.431- 0.05187 x 1') 

Pneumatic system : ATA-36 B273 

MphPN = (-0.1077 + 0.1742E-04 x H, mcr + 0.6617E-04 x P«max) (1.956- 0.0559 x Yr) 

Ice and rain protection system : ATA-30 B274 

MphJcE = exp(- 6.256 + 0.9306 x FusD - 0.168E-04 x MF) (1.592 - 0.04256 x Y) 

Fuel system : ATA-28 B275 

Mpips = exp(- 3.68 + 0.9513E-04 x Range + 0.0051 x Span) (1.47 - 0.0369 x Y) 

Under-carriage : ATA-32 

MphUC = exp(- 0.4235 - 0.7232E-05 x MpAY) (1.146 - 0.004462 x Y) B276 

Oxygen system : ATA-35 

Mphox = exp(-9.35 + 2.788 Ho - 0.006671 xF , 1) (2.586 - 0.0989 x Y) B277 
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Water waste system : ATA-38 B278 

Mphw exp(- 5+0.403 x FUSD - 0.159E-05 x ME) (1.061 + 0.01364 x Yd 

Structure : ATA-52 to 57 B279 

MphsTR =(-0.7227+ 0.1705xWT +0.7411E-05xMF) (1.151 - 0.01584xYr, 1 

Fire protection system : ATA-26 B280 

Mphp, m = (0.30E-02 + 0.88E-06 xM 41- 0.205E-07 x Tsgat) (1.11 - 0.0135 x Y�) 

B4.1.1.1 Breakdown of Maintenance Labour Cost for Structure 
It is essential to break down the maintenance cost of structure into its main 

constituents in order that, the VCW maintenance implications be investigated in 

Chapter 4. The main sub-sections of aircraft structure are fuselage, wing box, wing 
LE, wing TE flap, wing TE aileron, horizontal tail, vertical tail. 

In this approach two criteria were considered. First, the mass of each section with 

respect to total structural mass is considered. The bigger the mass, the higher 

maintenance man-hours it would require. Second is the number of scores each section 

achieves when MIL-HDBK-472 is applied for it. The standard contains criteria that 

are reasonably appropriate for a merit analysis. The Table B-I show the type of merit 

each major structural section obtained. 

The formula below determines the amount of time for removal and replacement of the 

above major structural items. It is used a symbolic merit for allocating a reasonable 

share for each structural item within the total structural labour maintenance cost. 

MC = log1(3.54651- 0.02512 A-0.03055 B-0.01093 C) B281 

MCFus = 962, MCWBX = 230, MCj = 227, MCvT = 757.5, MC F= 305 

MCHT = 876, MCWTER = 261, Sum = 3619.5 

The percentage merit of each section is then found with respect to the sum. Assuming 

that total maintenance man-hours per flight for structure is Mph 
, the following 

relationship determines the share of maintenance man-hours of each major structural 

sections, based on individual mass, and MIL hand book merits obtained above. 

Mpprm = [(0.0722 +M /M )x MpJ/2 B282 
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W7F �) ýMS x MpýJ/2 B283 Mp _[(0.0842+M 

Mp, Fus = [(0.2658+MFuJMS) x MpjsmJ/2 B284 

Mp x= [(0.0635+MwBX/MSn) x MpßnJ/2 B285 

[(0.0627+M üMs ) xMps J12 B286 
ph 

Mph = [(0.2421 +MTu! VI x Mph J/2 B287 

A4 = [(0.209+MFdMs )xM., s J/2 B288 

B4.1.2 Maintenance Material 
The maintenance material for airframe is divided according to the share of price each 

section is contributing to total aircraft price. Using table in section 16 of B2.1. A 

typical case for fuselage is presented below : 

DOC,,, Fus = (Pf,,, / PA& X DOCafmt B289 

This is extended to all airframe and even structural sub-sections having identical 

relations. The rest of the relations are found in CACAD listing. 

B4.2 Airframe Maintenance Cost Breakdown, Approach 2 

In this approach the maintenance cost of the airframe DOCQý, � which was determined 

in previous section B2.2 equations B220 to B223 shall be subjected to further 

breakdown using approach number 2. This approach is based on [38]. Table B-2 is 

based on the data supplied from maintenance divisions of airlines. These percentages 

were used to break the airframe maintenance cost. 

The usefulness of this table is evident in its ability to help break the maintenance cost 

using above percentages. This shall be applied to derive the structure maintenance 

material and labour cost part of total airframe maintenance cost as below. For other 

airframe sections see the program listing in Appendix E. 

DOC�zsTR = 0.125 x DOCQfm B289 

DOC, sTR = 0.65 x DOC 1sTR B290 

DOCmsTR = 0.35 x DOC, �IsTR B291 
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Table B-I : Merit allocation to major sections of structure using MIL-I IDBK-472 

Access (external) 2 1 I I 1 I O 
Latches&Fast. (cert. ) 2 2 2 1 2 1 1 
Latches&%ast (int. ) 1 O O 0 O Q O 
Access internal 2 1 I 1 1 0 O 
Package 2 2 l 1 1 I 0 
Units - Parts 2 1 1 1 1 0 Q 
Visual display's 3 2 2 2 2 1 1 
Fault indications 3 2 2 2 2 1 
Test points 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 
Test points Identifi. 2 1 1 1 1 I () 
Labelling 2 2 2 1 2 1 
Adjustment 0 2 2 2 2 (1 
Testing - - - - - - - 
Protective devices 2 l 1 I I 1 I 
Safct1) 3 2 2 2 2 U O 
Total A 28 21 20 19 20 9 7 
External Test Equip. 2 1 1 1 1 I I 
Connectors 3 2 2 2 2 1 

. li, t, 'g. c & Fixtures 3 2 2 2 2 1 
Visual Contact 3 3 3 2 3 
Assistant Operation 1 2 2 2 2 I 
AssistantTeclrnical 0 2 2 1 I 1 2 
Assistant 0 2 2 2 2 I 2 
Supervisorp 
Total B 12 14 15 12 13 7 10 
Arm legt hack stye. 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 
Endurance & 0 2 2 2 2 1 
energy 
Eye & hand co-ord. 2 2 2 2 2 I 1 
Visual acuity 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 
Lo, ical analvsis 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Memory, ideas 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Planfulness, I 2 2 2 2 1 2 
resouce. 
Alertness, cautious 3 3 3 2 3 1 1 
Concentration, 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
persi. 
Initiative 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Total C 17 21 21 20 21 15 17 
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But two areas are necessary to be further divisioned to help CACAO for VCW 

implications in Chapter 4. One is hydraulics, that must be separated from electrical 

system, and the other is the structure. For such divisioning, a new approach was 

taken, which will be described for structure only. 

Table B-2 :% share of maintenance cost (labour & material) of aircraft systems in the 

airframe. [3 8] 

I YY(Nli, A II 
.S 

ii 07 

Passenger : EC 'S, oxygen, Water waste, 22 t() 70 
Furnishing 
Power systenrs : Hydraulic and Electrical 15.5 54 46 
Flight control systenn 7 60 40 
Undercarriage 26 59 41 
Structure 12.5 35 65 
Miscellaneous: Fire, Fuel, Ice-Protection, Lit'ht 5.5 35 65 

B4.2.1 Criteria for Structure Sub-division 
Structural maintenance is primarily consists of repairing corrosion damages, cracks 

specially around fasteners, loosened fasteners, inspection and perhaps paint removal 

of number of parts, the LE, and TE devices shafts, rotating parts, hinges, bearings, 

etc. The higher exposed surfaces of the structural section would result in higher 

number of fasteners, and more cracks, and the deeper and extended corrosion. The 

labour man-hours derived from Serghides equations were also treated as on of the 

decisive factors. There are other factors that influence the structure maintenance cost. 

They have been classified as internal, and external. The internal factors are briefly 

described below: 

- Stress, strain, and deflection : The wing is more under stress and strain, and 

deflection than the fuselage. This may be a major factor in causing cracks, and 

other damages. 

- Fuel leakage : Presence of fuel tank and fuel lines increases the possibility of 

fuel leakage and hence higher maintenance work. 

- Pressurisation : This is also another source that enhances structural failure, and 

helps to increase maintenance work. 
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- Sanitation : The existence of toilets, and toilet drainage has always caused 

neighbouring structure to corrode faster. 

- Cut outs : The higher their number the more stress concentration, and stress 

corrosion. 

- Piping, wiring, ducting, and cables, etc. : Their higher number causes more 

maintenance such as high pressure leakage, duct cracking, wire conductivity 

tests, and their chafing, nicks, and dents, etc. 

The external factors are briefly described as below : 

- Corrosion, friction etc.: Some structural sections of the airframe offer more 

chances of chemical damages than others. Either due to large number of sheet 

metal parts assembled, or large number of mechanism with un-similar material 

in close contact. 

- FOD : Some structural assemblies offer higher chances of getting hit by 

foreign objet damage than others. 

- Accessibility Potential : In some structural assemblies, accessibility provision 
is easier to incorporate. This is obvious for fuselage than wing. 

- Number of sub-assemblies & Parts : The more the number of sub-assemblies 

the higher the chances of longer maintenance time. Also if the assembly is 

composed of numerous parts, bits, and pieces, they are more prone to failure, 

and dissimilar material corrosion, and failure propagation etc. 

- GSE damage : Ground support equipment that are driven toward aircraft for 

all sorts of reasons have damaged structure according to experience of the 
Author. They damage fuselage much more than wing. 

If we assign a highest merit of 4 to highest affected structural section, the following 

table may then represent a merit study of above criteria applied to major structural 

sections : 
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Table B-3 : External, and internal criteria for sub-dividing airframe structure 
maintenance cost. 

4 1 2 1 
Potential 2 2 2 3 

4ssemhlies & Parts 3 2 2 3.5 

e 4 1 2.5 1.5 
17 7 10.5 11 

79 
2 4 3 2 
2 4 1 

on 4 1 1 1 
4 1 1 1 
4 1.5 1 1 

ling, Viring, ect. 4 2 1.5 1.3 
20 13.5 8,5 7.3 
111 

The internal and external factor merits, external surface area as well as labour man- 

hours from Serghides equation shall be applied for divsioning of aircraft structure 

labour cost. The above factors but price to replace labour equations shall be also 

applied for divsioning bf aircraft structure material cost. This is shown for fuselage 

part of aircraft structure below. For other structural sections see the program listing in 

Appendix E. 

S, S 17 20 I' u,; 
DOC 

IPUS 
= 

ST 78 

471.5 

l JTR 
x DOCmJTR B292 

SFUS 

+ 
17 

+ 
20 

+ 

MlfTJS 

DOC, i= 
ST 78 71.5 MPX. R x 1)O('r, Trt B293 

4 

B4.3 Standing Charges Cost Breakdown 

The coefficients within empirical equation of standing charges in MVO can be 

reasonably classified so that this cost be sub-divided into airframe major sections, 

and even structural sub-sections. 

DOC,,, -= (S lx Yom; x TBLoc-)/U B294 
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Sal =1- 

Kasuar 
+ 

XM` 
+ S", x1- 

Rewa! 

,. F. S'ýAA X 
A'"` 

B295 
Ac, te 2 A-, fe 2 

ScpAF according to [14] is 0.06 i. e. 6% of the airframe price. This value of spares price 

holding shall be spent for maintenance of airframe in its whole life as fraction of 

airframe price . The cost of spares of each sub-division of airframe is reasonably 

decided according to the percentage of maintenance cost. These percentages are taken 

from the table in section B. 2.2.2. Therefore the following relation are established : 

ScpAV = {((PQ,,, /Paf)+ 0.115 x Sip )/2 B296 

ScppAS = {((Pfrr /Paj) + 0.22 X Scp )/2 B297 

ScpFC = {((Pf, 'Paf) + 0.07) X ScpAF }/2 B298 

puc = {((P�ý /Ppf) + 0.26) x ScpAF) /2 B300 

SCAM = (((Psy5 /Paf) + 0.055) x Sip u} /2 B301 

&psTx = (((Pstr /Poj) + 0.125 x ScpAp} /2 B3 02 

Scpp0W = «(Pe, IPaf) + 0.155) x SCp. 4p) /2 B303 

ReS1, al is the residual value of the airframe at the end of its life as fraction of airframe 

price. It is the money the owner of the airframe obtains from the sale of her airframe 

due to perhaps good maintenance practices, and initial durable design of aircraft. 

Although for some aircraft some money has to be paid for its salvation. This value 

was zero 20 years ago, but from sources in RAE they assign 0.1 to Resval 

By reasonable engineering judgement Resvai for sub-sections of airframe can be 

established. 

If we assume airframe has residual value of 0.1 after 20 years life, then avionics 

which has shortest life of 5 years (Roskam) must be sold for nearly nothing. In 

following table the residual values are allocated according to the age of the airframe 

major sections : 
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Avionics 5 (Iný, ) (5/9O).. fl. 1 0. ))055 (RAV) 

Passenger : ECS, Oxygen, Water waste, Furnishing 10 (Li., vS) (IU/9(1)x(1, l 0.01 1 (RPAS) 

Power systents : Hydraulic and Electrical 15 (Lp(, w") (15/90)4). I 0. O166 (Rrow, ) 
Flight control system 15 (15/90)x0.1 0.0166 (RF(. ) 
Undercarriage 15 (Lug, ) (15/90)4).! 0.0166 (Rj3c) 
Structure 20 (1, s'ix) (20/90)x0,1 0.0222 (Rsi1) 
Alki-o/limenu. c : Fire. Fuel. Ice-Protection. Lieht 10 (L,,, ) 0 ll/90)xO. 1 0.011 (R,,, ) 

From the above table standing charge cost part of DOC will be sub-devided down to 

sub-section level. A typical relation for wing trailing edge, and flight control system 

is given below: 

(I - Rrc 
+ 

xi", 
+Sx 

1- RR. 
+ . 5' 

.x 
Xi., 

) x 1'; .x 7' 

DOC,. 
cir = B304 

U 

- 
k-rR 

hint ( 
'_- k7H Xint 

( 
Jý. 

(iJ772 
X+ . 

ýopJ772 X)Xf 
47M, 

X 'tii 
oc 

_/ 
S7R 

2 ýJ, 
7R ` 

-. 
1, 

di 

s 
stances espy e ssed .s 1ýi<tlcns 

lu erge length 

KIP 

KT PA 

1, 

NO) 

S. S MOENO 

-CGWING .C WI NG . AMC/FUSE 

.. r; 

KFIN 

Note 
The aircraft centre of gravity and the 
aerodynamic centre of the wing are assumed 
to he coincident . 

13305 

Figure 13-1 Nomenclature for the balanced equation 
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APPENDIX C 

Avionics Reliability Enhancement 

Modelling Formulation And Results 

CI. Introduction 

In this appendix the detailed formulation and further description of ASRE modelling 

are presented in the following order : 

Engine performance simulation with bleed, ECS mass modelling, modelling of 

avionics systems cooling by ECS, avionics systems reliability modelling, avionics 

maintenance cost modelling, and ACAU modelling for UHCA. At the end of this 

appendix, the tables and figures of results are presented. 

C 2. Engine Performance Simulation with Bleed 

Four classes of transport aircraft were defined for CACAD, the details of which are 

given in Chapter 3. Four turbofan engine classes were selected for bleed investigation 

suitable for those classes of aircraft. They are, 15000 lbf, 30000 lbf, 52000 lbf, and 
75000 lbf class of engines. In order to make a realistic performance simulation of 

such engines, to match the real life engines, it was necessary to choose certain real 

engine types so that Turbomatch can be guided to arrive at the nearest possible 

engine. Hence TAY 650, CFM56C2, CF6-80C2, and TRENT775 engines were 

chosen for performance validation. 
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Turbomatch mass flow, CPR, BPR, etc., are chosen to match the above engines, and 

TET was varied to arrive at the published SIL static thrust value (TST) 
. 

Turbomatch 

was set up to fly the engines to 35000 ft, 0.82 Mach, after which the throttle setting 

was varied to arrive at the published engine thrust. If the sfc at cruise matched the 

published value the simulation was complete, and the bleed operation simulation 

could be commenced. Otherwise, the component efficiency and fan pressure ratio 

(FPR) guess values were modified. The whole process of simulation was repeated 

until cruise sfc, and thrust were very close to published values. 

C2 
.1 Bleed Effect Modelling 

In order to develop empirical equations to demonstrate bleed effects on turbofan 

engines, the four selected engines described in the last section were bled using 
Turbomatch performance simulation. Table C-1 shows the specification of 4 real 

engine [26,43] and the specification of the equivalent engines designed by using 

Turbomatch Code [72] to the nearest possible matching. 

The effect of bleed from intermediate compressor on thrust and sfc at typical cruise 

altitude (35000 ft) and Mach number (0.82), where the throttle setting is equivalent to 

real engines described in Tables C-1 are tabulated in Tables C-2. Table C-3 puts the 

actual SFC penalty in mg/s/N and the actual thrust penalty in N against actual amount 

of bleed in kg/s for all 4 types of engines at 100% cruise condition. Fig. C-1, C-2, and 
C-3 show sfc increase, thrust fall, and % sfc increase of the named engines. 

The data in Table C-3 were fed into Mathematica [127] for curve fitting to find the 

appropriate- equation of the variation of thrust fall and SFC rise with bleed flow rate 
for each class of engine. Below are the said equations and Figs. C-4, and C-5 show 
how closely equation of the curves made by these equations run closely with the 

points . 

mb, = Mass bled from mid compressor ( IPC) in kg/sec 

AT= Thrust fall in N 

A sfc = Specific fuel consumption rise in mg/sec/N 

TsTAT = Static sea level thrust 

ATTAP/TSTAT=1010.89x mb, -101.13x mb, 2+32.1321 x mb., Cl 
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A Tc / TSTAT = 1151.84 x mb, + 76.5757 x mb, 2 C2 

A TcF6/TST, 4T = 963.056 x mb, + 24.1611 x mb, 2 C3 

A T, T / TSTAT = 1352.03 x Mb. - 44.7204 x mb, 2+5.37266 x mb, 3 C4 

A sfc TAY = 0.8902 x mb, + 0.16224 x mb, c5 

A sfccFm= 0.2997 x mb, + 0.02357 x mb, 2 C6 

A sfc CF6 = 963.056 x mb, + 24.1611 x mb, 2 C7 

A sfc = 0.22234 x mb, - 0.00406154 x mb, 2+0.00108035 x m6,3 C8 7REvT 

C 3. ECS Mass Modelling 

Based on an ECS design study [73], the major portion of bleed requirement from 

aircraft engines is allocated to ECS. This system supply air-conditioned air to (a) the 

cabin for passengers, galleys, and toilets, and (b) the flight deck for crew, avionics 

instruments, and (c) the avionics equipment bays at all locations in aircraft. Any 

extra cooling supply to avionics equipment not only requires higher bleed from the 

engines, but may compel ECS capacity to increase, causing a rise in its mass. This 

section is an attempt to develop an empirical relation to show ECS mass as a function 

of its output flow rate. The present ECS empirical mass equations in lbs for jet 

transport aircraft are presented from different source . General Dynamics Method 

[15]: 

M. 
9 = (469/2.205) ( Vpaz x 35.32x (Cpy + PAX) / 10000) 0.419 C9 

where VP . is the volume of passenger cabin ( approximately the pressurised cabin 

volume including flight deck as well ). Torenbeek Method [32,15]: 

M,,, = (6.75/2.205) (PCL / 3.281)1.28 

Raymer Method [1]: 

C10 

Mecs = (62.36/2.205) (N 
p) 

o. 2s (V 
pr x 35.32 / 1000) 0.604 (Mua, x 2.205) 0.10 CII 

Np=CREW +P41 C12 

where Np is the number of people on board ( crew and passenger ), V., is the volume 

of the pressurised cabin, and M�m, is the mass of un-installed avionics system 
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equipment. Howe's [129] method suggest 5 kg per passenger as mass density for 

ECS. He also proposes the following simple relation. 

Mecs = 0.035 (M0) 0.88 

From above relations, it was found that the General Dynamic equation is more 

realistic with respect to actual ECS mass values of transport aircraft given in [15]. 

Therefore C9 was selected and applied to predict ECS mass of transport aircraft. The 

output of ECS in all passenger aircraft are mainly the air-conditioned air which is 

supplied according to the following requirement : 

Average fresh air to every passenger (mfreswpac) 0.545 kg/min 

Average sufficient fresh air to toilets (mresh, ro; re) 1.0 kg/min 

Average fresh air to galleys (mj,. esº�garr; es) 0.7 to 1.0 kg/min 

Arinc 600 minimum cooling air to avionics bay (mom, jo�jý, ) 5.0 lb/min/kW 

Arinc 408 cooling air to avionics in flight deck (mQ,,, io�k, ) 8.01b/min/kW 

The above requirements were used to derive the following general relation for ECS 

output flow supply : 

mecs = mjresh/pax X PAX + mjreswtoilet X TT +m jresl�gailies X GAL + mavionics X PA C13 

An Excel table was developed for aircraft ranging from 100 to 450 pax in which the 

mass of ECS was determined using GD equation . 
Also the output flow rate necessary 

for each aircraft was found using equation C13 
. 
The numbers of crew was assumed 2 

for 100 pax, and 4 for 450 pax, and 3 for the rest. The number of aisles are 1 for 

narrow body 100 and 150 pax, and 2 for the rest. Seat pitch is assumed 0.815m for all 

the ranges. Equations B25, and B26 were used to find pressurised cabin length, and 

fuselage diameter respectively. Finally assuming one crew and one toilet for 50 pax, 

and applying GD equation for ECS mass, the table became complete. The detailed 

results are included in Table C-4. Mathematica was used to correlate ECS mass with 

its output flow rate. This relation is given below, and Fig. C-6 shows the 

characteristics: 

MEcs=15.35xm., +0.000757xm,.. 2 C14 
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C 4. Avionics Cooling Modelling 

In this section, the cooling modelling for avionics equipment in compartments, and 

flight deck is described. The procedure, and formulation, with related figures, and 

tables are presented. 

C4 .1 Avionics Compartment Cooling 

In this section an equation is developed to correlate junction temperature (degree C) 

of MCUs in Avionics compartments as function of ECS cooling bleed flow rate 
(lb/min/kW of Avionics power consumption), and ECS cooling flow temperature 

(degree Q. It is based on the method and experimental results in [79] elaborated in 

Chapter 3. Fig. C-6 show the characteristic surface developed using Mathematica to 

fit the 3-D points of Table C-5 . The equation of the surface fit is given below : 

Tja, =97.965-42.679xMbpk,, +7.943x(M,, )2+ 1.01008xT,, C15 

C 4.2 Deck Avionics Cooling 

In this section the procedure and formulation developed for avionics deck case 

temperature as function of ECS output cooling flow rate is presented. According to 

the selected method and experimental results [82] discussed in chapter 3, case 

temperature rise (degree F) of avionics in aircraft deck is shown in Fig. C-7, redrawn 

based on Figure 3-47b (back exhaust), and the associated Table C-6 is established 

against ECS cooling bleed flow rate (lb/min/kW of Avionics power consumption). To 

the said table of points a curve fit was performed, using Mathematica, the accuracy of 

which is shown in Figure C-8. The equation corresponding to above figure is given 
below : 

DTD= 93.839 - 7.63476X Mbpid, + 0.204245 x Mbp ,d C16 

C 5. Avionics Reliability Modelling 

Here, the reliability modelling for avionics equipment in compartments, and flight 

deck is described. The procedure, and formulation, with related figures, and tables are 

presented. 
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C 5.1 Avionics Compartment Failure Rate 

In this section the procedure for the development of a relation for failure rate 

variation of avionics in compartment bay against its junction temperature is presented. 

Figure C-9 is the failure rate of a typical electronic equipment whose average 

reliability is sensitive to temperature, and it is originally based on Figure 3-49 of [83]. 

From the said figure, Table C-7 is established for average junction temperature. 

Mathematica was used to fit a curve to the above table of points the accuracy of 

which is shown in the Figure C-10. The equation of fit is given below : 

FFRc = 0.06058 + 0.00322 x Tja,, - 0.00007575 x (Tjý2 + 6.5713 x 10"7 x (TT.. )3 

C17 

C5 .2 Avionics Deck Failure Rate 

In this section the development of a relation for failure rate variation of avionics 

equipment in flight deck with its case temperature rise is presented . 

Based on the curve produced by reliability group in one of UK Defence 

Establishment shown in Figure 3-50 [84] the Excel Figure C-1I was drawn. It shows 

the relative failure rate rise with case temperature. It has been derived from published 

failure rate data for the component parts and is representative of a component 

population typical of many avionics equipment. Experimental and service experience 

has largely substantiated this characteristic pattern. The points of this figure helped to 

establish Table C-8. Mathematica was used to fit a curve to the said table of points, 

the accuracy of which is shown in Figure C-12. The equation of fit is given as below : 

Fwd = 1.09133 + 4.811 x 10-8 x (TýQS)4 

C 6. Maintenance Cost Modelling 

C18 

In this section the procedure and the formulation necessary to include the effects of 
failure rate improvement of avionics system in CACAD maintenance labour, material, 

spare part, and depreciation cost module are presented. 

C6 t Avionics Maintenance Labour, and Material Cost 
The average maintenance man-hours of any system per flying hour is the product of 

system failure rate per flying hour and average maintenance man-hours per visit to 
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repair station each time system fails. Any improvement in reliability must be 

accompanied by a reduction in failure rate factor. For the avionics system in the 
flight deck, a reduction in failure rate factor takes place every time an extra cooling 
flow is supplied to this area. 

FRFc - FRFcafterREMI1'RFcbefore 
REM C19 

AlflIRavionics before REU is a known quantity elaborated in Appendix B for the base 

aircraft. 

MHRavionics 
of erREM - 

F'RFc X MIRavionics before RFM C20 

This relation is valid if the type of REM applied to avionics system has not caused 

any side effect either in system complexity, or system accessibility. Otherwise the rise 
in MHR per visit should also be modelled. Note that FRF, is less than 1. 

The same methodology and formulation was applied to the avionics in the 

compartment. Effect of failure rate improvement on maintenance material cost is 

definitely toward reducing it, but the rate of reduction is not clear. According to 

reference [85] MTBUR of avionics system directly influences the total maintenance 

cost of avionics (material & labour) by following relation : 

DýCmainG 
avionics = RR x CR C21 

where CR is the cost of avionics maintenance labour and material per every removal, 

and RR is the removal rate. It is assumed that CR remains the same when ASRE is 

applied. Then : 

DOCmaint 
avionics ajterRFM = DOCmaint 

avionics before REM x (RR 
afterRFM 

/RR 
before RFM) 

FRF = (RRafterREM/RR 
before REM) 

C22 

C23 

From above relation it is evident that total maintenance cost improvement is also 
dependent on FRF which was found in previous section. When the maintenance labour 

cost share of DOC was proved to be FRF dependent, the material part of it is also seen 
to be F dependent. 

DOCmainL 
material avionics afterRFM = DOCmainL 

material avionics before REM X FRF C24 
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C 6.2 Avionics Spare Parts Holding Cost 

Based on spares provisioning equation derived by SABENA, presented in [85], the 

total cost of avionics spares is as follows : 

Cav. 
spare = Pay xQ C25 

where Pa� is the price of avionics equipment, and Q being the spares inventory, 

defined as below : 

Q=m+1.6x\fm--+C VWN C26 

where m is the average number of avionics units being repaired per day and therefore 

is the number of units needed to fill the pipe line, C is the number of spares assigned 

to remote stations, 
1.6 xm is the term that accounts for random fluctuation in 

failure rate, in which N is the fleet size, which signifies the fact that the bigger the 

fleet size, the less the cost of spares holding . The value of m is given by the 

following relation : 

m=EURTxFH% BUR C27 

where EURT is the electronic unit repair time in days, and FH is the average aircraft 

utilisation rate in flight hours per day, MTBUR is the mean time between unscheduled 

removal . 

If we ignore the spares deployed in remote stations, and also let no fluctuation in 

avionics failure rate be considered at conceptual design phase, then the cost of spare 

parts will be as below : 

FURTxFH C`". 
Spar. = P°" x MTBUR 

C28 

Any improvement in failure rate factor i. e. being reduced, may increase MTBUR 

directly, and therefore reduces the cost of spares . 
MTBURaßerREmeasure = MTBURbeforeREmeasure - FRF C29 
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where FRF is failure rate factor . As ASRE were selected such that it did not affect 
the maintainability of the avionics system, EURT remains unchanged before and after 
RE modelling . This is the same for FH, hence the following relation is concluded : 

CaKspare 
after RE measure = Cav. 

spare before RE measure x Failure Rate Factor C30 

C 6.3 Avionics Depreciation Cost 
Depreciation of avionics as part of aircraft DOC standing charges per flight is given 
by the following relation, as used in CACAD, and also approved by [14,15] : 

b, Ok tan ding/avionics = 
1-LR 

x Pav xT 
u C31 

where Tbzo, k is the flight block time, U is annual utilisation (hours of flight per year), 
R is the residual value of the avionics system at the end of its service life. L is the 

service life of the avionics equipment in years and is the only parameter that is 

affected by REM. The following is a maintenance approach to the value of L: 

L= No. of Overhaul x TBO C32 

where TBO is the system time between overhaul and is so selected not to exceed 
MTBF of the avionics which is given' as below : 

A BF 
= 1/avionics C33 

therefore the life of avionics also are related inversely to avionics failure rate factor as 
below : 

Lavionics 
afterF measure = Lavionics before RE measure x FRF C34 

C 7. ACAU Modelling for UHCA 

The following modelling was made to enable design proposal 2 (elaborated in Chapter 

3 section 3.15) to be implemented for ASRE integration into UHCA. 

- Mass Modelling : The ECS mass estimation modelling presented in C3 was used 
to predict the mass of the ACAU. Due to absence of considerable piping, a mass pipe 

reduction factor (MPF) of 20 to 35% is defined to account for such mass reduction as 
below. 

Mcau = (15.3482 X mb + 0.00075698 x mb 2) x (1. -MPF) C36 
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The above relation gives a reasonable mass estimate, to a higher value than perhaps 

real cold air units would weigh. 

- Cold Air Unit Power Consumption : The first law of thermodynamics was used 

to establish the following relationship to predict the ACAU power consumption as 

function of its out-put flow rate. 

Pnet =m bsi X Cp X To, X{ (CPR I'I'ti -1) 
/ ?1 icomp - il hru. X 11 mech x[ 1- (1/ TPR) r'lýy J 

x[1 +(CPR ? -1/'-1)/il icompJ) C37 

in which the compressor pressure ratio (CPR), and turbine pressure drop ratio (TPR) 

was assumed as 2, and 1.5 respectively together with conservative values for 

isentropic efficiency of compressor 0.7 (rl turbine 0.8 (rl jur), and mechanical 

efficiency of transmission 0.95 (r ,,,,, 
). 

- ACAU Power-off Take Effects : The TURBOMATCH code was again used to 

simulate engine performance, subjected to power-off take during cruise at 35000 ft, 

and 0.82 Mach number for 75150 lbf TRENT class engine. The empirical relation 
developed from the data was validated fairly well with actual data supplied from a 

prominent manufacturer [76]. The TRENT class power-off take penalty characteristics 
is shown in Figure C-23, and the correlation equations are given as below: 

ET/T1 =[ -1.05732 + 0.0104147x (P1et -100) J/ 334.145 C38 

L SFC =[- 52.522 + 0.51722 x (Pne1-100) J/ 1000 C39 

C 8. Results of ASRE Integration with CACAD 

Figures C-13 to C-21 show the program result of ASRE in CACAD for conventional 

aircraft resembling Fokker F100, Airbus A340, A3 10, and A330. Figure C-22 shows 

the program result of design proposal 1, and 2 integration in UHCA. A complete 
discussion and analysis of the results are provided in section 3.17 of Chapter 3. 
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TAT. CFN. CF6. TRENT. (dSFC . g/s/I -vi- KB kg/i. a at 36000 ft t Ner 0.8 to 0.86 
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Figure C-4 : Mathematica developed curve fit to %sfc rise due to bleed of the above 
class of engines during cruise. 

TAY. CFI " CF6. TREIT t (dT in I -vs- f® in k6/we at 36000 ff I Ior-0.8 to 0.86 ) 
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Figure C-5 : Mathematica developed curve fit to thrust fall due to bleed of the above 
class of engines during cruise. 
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Figure C-6 : Cooling flow surface characteristics in air-rail cooled racks made by 
Mathematica, drawn by Maple. 

Avionics Deck Case Temp. Rise/Cooling Flow Characteristics 

0.34 Watts/sq. in (Experimental Results published by Boieng in 1979 Beck Exhaust =1.5 inch 
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Figure C-7 : Case temperature rise of avionics in flight deck as function of ECS 
output flow rate extracted from experimental results published in AGARD-CP-196. 
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AVIONICS DECK CASE TEHPERATURE RISE in dog F -vi- ECS FLOW RATE (HBPLAD) in lb/min/kW 
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Figure C-8 : Mathematica developed curve fit to avionics flight deck case temperature 
rise versus ECS flow rate. 

Figure C-9 : Average failure rate variation with avionics equipment bay junction 

temperature from [83]. 
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FAILURES PER 10-6 Hr -vs- JUNCTION TEHPERATURE dog C 
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0 

Figure C-10 : Mathematica developed curve fit to avionics average failure rate 
variation with its component junction temperature. 

Figure C-1 1: Relative failure rate variation with case temperature rise of typical 
avionics equipment in flight deck, generally accepted by Industry [84]. 
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I 

Figure C-12 : Mathematica developed curve fit to typical avionics equipment in flight 
deck failure rate variation with case temperature rise. 

%DOC ( No Bleed ) Break-down F1000IassAiroraft 
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Figure C-13 : DOC major break-down for defined mission before RIM 
a) Twin aft engines, 107 PAX, 2400 km range 

AVIONICS DECK RELATIVE FAILURE RATE -vs- CASE TE14PFRATURE dap C 
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%DOC I No Bleed) Break-down A34OCIe . Aircraft 

I M, 

Figure C. 13- DOC major break-down for defined mission before REM 
b) 4 Engines, 440 PAX, 10200 knm 

Figure C-13 : DOC major break-down for defined mission before REM 
c) Twin engines, 280 PAX, 7982 km 

- .. - __. __-1 u.. l 
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l6% 

Figure C-13 : DOC major break-down for defined mission before REM 
d) Twin engines, 440 PAX, 6483 km 

Figure C-14 :% Mt0 
, and Mf�e, rise due to avionics REM for defined missions. 

a) Twin aft engines, 107 PAX, 2400 km 
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%Mto, & MfueI Ase due to Avionics RE for A340 Mission Airoraft 
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Ml n 

Figure C-14 :% Mt0 
, and Mf1ei rise due to avionics REM for defined missions. 
b) 4 Engines, 440 PAX, 10200 km 

d us to Avioniorr RE (or A310 Misaon Airareh 
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Figure C-14 :% Mio 
, and Mj�e 

.1 rise due to avionics REM for defined missions. 
c) Twin engines, 280 PAX, 7982 knm 
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96Mto, & Mfuel Rise due to Avionics RE for A330 Misyon Aircraft 
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Figure C-14 :% Mt,,, and Mt, 
ei rise due to avionics REM for defined missions. 

d) Twin engines, 440 PAX, 6483 km 
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Figure C-15 : Mass fuel rise for all mission shown together, Every ponit in this figure 
corresponds to an optimised airplane at the particular avionics RE cooling increment 
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%Thrust, & Wing Area Pose due to Avionics REfor F100 Mission Aircraft 
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a: Twin aft engine, 107 pax, 2400km range. 

%lhrust, & Wing Area Fase due to Avionics FEforA340 MIssion Aircraft 
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b: Four under wing engine, 440 pax, 10200km range. 

Figure C-16 % Thrust and wing area rise due to avionics RE modelling for every 
mission 



%lhrust, & Wing Area Rise due to Avionics RE for A310 Mission Aircraft 
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c: Twin , 280 pax, 7982 km range. 

%1hrust, & Wing Area Fase due to Avionics REforA330 Mission Aircraft 
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Figure C- 16 Continued. 
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APPENDIX D 

VCW Modelling Formulation 

And Results 

Dl. Introduction 

In this appendix the detail formulation and further description of VCW modelling are 

presented in the following order : 

Fuselage upsweep drag, wing fuselage interference drag, twist induced drag, induced 

drag factor, Mach critical drag enhancement, cruise drag saved due to VCW, VCD 

mass prediction, VCW systems mass prediction, VCD extra maintenance cost 

prediction, VCW extra system maintenance cost prediction, VCW extra development 

cost prediction. At the end of the Appendix, tables and figures of results are 

presented. 

D2. Modelling of Fuselage Upsweep Drag 

There is no general method to determine the extra upsweep drag. Reference [32] has 

made an approximate approach based on cross flow concept in [125] and derived the 

following relation : 

Eia, 
p(CDS) =AI 

I 
+Ar! 

Isin Icosß D1 
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The graphs of Fig. D-1 developed by [32] conforms to the experimental results in 

[125]. The ratio of fuselage length to its diameter being 8, and the ratio of A, /A,, 

being 1.85 is fairly applicable to present modem transport aircraft. 

For an upsweep angle of 7.5 degree, which is a typical value for present modern 

transport aircraft, the points extracted from Fig. D-1 were included in Table D-1. An 

Excel curve of Fig. D-2 was drawn using the said table. Mathematica was used to fit 

the following equation to Fig. D-2. 

Aß (CD S) = 0.008976-0.00276 x af+ 0.00041771 x aft 

-2.6209 x 106 x afj + 6.00962 x 10'7 x af4 D2 

Above expression is corrected with fuselage frontal area with respect to wing gross 

area. The differentiation of the above equation renders the flight angle for minimum 

upsweep drag (a typical value of 2.421 degree). It is assumed that aircraft 

commences the cruise at nearly the same flight angle. 

In the cruise sector, fuel consumption in every sector is computed, and is used to 

determine the change in aircraft mass, and hence change in aircraft CL is found. Using 

the following relation from [32], wing lift curve slope is determined. For simplicity 

and computational limitation in CACAD, the complex aircraft CL/cc relation is 

avoided. 

CLa=2n/(2/A+ [(1/cos2A112)- Mc; +(2/A)2J°5) D3 

The above slope together with the known aircraft CL are used by CACAD to 

determine the required angle of attack at the end of each cruise sector . Such a 
difference from the angle associated with minimum drag is then used in relation D2 

to estimate the drag saving in VCW aircraft. 

D3. Wing Fuselage Viscous Interference Drag Modelling 

Wing fuselage viscous interference drag, according to Hoerner is given by the 

following relation : 

Ai (CDS)p = 1.5CFtrCc, COS2A112 D-4 

CF is determined in drag estimate module of CACAD, and tr , 
AI/2 are both 

independent variables. C,; is the total circumferential length for both wing halves of 
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the wing / fuselage intersection line at which the boundary layers intersect. The value 

of C,; is decided by the circumference of the fillet size. It is approximately 4.5 times 

the root chord [32], which is equivalent to the circumference of two rectangles i. e. 

wing fillets on both side of the fuselage. The length of each rectangle is the root 

chord and the width being one eighth of the root chord. The wing root setting angle in 

a FCW, and VCW is given by the following relations [32] respectively : 

(1W)FCW = CLI CLa + OCOIx C1 + (a. 
v)r 

(IWýVCW = CLI CLa +(a, U)r 

D5 

D6 

ao1 is the change in zero-lift angle of the wing per degree of the positive twist at the 

tip, and its value is approximately -0.4, and (ate ), is the zero lift angle of the root 

section, and it is approximately -2.0 degree [103]. 

The difference are used in determining the reduction in value C.; as follows : 

AC,; =4xC,. x ([cos ((1w)Fcw- afmjn) + sin ((iw)FCjv- ajmin)1- 

COS ((iw) vcw ajmin) + sin ((iw)vcw - of min) 
]) D7 

The above drag saving is found when D7 is substituted in following expression : 

d(0, (CD S)p) = 1.5 CF t, ACj cost A112 D8 

D4. Twist Induced Drag Modelling 

During the cruise phase of the flight, the basic lift distribution of a twisted wing 

causes a vortex induced drag at zero lift. This extra induced drag due to twist for a 

straight and swept wings with linear lofted twist is given in [32] as below : 

AsCDV-Et 2 C01 +S CLC11 D9 

In the drag estimate module of CACAD for VCW, such drag is computed at every 

cruise sector when the related CL is known . This drag is then treated as an induced 

drag saving, and thereby deducted from total induced drag. 

Values of CO, and C11 are computed from lifting surface theory and are shown in the 

Fig. D-3, and D-4 [32] respectively. It is not easy to convert such graphs into 

mathematical equations nor it is essential and necessary. The current transport aircraft 
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usually possess a typical range of aspect ratio between 8.5 to 10, and taper ratio 
between 0.2 to 0.3, and flight Mach number between 0.82 to 0.84. For such typical 

values, the values of CO, and C11 are approximately 1.2623 x 10's & 1.070 x 10 "1 

respectively. 

The value of st can be assumed between 3 and 4 degree. Higher value will result in 

unacceptably large induced drag of the order of 5 to 10 counts, and the lower values 
beside being not effective, are not practical on existing transport aircraft. 

At every cruise sector, CACAD computes the fuel fraction, the aircraft existing all up 

mass, and hence the current cruise CL , relation D-8 is used to determine the induced 

drag due to twist. 

D5. Induced Drag Factor Modelling 

This is the modelling of drag saving in VCW due to the absence of gradual induced 

drag increment. It is resulted from elliptical lift distribution deterioration, through the 

cruise stage in fixed camber wing aircraft. The induced drag factor which is used in 

the drag estimate module of CACAD is given by an empirical equation B91 from 

[14]. It is the function of sweep angle, aspect ratio, span, and fuselage diameter. It is 

adequately accurate, because it produces reasonable engine sizing for most classes of 

aircraft. 

1+5= Kcr, + Kcr2 (FUSD /Span) 2+ Kcr3 x AR x sec (A1l4) D 10 

The above relation produces a good average value for induced drag factor. Hence it is 

kept as a base value in CACAD. 

On the other hand an analytical determination of induced drag factor by Garners' 

method [128] offers an expression which is the function of the location of wing centre 

of pressure (il cp) from the wing root. 

5= 46.264 x [ilcp - (4/3) n12 D11 

Relation D11 was used to establish induced drag factor variation with cruise lift 

coefficient, so that its increase at every cruise sector may be used in the form of a 
drag saving to reduce induced drag in VCW aircraft. In the following, an analytical 

approach is used to establish the wing centre of pressure change to determine the 
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induced drag factor change as function of lift coefficient. This will then be used to 

compute induced drag saving in VCW aircraft. Referring to equation D11, where : 

I 

flcp =J [(C, xc)/(CLxGMC)J11 d1 

0 
D12 

c is the local section chord, GMC is the geometric mean chord, and C, is the section 

lift. CL is aircraft lift at any cruise sector, and rj is the non-dimensional span-wise co- 

ordinate being 0 at the wing root and 1 at the tip. Using references [103], and [135] 

the above relation is expanded into the set of following relationships . 

GMC=4 D13 

c(ri) =CRx[1-(1-? )1] D14 

E(rb)=ECx'q D15 

Cý = CAS + C6 D16 

CAS and C& are the basic and the additional lift coefficient respectively. y' is the 

span-wise location of centre of pressure of the additional lift. Assuming linear 

distribution of twist : 

Cvs0.5x[ao+c(ii)JxCj D17 

ao=-{ f c(ii)xc(i)xd(i))/(f c(1)xd(1)) D18 
00 

ao is the overall zero lift angle at which there is no overall lift. Due to the presence of 
twist, however there will be local lift across the wing, some up and some down giving 

zero net lift. 

y'=0.42+0.001 xAR x(1Mcr2) x 

[(4.4 +5 TR)Tan(Aj12)/ (1 M4r)+10.4 TR11I -6.7] D19 

Cam=X1.28(1-12)1/2+(14.13il -6.35) (y'-0.425)]( GMCxCL/c(ri)) 

(for il S 0.7) D20 

Ca= (1.28(1-12)12+[4.25-53.8 (ti-0.815)2](yo-0.425))x 
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(GMCxCL/c(t1)) 

(for il >0.7) D21 

Relations D-11 to D-19 are assembled into a FORTRAN algorithm so that all the 

integration are carried out, and finally an equation linking 1+S with aircraft CL is 

established from which the rate of change of induced drag factor (1 +S), or k with 

CL is found : 

d(k) /d(CI) = (-0.109027+0.070752 x CL ) D22 

k= k'- (CL 2nd sector - 
CL Ist sector) X (0.109027+0.070752 X CL) D23 

where k' is the base induced drag factor determined by the equation B91. The reason 
for subtracting the second term from the first term of RHS of D23 lies with the fact 

that such an increment in induced drag in FCW is simulated in the VCW modelling in 

the form of a benefit. 

D6. Critical Mach Number Enhancement Modelling for VCW 

In this section effort is made to model the benefit of VCW lower section C, than 

aircraft CL resulted from span-wise deployment of VCD. When a cruise flight Mach 

number is decided, the following relations may help in determining critical Mach 

number at zero lift, which in turn helps to decide a reasonable combination of sweep 

and thickness to chord ratio [25]. Recalling relation B15: 

Mcri, 
o = Mcr +C 

cr - 
dMCCL D24 

(Mc, + aºM d is Mach critical drag. The value of dM,, is decided by the amount of 
increment in drag due to compressibility, which is usually between 0.001 and 0.002. 

The graph in Fig. D-5 [25] will then give the corresponding value of Ads,. The value 

of dMccL (Mach number increment due to CL) is extracted from Fig. D-6, for the 

highest value of CL , or Cl at the cruise tart. Hence the value of MM, j, 0 may be found 

from D24. For any reasonable selection of thickness to chord ratio the above values 

together with the complex graph of Fig. D-7 gives a sweep angle that is a compromise 

with respect to flight Mach number, buffet onset Mach number ( Mach critical lift ), 

aircraft CL 
, 

Mach critical drag, and aspect ratio. Now the whole of the above 

argument was modelled into the Mach critical module of CACAD. 
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An algorithm was placed within the induced drag factor module of CACAD, i. e. 

within the integration module of expression D12 to determine the highest value of C, 

. The difference with aircraft CL is then computed. Such difference is then accounted 

for in Mach critical module as a reducing parameter for CL in VCW aircraft.. The 

following relation which is an equation fit to Fig. D-6 will result in higher dMcCL for 

VCW aircraft. 

dMccL =-0.005714 + 0.0321143xCLcr - 0.1 x(C1)2 D25 

Assuming compressibility drag value, from 0.001 for long range to 0.002 for short 

range aircraft, [32,25], the following relationship was fitted to the experimentally 

developed curve of Fig. D-5 [25] to determine the compressibility drag. 

dMor = 0.135729 - 178.953 X CD comp + 109791.37 x (CD 
co, np) 

2+ 

3.3221 x 107 X (CDcomp)3 + 3.76453 x 109 x (CDcomp)4 D26 

With Mc, as an input value in CACAD, and the higher value of dMcCL together with 

above "findings, equation D24 will yield lower M; ro for VCW aircraft. This may 

enable the optimisor to choose higher value of TC for still lower sweep angle This is 

decided by following equation which was fitted with the help of Mathematica to the 

Fig. D-7 [25]. 

AI/4 =- 180.345 + 211.41SxMcritp + 298.207xTC - 149.599xTC2 D27 

Above procedure enables CACAD to design a transport aircraft with rationally 

decided sweep and thickness to chord ratio which ensures a reasonable margin 

between flight Mach number and Mach critical drag. It also enables a VCW aircraft 

to be benefited from its drag divergence margin in its entire configuration sizing, 

contributing toward a lower DOC. 

D7. Cruise Drag Saved by Camber Change 

Cruise phase of flight is accompanied by fuel mass reduction, hence aircraft all up 

mass is continuously reduced. This makes the wing produced lift to be more than 

aircraft required lift. FCW aircraft either increases the flight altitude or reduces the 

flight angle of attack to balance the lift. The prime purpose of VCW is to establish 
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such balance by way of reducing camber chordwise. This not only balances the lift, 

but produces some drag saving as compared with FCW aircraft. 

In the following, the aerodynamic achievement of theoretical, and experimental work 

of MBB, and Cranfield is presented so that, an average but confident degree of drag 

saving to be incorporated into drag estimate module of CACAD. 

1. Rao's 2-D airfoil undergoes camber change by computational method, using 
Powell & Horton code, from 0 to 2 to 4 degree TE deflection achieved 6.7 

% drag saving, section 2.3.2 of [105]. 

2. Rao's Experimental work on a 25.3 cm chord, 60 cm span 2-D wing placed 
in a 33 m/s, 1/2 million Reynolds number Cranfield Weybridge wind tunnel, 

with variable camber deflection, at LE up to 2 and TE up to 7 deg, achieved 

6 to 9% drag saving for CL between 0.55 to 0.45, and nearly 13% at CL=0.7. 

3. Rao's Experimental work on 3-D wing of 23 cm chord and the same size 

span in the same wind tunnel with the same conditions achieved no drag 

saving. 

4. Mackinnon's work [106] on the Rao's 3-D wing, with tunnel being re- 

calibrated , and modified experimental apparatus, achieved approximately 6 

% drag saving for CL between 0.6 to 0.7, at 2, and 4 degree TE deflection. 

5. Mackinnon's work on a specially designed supercritical airfoil using EJ-61 

code in consultation with British Aerospace for cruise Mach number of 0.74. 

He used BVGK computational code [130], to predict the 2-D camber 
deflection performance, varying camber at TE from -2 to +2, achieved 

nearly 7 to 8% drag saving at usual cruise lift coefficients. He also used 
William's RAE code [131], which takes into account viscous effects but not 

compressibility effect to predict the camber deflection performance, 

achieving 6.2 % drag saving at the typical cruise lift coefficients. 

6. Mackinnon's 3-D work with the same airfoil but incorporated into a 160 cm 

span, and 60 cm chord wing, placed in 50 m/s flow at Reynolds number of 

nearly 2 million in an 8 ft x6 ft closed return tunnel . He achieved a drag 

saving of 3 to 5% but at the CL values much higher than cruise condition . 
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The cross over point in the drag polar ( even corrected for real Reynolds 

number of 40 million ) was 0.65 for 5 deg and 0.85 for 10 deg deflection of 

TE camber device. 

7. From all the references published for MBB work [109,110,11 2to 114,118] 

the one reported by [110] contain the required data. In this, the experimental 

results obtained in transonic tunnel with Reynolds number around 6 million 

and from the Figure 33 of the same reference, it is evident that, a drag saving 

of 5 to 6% is achieved at the usual cruise lift. 

In the following the drag polar diagram achieved computationally and experimentally 

by the aerodynamic research in Cranfield and MBB for airfoils (2-D), and wings (3- 

D) may be presented as evidence of variable camber performance in drag saving 

chosen by the Author. 

1. It is understood from section 2.3.2 of Rao's work [105] on 2-D drag polar, 

developed computationally, an approximately 6 to 9% drag saving at usual 

cruise CL range. Figure 2-14 of [105] is misprinted, instead an equivalent 

figure is presented to depict her work; see Fig. D-8. 

2. Fig. D-9 shows Rao's 2-D drag polar developed experimentally. From the 
figure, there is an approximately 9% drag saving at usual cruise CL range. 

3. Fig. D-10 shows Rao's 3-D drag polar developed experimentally. From the 

figure, it is evident that there is no drag saving. 

4. Fig. D-11 shows Mackinnon's work on Rao's 3-D wing. The drag polar was 

developed experimentally by re-calibrating the Weybridge wind tunnel. 

From the same figure, it can be seen approximately 6% drag saving at cruise 
CL, higher than the usual range. 

5. Fig. D-12 shows Mackinnon's 2-D drag polar developed computationally on 

a specially developed airfoil for variable camber operation. From the same 
figure a drag saving of approximately 7 to 8% at usual cruise CL range is 

observed. He also used William's RAE Code and produced the drag polar of 

Fig. D-13, from which an approximately 6.2 % drag saving is observed at 

usual cruise CL range. 
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6. Fig. D-14 shows Mackinnon's 3-D drag polar developed experimentally. 

From the figure, Author extracted approximately 3 to 5% drag saving, but at 

cruise CL, higher than the usual range. 

7. Fig. D-15 shows MBB's 3-D drag polar developed experimentally on a 

specially designed airfoil for variable camber operation. From the figure, an 

approximately 5 to 6% drag saving is possible at usual cruise CL range. 

With the above computational, and experimental achievements, it is possible that a 

camber deflection during cruise stage would result in 5% drag saving for a transonic 

wing carefully designed for variable camber operation chordwise. 

In CACAD the cruise range is segmented into 5 sectors. Drag saving takes place at all 

sectors, distributing 5% equally to each sector i. e. 1% per sector. 

D8. VCD Mass Prediction Modelling 

In this section, the method of establishing VCD mass prediction is presented. Raymer, 

Corning, Nickolai, and Roskam have treated the wing a complete body, without any 

reference to the trailing edge devices. Torenbeek is the main source for [14] from 

which the following relation for flap specific mass is presented : 

JFLP - JFLPO x F! pc (SFTE x Etaj x Span ) 0" 8 75 VA or YTO x ý( 

sin(1Q or 3) x cos(AJ) / TC J°'75 D28 

where V is either approach or take-off speed (m/s), whichever is the bigger, and also 

JFLP may not be less than 30 kg/m2, or otherwise it is 30 kg/m2. Jo is a constant 

coefficient and is of the order of 0.006 for the flap systems in use in current transport 

aircraft. Ftp, is the flap complexity coefficient which is 1.2 for the fowler flaps 
. 

Should a flap system operate as a VCD, it must have extra mass to enable it to deflect 

as VCD before it deflects as fully extended flap. Therefore this extra mass can be 

assumed as a function of VCD deflection angle. Above relation was applied to the 

A340-200 class of aircraft and made to vary with deflection angle. The graph of Fig. 

D-16 shows that at deflections around 15 to 17 ° (the usual aileron deflection at 

cruise), the flap mass density is 30 kg/m2. The same value is proposed by [14] for 

aileron, which enhances the confidence for the following methodology. The 
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following differentiation determines the rate of change of flap specific mass with 

deflection angle : 

dJ /d 0.75x fJ xF X(S xS an flap an oýsýsx ( 
FLAP) 

(R 
JIap 

J=2 
FLPO ! pc flap A flap p 

V2 X cos (A 
flap) 

/ TC 10.75) 
X cos (ß flap) x 

[sin (ß 
flap) ]-0.2 f D29 

This is about .8 to 1 kg/m2/deg of deflection for the same class of aircraft. Thus the 

specific mass of VCD may be given by the following expression : 

JVCD = JFLAp + {d (JFLAp) Id (R)lap) x IVCD} D30 

The above relation was used to predict the specific mass of VCD in an A340-200 

class aircraft which produced the value of 56 kg/m2 
, and consequently the increase 

over FCW flap without the effect of other VCW benefits, and snow ball effect which 

reduce the flap area, etc. is 161/o. 

D9. VCW Hydraulic System Mass Modelling 

Raymour proposes a reasonable equation for mass estimation of the hydraulic and 

flight control system. It includes the number of system functions and the square of the 

area of the control surfaces as amongst the variables. This is found most suitable for 

the prediction of hydraulic system mass increment due to VCW in CACAD. It has an 

additional advantage of being suitable for design proposals put forward by MBB. The 

equation is as follows : 

MHW = 4.7 x 
0.2673 Nf [(FuSL + Span) x 3.28] 0.937 D31 
2.205 

Nf is the number of functions performed by hydraulics system that are located in 

different corners of aircraft with independent piping . For FCW, it is assumed as 7 

(elevator, rudder, aileron, flaps, brakes, main, and nose landing gear). For VCW, Nf is 

assumed to be 8, the eighth function is VCD operation . 
Note that although fuselage 

length remains the same, the span of VCW will slightly reduce, retarding hydraulics 

system mass increment. 

Table D-2 shows different aircraft, and their hydraulics system mass, along with mass 

predicted with different formula. It is apparent from the said table that the Raymer 

formula underestimates, the hydraulics system mass, although it offers very related 
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parameters. A correlation factor of 4.7 for Raymer equation as default factor to match 
its results with the A330 aircraft (considered base aircraft for CACAD) hydraulics 

system mass was found reasonably applicable to other types of transport aircraft 

treated in CACAD. 

D10. VCD Maintenance Cost Prediction Modelling 

Trailing edge system maintenance cost of FCW aircraft can be determined by the two 

approaches discussed in Appendix B. In the following section the Airbus comparison 

method is used to predict extra maintenance cost difficulty factors for VCD when 

substituted for wing TE system. 

D10.1 Comparison method 

VCW trailing edge system is assumed to replace the conventional TE system of FCW 

aircraft ( excluding the hydraulics system elements in its vicinity) . This will allow 

the Airbus methodology to be used, [92] to predict, the extra maintenance material 

cost coefficient Fa f,,,, � and labour Fd f, �l. Table D-3 lists such factors and determines 

the required coefficients. 

The above coefficients may be used to predict VCW maintenance cost of trailing edge 

system from that of FCW : 

VCDmaintenace material cost = FCW flap maintenance material cost x Fdijmm D32 

Assuming the maintenance man-hours spent on the aircraft be approximately a 

quarter of man-hours spent off aircraft, then the following relation holds : 

VCD 
maintenance labour cost = Fdijml X FCW flap maintenance labour cost D3 3 

D10.2 Approach 2 method 

In the second approach method described in B4.2.1 were used to predict the influence 

of VCD extra maintenance cost against FCW. 

a) The surface area contribution 

VCW aircraft due to 'drag reduction and overall better performance has lower wing 

area and hence lower VCD (TE surface) area. This criteria helps to reduce VCW 

maintenance cost. 
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b) The mass proportioning 

Although surface area reduction of VCD contributed to a lower mass, the increase in 

its specific mass may lead to an overall rise in VCD mass. This will cause higher 

maintenance cost. 

c) The price proportioning (used only for material cost ) 

The extra development cost of VCW that was described in subsequent sections may 

contribute to higher specific price of VCD. This is one of contributing factors in 

pushing the cost of maintenance material of VCD to a higher value. 

d) Among the external and internal factors, Table D-4 differentiates wing TE 

flaps from VCD, the sum of the merits obtained will then be fed into the 

appropriating module to predict the extra cost of maintenance material and labour for 

VCD. 

VCDmaintenace 
material cost =2 (SVCD / Stotal) 

+ (Internal factors Merit VCD / Total Internal Merit) 

+ (External Factors MeritvcD / Total External Merit) + PVCD /P )x Fd j, �, 

x STRmaintenance material cost D34 

VCDmaintenace labour! cost =2 (SVCD / Stota) 

+ (Internal factors Merit ycD / Total Internal Merit) 

+ (External Factors MeritvcD / Total External Merit) + MVCD /M5) x Fd jml 

x STRmainienance labour cost D35 

The second approach increased the trailing edge maintenance cost by 1.45 times. This 

value was analysed for validation in 4.8.1. It fell within reasonably range of 1.25 to 

1.75, adapted generally by the experts of the field in the form of maintenance 

difficulty factor Fd 
m. 

D11. Extra Maintenance Cost Prediction of VCW System 

Hydraulic system, and flight control system of FCW aircraft are assumed to have 

been replaced by a hydraulic, and flight control systems that fulfils the functions of 
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VCW too, then Airbus scheme for prediction of maintenance cost can be applied. For 

this Table D-5, and D-6 are established to predict those factors that enables the 

prediction of extra maintenance cost of the said systems from that of the known value 

of FCW aircraft. 

Maintenance material cost of VCW hydraulics system = 

(Fd f., )�yDx Maintenance material cost of FCW hydraulics system 

Maintenance labour cost of VCW hydraulics system = 

(Fd f,, ), yD x Maintenance labour cost of FCW hydraulics system 

Maintenance material cost of VCWflight control system = 

(Fd f, �,,, )m x Maintenance material cost of FCW flight control system 

Maintenance labour cost of VCWflight control system = 

(F) x Maintenance labour cost of FCW f ight control system 

D12. VCW Extra Development Cost Modelling 

The methodology to predict VCW extra development cost consists in breaking down 

all areas of development cost as classified in [15] and examine an appropriate 

(fd&vcwto each section. This is down as below in major and minor sections. 

D12.1 Airframe engineering and design cost 

It consist of the following tasks : 

(a) Planning & conceptual design 

(b) Preliminary design and system integration 

(c) Design of wind tunnel models and mock-ups 

(d) Design of dedicated test facilities 

(e) Design and construction of development tests, static tests, system tests 

(f) Design for detail and development 

(g) Preparation, release and maintenance of drawings and specifications 
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(h) Liaison engineering with aircraft manufacturer, and operator, and vendors . 

(i) Design of modifications 

(j) Determination of required specifications for materials, and processes 

(k) Development of specifications for items purchased from vendors 

(1) Design analysis for reliability 

(m) Design analysis for maintainability and accessibility 

Formulae used by Roskam is as follow : 

CM0.791/ýý '. 526/7ýý 0. '83 X design = (0.0396 
amprý 1 max) 1 rdteJ 

f 
dif fxf,, d x 9ier D36 

and the equation used by Wayne Burnes ( given here for reference only : 

C ={ D. 066 (M p 
)0.796ý1.538 e0.18i) Xf7Xf design am r ('rj rdt a amc X fsecurin, X 91er 

D37 

Analysis of above relation shows that the latter relation is approximately predicting 

twice as much the cost of design part of development phase. Design tasks has been 

investigated in Table D-7 for the most realistic value of [(faiff)vcw]desIg, r 

Note that due to lack of detail man-hours contribution of each sub-division of design 

phase or for other phases of development cost, the Author had to assume that each 

sub-division weighs the same in terms of cost. Extra design cost of VCW is given by 

following relationship . 
A Cdesign =t0.0396 (Vmm)1.526(Nrdte/0.183 )X ([(Mampr) 0.791. 

vcW X( fdif) 
VCWJdesign 

ýýMampr)0.791 JFCW) X fcad X 9ler D38 

D12.2 Development support and testing cost 

It is the cost of the following works for which a comparative study was conducted to 

find the extra cost for VCW aircraft included in Table D-8 : 

- Wind tunnel testing 

- System testing 

- Structural testing 
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- Propulsion testing 

- Simulation & development support 

Formulae used by Roskam is as follow: 

G, =f0.008325 (M 
pý0.873ý 

11.890 ` 10.346f 2X Cp! X fd D39 
supportBetest t am r mar/ 1"" rdle/ 

and the equation used by Wayne Burnes which is produces 4 times higher value is 

presented below for reference only : 

C= {0.0356 (M 
p)0.903ý 

j1.93ý0.346 jXfXC fix 
support&tesl am rm rdt af psecurity 

D40 

Extra support and testing cost of VCW is given by the following relationship. 

Development support tasks has been investigated in Table D-8 for the most realistic 

value of [(f djp-)VCW]support 

f /ýý 1 890/ýý 0,346 tf0.873 7 AC 
supportBetest = (0.008325 1 maý 11 rdte) JXti 

(Mampr) 
J VCW 

X [(fdt)VCW]support - [(Mampr) 0.873 JFcw 2X Cpi D4I 

D12.3 Prototype cost of flight test aeroplanes 
Cost of construction of prototype flight test aeroplanes with VCW technology may be 

higher only in the airframe subdivision. Propulsion, and the avionics systems may be 

unaffected and is out of our comparison. Airframe cost consists of : 

D12.3.1 Structural construction labour cost 
This cost also includes installation of fixed equipment, and may be higher for VCW 

primarily in TE of wing section, including equipping of this area with extra VCD 

related articles. 

Assuming the labour cost is equally divided between fuselage and the wing (wing 

contributes to more than 50% of the aircraft development cost, about 45% of the 

structural weight, and more than 60% of the total drag). Wing trailing edge should 

take roughly quarter of the wing construction time (wing leading edge, wing box, 

wing tip, wing engine pylon, and engine housing), it is possible to allocate 25 to 50% 

man-hours cost increase (a factor of 1.375) to this section as a result of VCW 

introduction. This may result in following value: 
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[(Idf)VCWImanujacture =1.375 x 0.5 x 0.25 +1=1.1718 D42 

This is used in Roskam prediction equation D43 as in D45 : 

0.543 0.324f 2X {d'ý 91, 
r 

D43 
ItJ Cmanuajcture = (28.984 (Mampr)0.740 rd 

and the equation used by Wayne Burnes ( given here for reference only : 

. 76 0 
rdt . 549 )0.554) X famc X faecur! 

ty X 91mr Cmanufacture = (43.61 (Mamr 
p) 

0m 

D44 

Extra manufacturing man-hours cost of VCW is given by following relationship . 

m 
10.740 

J VCW Q Cmanufacture _ (28.984 0.543 (N 
rdtPl t 

10.524J tX 
ampr/ 

f[(M 

Xj_ `(M 10.740 7FCWf Xmr D45 ýý f 
dii VCW]manu actors ampr/ J 

D12.3.2 Tooling fabrication labour cost 
This cost may be higher for VCW aircraft, but primarily in the wing trailing edge 

system. Tools can be divided into the following category : 

(a) Jigs and fixture used in aircraft sub-assembly, major assembly and final 

assembly 

(b) Parts fabrication special tools : such as flat patterns, calibration tools, dies, 

templates, etc. used in machining, welding stretching, press forming, casting, 

etc. 

(c) System tests jigs, and fixtures, and special tools etc. 

(d) Aircraft operation trolleys, carts and special system testers and peculiar 

equipment for ground testing ( other than general GSE ) 

If we assume half of the above cost is invested in the wing, 30% of which for trailing 

edge system (structural parts, assembly, equipping, and rigging). It is possible even 

with a conservative view to predict that this cost may be 50% higher for VCW, which 

yields the following value for f d; p : 

[(fd j )vcwltooling = 1.50 x 0.5 x 0.30 +1 =1.225 D46 

This is used in Roskam prediction equation D47 as in D49 below : 

10.178 ýd O. 066) 
x ýd 

ff' x fr 
D-4, ý Cg={4.0127 (Mampr)0.764 

mll 
J0.899 (Nrdte/ 

toolrn 
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and the equation used by Wayne Burnes ( given here for reference only) : 

j 7v C= (5.083 (M )0.768 ýT 0.899 10.180 10.066 X}XfX 91tr tooling ampr 1, m rdte/ r/ amc security 

D48 

Extra tooling man-hours cost of VCW is given by following relationship . 
A Ctooling = [4.0127 

(V, 
a)0.899 

(N, 
dtd0.178 

10.066) X 

W [(Mamprý0.764 ]vcW X [(! 
duf)VCW]tooling - [(Mampr)0.764 ]mow 2X9 

tr 
D49 

D12.3.3 Material Cost for Prototype 
This cost may also be higher for VCW prototype aircraft primarily in area of trailing 

edge system . Fortunately the extra material and equipment required for variable 

camber operation are such that would be supplied off the shelf and they don't require 

special development cost by the vendors . The methodology for best possible 
judgement for the value of (f, �Q1e,. jai )vow is similar to previous argument though 

trailing edge extra material cost in view of the Author may not be higher than 25% of 

the conventional flap/aileron system of FCW : 

(fmaterial) VCW = 1.250 x 0.5 x 0.30 +1=1.1875 D50 

This is used in Roskam prediction equation D51 as in D53 : 

M o. 6s9 10.624/7ý/ 0"ý92} xC material =f 237.632 amprJ 
ýmax/ 

1r C dtdpi xJ {malerlal D51 

and the equation used by Wayne Burnes ( given here for reference only : 

CM0.692/ýý 0.639ýr 0.803) 
XCXX material =f 296.677 amprJl maý 1 rdt pl 

f 
material 

flow 
oba 

D52 

Extra manufacturing man-hours cost of VCW is given by following relationship . 

AC- f37.632/ýý 0.624 10.792 XfM0.689 Xf material =2lV maý 
(Nrdte/ 

2 
[ý 

ampr) 
JYCW 

materlal) VCW 

[(Mampr)0.689IFCW) X Cpi 

D12.4 Flight test operations cost 

D53 

It is the cost of the following works listed in Table D-9 for which a comparative study 

was conducted to find the extra cost for VCW aircraft : 

- Routine flight testing 
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- Associated simulation work 

- For stealth and other peculiar flight tests 

Formulae used by Roskam is as below: 

C= (0.001244 (M )1.16 11.371 (N -N1.181 X L" X{X pro J pi 
f 

di jJ 
f 

aft flight test ampr max/ rdte d. 

D54 

and the equation used by Wayne Burnes is also given for comparison ( nearly 4 times 

bigger) : 

ýM 1.19 1.401 (T -N 
1.281I tX{X L' Xf flight test =tf 00558 

ampr m1`" rdie prod. 
J fall 

p! 
L' 

security 

D55 

The extra flight test operation cost of VCW is given by substituting the factor derived 

in Table D-9 in the following relationship . 

AC= (0.001244 (V X 1'371 (N -N1.281 XM1.16 flight test m rdte prod. 
w 

amprJ 
JVCW 

X [(fdiiff) VCWJflight- 
ýýMamprý1.16ýFCW X L'pi D56 

D12.5 Total Extra Development Cost of VCW 

Adding all the above derived extra costs will render the total extra development cost 

of VCW against FCW. It is reasonable to assume Nprod for passenger aircraft as 600 

which would guaranty the return of investment. Therefore the extra development cost 

per aircraft per unit mass of wing trailing edge for VCW is as follows : 

(A C development) VCW = (A Cdesign +AC 
support&test 

+A Cmanujacture + 

A Ctooling +A Cmateriai +A C 
flight test) 

/ [Nprod X MM I D57 

The term (A C development )vcw may be added to the price density of the wing trailing 

edge of VCW aircraft in price module of CACAD to account for extra development 

cost . 
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Table D-3 Application of Airbus methodology 

ýti:; 

J)1 1.05 VCD changes in spaU i-e. inil tit co I l)Ie.. \ity tuu the 

wing trailing edge system 

1)2 Stage of Development 1.1 

D3 Environment 1 

D-1 Flight hour per flight 1 

D5 Operation time per flight 1 

D Design 1.155 DlxD2xD3xD4xD5 

RI Overhaul and 1.05 Due to sliding of VCD underneath lift dumpers a rise 
inspection rate in this rate in inevitable 

R2 Removal 1.05 due to higher complexity and inspection rate this rise 
is also unavoidable 

R Reliability ' 1.1025 R1 xR2 
MI Reachability 1 

M2 Accessibility 1 

M3 Diagnostic capability 1 

M4 Manageability I 

M Maintainability 1 MlxM2xM3xM4 

0 Overhaul and repair I Due to added function this should rise, but due to 
time lower in size of the VCD it should fall 

E Material cost 1.05 New track system and fittings etc. together with the 
rise in cost of procurement make F to rise, but due to 
lower in size of VCD it should fall 

S Skill 1.05 VCD requires some new skill acquiring 

Fdif., �, 
Material cost factor 1.3371 ExRxD 

F, l f", Labour cost factor 1.2734 (1/4)xMxRxD+(3/4) xM3xOxRxl) 

fror prediction of extra maintenance cost of VCD trailing; e(-, c svsteni 
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Table D-4 Factors affecting VCD maintenance cost as compared with FCW one. 

Corrosion & 2 3 VC[) rubs against lift dumpers when 
friction operated 

FOl) 1 2 There are higher chances that an FO item 
stickes between rubbing surfaces 

Accesibility 3 3 

Number of parts .. 3.5 4 There are more parts, bits, and 

conylication and subassemblies in VCW 

Chances of people 1.5 1.5 
causing damage 

Sun, 11 13.5 

External factor 

Stressing 2 2 

fuel contarninent l 1 

Pressurisation 1 1 

Sanitation 1 I 
Cut Outs I 

Piping and wiring 1.3 1.7 For obvious reasons VCL) requires more 
in the area wiring, and piping in wing 'FE 

Su in 7.3 7.7 

Internal factors 
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Table D-5 Application of Airbus methodology 
1,01 prediction of extra ii iit k'n; ifCc COý1 of V'('I) IhvdTaul 

1.03 VCD changes in spanwise imparts complexity to the 
hydraulics system ? 

D2 Stage of Development I 

D3 Environment I 

1)4 Flight hour per flight 1 

Dj Operation time per flight 1 

1) Design 1.03 DlxD2xD3xD4xD5 

RI Overhaul and 1 

inspection rate 

R2 Removal 1.05 Due to higher complexity and addition of more 

equipment this rise is unavoidable 

R Reliability 1.05 R1 xR2 

! Vi Maintainability 1.05 MIxM2xM3xM4 

0 Overhaul and repair 1.15 Due to addition of more actuators, relays, piping, etc. 

time to the system, increasing the factions from 7 to R 

E Material cost 1.05 Due to increase in equipment within the system 

S Skill 1 

Fd; J�ý, Material cost factor 1,1356 ExRxD 

F, f,,, Labour cost factor 1.2032 (1/4)xMxRxD+(3/4) xM3xOxRxD 
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Table D-6 : Application of Airbus methodology 
for prediction of extra maintenance cost of V('[) flight cone 

RI Overhaul and I 

inspection rate 

R2 Removal 1.05 Due to higher complexity this rise is unavoidablc 

R Reliability 1.05 RI xR2 

M Maintainability 1 MIxM2xM3xM4 

0 Overhaul and repair 1.05 Due to addition complexity to the system, and 

time increasing the fuctions from 7 to 2i 

E Material cost 1.05 Due to increase in the cost of system software 

S Skill 1 

F, I; f,,, Material cost factor 1.1808 ExRxD 

Fd; I,,, I Labour cost factor 1.1G07 (1/4)xMxRxD+(3/4) xM3xOxRxD 
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Table D-7 : VCW design and engineering tasks compared with F('W 

(u) 10? sIIL! ht eNil cost an (i \IIIIZ envisaged at conceptual phase 
(b) 1.05 VCD, Hydraulic, and flight control software 
(c) 1.10 wing with VCD deployed 
(d) 1.03 to test the integrity of VCD operation during cruise 
(e) 1.05 extra system test for VCD 

(ý l detail design shall treat VCW as any other system once it is 
finalised in previous design stages 

(g) I drawing activity shall treat VCW as any other system 
(h) 1 liaisonning is also indifferent to VCW 
(i) 1.05 there are extra chances for issuing modifications for VCW 
(j) 1 same as (h) & (g) 
(Ic) 1 as above 
(1) 1.03 extra design work for prediction VCW reliability 
(in) 1,05 sliding of VCD underneath lilt dumpers, & camber variation across 

span 
[(f illf )vcwl (a) x.. x (ni) = 1.4468 
design 

Table D-8 : VCW development support cost compared with FCW 

(h) Associated 1.03 extra work toward VC operation in all phases 
simuianon WOIK cri tile tilgin 

(c) For stealth and other I no relation with VCW 
peculiar flight tests 
F( f, 4; 0' 

wrWIn;,. 
i. t 

1.133 (a)x((d)x(c) 

Table D-9 V('W iiIL'I'tt test OI)Clation Compared with FCW. 
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Figure D- I Estimated fuselage profile drag increment due to angle of attack and rear 
fuselage upsweep [32] 

Figure D. 2 Upsweep Drag Coefficient 
vs. Angle of Attack 

Figure D-2 : Estimated fuselage profile drag increment due to angle of attack and rear 
fuselage upsweep. 
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Figure D-5 : Compressibility drag coefficient against Mach number rise 125] 
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Figure D-6 : Mach critical drag rise due to lift coefficient for two types of airfoil 125. 
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Figure D-7 : Mach critical drag at zero lift variation agianst thichness to chord ratio, 
and sweep angle at quarter chord 120]. 
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Figure D-21 : VCW sensitivity analysis for fuel price variation impact on DOC saving for various 
range classes. 
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Figure D-22 : VCW sensitivity analysis for fuel price variation impact on DOC saving for various range 
classes. 
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Range/Development Cost Factor Variation for VCW Technology 
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Figure D-23 : VCW sensitivity analysis for development cost variation impact on DOC saving for 
various range classes. 
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Technology Sensitivity Analysis 
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Figure D-24 : VCW sensitivity analysis for maintenance cost variation impact on DOC saving for 
various range classes. 
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Appendix E 

CACAD Listing 

The complete listing document in the form of a booklet and also in a floppy disc is 

submitted to the Department of Aerospace Technology, College of Aeronautics. This 

is not include in this thesis due to extensive number of pages. 


